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Abstract
Research on the information behaviour of archive users has repeatedly shown that access to archival
knowledge bases such as via finding aids is hindered by a certain deficiency in knowledge about users
and their information needs. The objective of this study is to increase our empirical understanding of the
information needs of archive users in order to facilitate access to archival information systems. The primary
research question explores the possibility of creating an ontology that can reasonably represent archival
inquiries and their probable interpretations as formal queries to the model of the archival target world that
would generate an adequate response. For this purpose, the study analyzes archival information needs as
expressed in written natural language questions submitted to the German Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv)
and the National Archives of Norway (Arkivverket). The primary results point to a methodological approach
that advocates an interpretative analysis of written natural language inquiries and, as the result of its
practical and successful application, the Archival Knowledge Model (AKM). This constitutes an ontological
representation of the subject matter typically appearing as the interest of archival inquiries. The study
thus shows that written natural language questions submitted to archives exhibit dominant fundamental
ontological patterns, which can be formalized to a relatively small set of entities utilizing the CIDOC CRM
and compatible extensions wherever its semantics are found to be inadequate. The AKM formally and
explicitly represents the information needs of archive users in the form of an ontology, thus providing a
constitutive model for the evaluation of existing archive information systems and data schemas and may
inform the development of new cataloguing rules or pattern-based query applications.
Zusammenfassung
Die Forschung zum Informationsverhalten in Archiven hat wiederholt gezeigt, dass der Zugang zu Archivbe-
ständen durch einen grundlegenden Wissensmangel über die Informationsbedürfnisse von Archivnutzern
eingeschränkt wird. Das Ziel der vorliegenden Studie ist die Vertiefung des empirischen Verständn-
isses der spezifischen Informationsbedürfnisse von Archivnutzern und damit die Leistung eines grundle-
genden Beitrags zur Verbesserung von archivischen Informationssystemen. Dazu untersucht die primäre
Forschungsfrage die Möglichkeit der Erarbeitung einer Ontologie, die in angemessener Weise das Erken-
ntnisinteresse von Nutzern an Archive repräsentiert, und auf formale Anfragen, adäquate Antworten
erzeugt. Zu diesem Zweck analysiert die Studie schriftliche Nutzeranfragen an das Bundesarchiv und
das Nationalarchiv von Norwegen (Arkivverket). Die primären Forschungsergebnisse umfassen einen
methodischen Ansatz, der eine interpretative Analyse schriftlich formulierter Fragen an Archive vertritt
und, als Ergebnis seiner erfolgreichen Anwendung, das Archival Knowledge Model (AKM) erarbeitet. Das
AKM ist eine ontologische Repräsentation des Gegenstandbereichs, der typischerweise als das Erken-
ntnisinteresse von Fragen an Archiven erscheint. Die Studie zeigt, dass derartige Anfragen dominante,
grundlegende ontologische Muster aufweisen, die auf einen relativ kleinen Satz ontologischer Entitäten
formalisiert werden können. Das AKM repräsentiert damit formal und explizit die Informationsbedürfnisse
von Archivnutzern in Form einer Ontologie. Diese stellt ein konstitutives Modell für die Evaluierung
bestehender Archivinformationssysteme und Datenschemata zur Verfügung und kann die Entwicklung
neuer Katalogisierungsregeln oder musterbasierter Abfrageanwendungen unterstützen.
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Chapter I
Introduction
Motivation
Archives are the cultural memory repositories of modern societies and a reservoir of vast
quantities of primary evidence of our past. Research on the past will consult the archive in order
to discover primary sources as evidence and to find answers to historical questions. Enabling
efficient and successful access for their users in terms of discovering and retrieving as well as the
use of archival materials from their holdings is a pivotal function for archives (Finch, 1994, 1-2).
The main means for discovering and accessing relevant primary sources in an archive are
so-called finding aids and holding guides supported by the expertise of the archivist. These archival
aids are descriptive tools which give an account of the context of creation and provenance of
aggregations of archival materials which have been created or collected by one or more actors
over a certain time frame in the past. The textual descriptions in archival aids allow researchers
and archivists alike to assess the information potential (Menne-Haritz, 2001) of archival holdings
for their research interests, and to locate and discover potentially relevant sets of archival
materials.
The information access enabled by archival aids can be characterized as indirect since archival
descriptions typically do not describe the content of single items but of large aggregations and
their context within an archival holding. In contrast, library catalogues provide subject access to
single items such as monographs. This more direct approach assumes that the information needs
of the user either directly correspond to the subject or are adequately generalized by it. However,
the character of archival materials as primary sources of evidence and less as informational
sources for particular answers, together with their ever-growing quantities, render subject access
difficult in the context of archives. Furthermore, the information needs of archive users are not
necessarily adequately generalized, nor are they always met by plain subjects.
Even though the conceptualization of archival aids is based on elaborated and historically
grown archival principles and models, their design is less informed by explicit and broad know-
ledge about the information needs of archive users (Cox, 2008). Archivists “have traditionally
decided unilaterally what is good for patrons” (Dryden, 2005, 87) and their past success within a
relatively closed archival world did not necessitate effective and systematic user studies. Further-
more, the expertise of archivists as well as of archival theory evolves around “the record, not its
secondary use nor the various types of researchers who visit archives seeking information” (Duff,
2002, 332). The advent of the digital age, however, has made this deficit apparent, especially
since it had been widely, and for that matter, falsely, assumed that the print paradigm of archival
aids would translate into the digital age (Anderson, 2004, 83).
The digital age and new Web technologies have yielded various external challenges for
archives; for example, the pursuit of extended outreach and the need to facilitate access for
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new and more disparate and independent user groups (Landis, 1995; Hickerson, 2001, 11-12).
Furthermore, large-scale and extensive data integration projects1, and the rapid increase in
and availability of digital meta-data and object-data have diminished the extent of human
influence and increased the necessity to automate steps, or at least to appraise the feasibility of
such endeavours, which until now have been subject mostly to successful human deliberation.
Internal challenges result from increased efficiency requirements; either because of budget cuts,
increased user demands and expectations towards access and services (Craig, 1998; Frusciano,
2008b), or workloads due to growing masses of archival materials.
Standards for encoding archival descriptions for digital information systems, such as the de-
facto standard for the digital encoding of archival aids, the Encoded Archival Description2 (EAD),
essentially translate the traditional structures and paradigms of archival aids to the digital
realm and are thereby prone to perpetuating their shortcomings (Eidson, 2002). Evaluations
of information systems implementing EAD encoded archival aids have raised doubts about the
usefulness of such systems (Yakel, 2004) and pointed to what appears to be a semantic gap (Shaw,
2013, 1102) between what users want and what archives offer.
The digital age has also been considered a chance to rethink the concept of finding aids
(Meissner, 1997; Gilliland-Swetland, 2001) and to develop new access tools and archival in-
formation systems that could even augment to “part finding aid, part expert system, and part
intelligent agent able to conceptualize, mediate, and tailor the information provided” (Anderson,
2004, 113-114).
However, the main problem neither rests with the indirect approach to archival information
access embodied in archival aids nor with issues of technical implementation but in the question
concerning what knowledge is relevant for archive users in archival aids and digital archival
information systems. The pivotal prerequisite for the improvement of existing digital archival
information systems and the design of their future successors (Anderson, 2004) is overcoming
the prevailing lack of qualitative in-depth analysis of archival user needs (Craig, 2003; Sinn,
2010).
Archives need to gain empirical confidence regarding the kinds of entities that should be
documented and the relevant relationships that connect these entities. Ontological models
of the information needs of archive users may provide the necessary theoretical and logical
framework. Such an ontology needs to be firmly rooted in the needs of archive users and their
conceptualizations and not be oriented only towards conceptual ideas from the archival side
in order to be able to bridge the perceived semantic gap between user and archive (Doerr and
Iorizzo, 2008; Shaw, 2013).
Without an adequate model of archival information needs the archival curator has also no
objective guideline for assessing the relevance of the accumulated knowledge to the user. The
1 For example, the archival Linked Data projects APEnet (http://www.apenet.eu/) and APEx (http://www.
apex-project.eu/), which are also closely tied to the Europeana (http://www.europeana.eu/) context.
2 http://www.loc.gov/ead/
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archival curator can only rely on intuition based on professional experience in order to decide
which facts have sufficient relevance for particular kinds of research interests. This intuition
mostly rests on human communication in terms of human understanding of textual entries in
archival aids and therefore is highly implicit and informal. A guideline for assessing relevance
would need to contain explicit and formal knowledge based on empirical evidence pertaining to
the information needs of archive users.
Recognizing these problems, the archival profession has expressed the need to address the
lack of user studies and to foster research in the domain of archival information behaviour as well
as to re-intensify dialogue with their users, in particular the historical profession (Cook, 2011).
Consequently, archive user studies have increased in number over the last few decades, with
an increased focus on the users. While these user studies focus on many different aspects of
the information behaviour of users in the context of archives, no ontological model of archival
information needs has been created until now.
Furthermore, most of these archive user studies have been dominated by methods of data
collection which lead to comparably biased analyses of archival information needs. Most
user studies employ techniques which either primarily elicit intuition, such as interviews or
questionnaires with users, or a particular reaction to an existing information system, such as
observation or log file analysis (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008). Consequently, the information needs
to be drawn from user studies built on such interrogative or observational means are strongly
biased by either a human mediator or a particular system setting.
Duff and Johnson (2001) conducted one of the few archive user studies which specifically
collected and analyzed reference questions sent by email to North-American archives. Archival
reference questions are written or oral natural language inquiries posed to archives which com-
monly constitute requests for information provision regarding the holdings of an archive or
other kinds of service requests related to the archive’s business.
This kind of empirical data allows for the establishment of a stronger and more genuine user
perspective built on relatively unfiltered information needs. This is because users have formu-
lated their questions in their own words, relatively independently from mediating parties (Duff
and Johnson, 2001, 44), and prior to having received an answer to their questions. Therefore,
such archive reference questions constitute valuable and promising empirical research data for
the investigation into archival information needs.
Research Proposal
The interest of this study is to remedy the lack of empirically based and ontologically formalized
knowledge derived from qualitative in-depth user studies about archival information needs
pertaining to state archives.
In particular, the study aims to (1) provide empirical insight into the nature of written user
inquiries made of archives and their relation to archival documentation, (2) propose and apply
a principal framework for the interpretative analysis of written natural language inquiries to
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archives, and (3) devise a model to serve as a formal and explicit ontological representation of
the subject matter that typically appears as the interest of reference questions to state archives.
The main research question inquires as to whether an ontology can be created that allows for
a reasonable representation of archival inquiries and their probable interpretations as formal
queries to the model of the archival target world that would adequately address the purpose of
the inquiry.
The study entails three principal hypotheses. Firstly, it assumes that an interpretative analysis
of archival reference questions in written natural language can serve to identify common
patterns of shared interests towards archives and that the subject matter of these interests can
be adequately formalized in an ontological model. Secondly, the subject matter of these interests
exhibits dominant structures that do not disintegrate into a limitless richness of detail but can be
highly generalized and abstracted to general ontological patterns. Thirdly, the ontology CIDOC
CRM3 (CRM) as one of the most successful in describing the cultural and historical domain
to which the reference questions can be expected to pertain, provides adequate means for the
ontological formalization of the subject matter and interest of reference questions users pose to
archives.
As mentioned previously, the real questions of archive users are not those that are recorded
in interviews or captured as queries to archival information systems. Nor are they the archival
reference questions as such. The real questions of users posed to archives are to be found through
interpretative and ontological analysis of written natural language reference questions. They
materialize as the subject matter which typically appears as the interest of archival reference
questions.
For this purpose, 762 written natural language reference questions were collected from two
European state archives, the German Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv) and the National Archives
of Norway (Arkivverket). A methodological approach was developed and applied, focusing
on the interpretation and ontological modelling of the common and shared subject matter of
users’ interests. Formally, this study practices knowledge engineering in the domain of archival
information behaviour, and employs as its method an ontological analysis of empirical written
natural language questions posed to archives.
The methodological approach by Duff and Johnson (2001) has been the initial inspiration
for the development of the interpretative approach for the study at hand. They investigated the
types of reference questions users pose to archives as well as the given information as provided
in the inquiries and known to the user, and the so-called wanted information required by the
user and qualified by the given information. This approach, however, is yet further characterized
by the idea of a keyword search and access, and does not allow for an ontological representation
of archival information needs.
The interpretative approach developed for the analysis of reference questions extends the
approach by Duff and Johnson (2001) and formally consists of two major steps which are
3 http://cidoc-crm.org/
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conducted iteratively: The first step remains at the level of utterance of the reference questions
and determines the type of questions as well as the wanted information and given information.
The second step then proceeds to the deeper interpretation of the interest of inquiries and
common ontological entities constituting their shared subject matter.
The interpretation is primarily based on the most recognizable sense of the inquiries but also
guided by an epistemological framework comprised of basic and essential constituents of the
historical and archival domain as well as common knowledge about the world and background
knowledge of the interpreter. This epistemological framework underpins the interpretative
analysis of the inquiries and allows to make educated assumptions – where necessary – about
the interest of the inquiries and potentially relevant responses for the user.
The principal outcome of the study and its most significant contribution to the current state
of research on archival information behaviour is the Archival Knowledge Model (AKM) and the
methodological approach to the analysis of archival reference questions. The AKM is an ontological
model that evaluates, uses and extends the ontology CIDOC CRM as a means to formalize general
patterns, which represent the subject matter typically appearing as the interest of inquiries
towards archives.
These general patterns constitute the AKM and together formally and explicitly describe
the information needs of archive users. Information needs of archive users thus formally and
explicitly represented in the form of an ontology provide the necessary theoretical framework
and conceptual foundation for closing the semantic gap between conceptualizations of users
brought to an archive and the conceptualizations of archives offered to users through archival
aids.
Furthermore, the AKM allows the analysis of existing archival information systems and
knowledge bases as well as encoding schemas such as EAD, and inquires whether they provide
sufficient semantics for serving typical archive user needs. Archivists will be able to assess
and decide on the relevance of particular information based on empirical evidence provided
by the general patterns of the AKM. New cataloguing rules may thus be derived, stating which
information entities should be made explicit and how they should be related to each other.
Finally, the model may lead to new pattern-based query (Dworman et al., 2000) mechanisms for
archival information systems.
This study neither investigates the information-seeking behaviour of archive users in general,
nor of historians and archivists in particular. Their search strategies and methodologies, the
use and usefulness of obtained archival materials, questions of interface or system design, and
implementation all exceed the scope of this study. No attempt is made to determine specific
user groups. Rather, this study deliberately refers to the archive users as those users who have
submitted reference questions to the archive.
Furthermore, the study is a qualitative study of archival information needs, and does not
seek to provide statistics on the distribution of particular user needs. Similarly, while the
interpretation and modelling represents a certain degree of plausibility, it is not logically binding.
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This means that the AKM consists of plausible relationships and constitutes a meta-model or
theory of the abstracted and formalized subject matter appearing as the interest of archival user
inquiries.
The interpretative analysis interprets information in free text in terms of a formal data
structure utilizing constructs from the ontology CIDOC CRM. The goal is not to describe or
assume an algorithm that automatically converts free text either from user inquiries or existing
archival descriptions – into a particular formal data structure. Rather, the study demonstrates
that archivists are in a position to encode equivalents of the information found in archival
reference questions in such a formal data structure based on the AKM. Still, progress in natural
language translation suggests that at least semi-automatic conversion algorithms could be
developed that immediately support archivists in the application and evaluation of the AKM
and that render information systems informed by the AKM accessible.
Most importantly, this study does not aim to evaluate or critique archival principles and
practices. Nor does the AKM seek to change or interfere with the ways in which archives are
described and documented. The archival domain is ultimately the use case chosen for the study.
Its results, namely the AKM, however, provide the theoretical framework for the evaluation and
critique of archival description and documentation principles and with which to foster efforts
towards better access facilities and data quality as well as data integration in the archival domain.
The ultimate goal and purpose of the AKM is to improve recall by searching for plausible chains
of relationships in data structures relevant to specific yet typical interests of archive users and
thus to improve information retrieval.
Outline
Chapter II provides a review of related research and will further contextualize the topic of
the study. Chapter III introduces the empirical research data, which has been obtained from
two state archives, the German Federal Archives and the National Archives of Norway. The
characteristics of archival reference questions will be discussed, as well as the selection and
collection process.
Since the development of a new method is one of the major objectives of the study, chapter
IV introduces at greater length the methodological approach devised and applied to the analysis
of the empirical research data. After revisiting the approach of Duff and Johnson (2001), the
extended interpretative and ontological analysis of the study will be developed step-by-step.
This will include a discussion of the historical and archival domain, both of which contribute to
the epistemological framework, influencing the interpretation of the archival reference questions.
The ontology CIDOC CRM as the prospective primary means for the ontological representation
of the results of the interpretative process will then be introduced. The chapter concludes with a
summarizing discussion of the methodological approach developed in the context of knowledge
engineering.
Chapter V presents the results attained from applying the interpretative analysis to the
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archival reference questions. The chapter reports on the types of questions as well as the
identified given and wanted entities, and continues with a discussion of various results obtained
during the interpretative analysis. These results both contribute to the empirical understanding
of user needs and pertain to the development of the general patterns. The main part of the
chapter focuses on a detailed presentation of the ascertained ontological representations of
the primary subject matter, which typically appears as the interest of user inquiries posed to
archives. These general patterns constitute the AKM and the primary outcome of the study and
its contribution to a better empirical and ontological understanding of archival information
needs. The chapter closes with a summary of the AKM.
Chapter VI investigates on an exemplary basis the relation of the AKM to real-life archival
data as found in archival finding aids encoded in EAD. The conclusion (VII) summarizes the
primary outcomes and contributions of the study and outlines future research. The appendix
contains scope notes for all classes and properties that form the AKM.
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Chapter II
Related Research
This chapter discusses related research that has been instrumental to the study at hand. Most of
this research originates from the archival domain. In a necessarily simplifying discussion, the
research of this study will be characterized as an investigation of archival information behaviour
and located within information science.
The following three sections will then discuss studies on the information behaviour of
archival users, beginning with research on archival information-seeking behaviour, followed by
research on archival information needs and, finally, studies on the design and implementation
of digital archival finding aids. The discussion will characterize the predominant topics and
methods employed, and the self-conception of the archival profession regarding the state of
research on archive users. The research topic of this study has been chosen in response to the
identified shortcomings of the research on archive user needs. The chapter concludes with a
discussion of the Global Knowledge Network (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008), the research agenda of
which aligns with the focus of investigation in this study.
1 Information Behaviour
The term information behaviour (Case, 2008), according to Bates (2010), denotes “the many ways
in which human beings interact with information, in particular, the ways in which people seek
and utilize information”. As a field of study in library and information science, information
behaviour refers to “a wide range of types of research conducted in order to understand the
human relationship to information” (Bates, 2010). More specifically, as Wilson (2000, 49) has put
it, information behaviour comprises all human behaviour “in relation to sources and channels
of information, including both active and passive information seeking, and information use”.
The definition clearly points to two fundamental sub-fields of information behaviour: seeking for
information and use of information.
While the study of use of information as well as of the ’usefulness’ of information is important,
the study at hand focuses on investigating seeking for information. The study of information-
seeking behaviour constitutes a central part of the field of information behaviour. Wilson (2000,
49) has defined information-seeking behaviour as “the purposive seeking for information as a
consequence of a need to satisfy some goal”. The complex process of seeking for information –
often also termed as information searching – has been further characterized in different models;
in the influential models by Belkin (1980), Kuhlthau (1991), or Ellis (1993; 2009), for example.
While these and other models of information-seeking have been revised or further developed
to advocate different perspectives, they nevertheless all share the fact that information-seeking
follows information needs.
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Information needs are to be understood as secondary order needs, which are the result of the
desire to satisfy a primary need (Wilson, 2000, 51), and which signify “a consciously identified
gap in the knowledge available to an actor” (Ingwersen and Järvelin, 2010, 20). According to
Taylor (1962, 392), the term information need is further characterized by four levels of “the actual,
but unexpressed, need for information (the visceral need); the conscious within-brain description
of the need (the conscious need); the formal statement of the question (the formalized need); the
question as presented to the information system (the compromised need)”. Such information
needs then may initiate or be the basis of information-seeking activities (Ingwersen and Järvelin,
2010, 20).
The archival reference questions analyzed in the study at hand pertain to the third sense;
that is, the formal expression of the information need by the user in the form of a written natural
language question. The empirically grounded investigation of archival information needs
constitutes the formal research focus. Studies investigating aspects of information behaviour
may generally be called “user studies” (Wilson, 2006). As such, this study is an archive user
study with a particular focus on the information behaviour of such users.
Harris (2005) has pointed out that it was not until the mid-1980s that the importance of
archive user studies was emphatically emphasized, for example in articles by Freeman (1984),
Conway (1986) or Dowler (1988). Conway (1986) suspected a methodological issue behind the
reluctance of the archival profession to investigate user needs, and proposed a framework for
the systematic and structured observation and analysis of archive users over a longer period
of time. Such an approach would also allow for a systematic comparison of user studies based
on the same methodological framework. Regular “reference logs” were designated for data
collection on three principle topics: the user in general, the use of archival materials, and users’
information needs.
Later, Lack (2007) proposed four methodologies – focus groups, interviews, questionnaires
and usability testing – for collecting input and feedback from archival users. Similarly, Proffitt
(2007) has discussed various user-centred approaches for the continuous evaluation of user needs
including a range of methods such as usability studies, focus groups, interviews, ethnographic
studies, and web log analysis. In 2008, Anderson proposed a model for the systematic planning
and evaluation of websites of online archives and their functionalities. Duff et al. (2008) has
investigated how standardized questionnaires for user-based evaluations could be developed and
which kinds of methods archives currently employ in order to gather user feedback on archival
services.
Yet, until today, many archive user studies have ignored the necessity of additional and more
diverse as well as more systematic and qualitative archive studies, which indicates a persistent
deficit in that area. In 2008, Gray again deliberated the future role of archives as depending
on further archival outreach, and additional research on building adequate services which
would meet the needs and demands of growing and public user groups. Recently, Sinn (2010)
reiterated that research on information behaviour in the archival domain would exhibit a lack of
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qualitative in-depth user studies. Similarly, Trace and Dillon (2012) and further Hu (2012) have
also advocated additional qualitative user studies and the application of new and more diverse
methodological approaches to the study of archive users.
The following non-comprehensive discussion of archive user studies in the field of informa-
tion behaviour will provide an overview of those studies that have been consulted.4 Furthermore,
the goal of the discussion is to provide an impression of the kinds of topics investigated and
methods employed in archival research, as well as to delineate the critique ushered by the
archival profession regarding their own approaches over the last two decades. The first section
will present a range of archive user studies which have primarily focused on different aspects
of information-seeking behaviour. It will then turn to those user studies that have specifically
investigated archival reference questions and similar expressions of information needs. The last
group of archive studies discussed will indicate that the apparent shortcomings in the available
knowledge about archive users have also become evident in the design and implementation of
archive information systems, in particular digital and online finding aids. These user studies
mostly pertain to the information-seeking as well as information needs of archive users.
2 Archival Information Behaviour
Early studies of information-seeking behaviour in archives include Beattie (1989/90) who
surveyed Canadian historians studying women’s history. The study found that participants
utilized informal means such as archivists, footnotes, and other colleagues alongside formal
descriptive access tools such as finding aids. Beattie (1989/90, 47) further stressed the potential
of subject-oriented finding aids and the need for more elaborated descriptive means of access
to archival holdings. The study by Hutchinson (1997) also represents a relatively early report
on an experiment investigating the recall and precision of retrieval operations in finding aids
encoded in EAD. Participants executed four different search strategies in 250 online finding
aids at the University of California, San Diego, and the University of California, Berkeley. They
used 20 prototypical reference questions which had been considered relevant in the context
of the available finding aids. Among several methodological and topical recommendations for
future studies, Hutchinson (1997) points out the importance of employing dedicated user-based
perspectives in user studies as well as the biasing influence that results from investigating users
operating in pre-existing access systems.
Duff and Johnson (2002), stressing the importance of more qualitative user studies in the
archival domain, studied the information-seeking behaviour of ten historians by conducting
semi-structured interviews regarding their search behaviour for primary sources within an
archive, how they conducted their research, and their use of archival materials. The study
primarily focused on the means of the information-seeking behaviour, and identified four
4 Most titles discussed in the current chapter have been collected from archival journals and by citation chaining.
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involved activities: orientation, seeking known materials, building contextual knowledge, and
identifying relevant material (Duff and Johnson, 2002, 492). The collection of names and
generally the orientation towards institutions and persons who might have created relevant
documents were important. The historical background knowledge of the researcher was further
instrumental in this context (Duff and Johnson, 2002, 493-494).
Tibbo and Marchionini (2002) summarized the initial results of an international survey
among 300 historians of American History in the U.S. on their information-seeking behaviour
and how they locate primary sources in the digital age. The study found that most participants
preferred traditional, non-digital means for searching though not denying newer digital ones
such as electronic library catalogues or archival finding aids. Tibbo (2003) then reported on the
final results, concluding that multiple pathways into the digital material are necessary and that
users were wary regarding electronic search methods.
The information-seeking behaviour of genealogists constitutes the particular focus of the
study by Duff and Johnson (2003) who conducted in-depth interviews with ten participants.
The study found that genealogists preferred informal sources of information such as colleagues.
Regarding information needs, the importance of person and place names was stressed, as well as
the necessity to adopt archival finding aids to the needs of users.
The results of a postal questionnaire among 600 faculty members of history departments
in Canada about their information-seeking behaviour in archives as well as the potential of
digital technologies are the subject of Duff et al. (2004a; 2004b). Both studies conclude that
digital technologies such as digital finding aids, digitization and email would facilitate and
improve search and retrieval but that the encounter with the original document would not
become superfluous. In the same year, Hamburger (2004) asked historical researchers about
their search strategies when looking for primary sources. Traditional and analogue approaches
were most important, along with searches based on person names.
The information-seeking behaviour in archives of UK academic historians is the focus of a
study by Anderson (2004) who conducted a questionnaire in order to investigate the usefulness
of digital finding aids and similar retrieval tools. The study is a good example of how the
introduction of new digital technologies have not only incited more in-depth studies of user
needs but, at the same time, unveiled some of the inadequacy of the existing paper-based finding
aids. Anderson (2004, 83) points out the widely (and falsely) adopted assumption that the print
paradigm of archival finding aids would translate into the digital age. According to Anderson
(2004, 114), to “simply retro-convert print finding aids or create new ones in their likeness
and place them all in an electronic environment” would not be an adequate strategy. Instead,
considerations should lean towards new “on-line archival systems that are part finding aid,
part expert system, and part intelligent agent able to conceptualize, mediate, and tailor the
information provided” (Anderson, 2004, 114).
With the advent of the digital age and the realization of the increasing importance of online
and remote users (Hill, 2004), archive user studies also began to specifically investigate the
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digital and online information behaviour of archive users as well as the usability of digital and
online services and resources of archives and online finding aids in particular. These studies
have repeatedly stressed the need for additional and preparatory user studies during the design
of digital archival services and information systems. Altman and Nemmers (2001) describes
the development and implementation process of an online finding aid and search engine in
the POLARIS project. The project conducted a dedicated case study which directly involved
users and evaluated the usability of the online finding aid. The study ascertained a high level
of interest of users in online finding aids and emphasized the value of user feedback for the
development of archival information systems.
Rosenbusch (2001) compared twelve websites providing access to archival finding aids and
found that user needs were not sufficiently considered. The prospective user groups as well
as adequate contextual information remained unknown due to an “almost exclusively supply-
side driven” (Rosenbusch, 2001, 44) approach to the design of online archival finding aids.
Consequently, Rosenbusch (2001) deemed user studies on information needs and information-
seeking behaviour a prerequisite for creating effective online archival services.
The study on online finding aids conducted by Hostetter (2004) utilized interviews and
questionnaires and found that online finding aids were considered useful in principle, while
their particular advantages and usefulness remained unclear. One of the conclusions of the study
was that stronger involvement of users as well as participation of archivists in standardization
efforts of archival metadata standards were needed.
Cruikshank et al. (2005) has analyzed and discussed the situation of description and di-
gitization of archival materials and whether current practices in archival description utilize
the potential of digital and online technology to address the needs of users. While issues of
presentation and website design, archival jargon, navigation, accessibility of search and browsing
functionality, as well as providing better instructions and guidelines to users had already been
identified by previous studies, the question as to which kinds of information would be useful to
users remained unclear. Similarly, Peters (2005), who reported on the GASHE project suggested
adding full-text information on activities and functions to the description of archival records
in finding aids. The traditional interpretation of archival principles such as provenance and
original order alone would not be sufficient to appropriately cover the whole context of archival
holdings.
Cox (2008) investigates how the utility of printed and digital finding aids for professional
users could be analyzed with a non-archival perspective in order to overcome the archive-centric
epistemological viewpoint in most archival studies. The usability study by Chapman (2010)
analyses user interaction with online finding aids and also indicates deficiencies of current
archival information systems such as that the “aboutness” of archival materials should be
described more thoroughly and archival jargon hinders users in their understanding of archival
descriptions.
Nimer and Daines (2008) conducted user studies to gain a better understanding of the user
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perspectives and information needs towards archival collections and how digital technology,
here the Web 2.0, could help to improve digital finding aids. The study has been conducted as a
usability study as part of an archival project whose main objective is to improve the “usefulness”
of an archival information system by introducing a concept model as an additional layer on top
of the finding aid and tailoring it towards typical user needs and tasks. The study by Nimer and
Daines (2008) is a good example of utilizing digital technology, here a conceptual model, as a
supplement and not a replacement to existing archival aids.
The rather new form of digitally-born and electronic archival records has been broached
as an issue by, for example, Grimard (2005) who stresses the importance of their long-term
preservation, or Adams (2007) who looks at the use and users of data records at the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) in the U.S.5 Bailey (2007) has urged the archival
profession to distinctively include digital records and contents in archival theory. However, this
study does not specifically consider these new forms of archival records.
3 Archival Information Needs
Dowler (1988) has emphasized the importance of investigating not only the actual use of archival
holdings but also the potential use by focusing on the users and, most importantly, on their
questions as well as the nature of inquiry itself. There are several user studies which focus on
archival information needs by analyzing (reference) questions, queries to archival information
systems, and similar expressions of information needs. Such studies are particularly important
for the modelling of archival data and designing appropriate metadata schemas as well as in
determining relevant information to be presented and made available to archive users.
Only few studies have specifically looked at reference questions posed to archives. The most
important was conducted by Duff and Johnson (2001) who investigated 375 email reference
questions collected from various North-American archives. The focus of their analysis rested
on the type of questions asked in these reference questions as well as their structure; that is,
the information desired – also called the “wanted information” – and the information given in
these inquiries. Duff and Johnson (2001, 44) underlines the importance of analyzing natural
language questions to archives and that by investigating “what elements people use to describe
their information need and how they structure their requests will make it possible to design
better research aids, including automated information retrieval systems, finding aids, and
web interfaces”. The method employed by Duff and Johnson (2001) adapts a methodology
for analyzing library reference questions based on the work by Grogan (1992) and Jahoda
and Braunagel (1980) and will be further discussed here in the “Methodological Approach”
chapter (IV). The results of the study by Duff and Johnson (2001) are mostly in accordance
with previous, comparable studies. They ascertain that user inquiries mainly focus on resource
5 http://www.archives.gov/
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discovery (material-finding, specific form and known item), service requests, user education,
administrative/directional, fact-finding and consultation, while the most frequent terms used
in questions include proper names, dates, places, subjects, forms and partly events. General
subject terms were less important.
The study of Maher (1986) is an early example of a cursory analysis of 159 written reference
letters to the archive of the University of Illinois. “Object of inquiry” questions about specific
subjects and specific documents dominated over inquiries for “photograph or film”, “specific
record series or collection”, “specific data”, “general subject”, “general holdings information”
and “genealogical information”. In sum, more than 40% of all reference letters appeared to be
“relatively narrow requests with clearly stated goals” (Maher, 1986, 20).
Bearman (1989/90) states that one of the main obstacles on the path to designing better
information systems was the blurry knowledge about the “kinds of questions” asked and the
actual “content of questions”. The study conducted by Bearman (1989/90) collected written
and oral questions of users via a questionnaire in several archives during one day. Then the
presentation language was analyzed in terms of the type of questions and the access points
provided. The most important elements in user questions were form, personal and corporate
names, citations and titles, places, topical subjects, and dates (of subjects) (Bearman, 1989/90,
4-5). In contrast to oral questions, written inquiries had the most access points, according to
Bearman (1989/90), and would often provide indications of the research interest (Bearman,
1989/90, 6).
In a large-scale study, Conway (1994) analyzes how researchers communicate with archives
and the elements of research questions. The most frequently used elements were date, place,
medium, personal name, and broad subject. Conway (1994) identifies four major categories of
archive users: academic, occupational, avocational, and personal. Each of them accommodated
several user groups which exhibited different information-seeking and information-use practices
derived from the information needs and methods of their particular disciplines.
Gagnon-Arguin (1998) collected questions posed via telephone, email or in person to archives
in Quebec. The study pointed out the value of user queries as an information source about
the user. The pivotal information elements for search strategies identified in this study were
“general subject”, “place”, “date”, “event”, “occupation” and “form”.
Collins (1998) investigates the user needs related to retrieval in image archives. A survey
collects questions posed to two photograph archives. The most frequently used elements were
general and specific subject terms, followed by dates and place names. The study stresses the
importance of subject indexing and subject access for digital image archives. Users did not ask
about the context of images, which is probably due to the fact that almost no inquiry was part
of a historical research project. Similar work from related domains include, for example, Chen
(2001) who investigated image inquiries from 20 college students, or Choi and Rasmussen (2003)
who studied user queries regarding image retrieval in American history. Further, Fear (2009)
looks at the terminology used in Dublin Core metadata fields in historical image collections.
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The study by Martin (2001) collects a large sample of 595 correspondence units by letter,
telephone, facsimile and e-mail sent to the Southern Historical Collection and General and
Literary Manuscripts at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. While the analysis
focuses primarily on reference questions as communication channels to archives, however, it
does not specifically investigate the structure of those questions.
Related research has been conducted in the context of subject access, which has been dis-
cussed as an additional means of access to archival records. For example, an early study regarding
subject indexing, which included a retrieval experiment, has been conducted by Lytle (1980a,b).
Pugh (1982) discusses the application of subject access and retrieval in an archival context. The
study noted, however, that far more insight is needed into the archive users, their information
needs and the use of archival resources. Smiraglia (1990) describes how the Library of Con-
gress Subject Headings would be used for subject access to archival materials and proposes a
methodology for subject analysis and cataloguing. Dooley (1992) argues that traditional ideas of
access by provenance to archival material are no longer sufficient, and discusses the prerequisites
and the necessity of subject access and subject retrieval for archival information systems. The
adequate design of subject access could only be determined, however, by conducting additional
user studies investigating who uses the archives and their level of satisfaction. More recently,
Fenton (2010) has discussed the use of controlled vocabularies and subject keywords for indexing
archival finding aids.
The investigation of reference questions and queries to archives regarding information needs
has not been in the focus of archival research until now. No study has analyzed the semantic
relations between the elements within reference questions. The results obtained are helpful but
still pertain to the idea of keyword searching. The fragmentary nature and general persistent
deficit in knowledge about archive users and their information needs is indicated by user studies
focusing on EAD and respective archival information systems.
4 Archival Implementations of EAD
Deficits in the systematic and in-depth analysis of user needs in the context of archives are also
evident in the design and implementation of the Encoded Archival Description (EAD) standard,
which has received special interest in the domain of archival information behaviour. EAD
has become the international de-facto standard for the encoding of digital finding aids (VI:1).
The success of EAD, of course, has been a big step forward towards improving international
standardization and cooperation (Kiesling, 2006) as well as digital access to archives.
However, Eidson (2002) has pointed out that user needs were missing in the initial design
of EAD as well as other archival descriptive standards. Similarly, Carter and Frusciano (2004)
wrote in the editorial of the Journal of Archival Organization that user needs had been neglected
during the development of EAD. There was still a great demand for more in-depth user studies,
especially studies focusing on online finding aids and digital sources. Coats (2004) conducted a
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literature review on user studies of archival finding aids in general and finding aids encoded
with EAD in particular. The report pointed out that additional and broader user studies of
finding aids encoded with EAD were necessary as a prerequisite for appropriately assessing their
adequacy as well as for further developing the standard.
Early studies on EAD include Meissner (1997) who reports on the analysis and evaluation
of traditional (paper-based) finding aids by the Minnesota Historical Society in order to offer
online service and access to their archival descriptions. The report stresses the importance of
first assessing and possibly revising finding aids before moving on to the application of EAD.
Re-engineering of finding aids should constitute the first step before moving to online repres-
entations and services, on account of many issues such as unclear identification of information
elements, unsatisfactory arrangements of information elements, alternating descriptive layers,
and missing user guides.
Other examples of early studies specifically involving EAD are Duff and Stoyanova (1998)
who examines the content and display of online finding aids in EAD, or Szary (2001) who dis-
cusses the potential of EAD particularly for self-sufficient user communities and more productive
archivists. Roth (2001) explores the deployment and evaluation methods of EAD finding aids
and suggests that users and their feedback needs to be more involved in the process. Similarly,
Eidson (2002) stresses that user needs should be considered more strongly during the further
development of EAD.
EAD patterns have been analyzed by Prom (2002b) and the “EAD Cookbook” as a guideline
for their encoding by Prom (2002a). The results indicate that many EAD finding aids are
inconsistent and lacking in key elements. Both studies recommend better best-practice guidelines
for their encoding with a view to optimizing their usability and retrievability. Redding (2002)
also examines the adaptation and implementation of EAD finding aids, and discovers the need
to uphold the quality of their contents and to further standardize their encoding and annotation
in order to meet the modern terms of data-centric modelling.
Kim (2004) has studied a variety of archival finding aids encoded in EAD regarding their
usability and recommends better navigational aids, browsing and navigational functions as
well as controlled access points via person names, place names, or general topics. The usability
study of EAD interfaces by Yakel (2004) indicates that users generally demand better interfaces
with less archival jargon and that do not demand prior understanding of archival hierarchical
documentation traditions. Yakel further identifies issues with search functions and content
display.
Zhou (2007) has evaluated search functions of archival websites with EAD finding aids and
found that search access is still limited, also due to the lack of user studies in this area. Similarly,
Huffman (2008) has conducted an analysis of the features and functionality of EAD retrieval
systems using a content-analysis approach, concluding that EAD does not fulfil its potential. An
XML retrieval approach has been presented by Zhang et al. (2009), intended to demonstrate
how EAD finding aids could be exploited for better search and retrieval. Zhang and Kamps
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(2010) have also carried out a transaction log analysis of archival information systems analyzing
the queries submitted by specific user groups to EAD archival finding aids. They identified a
significant difference between the search behaviour of expert and non-expert users.
Dow (2009) conducted a review of the state of EAD and concluded that it qualifies as a
“halfway technology”, due to its complexity high cost factor, and the high level of adaption it
requires from archivists. Halfway technologies “address symptoms of a problem but not the
causes or long-term effects” (Dow, 2009, 108). The crucial issue is to better connect researchers
with the archival materials. The key question here is whether EAD can help to solve this problem
(Dow, 2009, 109-110). EAD has been and continues to be adapted, yet “ultimately, however,
much more sophisticated solutions lie in the future, perhaps involving applications that fall
under the label of Web 2.0, Web 3.0, and applications we have not yet imagined” (Dow, 2009,
110). Dow (2009) concludes that “the EAD elements that we encode today, properly and fully
done, will become the raw materials of any data-centric high technology that replaces it” and
that if “properly done now, our EAD encoded finding aids will not need redoing later” (Dow,
2009, 114).
The study by Gilliland-Swetland (2001) once again stresses that the potential of EAD does
not rest with the replication of the physical and intellectual form of finding aids for online
distribution but in the chance to re-conceptualize finding aids and to prepare them for new
application scenarios, especially in terms of discovery functionalities. Gilliland-Swetland (2001)
adapts the “berrypicking” approach by Bates (2009) and outlines a couple of search capabilities
to enhance browsing and retrieval in EAD-based archival finding aids.
The general idea of re-conceptualizing, extending, or supplementing finding aids with
additional knowledge layers or conceptual models in order to enhance access and to reconcile
conceptualizations of different user groups has been entertained not only by Gilliland-Swetland
(2001) or Nimer and Daines (2008) as discussed above, but also by Yakel (2004), who discusses
the idea of archival access tools as potential boundary objects. Such boundary objects “are
both plastic enough to adapt to local needs and constraints of the several parties employing
them, yet robust enough to maintain a common identity across sites” (Star, 1989, 46). EAD,
understood as such a boundary object and not only as a mere data structure, “must not only
mediate between archivists and their user communities, but must also facilitate a convergence
between the user and the archival content” (Yakel, 2004, 64) and thus even act as boundary
spanners during research processes. Broad implementation, acceptance, and employment by the
archival profession and user would be a prerequisite for reaching that goal, according to Yakel
(2004). The same idea has been discussed by Cox (2008).
Recently, Sinn (2010) has examined how archive users perform research on a specific topic
in an archival collection and how they perceive the importance of the found material for their
work. The results show research patterns which differ from the typical assumptions of archivists,
thus indicating a divergence of cognitive representations. This suggests that there is in fact no
need to change EAD itself, but rather a boundary object which would close this gap.
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The Archival Knowledge Model (AKM) could help to achieve this goal by providing an ontolo-
gical representation of archival information needs against which EAD and archival aids encoded
in EAD could be evaluated. While this study does not investigate or analyze EAD itself, nor
does it examine its adequacy regarding user needs, it develops the means to do so. The studies
presented here illustrate the current state of research in the archival domain with regard to EAD
and user needs.
5 Summary: Global Digital Access
To summarize the discussion on related archival research, the general tendency appears to be that
current implementations of archival information systems are not the best method with which
to render archival descriptions and archival materials accessible to users, as indeed Anderson
(2004) has stated. Furthermore, as Cox (2008) has pointed out, implementations and services
utilizing EAD seem not to have significantly improved archival access. The implementation of
archival information systems based on EAD is, of course, also often confronted with technological
barriers as well as the lack of readily available expertise and resources (Yaco, 2008). However,
one of the primary issues remains the uncertainty when it comes to users and their information
needs.
Furthermore, most user studies have employed either observational or interrogative means
in order to collect research data. Data collection through techniques such as the observation of
user interactions or the analysis of log files mostly only elicit reactions to particular and existing
information systems and databases (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008). The information need of the user
is strongly filtered in terms of what the user is either allowed or able to do within the boundaries
of the particular system or what the user thinks the database may be able to answer (Lytle, 1980a,
69).
Similarly, when addressing users directly, for instance by interview or questionnaire, and
asking about the questions they would want to ask of a particular information system or database,
the users will provide questions they think the database might be able to answer based on a
particular mental model (Gentner and Stevens, 1983). The same is true if asking users outside of
a specific working process which kinds of questions they might have with regard to a specific
system. The users will mostly rely on their intuition because for psychological reasons users
cannot properly remember the original questions they had in mind before receiving a reply, the
original question having since become obsolete.
Less attention has been paid to the investigation of information needs and to explicit user
perspectives during user studies. In particular, requirements of metadata and data structures
that would meet archive user needs in terms of search and retrieval operations appear to have
been neglected. User studies specifically analyzing reference questions and similar expressions of
information needs also seem rare, despite the fact that reference questions do promise relatively
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unfiltered information needs.6
Not long ago, Schaffner (2009) conducted a literature review on the needs and requirements
of users with regard to archival information systems and other similar infrastructure. The study
concluded that sufficient knowledge on the users existed and that this knowledge only needed to
be applied. Schaffner (2009) saw the key to meeting user needs in metadata design and creation.
With the previous discussion of archival research in mind, the former statement seems to be
not quite correct, at least regarding the archival domain. The latter statement, however, that
the enriching of metadata with contextual historical knowledge and insights will add further
meaning to (archival) objects (Boonstra et al., 2004, 103) and thus better cater for user needs,
does stand to reason. Yet in order to design such appropriate metadata and respective archival
information systems, further empirical insights into the information needs of users are necessary
in order to determine which contextual information is relevant to them.
As Cook (1984, 46) has put it, “archivists must transcend mere information, and mere
information management, if they wish to search for, and lead others to seek, ’knowledge’ and
meaning among the records in their care”. Similarly, Case (1991, 79-80) has expressed doubts as
to whether scholars, and especially historians, have been served well by disciplinary boundaries
imposed by traditional (library) classification and indexing schemes. Even though changing
documentation principles or reordering collections has evidently not been feasible, the so-called
problem-oriented model (Weintraub, 1980, 29) would provide a more relevant framework for
devising better tools and services by shifting the focus to “points of view” or “contexts” for
indexing. Today, one of the key challenges of organizing information is “to construct systems
that aid understanding, contextualizing, and orienting oneself within a mass of resources” (Shaw,
2013, 1100), and where models help to bridge the semantic gap between the formalizations in
information systems and the conceptualizations of scholars.
An ontology – a concept which will be introduced in detail in chapter IV – may provide this
kind of additional “point of view” and “context” in the form of a description of those general and
common things which are important to users when consulting an archive. Such an ontology is a
means of communication and point-of-reference by explicating the meaning of these things and,
most importantly, how they relate to each other. The context created by relationships is pivotal
for an understanding of culture-historical objects since “understanding is built on associations”
(Doerr et al., 2007, 51). The archive user studies discussed above exclusively conceptualize user
needs and generalize information needs in terms of single entities. At the same time, these
studies neglect to elaborate on the relations between these entities and their further contexts.
This study aims to illustrate and describe these interrelationships.
Users, archivists, and system architects alike may use such an ontology as a reference
when consulting, evaluating or planning archival descriptions, metadata schemas, or archival
information systems. Another advantage of ontologies lies in their independence from particular
6 Diaries and abstracts might also be sources of such relatively unfiltered information needs. The latter have been
investigated by, for example, Tibbo (1993).
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implementations of data structures such as the graph-based Resource Description Framework7
(RDF) or the tree-based Extensible Markup Language8 (XML). For this reason, this study refrains
from directly applying the results of the analysis of reference questions to metadata standards
such as the XML-based EAD.
Adequate ontologies may also eventually help to address one of the core problems of today’s
information systems on the Web, which is the limitation to “simple answers to clear cut, search
term-based questions” (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 1). Pattern-oriented retrieval (Dworman et al.,
2000), for example, by exploiting relationships between entities, could describe far more complex
questions whose answers move beyond the capacity of simple queries. This limitation poses a
significant barrier to more sophisticated and integrated information systems.
The Semantic Web (Antoniou et al., 2012) in particular promises to address these problems;
however, its research agenda suffers from an “almost exclusive focus on ’terminology’ rather than
’ontological structures’” (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 4), a trend which could also be attributed to the
body of archival research discussed above. The prevalent focus on traditional library cataloguing
and methodology in describing and contextualizing objects of interest also contributes to these
limitations. As a consequence, important complementary lines of research have been neglected
such as the investigation of the nature and structure of original user questions. The systematic
and in-depth analysis of original user questions from different stages of the research process,
however, is essential and has the potential to provide, for example, necessary information on
query mechanisms and on an adequate granularity of ontologies (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008).
The basic and central question, therefore, is which contexts are relevant to users and how
these contexts can be reasonably represented in an ontological model. The scrutiny of related
research as detailed above leads us to the proposal of contextual descriptive knowledge for
archival finding aids that is derived from empirically based qualitative user studies of inform-
ation needs. Instead of employing observational or interrogative means for data collection,
reference questions are collected and analyzed which promise to provide relatively unfiltered
information needs in the users’ own words. The analysis should assume a user perspective and
describe the user needs in an ontological form emphasizing the various interrelationships.
First, however, the next chapter will discuss the archival reference questions that were
selected and collected as research data. Then the chapter “Methodological Approach” (IV) will
introduce the interpretative analysis and further discuss the concept of ontology.
7 http://www.w3.org/RDF/
8 http://www.w3.org/XML/
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Chapter III
Empirical Data
Archival reference questions constitute the primary source of empirical data for this study. As
already stated in the chapter “Related Research” (II), such questions contain largely unfiltered
information needs, which renders them particularly interesting subjects for empirical analysis.
In this chapter, the nature of reference questions in the context of the archive and their
particular value as empirical research data will be further investigated. Then, the data collec-
tion and selection process for the two samples obtained from the German Federal Archives9
(Bundesarchiv), hereafter also “BArch”, and the National Archives of Norway10 (Arkivverket),
hereafter also “NAN”, will be explained. Single inquiries extracted from these two samples
constitute the actual unit of analysis. This first step of the empirical data analysis will be
discussed in the third section. The summary of this chapter will reflect upon the inherent bias of
any such sample of archival reference questions.
1 Reference Questions
Archives offer reference services (Duff and Fox, 2006) in order to provide information about or
from their holdings, thus rendering the latter available to researchers (Cox, 1992). The term
reference question denotes a request made by a user to a staffmember of a library or archive for
information or assistance regarding the provision of some kind of information. Such requests
can be either placed in person, for example at a service desk in a reading room, or remotely by
telephone, post or email.
Reference questions may come from administrative bodies, research institutions, individual
researchers or private persons. There is a broad range of purposes they may serve, such as
identifying the first reference to a particular historical place in medieval documents, genealogical
questions, recent personnel issues, property disputes, or any kind of historical interests including
legal, economic, ecclesiastical, or art-related matters (Franz, 2004, 111-112). To a certain
degree, an archive often serves as a kind of historical information office, even in the absence
of departments officially designated as such and despite the fact that the institutional rules of
procedure may not specifically allow these kinds of services.
Even though questions posed in the reading room or via telephone can also be deemed refer-
ence questions, normally no primary documentation of such conversations exists. Additionally,
oral inquiries evolve during a reference interview in which the staffmember attempts to narrow
down and identify the information need of the user by conversing with them. During this
process, the original information need of the user changes and becomes biased by the questions
9 http://www.bundesarchiv.de/
10 https://www.arkivverket.no/en
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of the interviewer. Even if primary records of such conversations existed, these records would
have to delineate in detail how the initial inquiry of the user shifts during the reference interview.
Furthermore, as shown in the literature review, applying observational or interrogative methods
during data collection also leads to research data containing biased information needs of users.
Written reference questions, on the other hand, are primary and empirical research data
which represent a largely unfiltered information need expressed in the user’s own words. The
users depict and record their conceptualizations of their research interests relatively independ-
ently of the direct intervention or immediate influence of a third party. The additional contextual
and background information provided by the users in their inquiries is deemed relevant by them
and constitutes personal background knowledge that is known to them.
Written reference questions are, of course, not without influencing factors and do not exhibit
a completely unbiased and original information need. For example, users may have had a
telephone conversation prior to having formulated a letter or e-mail inquiry, or the user may
have sent an email from the reading room just after speaking with an archivist. In general, the
user relies on personal background knowledge and experience while composing an inquiry. This
background knowledge and experience evolves or changes during the user’s work within the
archive and the further exploration of the research question.
As part of the service, written reference questions are collected in so-called user files in which
archives consolidate the correspondence and other business transactions with their users. These
user files typically contain, in chronological order, printouts of emails or copies of letters sent
to the archive by users, copies of the replies from the archive, various administrative forms
regarding the service provision of the archive to the user, and background material from research
performed by an archivist in response to an inquiry.
As such, user files constitute a highly information-rich source of primary research data for
analyzing user needs from various different research perspectives. Depending on the extent of
the records, user files would, for example, allow investigation into the evolution of information
needs during the user’s engagement with the archive or shed light on internal procedures and
communications during the processing of user inquiries by archivists.
The main advantage for the study at hand, however, is seen in the fact that these written
inquiries present the information need in the user’s own words since there is no immediate
factor directly influencing the user while formulating an inquiry. The reference questions can
therefore be expected to contain an information request that is to a large degree unfiltered and
further qualified with contextual information known to and considered relevant by the user.
The user files are the point of reference during the initial collection and selection process
of the two samples. Physical and digital copies of user files were collected and selected by
information systems providing access to user file records. These information systems can be
used in order to select and retrieve sets of user files based on a range of search facets depending
on the particular system, such as titles of user files, dates of reception, or the purpose or topic of
the inquiry.
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In the following two sections, the collection and selection processes for the two samples of
user files will be discussed in greater detail.
2 Data Collection
The first and main sample of user files originates from the German Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv)
and the second from the National Archives of Norway (Arkivverket). As the Federal Archives of
Germany, the Bundesarchiv was chosen primarily because large quantities of genuinely historical
inquiries were to be reasonably expected, and in broad variety. Furthermore, the German Federal
Archives showed support for this project from an early stage, which facilitated the process of
obtaining access to its reference services. The geographical situation of the German Federal
Archives was also convenient to the author, allowing for work on-site with the original copies of
user inquiries and permitting easy consultation with reference archivists. The National Archives
of Norway were chosen because they are also a state archive and comparable to the German
Federal Archives in terms of size and significance. The National Archives of Norway also provide
easy online access to digital copies of user inquiries.
The only pre-determined condition for the collection and selection process for the first and
main sample from the German Federal Archives was that the user files and the questions they
contained were to focus on a similar historical and topical horizon. Contemporary history,
understood here as essentially European history of the 19th and 20th centuries, was selected
since this field in particular is confronted with a rapidly-growing abundance of mostly written
remnants of the past which constitute the empirical basis of any historical inquiry (IV:2.1)
into recent history. Due to their sheer quantities, these pose a considerable challenge to the
historian seeking relevant and adequate source materials. A further reason for the selection of
this historical period was the author’s own familiarity with this specific epoch, which would be
of advantage in the analysis of the inquiries (IV:2).
The sample of user files to be collected from the German Federal Archives as well as the
National Archives of Norway was to contain as many substantial questions as possible. The
term “substantial question” loosely refers to any kind of inquiry that would generally be relevant
and adequately phrased to be processed by an archival information system or the expertise
of an archivist, such as questions aiming at obtaining archival materials or factual, historical
information. Questions about administrative matters such as opening times, or service inquiries
such as requests for copies are not the target of the analysis. The particular categories of questions
will be introduced and discussed in the next chapter, “Methodological Approach” (IV:1.1.1).
This study does not focus on the statistical distribution of different types of questions; rather, it
conducts an in-depth analysis of substantial inquiries such as research-related, material-seeking
or fact-finding questions and aims to extract shared interests.
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2.1 The German Federal Archives
As a state archive, the German Federal Archives are responsible for the permanent preservation
and accessibility of federal documents such as files, papers, cartographic records, pictures,
posters, films, sound recordings and machine-readable data. Historically, the German Federal
Archives have to date maintained the civil and military archives of the Federal Republic of
Germany (since 1949), and of its predecessors, the German Confederation (1815-1866), the
German Reich (1867/71-1945), the occupation zones (1945-1949), and the German Democratic
Republic (GDR) (1949-1990). It also holds documents from important institutions of the
Holy Roman Empire (1495-1806). In addition, important documents of private origin, and
from political parties, associations and societies are kept in the German Federal Archives. In
particular, as a special department of the Federal Archives, the “Foundation Archives of Parties
and Mass Organisations of the GDR” (Stiftung Archiv der Parteien und Massenorganisationen der
DDR im Bundesarchiv, SAPMO) maintains the archives of the central leadership organs of the
parties, unions and mass organizations of the GDR.
The German Federal Archives granted supervised access to their user files at its Berlin branch
in Berlin-Lichterfelde. The user files contain a physical documentation of the correspondence
between a user and the archive. Typically, this documentation comprises email printouts or
copies of user inquiries and archivists’ replies filed in chronological order and containing
various internal remarks, user management forms and miscellaneous administrative matter
and, occasionally, material from research performed in response to an inquiry. The German
Federal Archives receive some 60,000 written inquiries per year.11 In principle, for every
user who contacts the German Federal Archives a user file is created, in which all subsequent
correspondence with this user is collected.
Each user file has an identification number, retrievable through two different internal data-
bases. MachMIM is used in the register of the German Federal Archives to record every analogue
or electronic inquiry submitted to the archive. BASYS-2 is used in the reading room to organize
information related to users who visit the archive in person. Such information includes, for
example, which archival materials were ordered by the user to the reading room during his/her
visit. Both databases allow the researcher to search for identification numbers of user files.
BASYS-2 was used to retrieve a sample set of user files because it offers a small range of
additional search facets related to the users and their associated user files. This includes, for
example, the general purpose of the inquiry as given by the user on the user management form.
The user may choose from a given set of general purposes such as research for a dissertation,
press, film, television, genealogy, publication, or local history. Other search facets include a
general subject and time-frame of the inquiry’s topic, or the department initially responsible for
processing the inquiry. Since the various departments of the German Federal Archives focus on
11 These numbers are based on the public report of the German Federal Archives from 2008 and 2009: http://www.
bundesarchiv.de/oeffentlichkeitsarbeit/publikationen/taetigkeitsberichte/
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particular historical provenances, knowledge of the department allows the researcher to infer
the origins of the archival material and the interest of the initial inquiry of a user.
However, it is important to note that these classifications are coarse and not specific enough
for a precise retrieval of user files based on these search facets. For example, users may indicate
several purposes of inquiry on the user management form or none at all. The initially responsible
department for processing an inquiry may change and other departments may participate in the
process or take over responsibility. The correspondence between the archive and the user may
also contain or relate to different topics over time. None such changes are coherently recorded
in the database. Nevertheless, and in contrast to MachMIM, BASYS-2 enables limited but basic
control over the selection of user files and for the creation of a qualified and purposeful sample.
The sample of user files was therefore selected purposefully by employing the following search
facets in BASYS-2.
During the first search iteration, the facet “responsible department” was limited to the value
“StA”.12 Limiting the searches to this facet permitted a focus on inquiries primarily related to
contemporary German history, more specifically related to the history of the German Democratic
Republic (GDR), and thus a topic-related focus regarding the inquiries in the user files.
The facet “purpose of the inquiry” was used to place a further limit on the result lists to
ensure, on the one hand, rich user files and, on the other, a degree of variance. The values
included “dissertation”, “genealogy”, “exhibition”, “publication”, “press”, “illustrated book”,
“edition”, “film”, “television”, “local history”, “qualification thesis”, and “diploma”. Between 10
and 20 identification numbers of user files were selected from each result list, depending on the
assumed richness and value of the user files.
A second search iteration was performed with the value “R1”13 for the facet “responsible
department” in order to further supplement the sample with potential inquiries falling into
the same, yet earlier part of the shared topical and temporal horizon. Limiting the two search
iterations to “StA” and “R1” for the facet “responsible department” allowed for the collection of
a relatively broad sample of user files. Furthermore, another important aspect was the physical
availability of user files of these two departments at the Lichterfelde branch of the German
Federal Archives. On the one hand, the selected user files could be expected to fall into a shared
general topical and temporal horizon; on the other, they necessarily represent only a selection of
all possible questions posed to the German Federal Archives. The second sample collected from
the National Archives of Norway was also meant to partly address this issue and to alleviate the
natural bias in the sample.
The selected identification numbers were then given to employees of the German Federal
Archives, who checked whether the chosen user files complied with the imposed access condi-
tions. Access to user files was mainly restricted by the following factors: (1) No user files of
governmental bodies were allowed; (2) users must have agreed to the proliferation of their topics
12 Department “StA” primarily holds files of political parties and mass organizations in the GDR.
13 Department “R” holds files from Imperial Germany (Deutsches Reich).
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on a user management form; (3) each user file was carefully perused by an archivist in order to
ensure that none contained sensitive or personal information. User files cleared for access were
then made available for this study in reading room.
Thus, 196 user files were selected by performing several searches utilizing different search
facets in BASYS-2 and based on educated assumptions after scanning the selected user files. The
sample was further complemented by a special selection of 40 rich user files. These had been
collected by the head of the department SAPMO, and pertained to the chosen temporal and
topical horizon. They were therefore highly likely to contain substantial questions.
Altogether, 236 user files were selected. Access was granted to only 100 user files, however.
This was because either the file did not comply with the previously stated access restrictions, or
because the user file was currently in use by an archivist. Of these 100 available user files, 60
contained at least one question or request. One of the main reasons for the high number of user
files not containing any questions or requests is due to the fact that users frequently establish
contact by phone or, in fact, visit the reading room without making previous contact at all. In
such cases, a user file is created which often contains only a user management form and other
administrative matter. User files do not contain transcripts of telephone conversations.
The user files collected from the German Federal Archives share a general historical and
topical horizon that focuses on German contemporary history, understood as the history of the
19th and 20th centuries. The BASYS-2 information system allowed the selection of user files
likely to contain relevant questions. In the case of the first and main sample from the German
Federal Archives this was a conscious choice, based on the assumption that similar patterns
of research interest are more probable in questions relating to similar historical and topical
horizons.
There was no reliable data available regarding the types of users and their backgrounds,
although the users’ professions were provided. The value and thus reliability, however, of such
information is questionable as, for example, the user may profess to be an academic historian
while in fact working in a journalistic capacity. For that matter, as it is certainly possible for a
lay historian to reach a level of proficiency exceeding that of an academic historian, the question
of a user’s profession is of marginal importance.
In sum, the sample from the German Federal Archives comprised 60 user files that contained
overall 227 single emails or letters. On average, each user file contained 3.8 single pieces of
correspondence.
2.2 The National Archives of Norway
In order to validate the results from the first and main sample, a second sample was collected
from the National Archives of Norway. The aim was to collect a purposeful set of 60 case files
each containing at least one substantial question from a random base set. The second sample of
case files was collected after the initial analysis of the first and main sample of user files from the
German Federal Archives. The aim was to collect a comparable set of empirical research data,
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both in terms of quantity and quality, in order to validate the findings from the first analysis.
The National Archives of Norway are comprised of the National Archive (Riksarkivet) in Oslo
and the regional state archives. Like that of the German Federal Archives, the primary task of the
National Archives of Norway as a state archive is the permanent preservation of archival material
from national and regional Norwegian state institutions and to enable and ensure public access.
As such the National Archives of Norway specifically presents itself as “administration bodies
and scientifically based institutions for culture preservation”. The preserved records include
“the non-current records of government ministries and other central offices”, the oldest dating
from 1189 A.D. The National Archives of Norway also preserve records from private companies,
organizations, political parties and private persons.14
The archive receives about 50,000 incoming inquiries annually.15 Most inquiries are sent to
the National Archive (Riksarkivet) in Oslo directly. The correspondence with users is collected
and documented in case files and recorded in an internal journal system. The case files correspond
to the user files in the German Federal Archives and contain copies both of the inquiries sent by
users and of the replies from the archives along with material collected during research on user
inquiries. After reception and registration, inquiries are forwarded to the relevant departments
and processed by an archivist assigned to the case. As in the German Federal Archives, indirect
or broad questions are covered depending on the resources available.16
The records on case files from the internal journal system are accessible via the Electronic
Public Records17 (Offentlig Elektronisk Postjournal, OEP) database, which went online in 2010.
The OEP is a searchable general database that makes available public records on inquiries sent
to the various governmental and administrative bodies in Norway. Digital copies of inquiries can
be requested and are sent via email, which greatly facilitates access to case files. Since the OEP
system thus greatly simplifies the identification of potentially relevant case files, and because of
the convenient accessibility to digital copies of single inquiries, the National Archives of Norway
were chosen as the source for a second sample of reference questions from a non-German national
state archive. Furthermore, since the National Archives of Norway can be seen as the Norwegian
counterpart to the German Federal Archives, similar and comparable types of inquiries were to
be expected.
The OEP system describes cases and single documents. Cases are comprised of one or more
single documents pertaining to one topic or area of interest of a user. A document is either
an email or a letter. Each case and document has a title that consists of semi-controlled terms
assigned by the attending department.
The advanced search allows for several search restrictions such as keywords to appear or not
14 https://www.arkivverket.no/en/about-us/the-national-archives-of-norway
15 The seemingly high annual number of inquiries as compared to the 60 000 inquires of the German Federal Archives is
probably due to the fact that the National Archives of Norway comprise nearly all state archives in Norway, including
regional ones. In Germany, many more state archives exist as independent institutions.
16 The information provided here is based on an email exchange with the National Archives of Norway.
17 https://www.oep.no/
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appear in the case titles or document titles, various date restrictions related to the reception
of the inquiry, entry into the internal journal system, and the publication of the inquiry in the
OEP database, the name of the institution which received the original inquiry, or whether the
document was incoming (sent by user to archive), outgoing (sent by archive to user), or internal.
However, the search options do not offer any semi-controlled thematic, topical or temporal
search facets related to the content of the inquiry as in the case of the German Federal Archives.
The contents of a case or single document can only be approximated by interpreting their titles.
In addition, most case and document titles, as well as the contents of inquiries for that matter,
were of course in Norwegian. GoogleTranslate18 was used to overcome the language barrier.
Preliminary tests showed that the automatic translations provided by GoogleTranslate were
sufficient to understand case and document titles and, more importantly, to recognize the sense
and research interest of the contents of inquiries. In cases where words could not be translated
or the meaning was not obvious, native speakers were consulted.
Furthermore, the OEP database currently19 contains nearly 240.000 records relating to the
National Archives of Norway alone. At the same time, the system can display only 10 hits
per result page. Limiting the search result by setting it to incoming inquiries only; that is,
excluding all messages sent out to the user in response to an incoming inquiry and all internal
communications within the archives, still amounts to nearly 130,000 hits. Since it is not possible
to download or otherwise automatically process the records in the system, and manually clicking
through the result set on a 10 hits per page basis would have been inefficient, the result set was
further reduced to a smaller set of potentially relevant cases and documents.
For this purpose, the study employed the following advanced search criteria. The agency
from which the record originates was set to “National Archives of Norway”. The document type
was limited to only incoming messages, and the recipient of these messages was set to Riksarkivet.
The two last filters prioritized inquiries sent to the main branch of the National Archives of
Norway in Oslo, which is mostly equivalent to the German Federal Archives since the records of
the Norwegian governments and of most national administrative bodies are kept at this location.
Accordingly, inquiries comparable to those collected from the German Federal Archives were to
be expected.
The filter applied provided a set of keywords20 to be excluded from the document titles. This
was possible since the document and case titles are assigned by the attending authority in a
quasi-controlled manner. These keywords were collected iteratively during the first assessments
of the OEP system and in consultation with employees of the National Archives of Norway. Even
though the extent and consistency of the keyword assignments remains unclear, the exclusion of
18 http://translate.google.de/
19 As of September 11th 2014.
20 The keywords included the following terms: “Eiendom” (property), “Kopi” (copy), “Bestiller” (order), “Jobbsøknad”
(job application), “Innsynsbegjæringer” (access request), “Innsynsbegjæring” (disclosure petition), “Søknad” (applica-
tion), “Praksisplass” (internship), “Personalmappe” (personal folder), “Dødsfall” (death), “Skifte” (change), “Adopsjon”
(adoption), “Jobbmulighet” (job opportunity), “Skanning” (scanning), “Kopibestilling” (orders for photocopies), “Kassas-
jonsbestemmelser” (cassation provision), “Deponering” (disposal).
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these specific keywords from document titles helped to eliminate vast numbers of inquiries that
would not be of interest for this second sample, due to the focus on user files including at least
one substantial question.
The last filter applied was the date on which the user sent the inquiry to the Riksarkivet. The
selection process was then performed in two iterations. During the first, the date filter was set
to the time-span “from 01.01.2012 to 31.12.2013”, which resulted in 7276 total hits. The first
2500 hits were explored by reading the document and case titles on every 5th result page, where
each result page contained 10 hits. The complete case file was ordered if (1) any case title or
document title on a given result page suggested that a case file or single document would contain
a substantial question, and (2) free access to the case or document was not restricted by privacy
regulations. The complete case file would generally provide complementary information to the
user files of the German Federal Archives. In this way, 55 case files were ordered during the first
iteration.
In order to maximize the coverage and randomness of the sample, a second iteration was per-
formed during which the date filter was set to the time-span “from 11.09.2013 to 11.09.2014”.21
The first 750 hits of the 7916 total hits were explored in the same way as during the first iteration.
The search was stopped earlier, however, because a sufficient number of case files (i.e. 55) had
already been identified and ordered.
The sample was supplemented by random but purposeful picks of five additional case files
from the initial exploration of the functionality of the OEP system, and seven more case files
forwarded by a Norwegian researcher consulting on the process of identifying those which
were relevant. These seven case files were included since they contained substantial questions
and therefore were adequate for the purposes of the second sample. They were re-checked for
completeness.
All together, 123 case files were ordered and received from the National Archives of Norway.
This sample was analyzed in the order of receipt of the digital copies. Only 76 case files were
analyzed before 60 case files were found to contain substantial questions. The other 16 case files
analyzed did not contain substantial questions or requests.
Other than in the case of the first and main sample from the German Federal Archives, the
sample from the National Archives of Norway was collected without any intention to exclusively
focus on questions concerning contemporary history. This was in order to create an open-ended
second sample and to retain the potential to compare the first sample with questions possibly
relating to very different historical and topical horizons. The question remained whether the
impartial interpretation of questions from a different, albeit similar, archive would result in the
same patterns as did the interpretation of the first sample. Topics related to other historical eras
were therefore not excluded while assessing titles of case and document titles. However, the
final second sample, even with its slightly broader topical variance, mostly contained questions
related to contemporary history.
21 Corresponds to the option last year.
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Information about the users is not available in the OEP database. The contents of the inquiries
only provide a vague, if any, indication on the background of the user. However, as with the
German Federal Archives’ sample, most users appear to have either a personal historical interest
in a certain topic, or they make inquiries within an academic context.
In sum, the sample from the National Archives of Norway comprised 60 case files which
contained overall 96 single emails or letters. On average, each user files contained 1.6 single
emails or letters.
3 Single Inquiries
Up to now, the term inquiry has been only loosely employed in order to generally refer to emails,
letters, or any kind of oral request, all of which may contain any number of reference questions.
From this point on, the term inquiry is more specifically defined as a single direct or indirect
(reference) question that is typically further qualified by associated contextual information. As
already mentioned, only written inquiries posed either by letter or email were analyzed in the
study. Letters and emails may contain any number of single inquiries. The principle units of
reference during the analysis of the empirical data are single inquiries. After the collection of the
two samples with user and case files from the German National Archives and National Archives
of Norway, therefore, the necessary preparatory step before the analysis was the extraction of
single inquiries from the files.
The following example presents a single inquiry from a case file obtained from the National
Archives of Norway. The case file consisted of an email, Figure 1, and an attached letter, Figure
2, sent to the archive.22 In this particular case, the inquirer is forwarding a letter previously
submitted to another authority, which then referred the user to the National Archive of Norway.
Figure 1 – Email sent to the National Archives of Norway.
22 Names of persons, address information, and other personal data have been rendered unreadable.
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This example shows that the collected inquiries may have been already submitted to in-
stitutions other than the German Federal Archives or the National Archives of Norway. This
example also demonstrates that inquiries and the associated contextual information may appear
in separate locations.
Figure 2 – Letter attached to an email containing an inquiry with one question and associated
contextual information.
The two pages contain one single inquiry consisting of one question with associated contex-
tual information. In this particular example, the actual inquiry is provided in the attached letter.
The question is stated twice in indirect form at the beginning and end of the attached letter. The
user asks for any information about the events that led to the granting of an award to his wife’s
great grandfather. The associated contextual information is provided in the remainder of the
letter, including the subject matter line printed in bold right after the salutatory address.
All emails and letters in the user files and case files in both samples were read. Parts of the
text that, for example, introduced the author of the inquiry or gave further personal background
were eliminated. Inquiries were extracted and recorded in a table if an indirect or direct single
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question or request was identified. The associated contextual information relevant to a single
question, given anywhere in the email or letter, was added to the question in the table. During
the extraction of single inquiries, no differentiation was made between discrete and follow-up
questions. Every identifiable single implicit or explicit question was treated as a single question
in its own right even if the questions were similar. In the rare cases that questions were essentially
identical, or only differed slightly in terms of phrasing as shown in the previous example, the
repeated question was not treated individually.
The delineated preparatory process of extracting single inquiries from user and case files
was in itself already an act of interpretation. Determining whether two similar questions are
indeed identical or whether they exhibit sufficient distinct meaning may serve as an example
for interpretative challenges. However, in most cases, common sense sufficed to decide which
parts of an email or a letter constituted a single question and which contextual information was
relevant. The extraction process was further facilitated since most questions in a letter or email
refer to the same topic. The result of the extraction process was recorded in a table structuring
all single questions and associated contextual information provided by a user in an email or
letter.
Of the 60 user files from the German Federal Archives, 564 single inquiries were extracted
as described above. The 60 case files from the National Archives of Norway resulted in 198
single inquiries. In total, the sample for this study comprised 120 user and case files, 60 from
each archive, from which 762 single written inquiries were extracted. This sample of single
inquiries constitutes sufficient empirical research data for sound statements related to the
research questions of this study. To the author’s best knowledge, no comparable sample of
written archival reference questions in terms of quantity and quality exists or has been analyzed
to date.
4 Summary: Sample Data
Archival written natural language questions posed by mail or email conserve a relatively un-
filtered and genuine information need relating to an archive, compared to research data collected
via other observational or interrogative means. The two samples of user and case files containing
such reference questions were collected from the German Federal Archives and the National
Archives of Norway. The data collection process, as previously described, ensured a large degree
of randomness while still retaining a shared historical and topical horizon in both samples
relating to contemporary history (European history of the 19th and 20th centuries, mostly of
Germany and Norway). Additionally, since the point of reference during the data collection was
the user and case files, both containing random sets of inquiries, no potential type of question
was consciously excluded. Analyzing and comparing two samples provided additional evidence
for the validity of the results and helped to ease the natural bias inherent in both samples
(Ioannidis et al., 2014).
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The identification numbers of user files in the German Federal Archives include person names
and therefore already carry sensitive personal information. In order to allow reproducibility and
reanalysis (Ioannidis et al., 2014) of the results of this study, therefore, lists of the identification
numbers of the collected user files have been deposited in the registry of the German Federal
Archives and in the OEP system of the National Archives of Norway respectively.
Even though a substantial number of 762 single inquiries were extracted from the user and
case files, both samples necessarily represent only a particular snapshot of all possible inquiries
to state archives. However, since the inquiries mostly share an identifiable common scope, the
results of the analysis can be expected, with near certainty, to be relevant and adequate at least
to this particular domain of discourse covered by the inquiries.
Furthermore, the ontological model to be created based on the analysis of the inquiries
contains entities that describe and represent what comprises the common and shared subject
matter that appears as the interest of the inquiries. The more general and abstract these entities
turn out to be; that is, the less specific they are to small subsets of the whole sample, the higher
the probability that these structures are indeed relevant beyond the scope of the particular
domain of discourse and empirical material.
Another important aspect of the sample refers to the dates on which the inquiries were sent to
the archives; that is, the dates found on the copies of emails or letters. In the case of the German
Federal Archives, the earliest inquiry was sent in 1999 and the latest in 2011. The inquiries in the
sample from the National Archives of Norway were sent between 2009 and 2014. The inquiries
in the whole sample, therefore, and the interests expressed in the questions, cover a time-span
of about 15 years. The analysis of the inquiries will take into consideration that the interests of
users may not only significantly differ geographically (that is, inquiries posed to German and
Norwegian state-archives may have divergent interests); they also change diachronically.
Finally, the significance of this study does not solely rest on the specific results of the analysis
of the inquiries, i.e. the ontological model, but is also found in the particular methodological
approach employed here, which will be introduced in the following chapter.
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Chapter IV
Methodological Approach
This chapter introduces the methodological approach devised for the purposes of this study and
applied during the analysis of the research data presented above. Throughout this chapter, the
methodological approach will be developed in a step-by-step portrayal.
The chapter “Related Research” (II) has shown that a semantic gap exists between the
information needs of users and the information provided by archival information systems, and
that approaches employed for the analysis of archival user needs exhibit particular biases. The
aim of this study is to alleviate this semantic gap by augmenting the knowledge available about
the information needs of archival users, and by contributing to the design of better digital
archival information systems. The hypothesis here is that written natural language inquiries
provide largely unfiltered information needs which can be interpretatively analyzed in order to
identify the subject matter that typically appears as the interests of inquiries. This can then be
formalized by means of an ontology.
An ontology – a particularly expressive kind of knowledge organization system to be further
introduced throughout this chapter – can be understood, for now, as formalized knowledge
comprised of clearly defined concepts and relationships concerning the possible states of affairs
in a knowledge domain or domain of discourse (Stevens et al., 2010). By providing such clearly
defined and agreed upon concepts and relationships as points of reference, ontologies allow a
reconciliation of differing conceptualizations found in a general domain of discourse.
In the context of this study, this common ontological framework strives to provide a reconcili-
ation between conceptualizations of archive users, as found in their inquiries, and those of the
archival domain, as provided in archival aids and formalized in schemas and data structures as
well as in the implicit background knowledge typically available to the archivists at the time. The
knowledge obtained by the archivist during the documentation time is typically not exploited,
and is either lost or only implicitly encoded in full-text fields. However, this knowledge could
be utilized in order to create potential archival aids with a more effective structuring of the
same knowledge without an increase in research effort. The challenge of identifying knowledge
relevant to the user, however, remains. The investigation and formalization of the subject matter
of the interests typically found in user inquiries made of archives, is the primary desideratum
this study moves into focus.
One of the major advantages of an ontological formalization is that the manifold inquiries
correspond to an ontology that formalizes their shared discourse and substantially generalizes
and normalizes the diverse phenomena exhibited in the inquiries. As such, an ontology allows
for the development or analysis of query schemas, and for the evaluation of their usefulness to
information systems in relation to the original questions.
The primary research question here, then, was whether an ontology can represent archival
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inquiries and their interpretations as formal queries to the model of the archival target world
that would adequately respond to the interest of the inquiry.
The overall working hypothesis of the methodological approach distinguishes between two
levels in the interpretative analysis (IV:1) of written natural language inquiries: the level of the
utterance of the inquiry and the deeper interpretation of the intended meaning, its sense, and
possible adequate answers to the question.
In the first section, these two principle levels of the interpretative analysis are developed by
introducing and criticizing the foremost linguistic analysis by Duff and Johnson (2001) and then
proceeding to an extended ontological analysis which was devised during and for the purposes of
the study. While the first section delineates the overall approach of the interpretative analysis, the
point of departure and its objective, the subsequent sections will go into more detail regarding
the ontological aspects of the methodological approach.
The second section takes a step back and turns to the wider epistemological context of the
interpretative analysis, presenting the epistemological framework (IV:2) pertaining to the historical
and archival domain, both of which underpin and guide the interpretative analysis.
The third section discusses ontological aspects of the interpretative analysis by depicting
the step from the immediate level of inquiry to the ontological representation of the subject
matter of the interests of these inquiries as an act of ontological modelling (IV:3). Afterwards, the
ontology chosen as the primary means to represent the results of the interpretative analysis, the
CIDOC CRM (CRM), will be examined. Since the CRM is the most comprehensive ontology to
describe the cultural and historical domain, albeit with a museum bias, the CRM is subjected to
an unbiased examination of its general adequacy for the current domain in order not to reinvent
concepts, in particular high-level ones. Finding it generally adequate, new concepts will be
added as natural and compatible extensions as the interpretative analysis proceeds, providing
evidence of such.
Formally, a knowledge engineering and ontology engineering (IV:4) approach is employed in
that the common conceptualization identified in inquiries through interpretation are translated
to an ontological model by evaluating and utilizing appropriate entities taken from the CRM
or by creating compatible new ones. The possible extension of the CRM with compatible and
adequate ontological entities is one of the explicit goals of this study.
1 Interpretative Analysis
In this section, the overall interpretative analysis of the inquiries will be developed and explained.
Determining what users want to know when formulating a question and further providing
contextual information as well as the underlying common ontological concepts is necessarily an
act of interpretation. In order to stress this fact, the overall methodological approach has been
termed interpretative.
Formally, the interpretative analysis conducted here can be broken down into an initial part
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oriented more clearly towards the linguistic level of the inquiries and a subsequent part focusing
on the underlying ontological background that forms the shared subject matter of the interests
of the inquiries.
The initial linguistic approach is based on and inspired by the work of Duff and Johnson
(2001) and will be discussed first. Afterwards, the ontological analysis will substantially extend
the linguistic analysis and constitute the primary methodological focus of this study.
1.1 Linguistic Analysis
Linguistic methods for analyzing natural language sources have not yet been canonically categor-
ized in the relevant literature. The purpose of a linguistic analysis of natural language sources
is to identify and extract patterns that can be represented in formal models and implemented
as algorithms for computation. During information retrieval, such qualitative linguistic meth-
ods promise better recall and precision than quantitative approaches such as statistical and
probability-based methods.
In the context of information retrieval, according to Salton and MacGill (1987), there are
three methodological steps identifiable in the linguistic analysis of natural language sources. The
morphological method looks at words and analyzes their form, type and order. The syntactical
method looks at sentences and analyzes their grammatical components. The semantic method
considers the document as a whole and interprets the meaning and sense of the text in the light
of contextual knowledge. In the context of this study, linguistic analysis is generally understood
in the sense of work at the semantic level (Löbner, 2003) of the immediate meaning of words in
a phrase, similar to the material addressed by automatic translation.
Duff and Johnson (2001) conducted a primarily linguistic analysis of archival reference
questions, focusing on the syntactic level of the inquiries.23 Their linguistic analysis is divided
into three steps, which form a not strictly linear but iterative process. The first step constitutes
the extraction of single questions and associated contextual information as inquiries. This step
has already been performed and discussed in the previous chapter “Empirical Data” (III). The
extraction resulted in 762 single written natural language inquiries obtained from 120 user and
case files respectively.
The second step determines the type of the single questions, while the third step investigates
so-called “Givens” and “Wanteds”; that is, the information known to the inquirer and the
information desired by the inquirer. These two steps are discussed in the following two sub-
sections.
1.1.1 Types of Questions
After the extraction of single questions and associated contextual information from the reference
questions, the second step of the linguistic analysis comprises the categorization of the single
23 For the results of their study see “Related Research” (II:3).
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questions according to different types of question. The primary purpose of this categorization is
to separate questions inquiring after archival or non-archival materials or factual information
from those containing other kinds of requests. Only the former two general types of questions –
so-called resource-discovery and factual questions – are relevant to this study since only they
pertain to the information found in archival finding aids.
Duff and Johnson (2001) devised a categorization schema for types of questions based on
Grogan (1992), who specified a schema for types of reference questions asked in libraries.
They adapted and revised the schema by Grogan (1992) for the archival domain. The
two main categories of question types are limited help questions and open-ended questions. In
the schema by Duff and Johnson (2001, 49-51), the first category contains the question types
administrative / directional, known item, fact-finding, material-finding, specific form, and service
request. The second category includes the question types consultation and user education.
For the methodology used here, the schema by Duff and Johnson (2001) has been slightly
extended and revised in scope and definition. The final types of questions utilized, and which
will be introduced next, emerged from the iterative analysis of the inquiries. They fall into
general categories: The first category, resource discovery, comprises questions that either explicitly
or implicitly inquire after any kind of archival or non-archival24 materials. The second category
comprises fact-finding questions. The third category covers any kind of non-discovery questions.
The specific types of questions within each category will be introduced next.25
Resource Discovery Questions
The group titled resource discovery questions includes material-finding, specific type, and specific
item as questions that inquire explicitly after archival or non-archival materials, and research
question and consultation as questions that inquire implicitly into archival or non-archival materi-
als. In the case of implicit resource discovery questions, the user does not explicitly formulate
a request for archival or non-archival material, but the inquiry implies a need for material.
This interpretation is further justified by the fact that the German Federal Archives and, to a
lesser extent due to resource constraints, the National Archives of Norway attempt to treat such
implicit inquiries as resource discovery questions and to provide pointers to potentially relevant
archival or non-archival materials.
24 Examples of non-archival resources are secondary texts or documentary sources such as finding aids.
25 All following examples have been translated from German to English by the author. Additionally, in accordance with
German law, examples have been rendered anonymous by replacing personal names, place names, dates, topics etc.
with categorical terms. Furthermore, the examples provided at this point omit any associated contextual information
and only show the individual questions. Finally, each question has an identifier, assigned during the analysis. The
identifier starts with the letter “Q” for “question” followed by three running numbers: the first number refers to the
user/case file, the second one refers to the letter or email within the user/case file, and the last refers to questions
within the letter or email. The subscripts “barch” and “nan” stand for German Federal Archives (Bundesarchiv) and
the National Archives of Norway (Arkivverket) respectively.
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Material-Finding Questions of the type material-finding directly or indirectly inquire as to
the location or existence of any kind of archival or non-archival materials related to, about, or by,
for example, a person or group, activity, or general topic or subject. In most cases, the user does
not explicitly distinguish between primary and secondary or bibliographic resources but simply
gives generic designations such as “anything about”, “something related to”, or “pointers to”.
The user typically further describes the information need with related, contextual information
about persons, places, or events, etc. This category is congruent with material-finding in Duff
and Johnson (2001).
Q010-01-01barch “I am interested in archival material involving the former leader of the [political
party name], [person name]. He led the party from [date]. Can you investigate
whether there are more papers in your archive regarding [person name]?”
Q028-03-01nan “I wonder if there is anything short [sic] about the father (...).”
Specific Type Questions of the type specific type focus on a type of archival or non-archival
material. The term “type” is used as a general and broad category subsuming various more
specific terms including, for example, forms such as photo, microfilm, or copy, functions such
as petition, survey, or personal letter, or archival designations such as record, personal estate, or
(archival) collection. Specific type questions are less generic than material-finding questions
since the requested material is designated by a specific type in the inquiry. This category is
similar to specific form in Duff and Johnson (2001).
Q046-01-01barch “We are interested in any personal files. The person in question is [person name],
née [person name] and born on the [date]. According to my information she went to
school in [city name]. She also attended journalism school at the university [name
of institution].”
Q044-01-01nan “Our hope and the question is whether there are drawings of [name of church] ?”
Specific Item Questions of the type specific item give a name or designation of a particular
single item or set of items, or are able to provide a detailed description. The item or set of items
are known or assumed to exist. In this kind of question the user is even more precise about the
requested item than in specific type questions. The user may also provide a specific type but
clearly demand a particular item. This category corresponds to known item in Duff and Johnson
(2001).
Q055-01-01barch “Could you please help me find the ’Aryan certificate’ of my father?”
Q001-01-01nan “We (...) hope the National Archives can help us with a copy of the (...) War
Children Committee settings that were in effect from [time span].”
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Research Question Questions of the type research question state a primary research question
which is also often specifically designated as such. Research questions convey an implicit need for
relevant archival or non-archival materials, and are mainly characterized by the fact that “mere
searching no longer suffices: what are [sic] needed are the more specialized tools of research”
(Grogan, 1992, 42). Answers to such questions are essentially open-ended and mere searching
for a fact or single documents does not suffice but, instead, a range of factual information or sets
of documents is required in order to adequately answer the question. In particular, questions
about the reasons and motivation behind certain acts, or how and why particular activities or
events occurred, belong to this category. By implication, the user does not expect a direct and
factual answer but typically pointers to potentially relevant archival or non-archival materials
where a response or information may lead to further answers. This category equals research
enquiries in Grogan (1992) and loosely corresponds to consultation in Duff and Johnson (2001).
Q005-04-13barch “In what way did the FRG politically steer the preliminary investigations?”
Q001-01-02barch “One guiding question of my project is, for example, how the SED assessed the
ramifications of the international process of deliberation towards the domestic
politics of the GDR.”
Consultation Questions of the type consultation reference a specific archival item such as
a record or file, and directly or indirectly consult the archivist’s domain expertise or general
historical knowledge about the archival item and its archival or historical context. Consultation
questions often relate to the contents of particular records, or the inquire about the probability
of finding certain types of materials or factual information within a specific archival holdings or
files. In contrast to research questions, consultation questions clearly focus on particular archival
items and express a clear indirect need for archival material. Furthermore, even though many
consultation questions might appear to be existential questions, the assumption is that the user
would not be content with a plain “yes” or “no” answer. Note that the type consultation in the
current study is not equivalent to consultation in Duff and Johnson (2001) and only very loosely
relates to their user education. For example, Duff and Johnson (2001) also subsume research
questions under consultation while here they form a distinct type of question.
Q058-11-01barch “I would like to know if those files contain the lists with the delegates of the
congresses of the KPD.”
Q001-02-01barch “Do you know if materials of this working group have been archived with the files
of the ’Ministerrat’?”
These five types of questions characterize those questions that primarily aim at the discovery of
any kind of archival and non-archival materials. The different types give rise to conclusions on
various levels of specificity and scope of the inquiries.
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Fact-Finding Questions
The second main category of types of questions are questions of the type fact-finding, which
correspond to the same type of question found in Duff and Johnson (2001). The user provides a
specific and self-limiting question and expects the archivist to give a specific and factual answer.
The decisive criterion for this kind of question is that the user does not ask for archival or
non-archival material where an answer to the question might be found. The response is expected
to be a factual answer containing specific items of information, including existential and truth
confirmations.
Fact-finding questions do not exhibit a primary need for archival and non-archival material.
Although consultation questions in some cases appear to be factual they always clearly imply the
need for archival material. Similarly, research questions are not self-limiting by nature and also
primarily imply a need for archival and non-archival material, even though possibly alongside
factual information.
Q005-04-10barch “Is it true that Adenauer sent his son-in-law to Bordeaux in order to defend the
culprits?”
Q026-01-06nan “But also (...) the deployment locations of the police battalions would interest me.”
Arguably, some fact-finding questions might turn out to be research question statements or will
be treated as material-finding questions by the archivist. In such cases, for example, pointers
to documents where an answer might be found are provided instead of a direct factual answer.
However, if at the level of the utterance a question primarily asks for a specific set of facts and
does not fit any other type of question then it is treated as fact-finding.
Finally, a wealth of questions describe unspecific information needs such as “anything about
a particular person” or “something about a particular event”. Even though such questions
might be satisfied by a range of factual information, since they are neither self-limiting nor
requesting particular facts, and since the primary function of archives consists in providing
access to archival material and not facts themselves, such questions are treated as material-
finding questions.
Non-Discovery Questions
The third main category of types of questions are non-discovery questions. These comprise
questions that do not inquire after archival or non-archival material or request factual informa-
tion. Non-discovery questions can be categorized into questions of the types administrative or
directional, service request, and user education.
Administrative or Directional Questions of the type administrative or directional inquire
about the archive’s administrative procedures or policies regarding, for example, opening and
closing hours, access to and costs of photocopying services, the location of the reading room,
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details regarding the accessibility and permitted usage of archival material, or the availability of
specific service providers such as transcription services. This category also includes requests for
appointments to use the reading room. This type corresponds to administrative / directional in
Duff and Johnson (2001).
Q039-06-01barch “Am I allowed to display copies of documents from your archive in an exhibition?”
Q005-02-03barch “How long in advance do I have to book a place in the reading room?”
Service Request Questions of the type service request demand a typical service from the
archive in its role as an archival institution; that is, to carry out a specific service. Examples
include making photocopies of an archival document, ordering archival materials to the reading
room in preparation for a visit, or mediating contact to a third party, for example, to the owner
of a record for access permission or to a contemporary witness. This type corresponds to service
request in Duff and Johnson (2001).
Q008-01-01barch “Please provide me with a letter confirming the feasibility of my research project
with regard to the holdings of the Bundesarchiv.”
Q015-04-02barch “Could you please prepare parts of the materials in advance of my visit?”
User Education Questions of the type user education request education or guidance for
the user in terms of technical, procedural, or methodological aspects regarding the usage of
archives or research in general. Questions of the type user education typically contain only a
very vague, if any, indication of what the user is looking for in the archive. In many cases, such
questions are general statements of intent or ask how or where to get started with the research;
in particular, how to use finding aids or how and where to perform searches. This category only
partly corresponds to user education in Duff and Johnson (2001) who subsumes research questions
under user education. Here, research questions form a distinct type of question.
Q049-01-01barch “I would like to know whom I can contact in order to begin with genealogical
research.”
Q006-10-01barch “Is there a list or system in the finding aid which can be used to get an overview of
the files which are on film?”
Again, even though non-discovery questions are coded during the initial determination of the
types of questions, they are not subject to a further analysis of the Givens and Wanteds or the
ontological analysis. Only resource-discovery and fact-finding questions constitute potential
queries to archival finding aids and are therefore of interest.
The third step in the linguistic analysis of Duff and Johnson (2001) analyzes the information
entities provided, the Givens and Wanteds, in the inquiries.26 While the general idea of this
26 Note that Duff and Johnson (2001) included all types of questions in their analysis of information entities.
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third step has been adopted in this study, its particular conceptual design has been revised, as
will be discussed next.
1.1.2 Information Entities
In the approach by Duff and Johnson (2001), the third step in the linguistic analysis is the
identification and categorization of information entities in the individual questions and associated
contextual information. The term information entity denotes the type of information represented
by words or expressions used in an inquiry. For example, “Adenauer” is a personal name and
“Bordeaux” is a place name. The approach used by Duff and Johnson (2001) stems from the work
of Jahoda and Braunagel (1980), who proposed assigning every information entity in a question
to one of three basic categories – Wanteds, Givens, or Supplementary Information – and then to
specify the type of information entity.
Wanteds denote the type of information entities that the user does not know and desires to
obtain through the inquiry. For example, the user wishes to know the location of a document,
the name of a specific institution or, more generally, find biographical information related to a
specific person. At the same time, in the case of non-discovery inquiries, Wanteds may also refer
to requests such as an appointment with an archivist or an order request of files to the reading
room of the archive.
Wanteds remain a broad and unspecific category which can often only be determined by
high-level interpretation when the goal of a question is not stated explicitly. Consequently, the
most prominent Wanteds identified by Duff and Johnson (2001) are biographical information,
general information, and form.
The Givens denote the type of information entities that the user provides in a single question
and associated contextual information in order to describe and qualify the Wanteds. For example,
a user may give the proper name of a specific person along with his or her date of birth and place
of birth in order to find a birth certificate.
The schema devised by Jahoda and Braunagel (1980) also includes supplementary information
as a third category, which designates information entities not vital for the identification of the
Wanted. For this reason, Duff and Johnson (2001) do not include supplementary information in
their data tabulation although they do encode this kind of information in their data analysis.
In this study, the methodological approach adopts the fundamental idea of identifying
Wanteds and Givens in inquiries. However, in the context of the further ontological analysis
of the inquiries, the character of the entities denoted by both categories is distinctively revised
as ontological conceptualization. Here, this study shifts away from the approach by Duff and
Johnson (2001) and substantially goes beyond the latter’s original idea and scope, as will be
discussed next.
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1.2 Ontological Analysis
Duff and Johnson (2001) remain close to the syntactic level of the inquiry when analyzing the
given and wanted information entities. The Wanteds remain abstract and unspecific while
the Givens describe only isolated information entities with no further meaning or context.
Furthermore, the types of questions submitted reveal the essentially archival point of view taken
by Duff and Johnson (2001) during the analysis of the inquiries. The Wanteds in particular
demonstrate shortcomings in the analysis of and reflection upon the interest of the users.
Since the contents of archival materials cannot be easily conveyed to the user because of the
sheer quantities of records available in archives, digital archival information systems and (digital)
archival finding aids are eligible means for enabling and facilitating access. These systems rely
on the reduction and normalization of the available information pertaining to records, in order
to handle formal queries and to retrieve sets of relevant records. Merely knowing the type of
given information users bring to an archive and archival information systems, however, does not
suffice in order to gain a deeper understanding of user needs and interests, and particularly not
for the design of better archival information systems.
The ultimate aim of the study at hand is to contribute to the improvement of automatic
query facilities of archival information systems. These automatic queries must be formulated
in an ontological form. The intension of the term ontology has significantly expanded over the
last decade. In philosophy, the term means the study of being. Since the adaption of the term,
especially by the computer and information sciences, its scope has grown to include a broad
range of data models, controlled vocabularies, or explanatory models. In this study, ontology
is understood as a conceptual model which comprises formalized knowledge as clearly defined
concepts and relationships pertaining to the possible state of affairs in a knowledge domain.
Ontology does not denote a data model as in the computer sciences but rather the domain of
discourse referenced by the inquiries.
The analysis conducted by Duff and Johnson (2001) exhibits a semantic mismatch with a
query system. This is because it does not provide the necessary ontological structures with
which to investigate how an information system needs to be designed in order to adequately
respond to the interest of a real or hypothetical question or to develop new and better data
structures. In order to better understand the sense of an inquiry and to identify the subject
matter of its interest, the character of the Givens and especially of the Wanteds needs to be
further investigated and analyzed on an ontological level.
This study, therefore, further interprets the Wanteds by analyzing the subject matter which
typically appears as the interest of the inquiry from a user point of view, or, in other words, the
common domain of discourse to which the inquiries refer. Duff and Johnson (2001) adhere to
the syntactic form (Aussageform) of an inquiry while the methodological approach of this study
proceeds further to the analysis of the epistemological form (Erkenntnisform) of an inquiry. The
guiding question during the interpretative analysis asks what the user needs to know in order to
satisfy the perceived interest of the inquiry.
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In order to answer questions, the first basic prerequisite for an information system is a
structuring of its information contents according to an appropriate schema. However, there
is a semantic mismatch between the question and the schema because one cannot expect to
recognize a schematic entity in the question. An ontology is needed between the schema and the
question because the meaning of natural language is only comparable with an ontology. The
technical reasons are that our thinking, and hence the meaning of natural language, implies deep
subsumptions of hierarchies of concepts and relationships, and hence cannot be represented
with relational or XML schemata (Oldman et al., 2014). Examples for ontologies created for
natural language processing are CyC27, one of the first formal ontologies, and WordNet28. No
simpler method of representing the meaning of natural language has been found so far.
As has been shown in Doerr (2003) and Doerr and Iorizzo (2008), the representation of
relationships is pivotal to such ontologies because queries need relationships as structural parts,
whereas terms can be dealt with as data items. For this reason, this study creates an ontology and
does not supplement a schema such as EAD29 because this would render the results dependent
on a particular form of the schema, here the tree-like data structure of XML and the tags and
attributes of EAD, and would neglect the sense of the questions. The result would only be a
projection of the latter, and there would be no control over the adequacy and completeness of
the data structure (based on the schema) in relation to the original question. Rather, this study
deems it more appropriate to begin with the inquiry, its grammar and words, to proceed to the
ontology, and then continue from the ontology to the schema; in doing so, this study focuses
on the penultimate step in the process. Different schemas and data structures can be created
from the ontology and remain compatible. These data structures can then be queried in an
information system. Whether these queries are useful or meaningful can only be determined on
the level of the ontology because the latter represents the sense and interest of the inquiries. This
relationship between schema and ontology has been discussed, for example, by Gruber (1995,
2007), Guarino (1998), and Calvanese et al. (1998), and has not been challenged since.
More in-depth knowledge of the ontological character of the given and wanted information is
therefore needed in order to obtain a deeper understanding of the character and subject matter
of the interest of the inquiries. Their interpretation is determined not only by the immediate
recognizable sense of the questions and associated contextual information, both made explicit
by the given and wanted entities, but also by an epistemological framework. In other words,
the inquiries are posed in the context of a particular domain of discourse, which determines
how the sense and subject matter of the interest of a question can be further determined
through interpretation. This epistemological framework comprises the archival domain of record
keeping and the domain of historical inquiry for which traces and evidence can be expected to
be found in the archive. However, the selected ontology for formalizing the results from the
27 http://www.cyc.com/
28 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
29 http://www.loc.gov/ead/
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interpretative analysis also influences the interpretative process. Furthermore, the interpretation
and ontological analysis of the inquiries rely on educated intuition regarding both domains and
necessarily filters probable implicit questions.
The first step in the ontological analysis is the identification and categorization of the given
and wanted entities referenced in the inquiries. They constitute the first building blocks of the
ontological model.
1.2.1 Referenced Entities
While Duff and Johnson (2001) have conducted a predominantly linguistic analysis by identifying
different types of information entities as Givens and Wanteds, thus adhering to the paradigm of
the keyword, this study applies an ontological analysis. In order to create an adequate ontological
model, the entities referenced in the domain of discourse of the inquiries need to be identified.
In the case of the Givens, for example, Duff and Johnson (2001) categorize according to the
type of given information entity such as proper name for a given “personal name”, “corporate
name”, or any other “name of an entity”. In contrast, this study analyzes which entity is
referenced by a Given, for example, a person is referenced by a personal name or a group is
referenced by a corporate name. In order to distinguish between the different conceptualizations,
the term given entity will henceforth be used instead of “Given”. A given entity represents an
entity referenced by the user in the question or the associated contextual information by a word
or expression in order to describe and qualify the wanted entity.
The given entity is determined by its use in the wider context of the inquiry. For example,
“German Democratic Republic (GDR)” may be referred to as a geographical location, as a
conscious actor, or as a period denoting the time frame of the existence of the GDR. Furthermore,
the given entities are further distinguished into particular entities and general types of entities;
for example, a particular person, such as “Konrad Adenauer” or “Erich Honecker”, and a type of
person, such as “photographer” or “grandfather”.
In this study, supplementary information is not excluded from coding or analysis. On the
one hand, it is difficult to categorize any information as insignificant, especially in an archival
setting where contextual information can take on a vital role in discovery processes and the
location of archival materials. On the other hand, all information a user provides to describe
the information need can be deemed relevant in some way simply because the user decided to
provide it. Finally, every item of information provided does carry a potential relevance for the
analysis of the subject matter of the interest of the inquiry and should therefore be considered.
In the case of the Wanteds, Duff and Johnson (2001) only provide general and highly accu-
mulative categories broadly determining the type of the wanted information such as “form”,
“recommendation”, or “general or background”. Determining the Wanteds in this way proves to
be neither suitable nor productive for the purposes of the study at hand, particularly in view of
the unspecific and overly broad categories for the wanted information types determined by Duff
and Johnson (2001).
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Here, however, the Wanteds will be referred to as wanted entities. These represent a type
of entity primarily referenced by the wanted archival or non-archival material or by a wanted
fact. For example, in the case of a material-finding question for documents about a particular
person, the wanted entity would be that particular person. In case of a factual question asking,
for instance, for the name of a particular person who has been at a particular place, the wanted
entity would again be that particular person.
Since the type of question already indicates whether the user is interested in – or wants – a
resource or factual information, the wanted entity further substantiates the information the user
seeks to obtain by asking the question which is typically not simply the location of a specific
document, or general or background information, but relates to a specific type of entity such as
a particular person, event, or place. The wanted entity thus also indicates the most recognizable
general interest of an inquiry.
Interpreting the Wanteds this way allows our analysis to move away from the immediate
utterance of the question and to take a closer look at the actual epistemological interest of the
user embodied in the inquiry. To be sure, the Wanteds only approximate the information need
and immediately recognizable primary interest of the questions – again beyond an interest in
resources or factual information – in terms of the most recognizable referenced entity.
The categories for the referenced given and wanted entities both emerged iteratively from
the analysis of the questions and the associated contextual information. Similar kinds of entities
were successively allocated broader categories, mainly based on the conceptualization of the
ontology CIDOC CRM (IV:3.2), which provides a sound conceptual framework for determining
and formalizing the type of referenced entities.
The given entities are grouped into the following seven categories: Actors, including persons
and groups, Documents, Events and Activities, Time, Place, Things, and Other Entities, including
general context and identifiers. The wanted entities comprise as principle categories Actors,
including persons and groups, Events, including unintentional events and activities – both
concepts will be further explained later on (IV:3.2) –, Documents, Things, Places, and General
Topics. Most categories contain one or more sub-categories, further specifying the nature or
context of the wanted entity. Both the wanted and given entities are discussed in more detail
and exemplified in the next chapter (V:1.2).
The identification and abstraction of the given and wanted entities to common conceptualiz-
ations is the first step of the ontological analysis. The occurring phenomena in the inquiries and
their domain of discourse are reduced significantly during this process.
However, the ontological analysis of the wanted and given entities is only the initial step
away from the level of utterance of the question and towards the identification and ontological
formalization of the wider shared domain of discourse and the subject matter of the inquiries.
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1.2.2 Patterns
The next step in the ontological analysis further interprets the inquiries with regard to their
shared domain of discourse. The goal is to ontologically formalize relevant entity types and
especially the relationships between these entities, which together describe the shared subject
matter of the interests of the inquiries. The previously identified given and wanted entities
provide initial building blocks.
Formally, an ontology engineering approach is employed in that the inquiries and their
interpretations are translated into an ontological model. The domain of discourse described
by these entity types and relationships represents the typical and shared subject matter of the
interests of the inquiries. The result of this process is an ontology called the Archival Knowledge
Model (AKM).
As a whole, the AKM can be partially understood in analogy to what has been described as a
frame. Minsky (1974) has defined frame as a “framework to be adapted to fit reality by changing
details as necessary” and as a “data-structure for representing a stereotyped situation” consisting
of a “network of nodes and relations”. The AKM resembles such a frame in that it describes a
general network of entity types, the “nodes”, and relationships (IV:3.1) between these nodes,
and thus also describes general “stereotyped situations” of a past historical reality appearing as
the subject matter of user needs and interests of inquiries made of archives.
The AKM can be further differentiated into several general patterns, which constitute typical
segments or aggregations of the ontology as a whole. These general patterns also resemble
frames and consequently embody various specific “stereotyped situations” of historical contexts
to which the subject matter of the interest of inquiries epistemologically refer. In other words,
they describe typical and specific contexts of user interests communicated to archival information
systems.
The AKM and its general patterns are the result of the interpretation and ontological analysis
of the inquiries. The main constituents of the ontology AKM are relationships, entity types
and scope notes; that is, definitions of the relationships and entity types based on the further
analysis of the given and wanted entities, and the relevant relationships that exist between them.
Which relationships are relevant depends on the further determination of the common subject
matter that adequately describes a historical reality to which the interests of inquiries refer. In
other words, entities and relationships together provide the necessary historical and contextual
knowledge in order to formulate a query that would retrieve potentially adequate documents or
facts serving the perceived interest of an inquiry.
Since the inquiries are not self-contained, the determination of said subject matter is further
based on the wider epistemological context of the interpretation, which includes the historical
and archival domain (IV:2), as well as common sense background knowledge. Both domains
provide concepts necessary to adequately represent the subject matter of the interest of an
inquiry.
A second principal type of pattern which primarily serves demonstrative purposes will be
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introduced at this point. The general patterns are situated on the schema level of the AKM and
hold entity types and relationships as the general concepts of the relevant phenomena which
exist in the domain of discourse. The instance level contains particular examples of the general
entity types and relationships, and together with the schema level constitutes the knowledge
base. Here we will distinguish between two types of instantiated patterns.
The first type of instantiated pattern is that of query patterns. The general patterns can be
instantiated with specific examples of entity types and thus adapted to the aforementioned
“specific needs”. In the context of this study, these “specific needs” are the specific interests of
inquiries. Query patterns represent instantiated general patterns with given entities from an
inquiry and specify a primary query target. In other words, query patterns indicate potential
adequate queries for retrieving relevant documents or facts in order to respond to the interest of
a question.
As will be discussed in greater detail in the next chapter (V:1.5), query patterns always instan-
tiate elements from two general patterns: one provides entities which describe the provenance
of the wanted archival materials or facts while the second provides entities which represent the
“aboutness” of the same.
The query patterns are based on the assumption that machine-supported search and discovery
systems may effectively process data described by a schema based on the AKM. The search system;
that is, the query patterns, allow potentially unlimited numbers of queries as instantiations of
general patterns and thus a virtually unlimited number of questions.
As will be discussed in more detail during the ontological analysis of the inquiries (V:1.3),
the interpretation of questions often allows for conclusions on more than one potential adequate
query, so-called indirections. Since distinct query patterns cannot be created for each individual
potential query, query patterns typically subsume more than one. In this regard, the query
patterns neither constitute efficient query formulas nor do they even cover every potential
indirection. The query patterns illustrate that the interest of a question can be served by a
formal potential query against the subject matter described by the AKM. As such, the AKM
provides a relatively small set of relevant entity types and relationships necessary for creating
data structures adequate for serving typical interests of archival inquiries.
The second type of instantiated pattern is called an archival pattern and is solely used in
the chapter “Application” (VI). While query patterns indicate potential queries and exemplify
the relationship between the inquiries and the ontology, the AKM, archival patterns show how
real-life metadata, here encoded with EAD (VI:1), can be represented in general patterns of the
AKM. In this regard, archival patterns exemplify the relationship between schemas and data
structures and the AKM. Again, archival patterns are auxiliary vehicles for demonstrating how
real-life data can be analyzed and that the latter already contain explicit and implicit information
relevant to the AKM.
The general patterns, query patterns, and archival patterns will be visualized in diagrams.
The notation used in these diagrams will be introduced later in this chapter (IV:3.3).
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1.3 Summary
The interpretative analysis of the inquiries is conducted on two different yet closely connected
levels. The first step is a linguistic analysis – understood in the sense of studying the semantic
level of immediate meaning of words in a phrase – where the inquiries are categorized according
to whether archival or non-archival materials, factual information, or other services are requested.
This categorization allows for an initial appraisal of the interest of the inquiries and a separation
of substantial inquiries – resource-discovery and fact-finding – from non-substantial inquiries –
non-discovery – for further analysis.
While the linguistic analysis focuses on the level of utterance, the ontological analysis further
interprets the inquiries in order to better understand their sense. The goal here is to identify
shared interests and to formalize and explicate the subject matter of these interests to common
and abstract ontological conceptualizations. The result of the ontological analysis is an ontology,
the AKM, which contains entity types and relationships along with scope notes describing and
representing an adequate historical reality as the common domain of discourse of the inquiries.
The AKM is comprised of general patterns focusing on typical segments of the historical
reality to which the interest of inquiries refers. General patterns thus represent shared and
principal interests of inquiries in abstract and formalized ontological terms. Query patterns
represent an instantiated unification of two general patterns and demonstrate the relationship
between an inquiry and the AKM by exemplifying how a specific interest could be formulated as
a categorical query using selected elements from general patterns. Archival patterns then show
how real-life data can be represented with the AKM.
In order to identify and define general patterns, the ontological analysis follows the linguistic
analysis and is conducted in two iterative steps. The first step investigates the given and wanted
entities as previously discussed. The given entities refer to ontological entities given in the
inquiries in order to qualify and describe what the user wants. The wanted entities indicate the
general interest of the inquiry and refer to the most recognizable and primary ontological entity
in which the user is interested. Both the given and wanted entities provide the basic building
blocks for the general patterns. However, the determination of the type of question and analysis
of the given and wanted entities remain focused on the immediate recognizable sense of the
inquiry and do not suffice for an adequate ontological representation of the subject matter of the
shared interests.
The second step in the ontological analysis therefore subjects the wanted entity in the wider
context of the inquiry to a more in-depth analysis. The goal is a better and deeper understanding
of the sense and subject of the interest of the inquiries, the identification of the shared and
common conceptualizations, and their formal representation in an ontology. This in-depth
interpretation goes hand in hand with the translation from the utterance level of the inquiries to
the ontological level of the general patterns, which are its primary outcome.
During these steps, the interpretative analysis will adhere as far as possible to the require-
ments of the interests as expressed in the inquiries. Accordingly, the ontological modelling
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will represent foremost entities which are sufficiently backed by the empirical evidence found
in the inquiries. Additional context will be included only if deemed essential to represent an
adequate answer in the context of general patterns or to enable important secondary or auxiliary
questions.
This second step of the ontological analysis will be the main subject of the following sections.
Here we will focus in detail on the epistemic context of the interpretation of the inquiries, and on
the process and means with which the results from the interpretative analysis can be formalized
and explicated via ontological modelling.
2 Epistemological Framework
The interpretation of the single questions and associated contextual information as well as
their further ontological analysis are necessarily determined and guided by a wider epistem-
ological framework. Epistemology here refers to the fundamental question applied during the
interpretation of what and how the user seeks to learn via the inquiry. The epistemological
framework evolves foremost from the recognizable interests found in the inquiries themselves.
The given and wanted entities constitute the initial building blocks for the resulting ontological
representation of the domain of discourse, as they describe what the user knows and wishes to
know.
The historical domain represents the domain of discourse assumed to provide the framework
for the principle epistemological interest of the inquiries; that is, questions about past human
activities in the widest sense. The scope of the interpretative analysis is thus limited to particular
kinds of questions as well as answers pertinent to the historical domain, and excluding other
knowledge domains such as archaeology, philosophy, physics or biology questions and their
possible interests. While the archival domain evidently constitutes the domain of discourse
prompted to provide expedient knowledge with which to answer inquiries, it may of course
itself be the object of inquiry. With regard to the historical domain, the background knowledge of
the interpreter30 further implicitly determines the epistemological framework. This background
knowledge has been incorporated in the following discussion about the historical domain. Finally,
common knowledge about the workings of the world constitutes another essential source of a vast
range of highly implicit knowledge.
The ontology AKM pertains to the subject matter of the historical and archival discourse as
expressed in the inquiries. The understanding of the epistemology of the users posing these
inquiries and of the underlying historical and archival discourse provides criteria with which
to further decide on the relevance of the kinds of facts from this subject matter that deserve
modelling in this ontology; in other words, the kinds of facts which appear of primary and
common interest to the users and the underlying archival and historical discourse.
30 In this case, the author of this study as a trained historian has background knowledge about the principle interests of
historians and relevant contexts for historical inquiry.
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It is important to bear in mind that the objective of this study is not to incorporate or
translate theoretical concepts or the perceived epistemology of one or both knowledge domains
into an ontological model. The immediate goal is not to investigate the appropriateness of
archival documentation and description principles in relation to the perceived user needs. On
the contrary, the aim here is to firstly lay the groundwork for such investigation, based on an
empirical foundation, the inquiries, and to extrapolate appropriate ontological formalizations.
The epistemological framework delineated in the following section provides a fundamental
context of the epistemology identified in the inquiries: A historical question strives to obtain
specific types of historical knowledge, and questions posed to an archive may only expect
particular kinds of answers. In short, the epistemological framework determines which kinds of
explicit and implicit questions and answers are probable as well as adequate in the context of
their interpretative analysis.
2.1 Historical Domain
As signalized in the previous chapter “Empirical Data” (III), the collected inquiries arise from
the historical domain, in the widest sense understood as the histories of the human past. Even
though the information about the inquiring users is scarce, the historical domain and its methods
can provide guidance and a basic framework for the interpretative and ontological analysis of
the questions. The following section delineates essential characteristics of the historical domain
in terms of common and principal research interests and methods. The account is based on a
selection of texts on history as a scientific discipline, and is also inevitably influenced by the
background knowledge of the author as a qualified historian.
History The term history carries three discernible senses: the term may denote (1) what has
happened and transpired in the past, (2) the study, presentation, and narration of that past, and
(3) a particular form of knowledge about said past created based on particular methodological
regulations (Boshof et al., 1997, 2). These three senses are, however, intrinsically intertwined
and their essence has been subject to extensive debate in the field of philosophy of history ever
since historians have thought and written about the past (Boshof et al., 1997, 2).
The domain of discourse of history comprises all that has happened in space and time and
which is tangent to human life. In the words of Bloch and Le Goff (2008), the good historian
resembles the man-eater from fairy tales who finds his prey where he senses human flesh.31 The
principle and natural subject matter of historical inquiry is therefore essentially an anthropological
one since humans “make” history; that is form the characteristics of landscapes, create tools
and machines, compose documents, or establish and run institutions (Bloch and Le Goff, 2008,
30). Historians seek to describe and understand the history pertaining to human activity (Tun
or Handeln) – what humans have done – and human suffering (Leiden) – what has happened to
31 “[Der] gute Historiker [gleicht] dem Menschenfresser im Märchen. Seine Beute weiß er dort, wo er Menschfleisch wittert”
(Bloch and Le Goff, 2008, 30).
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humans – in the past, either as individuals or in the context of social groups (Faber, 1982, 35). The
term “suffering”, in this context, not only refers to concrete physical and psychological afflictions
but also comprises all external influences of “historical forces” and imprints experienced by
humans and which they cannot directly or consciously control or influence, such as climate,
vegetation, economy, society, or religion, all of which have rendered humans “suffering” objects
throughout history (Boshof et al., 1997, 3). History is “for” the self-knowledge (Collingwood,
1970) of humankind, its self-certitude32, and the attempt to provide accountability for its own
past.
Boshof et al. have stated that this principle domain of discourse constitutes a regulatory idea
for historians undertaking historical inquiry. Naturally, historical inquiry can always only focus
on particular fragments of the past. The historian attempts to render selected fragments of the
past current by studying, presenting, and narrating them to contemporaries. This endeavour is
necessarily subjective, determined by the interests, questions, and intentions of the inquirer, the
historian, and of what the current era, the contemporaries, find interesting about the past epoch
(Boshof et al., 1997, 3). The resulting historical knowledge, the “history”, represents neither
“’the past’, nor yet the surviving past” but “a reconstruction of certain parts of the past (from
surviving evidence) which in some way have had relevance for the present circumstances of the
historian who reconstructed them” (cit. Tosh, 1996, 145-146).
According to Boshof et al., the natural sciences (Naturwissenschaft) seek to describe and
explain the workings of the world based on general laws established based on (repeatable) exper-
iments and expressed as generally valid propositions, history as a science focuses on the singular
and unique, and aims at the accurate temporal fixation of their causes, courses, and ramifications.
This focus on the singular and unique, causation, historico-genetic perspective, understanding
(Verstehen), and temporal anchorage are key criteria of the historical method (Boshof et al., 1997,
9). The terms idiographic (describing the singular) and nomothetic (establishing laws), which
have been coined by Windelband (1904), express well the fundamental difference in these two
approaches to (scientific) knowledge.
To put it another way, the past cannot be recreated in experiments and the historian cannot
deal directly with past events but only with a “statement about the event (...) which affirms
the fact that the event occurred” (Becker, 1955, 330). Historical research is permeated by a
fundamental “distinction between the ephemeral event which disappears, and the affirmation
about the event which persists” (Becker, 1955, 330). The historian may find such affirmations
substantially within the archive in symbolic and mostly written form as “histories” about
past events. The empirical foundation for historical inquiry into the human past essentially
constitutes the surviving remains of past human activity within an archive. Dealing with
affirmations carried by these remains, connecting and making sense of them, ascertaining
whether they are true or not, accurate or not, is the business of historians. Their scientific
treatment is regulated by the historical method.
32 “Die Geschichte ist das Wissen der Menschheit von sich, ihre Selbstgewissheit” (Droysen, 1868, 38).
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Historical Method According to Rüsen et al., the historical method is understood as the embod-
iment of those regulations which determine historical thinking as a cognitive process and which
substantiate the claim of truth in historical writing. Traditionally, these regulations of historical
thinking have been found and expressed in two different kinds of operation beginning with the
dominance of the literary form of historical knowledge and then, since the 19th century, the
scientific production of historical knowledge through research (Rüsen and Jaeger, 1990, 13).
This study restricts its scope to the scientific form of historical knowledge production. As
Rüsen et al. continue, the historical cognitive process consists of the three basic operations
heuristics, critique, and synthesis – also called interpretation – which are determined by common
and authoritative regulations underpinning and guiding their application. These three basic
operations are evident in the various historical research processes. The reconstruction of the
human past from empirical evidence is thus organized into a coherent principal methodological
structure. The historical method as a systematic unity of heuristic, critique, and synthesis has
been first theoretically described and practically employed during the Historismus era, and is
primarily connected to Droysen (1868) who established and propagated this tripartite working
mode as historical method. The latter provides a principal methodological framework for the
scientific conduct of historical inquiry (Rüsen and Jaeger, 1990, 13-18).
In the historical sciences, heuristics – the “art of finding” – constitutes the first principle step
which denotes the process of finding a relevant historical research question and, at the same
time and most importantly for this study, of finding adequate sources of evidence and factual
information pertaining to the research question (Rüsen and Jaeger, 1990, 13-15).
The historical sources (Quellen) constitute the empirical basis for historical inquiry. As a
diverse and vast body, historical sources may comprise any kind of “human remains and such
products of man’s activity as either were meant by their authors to communicate knowledge of
historical facts or conditions, or by their nature are calculated to do so” (Shafer and Bennett,
1980, 103). This idea of intentional and unintentional sources had been distinctively formulated
by Bernheim (1903) who distinguished the principle character of historical sources into traces
(Überreste) and traditions (Traditionen). Historical sources have the character of traces if they have
been created without the intention or purpose of future remembrance of the past such as orders
or crew lists, but also oral, abstract and material entities such as facts pertaining to buildings
or society. Sources have the character of tradition if they have been intentionally created with
the purpose of being a testimonial and to serve remembrance of the past such as biographies or
autobiographies, memoirs, accounts of journeys or chronicles (Bernheim, 1903, 230-234).
The distinction of Bernheim (1903) is not absolute but functional, as are other categorizations
of historical sources such as according to primary and secondary nature. Any historical source
may be interpreted either as a trace or tradition, often depending on the particular historical
inquiry. Historiographical traditions may include recent “secondary” scientific literature such
as journal articles or monographs, especially if these works are the object of inquiry; however,
mostly the term refers to contemporary “primary” narratives characterized by personal and
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subjective accounts of experiences, events or activities. In the end, any source has factual and
evidential potential and, at the same time, carries a sense determined by those historical subjects
who created them for particular reasons. The facts and propositions found in either traces or
traditions constitute empirical facts and are historically relevant: Why does someone claim or
state a fact, regardless of whether the fact is true or not? And is the fact indeed true?
Regarding the substance (Überlieferungssubstanz) of historical sources, written documentary
traces constitute the quantitatively largest and for most kinds of inquiries qualitatively funda-
mental type of historical sources, in particular various kinds of documents (Geschäftsschriftgut)
of corporate bodies such as official documents (Urkunden) and files (Akten) (Boshof et al., 1997,
216-226).
According to Boshof et al., official documents are attested and created according to certain
formal requirements pertaining to acts of a legal nature. Examples of official documents include
edicts, notatia, charta, laws or decrees as well as orders. An important task and research inquiry
for historians pertains to the investigation of the extent and form of the actual execution of legal
acts, and the discovery of proof of its factual execution (Boshof et al., 1997, 228-230). The largest
group of traces form the written files (Akten) which particularly pertain to phases of preparatory
deliberation and expression of will in the form of memoranda and drafts as the result of the
work of corporate bodies. Furthermore, many additional pre-forms of official documents and
working papers are found in files which may also have legal status. Files are complemented by
many other kinds of documents pertaining to the course of business (Geschäftsgang) of corporate
bodies; for example, plans for office organization (Büroorganisationspläne) or file distribution
(Aktenverteilungspläne), papers and documents which have moved between organizational units
of corporate bodies (Schriftstücke der Überordnung, Unterordnung, Gleichordnung), as well as notes,
minutes, memoranda, or other kinds of written records (Aktennotiz, Protokoll, Aufzeichnung, und
Denkschrift als neutrales Schriftgut) (Boshof et al., 1997, 230-246).
Other kinds of written traces, according to Boshof et al., are journalistic sources about the
transmission of news and opinions in the widest sense, letters, diaries, or other kinds of records
of conversation, as well as literary traces such as fiction writing and poetry, unpublished personal
estates, or specialized literature. Non-written traces may include institutional, linguistic, or
social facts of the present such as particular forms of marriage, languages, or professions,
physical things such as commodities, works of art, buildings, or even human corpses, visual
remnants such as paintings, photographs, or films, and, lastly, audio documents (Boshof et al.,
1997, 12-13).
In the context of heuristics, the archive provides the means to discover and obtain potentially
relevant historical sources which may contribute factual or evidential pieces towards responding
to a historical research question.33 As Tosh (1996, 65-66) has pointed out, “(...) historical
33 Editions of historical primary sources are, in the end, always products of their time and constitute only particular
selections, often displaced from the original archival holding. Archives and their holdings are therefore not merely
auxiliary infrastructure but indispensable prerequisites for historical research.
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research is not a matter of identifying the authoritative source and then exploiting it for all
it is worth, for the majority of sources are in some way inaccurate, incomplete or tainted by
prejudice and self-interest. The procedure is rather to amass as many pieces of evidence as
possible from a wide range of sources – preferably from all the sources which have a bearing
on the problem in hand”. The heuristic process may further consult other kinds materials such
as recent scientific secondary literature from libraries, or primary and secondary accounts of
contemporary witnesses.
The second step, the source criticism (Quellenkritik), denotes the process of applying several
principle questions to the inner and outer form of the collected historical sources (Rüsen and
Jaeger, 1990, 15-16). The purpose of this step is to determine and establish the reliability,
credibility and authenticity of the traces and traditions as evidence or sources of information.
Garraghan (1957, 168) delineates several principal questions which target the outer and inner
form of the source by asking when, where, and by whom the source has been created, which pre-
existing material the source utilizes, and in which original form the source has been produced,
and, with respect to the inner form, assess the evidential value of the contents of the source, in
other words its credibility.
The third step, synthesis, also called interpretation, denotes the application of historical
reasoning to the facts, which have been established by inner and outer source criticism, and
puts these facts into chronology and context, thus composing a history (Rüsen and Jaeger, 1990,
17-18).
According to Rüsen et al., every historical question entails the conception of an evolving
timeline comprised of single facts. This conception is based on conjecture and assumption and
thus constitutes the idea of a possible history. Historical science transforms this idea of a possible
history into a “real” history. Source criticism provides the building blocks for this historical
reality, and synthesis assembles and layers them according to particular construction plans for
this historical reality. Such construction plans are conceptions of comprehensive timelines into
which the facts can be inserted or fit according to their actuality. The connections and coherence
created by interpretation sprout in a state of narration; that is, through the execution of historical
narration as the constitutive condition of historical knowledge (Rüsen and Jaeger, 1990, 17).
There has been discussion within the field of philosophy of history as to whether or not there
is such a thing as patterns of interpretation (Christianson, 1991). Indeed, the key focus of this
study rests on the first step of the delineated historical method: the finding and discovering
of relevant historical sources. Their interpretation and, in consequence, the assessment of
their actual value and use to a particular research endeavour, remains the responsibility of the
historian.
This principal three-step approach of the historical method reflects the will to be as objective
and accurate as possible, in the words of Leopold von Ranke: “[zu] zeigen, wie es eigentlich
gewesen” (Ranke, 1824, V-VI).
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Historical Research The scientific investigation of the principle domain of discourse follows
the historical method and is further based on general methodological principals guiding which
and how aspects should be collected from sources in order to reconstruct a history of the human
past. It can be differentiated, according to Rüsen and Jaeger (1990, 18), into the two principal
categories hermeneutics (Hermeneutik), and analytics (Analytik). The differentiation is neither
exclusive nor selective; however, it provides further indications towards basic and essential
interests of historical inquiry.
Rüsen et al. characterize the hermeneutic research strategies as focusing on the sources
themselves as potential carriers of the reasons and intentions guiding past human activity and
of the self-conception of the actors. In other words: Sources are selected based on preceding
heuristic suppositions which give preference to traditions allowing for a reconstruction of past
activities (Handeln) and suffering (Leiden) by understanding (Verstehen) the intentions and
reasons seen as inherent in these sources. Preferred sources are, for example, documents of
political acts such as administrative files or official documents, contemporary historical accounts,
or personal testimonials of actors such as autobiographies. History is primarily to be understood
and reconstructed from the sources which, of course, do not speak for themselves but contain a
kind of pre-narrative (Vor-Erzählung) providing an account of changes and activities from one
perspective of historical experience. Historical knowledge then is generated from understanding
(Verstehen) of the traditions imprinted in the sources. Hermeneutic research strategies have been
formative for the era of Historismus and remain defining for historical method to date (Rüsen
and Jaeger, 1990, 18-20).
According to Droysen, the essence of the historical method is to understand through research;
that is, by interpretation.34 Still today, as Rüsen et al. state, historical processes and past events
are reconstructed from activities and explained by the intentions, motives and reasons – the inner
psychological conditions of actors conveyed indirectly by the sources – that have determined
these activities within the interaction of actors. The focus rests on facts (Tatsachen) that are
understandable; that is, expressions, manifestations, symptoms, or indicators of “meaningful
intentionality” (sinnhafter Intentionalität) of human life and interaction. Interpretation connects
these facts to temporal processes which make sense or have an “understandable” sense (Rüsen
and Jaeger, 1990, 18-21).
Historical phenomena and processes should not only be described and understood, according
to Boshof et al., but also analyzed and explained. Theories and models are thus introduced,
applied to the sources from an external perspective. They introduce measurements which are
not generated from the sources themselves. For example, the Idealtypus by Max Weber seeks to
describe typical attributes of a phenomenon not simply based on empirical evidence but as an
illustrative abstraction, provoking tension between empirical essence and conceptual cumulation
and abstraction (Boshof et al., 1997, 10-11).
Such analytical research strategies, according to Rüsen et al., do not primarily rely on the
34 “Das Wesen der historischen Methode ist forschend zu verstehn” (Droysen, 1868, 9).
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potential sense imprinted in sources, the intentions and reasons guiding human activities and
self-understanding of actors, but on the external conditions and abstract factors which influence
and determine human life and activity; for example, climate, geology, food production, price
development, classes and their possibilities, abstract systems which determine what happens and
less the actors themselves. Analysis asks first and foremost for facts (Tatsachen), which can be
subsumed under abstract regularities such as birth numbers, increased numbers of production,
and may even take on a statistical, quantifying form. Analysis renders facts fit for theory or uses
theory and models for interpretation such modernization theory, fascism or imperialism theory.
It is only within such constructs that facts gain historical relevance and meaning (Rüsen and
Jaeger, 1990, 20-21).
Historical inquiry conducted within the boundaries of the aforementioned regulative idea of
an essentially anthropological domain of discourse and subject matter needs to account for both
the structural and intentional determinants of human life, and to consult the historical sources
for information and evidence. Tosh (1996, 142) has summarized the essence of historical inquiry
as “selection – of ’relevant’ sources, of ’historical’ facts and of ’significant’ interpretations”. For
the selection primarily of ’relevant’ sources, and to a lesser degree of facts and interpretations
understood as secondary interpretative accounts, either contemporary of the past or recent of
the present, the archive remains primary and indispensable for the historian.
The presented instruments do not form a definite set; rather, historical inquiry is an evolving
process which utilizes theories and methods as set pieces. Their applicants shape and form
them while scientifically engaging in historical inquiry and striving for historical knowledge
(Boshof et al., 1997, 1-2). However, history as an empirical science necessarily turns to the
archive in order to find and discover surviving traces and traditions as the remains of past
human activity, which may contain pieces of information or evidence potentially key to a wider
research question.
2.2 Archival Domain
The inquiries collected arise from the domain of historical inquiry but at the same time also
pertain to an archival context so that the epistemological framework of the interpretative analysis
also extends into the archival domain and involves its essential principles and constituents.
Since the inquiries are submitted to archives, the principal types of materials and information
provided as well as typical services and means of access offered by archives determine the
possible expectations applied to the interpretation of archival inquiries. For example, archives
do not normally offer extensive bibliographical reference services beyond specialized library
sections but first and foremost enable access to archival materials as primary sources. On the
other hand, the interest of inquiries may also focus on aspects which can be considered genuinely
archival such as the provenance or origination of archival materials.
Archival traditions and practices vary in different countries and even between archives.
There are, however, basic principles to which nearly all archival institutions adhere. Several
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international archival standards and reference models have been created during the last few
decades, substantially advancing efforts towards national and international standardization
and interoperability within the archival community. These standards and models formulate
common and basic concepts for various areas of archival documentation. The Encoded Archival
Description (EAD) (VI:1) data model for encoding archival finding aids, for example, is based
on the General International Standard Archival Description (ISAD(G)) (International Council of
Archives, 2000). Other examples include the International Standard for Describing Institutions
with Archival Holdings (ISDIAH) (International Council of Archives, 2008), the International
Standard Archival Authority Record for Corporate Bodies, Persons and Families (ISAAR (CPF))
(International Council of Archives, 2004), or the International Standard for Describing Functions
(ISDF) (International Council of Archives, 2007), all of which target specific aspects of archival
documentation and descriptions of archives and their functions.
The following necessarily simplifying discussion of the archival domain will provide an over-
view of its commonly shared principles, which are essential to this study and the interpretative
analysis applied to the inquiries.
Archives The word archive, according to Franz, can be traced back to the Greek word arché
which means public authority or public office (Behörde or Amtsstelle). The primal function of
archives has been to store, organize and preserve the mostly written documents and records of
governmental and administrative agencies, the scripturae publicae, for legal and administrative
purposes. It was only later that archives became the memory repositories of society and evidential
reservoirs for historians as they are mostly known today (Franz, 2004, 13).
According to the traditional schema by Franz (2004), archives can generally be differentiated
into state archives, communal archives, family archives, ecclesiastical archives, business archives,
parliamentary, union, and party archives, archives for literature, arts, and sciences, and press, broad-
casting, and film archives. As the labels for the different kinds of archives already indicate, one of
the main differences lies in the scope of the preserved archival materials.
Furthermore, based on Franz, these different types of archives may be further grouped into
public and non-public or private archives. Public archives are developed systematically according
to particular legal and administrative responsibilities and in the context of the public and
administrative bodies they serve. All non-public or private archives such as family archives,
ecclesiastical archives, or business archives derive from the archetype of the public state archive
and are typically organized in much the same or in a similar way. Archival materials may also be
preserved in non-archival institutions such as libraries, museums, or scientific institutions, or
are housed within private collections or personal estates (Franz, 2004, 19-26).
As already discussed in the previous chapter “Empirical Data” (III), the inquiries under study
were directed towards public state archives, which therefore constitute the primary focus of the
following discussion.
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Archival Holdings Archives collect and preserve archival materials. Following Gilliland-
Swetland (2001, 223), the term connotes the “official records, personal papers and manuscripts,
audio and visual materials, and realia” commonly found in archives. These archival materials
are the records of corporate bodies, families and individuals and have been created or otherwise
accumulated as the organic by-products of their past activities, typically carried out in the con-
text of particular functions or responsibilities. These mostly unique materials become archival
when they are “assembled and preserved as evidence of that activity” (Fox et al., 1998, 5). As
such, archives and the records they hold provide legal and primary historical evidence of past
activities of their creators and thus also serve as secondary sources of historical information (Fox
et al., 1998, 5).
Even though archival materials may be of any form, written materials constitute by far the
largest group of records not only in state archives. The customary classification of written
official records distinguishes administrative files (Verwaltungsakten), official documents or certificates
(Urkunden), and registers (Amtsbücher) (Franz, 2004, 43-58). State archives in particular are
responsible for the collection and preservation of such records of national and state governments
and their various agencies.
Administrative files, following Franz, are aggregations of a variety of items created or ac-
cumulated by a corporate body while carrying out its functions and organized according to
internal organizational systems or other specific requirements. Such organizational systems
may include, for example, simple arrangements of records according to chronological aspects
in series (Serienakten) and sub-series (Teilserien), or more systematically pertaining to general
cases (Vorgänge) or specific subject areas (Sach- und Betreffakten), which may be differentiated
further into more specific subject areas (Franz, 2004, 52-54). Such administrative files would
then typically contain those materials that were created and accumulated until the conclusion or
settlement of a particular case (Franz, 2004, 35), such as decisions and plans made, background
information obtained, statements formulated and communicated, or notes and instructions
passed along departments. As such, administrative files in particular illustrate the inner working
processes of corporate bodies and other groups.
Further, official documents are related to a legal act (Rechtsakt) which, in recent times, has
corresponded to the act of administering an official document such as private contracts or state
treaties, appointments of public officials, or judicial decisions (Brenner-Wilczek et al., 2006,
49-50). These documents may be part of administrative files.
Registers pre-date administrative files and typically represent hardback pages or books
containing entries serving a broad range of different purposes regarding the daily business of
a corporate body (Franz, 2004, 55-57). For example, registers have been used to record short
summaries or copies of official documents or letters, minutes of meetings and decisions taken, as
well as inventories of any kind, for accounting, or personnel lists (Franz, 2004, 55-57).
Personal estates represent an important part of archival holdings. Personal estates may contain
any kind of archival materials but also hold items that are typically not found in other records
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such as private letters and correspondence, diaries or notebooks, manuscripts and drafts (Franz,
2004, 67-68), but also various kinds of realia.
Furthermore, archives often also maintain different kinds of special collections as complements
to archival records such as collections of newspaper cuttings, posters or leaflets, as well as
collections of maps and other kinds of geographical or topographical plans which are often held
in special departments separate from the original files. More recently, photographs and audio
documents, and especially electronic data carriers constitute another special type of collection
often held in specialized archives (Franz, 2004, 60-71).
Finally, archives also hold and preserve printed publications (Druckschriften), created or
collected by institutions as part of their activities and functions, for example, parliamentary
publications, budget plans, annual reports, statistical or informational publications, or other
individual publications (Franz, 2004, 58-59).
All these different kinds of archival materials constitute the holdings of an archive. However,
in contrast to the materials collected by libraries such as published books or journals, most
archival materials are individual and unique items of which no multiple copies exist. Further-
more, materials originating from the context of the same activity typically constitute a complex
body of “organic inter-relationships” – particularly illustrative in the case of administrative files
– from which single items derive their particular meaning and authenticity (Gilliland-Swetland,
2001, 201-202). The identifiable and basic unit of interest in the archival context is therefore
typically an aggregate of archival materials such as files or series, but not a single item (Pitti and
Duff, 2001, 1-2).
These archival specifics have ramifications on how archives arrange and describe their hold-
ings. While special collections and printed publications in archives are typically arranged and
described by criteria unspecific to the archival context such as by content criteria – classification
or keywords (Brenner-Wilczek et al., 2006, 56-57) –, or by creator (Franz, 2004, 58-59), the
arrangement and description of official records and personal estates adhere to the particular
archival principles of the respect des fonds.
Archival Principles The official records, and in most cases personal estates, are typically
organized into fonds, which represent aggregations of often hundreds or even thousands of single
items. Fonds are arranged and described according to the principle of respect des fonds. The
principle states that “the origins of the assembled materials as an integral and organic corpus of
documentation” (Fox et al., 1998, 6) must be carefully reflected when arranging and describing
records in fonds by respecting their provenance and original order.
Both principles guide archival arrangement understood as the “intellectual and physical pro-
cesses and results of analyzing and organizing documents in accordance with archival principles”
(International Council of Archives, 2000, 10). In this context, the principle of provenance states
that all records in a fonds should share the same provenance, meaning that they originate from
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the same corporate body, family or individual (Pitti and Duff, 2001, 1-2).35 The principle of
original order then states that the original inner structure of the records in a fonds should be
preserved (Haworth, 2001, 12) and that records of different provenance should not be mixed.
Only in cases where no pre-existing internal structure is apparent may the archivist create a
rational order sensitive to the nature and use of the archival collection (Fox et al., 1998, 6-7).
While the principle of respect des fonds was originally developed based on experiences with
official records of state and governmental provenance, the principle also applies to the records
of families and individuals (Fox et al., 1998, 6), which are treated as logical units if the contents
of the records are “intrinsically bound up with the life of the individual or the functions of the
organization from which they emanated, and cannot be fully understood apart from them” (Fox
et al., 1998, 6).
In contrast, primarily during the 19th century and following the older principle of pertinence,
as Franz points out, archival materials were assembled and arranged according to subject
matter and regardless of their origin and context of creation; for example, according to the
geographical places to which documents refer. Even though the arrangement according to
primary subject matter facilitated specific questions; for example, concerning the history of
particular geographical places, other as yet unknown questions and research uses of an archive
are difficult to anticipate for the creator of the archive or the archivist seeking to describe it.
Furthermore, arrangement according to pertinence becomes intractable as soon as archival
materials refer to more than one subject matter (Franz, 2004, 34-35).
Even though fonds “inherently reflect the biases and perspectives of their creators”, the
records may provide “authentic, accurate, and impartial evidence” of the activities of their
creators if they have been arranged and described according to the respect des fonds principle
(Gilliland-Swetland, 2001, 202). Only then can the forces, activities, and functions that produced
the records be understood, the contents of archival materials interpreted, and their authenticity
and reliability as evidence of past activities assessed (Fox et al., 1998, 6). Finally, the sheer
quantities of archival materials necessitate descriptions of the “bigger picture”. Today, therefore,
the principle of respect des fonds is the established and applied principle for the arrangement of
archival materials.
Accordingly, archival description, understood as the “creation of an accurate representation of
a unit of description and its component parts, if any, by capturing, analyzing, organizing and
recording information that serves to identify, manage, locate and explain archival materials and
the context and records systems which produced it” (International Council of Archives, 2000,
10), adheres to the principle respect des fonds. In other words, archival description conveys
information about the internal structure (original order) and the external structure (provenance
and origination) of a fonds (Haworth, 2001, 12).
Fonds of unique and interconnected archival materials “ranging in size from several to
35 “Originator” does not necessarily imply “creator” but only the actor who turned the archival materials over to the
archive.
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several million individual items” are very different from the printed monographs or serial
publications collected and described by libraries (Fox, 2001, 63). Bibliographical descriptions
represent “individual published item[s]” and therefore exhibit “a one-to-one correspondence”
to the described item (Fox, 2001, 62-63). The contents of the bibliographical description are
transcribed from the published work with the underlying assumption that “such data captures
the information needed for finding and identifying” relevant items and that the subject matter
of the published work adequately represents user interests (Fox, 2001, 62-63). In contrast,
archival description represents a fonds as “the output of an organic activity” (Fox, 2001, 63) of
an actor where the description corresponds to different levels of aggregates of unique items, all
of which share the same provenance (Pitti and Duff, 2001, 1-2) and lack “the inherent identifying
characteristics of published works” (Fox, 2001, 63). Therefore, “archival materials can only be
found and identified on the basis of their origins, expressed by identifying both their creator
and the functions that they document” (Fox, 2001, 63).
Furthermore, archival descriptions strive to reflect and describe the records’ original arrange-
ment; that is, how a record-creator has organized records (Haworth, 2001, 14). Apart from
descriptive fields providing respective information, the arrangement of the fonds according
to its original order is reflected in a multilevel description involving “a complex hierarchical
and progressive analysis” (Pitti and Duff, 2001, 1-2). This starts from the description of the
whole fonds and then subsequently identifies and describes significant sub-parts in a multilevel
hierarchy where each level is linked to its immediate next-higher predecessor (Haworth, 2001,
14-15). The multilevel hierarchy normally reflects the “intellectual structure and content of the
material” but not necessarily the exact physical characteristics (Pitti and Duff, 2001, 1-2). The
archival materials become intelligible from their context within this multilevel description.
The exact number and scope of the different levels included in such multilevel descriptions
may vary with regard to the provenance and characteristics of the archival materials as well as
according to national traditions.36 Figure 3 depicts a possible hierarchical model including some
of the most common and widely accepted types of levels (International Council of Archives,
2000, 36).
36 In the context of this study, the exact levels are of no further importance but are briefly discussed for illustrative
purposes.
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Figure 3 – Model of the levels of archival arrangement according to ISAD(G) (International
Council of Archives (2000, 36)).
Fonds corresponds to “whole of the records” (International Council of Archives, 2000, 10),
series are archival materials maintained as a unit because they result from the same accumu-
lation or filing process, or the same activity; have a particular form; or because of some other
relationship arising out of their creation, receipt, or use” (International Council of Archives,
2000, 11), files are “organized unit of documents grouped together either for current use by
the creator or in the process of archival arrangement, because they relate to the same subject,
activity, or transaction” (International Council of Archives, 2000, 10), and items are the “smallest
intellectually indivisible archival unit” (International Council of Archives, 2000, 11) such as a
letter, report, or photograph.
Typically, the description does not proceed to the level of individual items, mostly because
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of the sheer quantities of material to be described. Furthermore, the extent and exact content
of the actual descriptive information depends on available resources as well as the perceived
importance of the fonds, the expected user interest, and the frequency of consultation (Franz,
2004, 89-90).
Just as the structure of the hierarchical descriptions may differ, the particular information
provided on each level also varies; for example, regarding the provenance of records, archival
description addresses questions regarding the creator of the assembled records the characteristics
of the corporate body that created the materials, or the function or life activity that produced
them (Fox et al., 1998, 6, 13).
Furthermore, archival descriptions may in principle incorporate a broad range of information
regarding the documented activities, events, and functions, involved actors, locations and time-
spans, or topics addressed, as well as the types of materials contained (Fox et al., 1998, 15-16).
Information about the physical extent and condition (Fox et al., 1998, 15) as well as various
administrative data such as access or use restrictions (Fox et al., 1998, 17) complement typical
archival descriptions.
Archival Aids Commonly, the main means of access to the archival materials in an archive is
via archival aids conveying archival descriptions as previously discussed and supported by the
expertise of archivists. Archival aids comprise a variety of different descriptive tools such as
catalogue records, inventory/registers, correspondent indexes, calendars of correspondences,
published repository guides, or file plans, also including external aids such as indexes, file plans,
data dictionaries and other tools incorporated in the records and created by the originators of
the archival materials (Fox et al., 1998, 18; Franz, 2004, 37-38).
This study considers the finding aid37 as the “workhorse of archival practice” (Gilliland-
Swetland, 2001, 200) and most frequented archival aid by users and archivists alike. Archival
finding aids serve as guides to the fonds by providing information about “the provenance of the
archival materials and the original order in which they were arranged” (Gilliland-Swetland,
2001, 203) in a multilevel description and adhering to the previously discussed principles of the
respect des fonds (Fox, 2001, 63). Typically, printed versions of finding aids serve archival users
in the reading room and archivists in the reference service as means to identify relevant archival
materials.
Creating an archival description is “first and foremost a delicate exercise in preserving evid-
ence and making evidential values apparent to archival users in time and over time – making the
materials intellectually available for interpretation, yet not providing that interpretation” and, at
the same time, means “providing intellectual access to the factual information that archival ma-
terials contain on persons, places, and subjects contained in those materials” (Gilliland-Swetland,
2001, 201-202). The finding aid assumes three primary roles as a “tool that meets the needs
of the archival materials being described by authenticating and documenting” as fonds, as a
37 Finding aids are often also referred to as registers or inventories.
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“management tool for use by the archivists”, and as “an information discovery and retrieval tool
for making the evidence and information (...) available and comprehensible by archivists and
users alike” (Gilliland-Swetland, 2001, 202).
Core information for the description of records in archival aids includes a title for the record,
often a title of the respective file or series, dates (Laufzeit) from oldest item to newest item in
the record, the extent of the record in terms of how many meters of shelving the contents of the
record occupy, a brief content description, and indices such as person, places, or topics (Franz,
2004, 35-36). The guidelines as to what should be encoded in a title according to ISAD(G) are a
good example for implicit knowledge potentially available in archival description: “For supplied
titles, at the higher level, include the name of the creator of the records. At lower levels one may
include, for example, the name of the author of the document and a term indicating the form
of the material comprising the unit of description and, where appropriate, a phrase reflecting
function, activity, subject, location, or theme” (International Council of Archives, 2000, 14).
These brief instructions suggest an abundance of rich information to be encoded in titles at
various levels of the descriptive tree. This example demonstrates that potentially a wealth of
background knowledge will be necessarily accumulated during documentation by the archivist
but, if the archivist chooses to do so, might be encoded only implicitly and isolated as plain text.
Another piece of core information includes call numbers, or any other kind of identifier,
for a record, used to order the respective physical boxes with archival materials from the
archive’s depot. Typically, searching for archival material with an archival finding aid means
identifying the call numbers of records whose potential relevancy for one’s purpose is judged by
the contextual descriptions.
The flexibility of the finding aid as a tool for information discovery and retrieval has increased
through digital representations in online archival information systems regarding searching and
displaying without giving up on the traditional hierarchical access and description (Gilliland-
Swetland, 2001, 200, 203-205). However, as already discussed in the chapter “Related Research”
(II), since archivists have been traditionally material-centric in their descriptive practices rather
than focused on user needs in the design of the finding aids, their digital equivalents perpetuate
these deficiencies (Gilliland-Swetland, 2001, 207).
As Gilliland-Swetland (2001, 208) has pointed out, finding aids are generally organized
according to provenance and original order of the records but lack alternative access for sec-
ondary use. They have been further designed for use in an environment where the archivist
not only mediates between user and archival material but also between user and the finding
aid. Archivists explain the finding aid, help to identify relevant finding aids by drawing upon
“their own contextual knowledge and reformulating users’ subject queries into provenance-based
queries that can then be mapped onto the ways in which their archival holdings are arranged
and described” (Gilliland-Swetland, 2001, 208). Finding aids outside the archive, for example
on the Web, without the help of an archivist, can be confusing (Gilliland-Swetland, 2001, 208).
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Searching the Archive This study focuses on state archives, and these adhere to the afore-
mentioned archival principles. Since archival practices may vary, as previously stated, there
is no fixed catalogue of inquiries. Nevertheless, archival principles entail several fundamental
questions a researcher may ask when trying to identify, find or uncover relevant sources as
evidence or information in an archive. There are certain questions and attributes which help to
identify documents within the archive and which can be considered generally applicable. For
example, according to Brenner-Wilczek et al. (2006, 65-92), important questions include: Where
did a person work or of which organization or institution was he or she a member? How did
the institution or group evolve (company, dynasties)? How were they organized? Which public
or administrative body might have taken notice of or an interest in the person and his or her
activities? Further inquiries may pertain to biographical information on a certain individual or
indications of important phases in a person’s life.
Such inquiries lead to administrative files of public bodies as well as other types of corporate
bodies such as political parties or educational institutions. Personal estates, in particular, are
important records in archives and contain a broad range of historical sources which are typically
not found in other kinds of records such as diaries or correspondence (Brenner-Wilczek et al.,
2006, 65-92).
Since the objective is to create an ontological model representing relevant user needs with
regard to archives, such fundamental questions need to be considered during the interpretative
process and incorporated while modelling research on the subject matters of interests. They are
important “follow-up” questions which substantially support the identification of the concrete
archival record or item within the archival structure. They provide information that is not
directly or explicitly expressed in an inquiry but will help to relate the interest of the question
to the information provided by the archival arrangement and description.
Certain pivotal entities and relationships between these entities can be derived from these
questions together with the archival principles. For example, actors can be of great significance
when seeking or identifying documents, and should therefore be incorporated into the general
pattern as key elements. Similarly, responsibilities of actors for particular business activities
appear to be important for the identification of documents in archives. The importance of such
entities is not necessarily apparent from the inquiries since the questions typically specify what
is needed but not how to obtain it.
This study will nevertheless as far as possible limit its scope to the requirements of interests
formulated in inquiries. Additional context which does not directly pertain to the subject matter
of the interest of the inquiry will be included only if this context is deemed essential in order
to provide an adequate response in the context of general patterns or to enable important
secondary or auxiliary questions. Context that may appear helpful but is not sufficiently backed
by empirical evidence in the inquiries will not be included.
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2.3 Summary
The interpretative analysis of the inquiries is guided by an epistemological framework comprised
of basic and essential constituents of the historical and archival domain as well as general
knowledge on the part of the interpreter. This epistemological framework underpins the
interpretative analysis of the inquiries and allows for educated assumptions – where necessary
– regarding the interest of the inquiries and its subject matter, as well as potentially relevant
answers for the user.
In the scope of this study, history can be understood as an essentially empirical science
which relies on the surviving traces and traditions of past human activity. Even though the
epistemological framework delineated for the historical domain remains necessarily generic
and broad, the essential research interest of historical inquiry ultimately boils down to the
description, understanding, and explanation of past activities and events either actively conduc-
ted or passively experienced by actors. These actors may be individuals or any other kinds of
social groups such as families, organizations or institutions. Some of the most basic and generic
interests of historical inquiry then lie in questions about the motivation of actors for their actions
as well as their plans in the widest sense such as laws, battle plans, orders or agendas, and
whether and to what extent these plans have been executed and what their effects were.
Historical sources as found in archives constitute an important empirical reservoir for
collecting factual and evidential information regarding these activities. The scientific form
of historical inquiry deals with historical sources based on a tripartite historical method of
heuristics, source critique and synthesis. Historical inquiry finds a literal form of expression in
the user inquiries posed of archives. Formally, most inquiries can be expected to pertain to the
heuristic stage of historical research.
Regarding epistemological issues in the interpretation itself in the light of historical science
and theory of history, the approach taken here is conceived to be meta-theoretical, similar to
Gardin (2003) in the domain of archaeology. While the approach does not consider specific types
of historical science, it reflects basic patterns that appear applicable to general historical inquiry.
Since the inquiries are posed of archives, the archival domain is the second epistemological
framework to determine the interpretative analysis and the ontological analysis of the inquiries.
Historical primary sources which constitute the backbone of scientific historical inquiry are
primarily found in archives. The selection of relevant adequate historical sources in terms of
potential factual or evidential information is a key aspect of historical inquiry in archives. In
principle, primary sources and the historical facts they contain – yet subject to questions about
their truth, authenticity, or accuracy – serve as primary evidence for the historical knowledge
created. Secondary sources such as scientific historical literature are typically not found in
archives and therefore cannot be reasonably expected amongst the search results.38 Archival
38 Of course, if the inquiries exhibit a significant number of questions explicitly targeted at secondary literature then this
demand would have to be reflected in the ontological model representing user needs.
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principles such as respect des fonds and other tools such as finding aids further determine
the possible interests of historical inquiries placed towards archives and how they could be
addressed.
However, this study specifically approaches its topic not from a theoretical standpoint and
does not seek to transpose the epistemology of the archival domain or historical domain into an
ontology, but rather explicitly takes an empirical foundation as its starting point; that is, the user
inquiries are the main source from which the epistemological framework gains substance and
evolves, leading to the ontological model of user interests and their subject matter. Considering
the infinite complexity of history, generalization and simplification in historical inquiry is
paramount and intrinsic to the historical method and scientific endeavour.
The ontological model which formalizes and abstracts the subject matter of the interests of
historical inquiry within archives serves to facilitate the selection of potentially relevant and
useful sources. The query patterns then do not primarily answer inquiries directly by retrieving
factual historical knowledge but their purpose in the current context is to identify historical
sources which may contain information contributing to a response.
The last step towards this ontological model and of the interpretative analysis is the formaliz-
ation and explication of the results of the interpretation. Both the interpretation and, at the same
time, the translation of its results into an ontological structure are further determined by the
design principles of the chosen target ontology, the CIDOC CRM, and the process of ontological
modelling.
3 Ontological Modelling
The process of ontological modelling represents the last formal step in the ontological analysis of
the inquiries, where the results of the interpretative analysis are formalized and explicated as
general patterns (IV:1.2.2). The term ontological modelling has a bipartite meaning with regard to
the methodological approach here: the term describes parts of the ontological analysis during
the interpretative process, especially that of abstraction and formalization of the subject matter
of the interests of an inquiry to common and generic patterns. Further, the term refers to the
particular ontology of the CIDOC CRM, which has been evaluated and found adequate as the
means for the ontological representation of the results of the interpretation. As an ontology the
CIDOC CRM not only provides a set of concepts which can be used to represent entities but also
entails, similar to the archival and historical domain, particular epistemological preconditions –
such as its event-centric viewpoint – that influence the process and course of the interpretative
analysis.
The following sections will provide an introduction to the CIDOC CRM and its way of
thinking, thus elaborating further the idea of ontology. In particular, the adequacy of the
epistemological preconditions of the CIDOC CRM for the historical domain will be assessed.
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3.1 Modelling Methodology
The International Committee for Documentation39 (CIDOC) of the International Council of Mu-
seums40 (ICOM) has led the development of the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model41 (CRM)
since 1996. In 2000, ICOM-CIDOC officially handed over the development of the CRM to
the CIDOC CRM Special Interest Group42 (SIG). In 2006 the CRM was accepted as the official
standard ISO 21127.43
The cultural heritage domain exhibits a diverse spectrum of different sets of concepts rep-
resenting different points of view on how to describe and conceptualize reality in the cultural
and historical domain. They are embodied in various database schemas and documentation
structures. As a Conceptual Reference Model, the role of the CRM is to provide a means for mutual
comprehension and dialogue between domain experts based on a clearly defined formal and
shared conceptualization of these seemingly different points of view (Doerr et al., 2003). In this
regard, the CRM serves as an intellectual guide and common conceptual reference language to
the creation and analysis of schemata, profiles or formats in a given cultural heritage domain.
The intended purpose is to facilitate the integration, mediation and interchange of heterogeneous
cultural heritage information (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 7). The general scope of the CRM can be
described as all human activities and their products in the past as well as current evidence of
such.
As a formal ontology (Sowa, 2000, 493), the CRM provides “a compact formulation of com-
mon concepts” (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 20) representing and accommodating the underlying
generic semantics of cultural heritage data and documentation structures. An ontology can be
understood as formalized knowledge comprised of clearly defined concepts and relationships
pertaining to possible states of affairs in a knowledge domain (Doerr, 2003).
The CRM was created bottom-up by re-engineering and integrating the common, dominant
concepts identified in many different database schemata and documentation structures from
many different disciplines and knowledge domains such as museums, archives and libraries
(Doerr et al., 2007, 1). In other words, the CRM is not the product of inspiration but the result of
an empirical analysis and observation of data structures and how experts use these structures for
the purposes of argument. These observations are formalized as generic classes and relationships
in a compact and nearly generic model. The CRM is therefore extensively based on empirical
evidence regarding its adequacy, and it is fully multidisciplinary in terms of its development and
contributors.
The CRM comprises categorical knowledge in the form of currently about 86 “classes” and
137 “relations”, terms which will be defined further below. These classes and relationships,
39 http://network.icom.museum/cidoc/
40 http://icom.museum/
41 http://cidoc-crm.org/
42 http://network.icom.museum/cidoc/working-groups/crm-special-interest-group/
43 http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail?csnumber=34424
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also called properties, are used as a “conceptual grid (...) superimposed to various possible
states of affair” (Guarino and Pierdaniele, 1995) of the historical and cultural world. In other
words, the CRM is a schema for factual knowledge which is strictly confined to a possible factual
constitution of the past.
The following discussion of the modelling methodology of the CRM is based on Crofts et al.
(2006, i-xviii) if not stated otherwise. References will be provided only for direct citations.
A class can be understood as a category for real-world items which share one or more common
characteristics. The intended meaning of a class is called its intension and described in a scope
note containing a textual description. The identity of classes in the CRM is represented by a
label consisting of the letter ’E’44 followed by a number and a name. These labels are mere
mnemonics. The meaning and definition of CRM classes and properties is given solely in their
scope notes. For example, E21 Person is a class and comprises, according to its scope note,
“real persons who live or are assumed to have lived” (Crofts et al., 2006, 11). The items which
are members of a class are called instances of that class and share the common characteristics
described in the scope note. For example, you, the reader of this text, as well as the historical
person John F. Kennedy but also legendary figures such as King Arthur who may have existed
and are documented as possible historical figures would be instances of the class E21 Person.
A property describes a binary relationship between two classes. The binary relationship
implies that a property has two distinct but related meanings in both directions. As in the case
of classes, their identity is represented by a label beginning with ’P’ for property followed by
a number and a name. The name of a property is always given in both the active and passive
voice since it is defined as inverse. For example, the categorical statement “Person has current
or former residence Place” is equivalent to “Place is current or former residence of Person”. This
categorical statement is typically expressed as one statement: “E21 Person P74 has current or
former residence (is current or former residence of): E53 Place”.
Properties can be understood as verbs connecting a subject and an object. The subject then is
the domain of a property and specifies the class for which the property is formally defined. The
object is the range of the property and specifies all potential classes as values of that property. In
the previous example, the domain of the property P74 has current or former residence (is current
or former residence of) is the class E21 Person and the range is the class E53 Place. A class may be
the domain or range of more than one property. As in the case of classes, the intended meaning
of a property is called its intension and described in a scope note containing a textual description.
As an ontology the CRM represents categorical knowledge in the form of classes and proper-
ties while it allows for the aggregation of mostly factual knowledge about the past as instantiations
of these classes and properties. Factual knowledge is comprised of material facts, which are
propositions consisting of an instance of a property, also called a factual relation, which connects
an instance of the class defined in the domain of the property and an instance of one of the classes
defined in the range of the property (Degen et al., 2001). For example, the proposition “John F.
44 The letter ’E’ stands for entity type. The terms entity type and class will be used synonymously in the following.
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Kennedy” (E21 Person) P74 has current or former residence (is current or former residence of):
“The White House” (E53 Place) is a material fact.
The arguments in such a material fact can be understood as the subject, verb, and object,
which are either particulars or universals. While a particular has no variations of itself, for
example, John F. Kennedy or The White House, a universal has variations of itself, for example,
Person or Place. In other words: A particular as an entity cannot have any instances while a
universal as an entity can have instances. Both classes and properties are typically universals
while instances of classes are typically particulars.
A special case of a material fact is that of unitary relations, which have only one argument.
For example, the statements “John F. Kennedy exists” or “The White House exists” are material
facts with a unitary relationship. These are existential statements.
Another important case of a material fact is the combination of a particular and a universal,
called a classification, where the relationship is “instance of”. For example, the statements “John
F. Kennedy is a Person” or “The White House is a Place” are classifications. These classifications
make the particular “John F. Kennedy” an instance of the universal “E21 Person” (a class) and
the particular “The White House” an instance of the universal “E53 Place” (a class).
The isA relationship is a principle of generalization between a concept and its broader concept
(Brachman, 1983). The CRM employs this principle in order to organize the common concepts
found in the cultural heritage domain into a compact hierarchy of broader and narrower classes
and properties.
Two classes may be connected through an isA relationship, which means that one class is
the sub-class of the other. A subclass specializes its superclass which means that all instances of
the subclass are also instance of the superclass, the intension of the subclass is more restrictive,
and the subclass inherits all properties from its superclass. The isA relationship is therefore
transitive since characteristics are strictly inherited. For example, the classes E21 Person and E74
Group are both subclasses of E39 Actor. Furthermore, a class may be the subclass of more than
one other, which is called multiple inheritance. For instance, the class E21 Person is also a subclass
of E20 Biological Object, which means that the particular “John F. Kennedy” as an instance of
E21 Person would also be an instance of E39 Actor and E20 Biological Object inheriting the
semantics of these classes. Accordingly, two properties may also be connected through an isA
relationship rendering one property the sub-property of the other. A sub-property specializes
its super-property, which means that all instances of the sub-property are also instances of the
super-property, the intension of the sub-property is more restrictive, and the sub-property
inherits the domain and range of its super-property, including possible subclasses of these. This
principle of an isA hierarchy allows for a reduction in the diversity and variety of concepts found
in the cultural heritage domain to a relatively small and simple set of general and common
concepts.
Furthermore, the CRM follows the principle of minimality, which means that the categorical
knowledge defined in the CRM in the form of classes and properties are mostly primitive concepts.
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These are concepts whose intension is declared without logical deduction from other concepts;
for example, the concept “human” is primitive while “mother” is not if this concept is described
as a “female human” with a “child” (Crofts et al., 2006, xii).
Ontologies such as the CRM that focus on generic semantics of data schemas and data
structures are called core ontologies as opposed to terminological ontologies. The main difference
between these two general types of ontologies is that terminological ontologies typically seek to
capture large quantities of individual concepts in huge isA hierarchies in order to characterize
or structure data in data fields or referred entities. Terminological ontologies define terms
that typically appear as data in data fields. They structure the terms in order to describe their
categorical properties and thus to facilitate definition and searching processes. To put it another
way, following Doerr et al., terminological ontologies focus on the classification of terms by
assigning them to concepts. Properties are mostly used to describe and qualify terms. For
example, the terminology system Unified Medical Language System45 (UMLS) comprises more
than five million medical and pharmaceutical terms organized into a set of about one million
concepts. On the other hand, the terminological system of UMLS is structured from about 130
generic types and 50 generic relationships defined in a core ontology (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008,
5).
As a core ontology the CRM follows the insight that the understanding of cultural and
historical contexts is primarily dependent on relationships and only secondarily on classification.
For instance, whether a person is a politician or a criminal is less relevant than what this person
may have done and whether or not these activities were of a criminal nature. And the latter
question would be subject to the eye of the beholder. Classes and individuals only appear
as qualities of relationships. Classes are declared only if they are required by the domain or
range of a property, or if they are key concepts in a given domain. At the same time, it has
been shown that only a small number of relationships are sufficient to express all the necessary
semantics. On the one hand, this is due to the fact that simple classifications formally need only
one relationship to connect an instance to a term from any rich terminological system. On the
other hand, many intuitive relationships in the cultural and historical domain can be replaced
by mediating events that, in turn, may be classified. For instance, “printed by” can be replaced
with “produced by: Production (has type printing) carried out by”. As in the case of terms,
relationships can be either specialized or generalized and thus reduced to small, meaningful
sets. Doerr et al. (2007, 52) has pointed out that “the number of relationships in ontologies is
orders of magnitudes smaller than that of classes and hence quite manageable” and that “a core
ontology of ten to a hundred relationships can capture semantics of data structures across many
domains”. Adhering to this principle, the research data is being analyzed primarily in terms of
relationships. Concepts are only important when they motivate relationships.
The CRM follows the principle of monotonicity (Doerr, 2003, 82-83) which holds that any
categorical statement in the CRM ontology or factual statement in a knowledge base following
45 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/umls/
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the CRM always has to remain valid and well-formed even when new categorical or factual
statements are added to the CRM or to the knowledge base. This principle allows for the
addition of new categorical or factual propositions which, however, need to be formally valid
and well-formed, to a knowledge base following the CRM and thus facilitates the expression
and representation of alternative opinions even if they appear to be scientifically contradictory;
for example, by asserting two different fathers or mothers for one person.
Furthermore, the CRM adheres to the Open World Assumption which states that knowledge
bases only hold incomplete knowledge regarding the domain of discourse described in the
system. The assertion, therefore, that a fact may be missing does not necessarily indicate that it
cannot exist in reality. In other words, one cannot inquire into items that apparently do “not
have” some property. The extension of a class, defined as all potential real-life instances of that
class adhering to the criteria of its intension, is therefore always understood as “open” and
incomplete. Knowledge of the complete extension of a class is also an impossibility because the
future may always bring new instances of that class. The instances of a class in a knowledge base
are always only a subset of the extension of that class. In a cultural or historical context such an
assumption is a fundamental necessity since the historical sources and records from the past are
always regarded as incomplete.
To sum up the discussion of the essential modelling principles of the CRM, epistemologically,
these principles – monotonicity, Open World Assumption and isA hierarchies – allow the CRM
to manage two fundamental conditions of historical epistemology: “lack of knowledge” and
“uncertainty”. In cases where details of a relationship between two entities or the particular
nature of entities are unknown, the generalization can transfer uncertainty into less specific but
relative certainty.
For example, based on the minutes of a meeting it might be uncertain whether a group
actually created a specific document during that meeting. However, that they must have talked
about the issue is generally certain since the minutes mention the document. One may assert
with relative certainty that the group talked about the issue while, of course, someone else may
assert that the group indeed created the document. The genuine task of the dedicated inquirer
would then be to find and collect evidence on the specifics of this historical event and formulate
a hypothesis.
The CRM is a disciplined way of aggregating knowledge but it is not a method via which to
make decisions about possible truths. Furthermore, no negative statements are propagated by
the CRM, which means that no statements are made about possible or probable states-of-affairs
regarding the categorical or factual knowledge.
Now that this section has introduced fundamental concepts of the methodology of the CRM,
the next section presents additional modelling concepts and the particular classes and properties
the CRM provides for the purpose of modelling the domain of discourse touched upon by the
inquiries.
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3.2 Classes and Properties
The CIDOC CRM provides roughly 86 classes and 137 relationships along with scope notes
describing their intended meaning and application. In this section, only selected classes and
properties will be introduced in order to provide a general understanding of the workings of the
CRM and its influence on the interpretative analysis of the inquiries. Entities incorporated in
the general patterns will be introduced or further discussed in the chapter “Results” (V).
Persistent and Temporary Things The class E1 CRM Entity represents all things in the domain
of discourse of the CRM (Crofts et al., 2006, 2). Nearly all 86 classes of the CRM are direct or
indirect sub-classes of the class E1 CRM Entity.46 The principal top-level entities of the CRM
are shown in Figure 4. All other classes of the CRM can be understood as being specializations
of one of these entities (Oldman, 2014, 8).
Figure 4 – The top-level classes of the CRM, taken from Doerr (2003, 85).
All these specializations are essentially split up into two principal trees of classes: persistent
and temporal entities which primarily differ in terms of their behaviour in time. Persistent
entities, represented by the class E77 Persistent Item, are things which endure over time (Crofts
46 The only exception is the class E59 Primitive Value.
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et al., 2006, 34). According to Masolo et al., in philosophy, they are also called endurants or
continuants. Their identity persists over an indeterminate period of time even if their physical
existence ends; for example, physical objects such as the Titanic or the World Trade Center,
particular persons such as Albert Einstein or Ramesses II, or even ideas (Masolo et al., 2003,
10-11). This holds for anything which humans can remember. In other words, persistence means
that their existence has the potential to span multiple, successive events with the same identity
in which they can “participate”.
Temporal entities, on the other hand, represented by the class E2 Temporal Entity, are phenom-
ena which occur only during a limited time frame (Crofts et al., 2006, 2). They exhibit temporal
parts as time proceeds and their entirety is spread out over time. Their substance is the change,
or even phases without change, implying change before and after. In language they correspond
to the verbs or gerunds. According to Masolo et al., in philosophy they are also called perdurants
or occurrents. Their existence is bound in time and ends after the fact, for example, natural
events and activities of people (Masolo et al., 2003, 10-11). In other words, persistent items
“can be repeatedly recognized within the duration of their existence by criteria” while temporal
entities can only do so “by continuity or observation” (Crofts et al., 2006, 30).47
The interaction of instances from both trees of classes denominates a fundamental modelling
decision of the CRM. Persistent entities such as people or things may either actively or passively
participate in the occurrence of temporal entities; they may be affected by their occurrence,
or witness it. Figure 4 also illustrates the pivotal role of temporal entities as a kind of hub
connecting the others, such as actors, things, places, and time. This event-based approach is
fundamental to the methodology of the CRM.
Events and Activities (Temporal Entities) One of the most important design principles of the
CRM is to represent the past as a series of discrete events. Material and immaterial persistent
entities are present at events either as concepts or via physical information carriers such as
books or paintings. An object, more precisely objects made by man, only exists if some event
has happened previously with this man-made object as its result or product. Natural things
may exist as results of processes which cannot be cut into a discrete genesis; in other words,
everything that has happened to an object – its administration, scholarly research, things that
have happened to it in the past – as a part of events which have expressed part of a story. We
can thus understand lives from the context of the relationships between things and where they
might have encountered one another.
History, therefore, is conceptualized in the CRM as meetings of persistent entities through
events in time and space (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 7-8). As already discussed, the CRM also
uses events in order to further reduce the number of relationships by grouping other entities
around the notions of events. This view is empirically supported as many existing metadata
47 The philosophical discussion of the distinction is confusing, even though it is intuitively very clear. The German
philosophical terms Seiendes (persistent entities) and Werdendes (temporal entities) are more precise.
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schemas indeed directly or indirectly support such event-based perspectives and representations
of history (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 8).48
Figure 5 – The event-centric approach of the CRM, taken from Doerr (2003, 87).
Figure 5 shows an example of an event-centric description; that is, the meeting of Pope Leo I
and Attila the Hun. The CRM indirectly connects the two particular persons, “Pope Leo I” and
“Attila the Hun”, via the particular event with a mediating function, “Attila Meets Leo I”. The
persons are said to have performed this event and must, therefore, have met each other. Even
though there is no direct relationship between the two persons we can assert that they must have
met each other at some place at some point in time.
The example also represents the birth and death events of both actors and thereby exemplifies
the historical and temporal perspective of the CRM. As Lin et al. state, human thinking tends
to compress complex paths of relationships into more simple ones while being aware of the
whole context, a phenomenon also analyzed by Fauconnier and Turner (2003). In the CRM, these
compressions are normalized by its event-based approach towards their implicit constituents.
The concept of “mother” is an example where human thinking by-passes the occurrence of the
“birth event”, while the CRM explicitly asserts the “birth event” in its wider context (Lin et al.,
2008, 117).
48 See, for example, mappings of the TEI to the CRM in Ore and Eide (2009).
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Not only does the CRM unpack such compressions; the interpretative analysis of the inquiries
identify implicit yet pivotal constituents – either in terms of classes or relationships – and renders
them explicit by representing them in the ontological model. For this purpose, either existing
entities of the CRM are evaluated and reused, or, where necessary, new ones are introduced by
defining new classes or properties as organic extensions of the CRM. This process of formalizing
and explicating implicit ontological entities during the interpretative analysis will be necessarily
determined by the event-based approach, which therefore is one of the crucial epistemological
influences derived from the CRM while analyzing the inquiries, as will be further discussed later
on (IV:3.2).
The concept of a period (Doerr et al., 2010a), represented by the class E4 Period (Crofts et al.,
2006, 3-4), is one of the most general temporal entities in the CRM. The two other relevant
high-level temporal entities are E5 Event, and its sub-class E7 Activity. The class E5 Event
comprises phenomena which result in recognizable “changes of states in cultural, social or
physical systems” and have ramifications on endurants (IV:3.1), physical entities such as persons
or things, or conceptual entities such as “ideas, concepts, products of the imagination or common
names” (Crofts et al., 2006, 4). Instances of the class E5 Event are not purposefully caused by
actors but by a force majeure, such as natural disasters, accidents, or celestial phenomena.
In comparison to instances of E7 Activity, instances of the class E5 Event can be interpreted
as “unintentional events” or “non-activities” which means they happen with or without the
intentional participation or immediate causation of humans. To be sure, the class E5 Event is a
generalization of the class E7 Activity which means that events neither require an activity nor
exclude such. In other words, every activity is also an event but not every event is also an activity.
The class E7 Activity then comprises any kinds of acts which have been carried out intentionally
by individual people or groups (Crofts et al., 2006, 5-6). The meeting of Pope Leo I. and Attila
the Hun is such an example of an instance of E7 Activity. Such deliberate and intentional actions
are conceptualized as activities. It is not important whether the activity actually happened
but only if there is a potential for deliberate and intentional action, and, of course, is deemed
relevant knowledge from the point of view of documentation.
Through these temporal entities – and their numerous sub-classes, some of which will be
introduced in the following paragraphs – persistent entities such as actors and things interact
and are generally connected in time and space.
Actors and Things (Persistent Entities) Actors and things are both persistent entities and
may be actively or passively present at events and activities during which they meet and interact.
The class E39 Actor comprises people either as individuals or as groups, who “have the
potential to perform intentional actions for which they can be held responsible” (Crofts et al.,
2006, 19). One of its two sub-classes is E21 Person which represents individual people who have
lived or are assumed to have lived such as Karl Marx or Saint Paul (Crofts et al., 2006, 12). The
other sub-class is E74 Group which represents groups of people, which means any gatherings
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or organizations of more than two persons. Examples of groups include political parties such
as the Communist Party of Germany (KPD), or the National Socialist German Workers’ Party
(NSDAP), or political offices such as the chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG),
or the party leader of the Greens, but also the concept of family (Crofts et al., 2006, 33).49
The ontological analysis of the inquiries focuses on deliberate and intentional actions (be-
wusste Handlungen) and the identification of these deliberately and intentionally acting entities.
In this context, the class E39 Actor is also a good example of another important modelling
principle applied during the analysis: when there is doubt as to whether a person or group has
acted, then simply “an” actor is assumed. As already mentioned above, this allows us to deal
with uncertainty in the model and the represented knowledge.
Actors then may be either actively or passively involved in events or activities. The high-level
property P11 had participant (participated in) expresses this relationship (Crofts et al., 2006, 42).
There are several sub-properties which specify the particular relationship between actor and
event.
Other persistent entities such as physical things as well as conceptual objects such as ideas,
concepts or products of the imagination may be present at or used in the context of an event
or activity. For the purposes of this study, the two classes E73 Information Object and E24
Physical Man-Made Thing are the most important. Simply put, both classes and their respective
sub-classes are in a relationship where a physical carrier, the physical man-made thing, such as
a sheet of paper, carries some content (the information object), which in this example would be
written on the sheet of paper. More formally, instances of the class E73 Information Object are
identifiable but immaterial things in the sense of any kind of textual or visual contents whose
existence and identity do not depend on the material properties of one particular carrier (Crofts
et al., 2006, 32-33). The same text or image may be carved in stone and painted on a board.
In other words, the class E73 Information Object comprises propositions in any symbolic form,
such as words of a particular language, or letters and characters from an alphabet. Instances
of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing are persistent and physical things which have been purposely
produced by the activity of an actor (Crofts et al., 2006, 13). For example, a report written by
a student is a physical man-made thing, while the contents of that report are an information
object. This principle division allows for a description of contents independently from their
physical carriers; for example, a text may be carried by the original sheet of paper on which it
was written, while copies of the same text may exist, for example, as a microfiche or in digital
form.
The presence of physical things and conceptual objects during events is expressed by the
49 Institutions or groups of people with legal recognition as a group are represented by the class E40 Legal Body which is
a sub-class of E74 Group (Crofts et al., 2006, 19). Legal bodies may act collectively and be held responsible like an
individual agent. This class, however, is not used in the AKM: Differentiating between E74 Group and E40 Legal Body
is difficult, not least because the CRM does not specify any distinct properties for E40 Legal Body. For the ontological
representation of the subject matter of the interest of the inquiries, the distinction as to whether a group or legal body
has or has not acted has not been relevant.
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high-level property P12 occurred in the presence of (was present at) (Crofts et al., 2006, 42-43).
The property also has several sub-properties specifying different notions of presence.
Apart from properties describing the relationship between persistent and temporal entities,
many others exist such as part-whole relationships expressing for example the membership of
actors in groups, or properties expressing a sequential succession of, for example, events.
Another fundamental example – shown in Figure 5 – is that of how persistent entities such
as actors, physical things, and conceptual objects come into and leave, existence itself.
For actors, for example, there are the specific event classes E67 Birth (Crofts et al., 2006, 30)
and E69 Death (Crofts et al., 2006, 31), during which persons come into existence, are born, and
leave existence; that is, die a natural or unnatural death. Similar events pertain to the creation
and destruction of physical things and conceptual objects.
The top-level property P92 brought into existence (was brought into existence by) (Crofts et al.,
2006, 65) connects actors and things with the events via which they came into existence –
mediated by the event sub-class E63 Beginning of Existence (Crofts et al., 2006, 29) – while the
top-level property P93 took out of existence (was taken out of existence by) (Crofts et al., 2006,
65-66) connects actors and things with events of termination – mediated by the event sub-class
E64 End of Existence (Crofts et al., 2006, 29). Again, these two top-level properties have several
sub-properties which specify different qualities of the general relationship.
Time and Place The interaction of persistent and temporal entities occurs in time and space.
The CRM provides the necessary means to adequately represent the approximate time-span
during which an event or activity occurred. The details of how time is represented in the
CRM would exceed the scope of this study. An introduction to some of the difficulties of time
representation in (an archaeological) context of the CRM can be found in Doerr et al. (2010b).
The AKM refers to the available documentation and modelling options provided by the CRM for
describing and specifying time-spans of temporal entities.
The class E52 Time-Span “comprises abstract temporal extents, in the sense of Galilean
physics, having a beginning, an end and a duration” and is used “to define the temporal extent
of instances of E4 Period, E5 Event and any other phenomena valid for a certain time” (Crofts
et al., 2006, 23-24).
Instances of time-spans are always only approximations of the actual time-spans of events
because historical knowledge is necessarily imperfect. The CRM, furthermore, provides proper-
ties to specify the beginning, end, and duration of a time-span, or to have a time-span fall within
the duration of another. Even if a particular time-span is a vague approximation, as soon as this
time-span is used for two events, they would be known to have occurred simultaneously (Crofts
et al., 2006, 23-24).
Similar to time, the representation of geographical and spatial information also constitutes
a complex topic in its own right. Here too, the details of modelling such information would
exceed the scope of this study. Doerr and Hiebel (2013) provide a detailed discussion of related
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issues. The AKM refers to the available documentation and modelling options provided by the
CRM for describing and specifying geographical and spatial entities and information.
The class E53 Place “comprises extents in space, in particular on the surface of the earth, in the
pure sense of physics: independent from temporal phenomena and matter” (Crofts et al., 2006,
24-25). Examples of instances of E53 Place are typically immobile objects such as “buildings,
cities, mountains, rivers, or dedicated geodetic marks”, but also mobile objects such as ships.
Finally, any CRM entity may be named, provided with an identifier, or given type information.
Appellations and Types (Persistent Entities) The CRM fundamentally distinguishes between
instances representing real-world entities, particulars, and the names and identifiers which
refer to them: “The relationship between entities and the identifiers that are used to refer to the
entities, and the ambiguity of reference, are part of the historical reality that is to be described
rather than to be resolved in advance” (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 7).
The class E41 Appellation comprises “all proper names, words, phrases or codes, either
meaningful or not, that are used or can be used to identify a specific instance of some class
within a certain context” (Crofts et al., 2006, 20). Examples include names of actors, object
identifiers, or place appellations such as addresses, or titles of documents.
In several cases, the range of a property is the class E55 Type which then can “refer in general
to things of a certain kind” (Doerr, 2003, 85) and may further characterize or classify instances
of other classes. The class E55 Type comprises “arbitrary concepts (universals) and provides a
mechanism for organising them into a hierarchy” (Crofts et al., 2006, 25).
Most importantly, the “class E55 Type can be regarded as a metaclass (a class whose instances
are universals), used to denote a user-defined specialization of some class or property of the
Model, without introducing any additional formal properties for this specialization” (Crofts
et al., 2006, 25). In the context of this study, the facility of E55 Type to express that an entity is of
a kind; that is, that it has a type, will play an important role.
Advantages of the CRM The CRM is a core ontology for the cultural and historical domain
for which other comparable ontologies and conceptual models exist, such as the Suggested Upper
Merged Ontology50 (SUMO) or the Descriptive Ontology for Linguistic and Cognitive Engineering51
(DOLCE). The CRM has been chosen over such ontologies for a number of reasons, most of which
have been already discussed in this section.
Most importantly, the CRM is firmly grounded in an “empirical analysis of real practice
and local knowledge” (Oldman, 2014, 4) and therefore already provides empirical evidence
regarding essential ontological entities relevant to the historical and cultural domain. Other
ontologies lack such an empirical basis such as DOLCE, which is mostly based on intuition and
provides a theoretically motivated logical description interpreting WordNet, an all-purpose
50 http://www.adampease.org/OP/
51 http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/old/DOLCE.html
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dictionary free of context.
In other words, the CRM does not prescribe what to document but “brings into a homogen-
eous, integrated form what has already been documented” (Doerr et al., 2011). Since this study
stresses the importance of empirically based representations of user needs, we will consider and
evaluate the CRM for further use.
This empirical foundation also implies that the CRM is complementary to many metadata
standards. For example, the CRM has been mapped to metadata standards such as the EAD,
the most prominent encoding standard for archival aids. In the context of this study, these
mappings allow for easy integration and comparison between the two ontologies. Furthermore,
the CRM is aligned with other cultural heritage domain ontologies such as DOLCE or Functional
Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) (Madison et al., 2009) and therefore has a broad
semantic interoperability. Today, the CRM captures nearly generic concepts beyond its originally
limited scope, and easily converges with models like ABC Harmony (Lagoze and Hunter, 2001),
which was harmonized with the CRM, enriching it, and FRBR and the Functional Requirements
for Authority Data (FRAD) (Bourdon et al., 2013), both now specializations of the CRM (Doerr
and Iorizzo, 2008, 7).
Furthermore, since the scope of the CRM is the cultural heritage domain with a specific cul-
tural and historical scope, its conceptualizations can be expected to be very close to the essential
historical conceptualizations identified in the inquiries. For example, the event-centricity aligns
well with the delineated historical ontology, and the CRM deals well with uncertainty intrinsic to
any historical inquiry. Furthermore, the extensibility of the CRM has already been successfully
demonstrated, such as in the case of CRMsci (Doerr et al., 2014), or CRMgeo (Doerr and Hiebel,
2013).
The CRM is relatively small in size and provides strong functional specifications which
SUMO, for example, lacks. Finally, as already mentioned, the CRM is a ISO standard which
provides the AKM with a strong and stable conceptual foundation.
3.3 Notation
The results of the ontological modelling process, the ontology AKM, will be delivered as a
conceptual model and not as a data model, in text form as explanatory prose and with formal
scope notes, and in graphical form as a range of diagrams. The notation used for representing the
three different types of patterns in diagrams will be introduced. While the three principal types
of patterns use the same basic notation, they also include, however, a few specific notational
elements:
1. Diagrams for general patterns depict the principal classes and relationships which constitute
a general pattern.
2. Diagrams for (categorical) query patterns summarize possible exemplary queries using
given and wanted entities from a specific inquiry to instantiate elements from two general
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patterns. Query patterns are meant to indicate possible yet not exhaustive queries, based
on a particular user inquiry, for retrieving relevant documents or facts in order to answer
the interest of a question.
3. Diagrams for archival patterns exemplify a complete instantiation of a general pattern
without variables and based on empirical archival data.
The notational elements used in the diagrams are valid for all three types of diagram. The
notation elements mainly used for the general patterns will now be introduced first; then the
additional notational elements for the query and archival patterns will be discussed.
Notation for General Patterns
Boxes in light-blue represent classes. The class name is given in the box. Solid simple arrows,
property arrows, represent properties. The name of the property is given as the label of the
arrow. The starting box of the property arrow indicates the intended domain and the end box
the range of the property. In the example shown in Figure 6, the property P2 has type (is type
of) points from the class E1 CRM Entity (its domain) to the class E55 Type (its range). In some
cases, property arrows may represent more than one property, in which case property names
are separated by “OR”, subsuming two or more separate property arrows. Property arrows
pointing back to the same box indicate that the property may be asserted between two different
instances of the same class. For example, the property P148 has component (is component of) may
be asserted between two E73 Information Objects.
Sub-class relationships are represented by double arrows, sub-class arrows, between boxes.
Solid double arrows represent a direct sub-class relationship while dashed double classes
represent a sub-class relationship where at least one intermediate class has been omitted from
the depiction. For example, in Figure 6, the class E31 Document is an immediate sub-class of
the class E73 Information Object. The classes E39 Actor and E73 Information Object, on the other
hand, are indirect sub-classes of the class E1 CRM Entity. Intermediate classes are typically
omitted when they are not relevant to an explanation or to the study at hand.
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Figure 6 – Basic notation for general patterns.
In order to reduce the number of property arrows and sub-class arrows in the diagrams and
thus increase readability, rectangles have been introduced as a shorthand. Rectangles may group
two or more classes together in order to reduce the number of arrows it is necessary to display.
Property arrows and sub-class arrows originating from or ending at the rectangle would pertain
to all classes grouped. For example, in Figure 6, the sub-class property pertains to both classes
E21 Person and E74 Group. If a property arrow or sub-class arrow is meant to pertain to only
one specific class within the rectangle then the arrow will directly originate from or end at the
appropriate box. In the example, the property P107 has current or former member (is current or
former member of) only pertains to the class E74 Group since a person cannot have a member but
only be a member of a group.
We must bear in mind that properties are inherited and therefore only usually displayed at
the highest relevant level in the class hierarchy. For example, Figure 6, the property P2 has type
(is type of) pertains not only to the class E1 CRM Entity but also to all other classes shown in the
diagram since they are all sub-classes. Similarly, the property P148 has component (is component
of) also pertains to the class E31 Document, and the property P107 has current or former member
(is current or former member of) may be asserted not only between a group (E74) and an actor
(E39) but also between a group (E74) and another group or person (E21) since both classes are
sub-classes of E39 Actor.
In some cases, free text comments in yellow boxes with a red frame provide additional
information on the use of specific classes or properties.
Notation for Query Patterns and Archival Patterns
While the notation for general patterns suffices for representing the schema level of the AKM,
the categorical query patterns and archival patterns also include the instance level and therefore
introduce additional notational elements.
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Diagrams showing query patterns or archival patterns may re-use the notational elements
from diagrams for general patterns, such as comment fields or rectangles to group elements. The
main difference between these and the general patterns is the incorporation of the instance level.
For this reason, boxes have two fields where the upper half contains the class name, the class
field, and the lower half, the instance field, contains an instance of that class. Instances are always
given in double quotes. For example, the class E21 Person shown in Figure 7 has a particular
person as its instance, who has been rendered anonymous in this case by replacing the name of
the person with “[person name]”.52 The class E73 Information Object has the particular instance
“Diary 1963 (contents)”.
The values given as the name of a particular in the example “[person name]” and “Diary
from 1963 (contents)” only symbolically represent some unique identifier or method for ap-
proximating the identity of the particular. The value does not represent a specific method like
string-matching to identify or find the named particular. In the context of query patterns, the
names for particulars are typically taken from the original inquiry.
As another shorthand, type information as an instance of the class E55 Type may be given in
the class field in square brackets below the class name. In the example in Figure 7, the box with
the class E73 Information Object also contains the type information “Diary”. This is shorthand
for E73 Information Object – P2 has type (is type of): E55 Type “Diary”.
The two classes E12 Production and E65 Creation have variable names in their instance fields,
here “var-1” and “var-2”. Variables are always provided in italics starting with “var-” and
followed by a running number. In cases where particular contexts are considered important
in order to explain hypothetical queries but no particular instance data is available from the
current example inquiry, a variable acts as a kind of place-holder which may be substituted by
any particular instance during a hypothetical query. In other words, variables stand for any
knowledge base content that fits into such a pattern. To a certain extent, they mediate between
the given and the wanted. This means that the query will return all wanteds which have the
indicated paths from the givens through any fitting value at the place of the variables. If two
variable names are identical then their instances are also identical.
52 Entities rendered anonymous are always given in square brackets.
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Figure 7 – Additional notational elements for query and archival patterns.
The main query target of a hypothetical query serving the current example inquiry is indic-
ated by a “?” in the instance field and a red frame around the box. This syntax denotes that one
or more instances of this class within the context of the particular query pattern can be con-
sidered an adequate and relevant result serving the main interest of the current example inquiry.
Archival patterns do not have query targets since they are only exemplary representations of
instance data from archival metadata.
The notation used in diagrams for query patterns is not meant to be explicit or unambiguous.
As already discussed, query patterns are meant to exemplify possible queries adequate to
theoretically satisfying the interest of an inquiry and typically subsume more than one possible
query. This means, for example, that as an effect of inheritance (IV:3.1), potential queries
may also utilize attributes of super-classes or super-properties which may not be explicitly
represented in the query pattern. Furthermore, a general class or property entails that the
potential sub-classes and sub-properties may also be used in a query. Finally, each box must be
understood as having one or more instances; no cardinality is assumed.
The main difference between query patterns and archival patterns is that the former use the
given entities from a specific example inquiry to instantiate a pattern while the latter completely
instantiates general patterns with exemplary fictitious or real data. In other words, archival
patterns do not contain variables.
Archival patterns have the purpose either to show how an inquiry could be met or which
kinds of information would be retrievable, or to demonstrate how real life data would fit general
patterns.
3.4 Summary
The CRM provides the means by which the results of the ontological analysis of the inquiries
may be ontologically represented as general patterns.
This translative process from the particular level of the inquiries to the universal level of the
AKM is called ontological modelling: relevant given and wanted particulars including relation-
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ships interpretatively identified in the inquiries are further generalized and then formalized and
explicated as universals in general patterns.
The general patterns represent categorical knowledge about the common user interests
towards archives and also the subject matter of these interests. The historical reality they describe
constitutes an adequately abstracted common context for identifying potentially relevant facts
and historical sources in archives. The classes and properties used to create the general patterns
are provided by the CRM. The main advantage of reusing these concepts is their foundation on
extensive empirical evidence regarding their relevance for the representation of historical reality.
In addition, the methodology of the CRM further contributes to the epistemological frame-
work as well as the process of ontological modelling, in particular the event-based approach to
the representation of the past, the focus on relationships, and its facility to deal with uncertainty
of knowledge about the past.
The basic frame of the CRM has been delineated. Only those classes and properties that are
relevant for a fundamental understanding have been introduced here. All classes and properties
which are relevant to representing the subject matter of the interest of the user inquiries will
once again be presented and discussed in the next chapter (V).
4 Summary: Knowledge Engineering
For a study of the information behaviour of archival users, and particularly of their information
needs, an epistemological investigation is essential. This refers to what and how the user seeks
to learn from the inquiry. While Duff and Johnson (2001) analyze the information behaviour by
looking at the structure of questions, this study ontologically analyzes the subject matter of the
interests of users as found in their inquiries and in the context of the structure of the historical
and archival knowledge domain itself.
Knowledge Engineering (KE), according to Feigenbaum and McCorduck (1983), involves
“integrating knowledge into computer systems in order to solve complex problems normally
requiring a high level of human expertise”. Prominent examples of information systems as the
result of KE are, for instance, automatic question-answering applications. While such sophistic-
ated information systems are not the immediate objective of this, the outlined methodological
approach is very much an endeavour in Knowledge Engineering. The iterative analysis of in-
quiries comprising interpretation and subsequent ontological modelling extracts and formalizes
knowledge structures underpinning the highly complex act of finding and discovering historical
sources in archives. The ultimate goal of the ontological model, the Archival Knowledge Model
(AKM), is indeed to facilitate and enhance such archival search and retrieval operations which
typically demand very “high level of human expertise” as a result of this analysis.
The CRM is an ontology that allows for the description of historical facts in terms of rela-
tionships between universals. The ontology is the result of an empirical analysis of existing
conceptualizations of the cultural and historical world in the form of metadata structures. As
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such, this study also conducts an empirical analysis of existing conceptualizations by analyzing
empirical data; that is, archival user inquiries. The AKM evaluates and re-uses the empirically
sound concepts of the CRM for its own purpose. The subject matter of common interests identi-
fied is explicated and formalized by means of the CRM; that is, by evaluating its semantics and
utilizing its classes and relationships where appropriate in order to formulate general patterns.
Where the CRM is found inappropriate during the course of modelling inquiries, it is specialized
by new, compatible classes and properties.
New classes are only introduced if they motivate a relevant and indispensable new relation-
ship. Otherwise, in order to refine or further characterize instances of classes and which do
not legitimize the introduction of a new class, the class E55 Type is to be used. New classes
and properties will be motivated and described when first introduced in the discussion in the
following chapter (V). New classes will be prefixed with “Cakm” where “C” stands for class and
new properties will be prefixed with “Rakm” where “R” stands for relationship.
Furthermore, the CRM demonstrates that a “bottom-up” engineering approach can lead to
a “nearly generic” information model with a great deal of potential, wide applicability, and
expressive power as compared to “top-down” approaches (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008, 8). This study
embraces a similar approach insofar as a generic ontological model is constructed “bottom-up”
starting from the broad empirical basis of the inquiries. The AKM does not derive its concepts
from specific theory but utilizes the outlined epistemological framework only for additional
guidance.
The AKM is an adequate representation of a past reality which represents the domain
of discourse of the inquiries and the subject matter of their interest towards archives while,
however, not recreating an “objective” past reality. The model is adequate to its purpose and thus
necessarily “subjective”. In this regard, the AKM does not differ from the writings of historians
and the documentation created by archives, which are all appropriate representations for the
particular interest of their creators. The AKM and its general patterns represent purposefully
created ontological descriptions of possible pasts, not of “real” ones, and a partial representation
of particular practices in the historical domain (Krausz, 1991).
The AKM as an ontology can then be understood as an ontological representation of the “real
questions” extracted from the inquiries. The general patterns reasonably reduce the complexity
of the interest of inquiries and their domain of discourse to material facts, and define an adequate
level of detail as a compromise between complexity and simplicity as well as between the needs
of archive users and the potential information archives typically provide. Each general pattern
describes a particular close-up view of the historical context; that is, of the subject matter of
interests relevant to particular sets of user inquiries.
Figure 8 stresses the role of the AKM and its general patterns as a mediator between the
historical domain; that is, the domain of discourse of the user inquiries, and the archival domain.
Query patterns and archival patterns are instantiated general patterns. Both types of instantiated
patterns solely serve demonstrative purposes in order to exemplify the relationship between
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the ontology, the AKM, and the respective knowledge domain. The query patterns describe the
interest of user inquiries while archival patterns explicate particular knowledge from archival
aids which is relevant to user inquiries.
Figure 8 – The AKM as a mediator between the historical and the archival domain.
In this regard, the general patterns constitute formulas for potential queries, called query
patterns, towards archival aids such as finding aids which themselves provide paths to material
within the archive. The effects; that is, the particulars found in the inquiries which may
instantiate general patterns, are limitless, while the types of potential historical sources are not.
The question is not only whether particular query patterns lead to a direct answer to a question
but whether the query patterns lead to source materials that potentially contain an answer to a
question. Query patterns therefore describe the relationship between user inquiries and archival
aids as partially instantiated general patterns. The ontology, the AKM, then describes a historical
reality and constitutes an empirically founded and controlled means for discovering potentially
relevant materials in archives. As such, the AKM is intended to supplement data structures for
archival finding aids rather than to replace them. The relationship between archival aids and
the AKM is described and exemplified by archival patterns.
One of the hypotheses of this study is that shared interests can be identified in inquiries
posed of archives and that the subject matter of these interests can be generalized and formalized
as described in this chapter. The interpretative analysis conducted here is necessarily a process
of abstraction and simplification gradually stepping beyond the level of particulars as found
in the user inquiries towards common universals forming general patterns. The single formal
steps of the interpretative analysis are conducted iteratively. In particular, the transition from
the implicit results of the interpretation to their explicit and formal representation is very much
a process of modelling (McCarty, 2005).
The interpretative analysis begins with the extraction of single inquiries from the collected
user and case files and the recording of single questions and associated contextual inform-
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ation in a table. The individual questions are then categorized according to their primary
interest (resource-discovery, fact-finding, or non-discovery questions). From here, only resource-
discovery and fact-finding questions and their associated contextual information are analyzed
further. The next step is the identification and extraction of the given and wanted entities also
recorded in the table.
Based on these initial analytical steps, the shared interests of the inquiries and their subject
matter are interpreted further. The process of ontological analysis integrates the given and
wanted entities into a semantic network of relationships and further consolidates this network
by generalizing and supplementing the ontological representation with essential entities from
the archival and historical domain not apparent from the inquiries.
When interpreting the questions, the uncertainty factor in terms of adequate answers is
addressed by abstracting to the most general but also least uncertain ontological entities. In other
words, in the case of “fuzzy” or indeterminate information requests, querying adequate higher
abstractions increases the recall of the query. This means that all possible hits are contained in
the answer by an information system, albeit together with more, unrelated, information.
The complexity of the inherent phenomena in the inquiries are further reduced to an adequate
level of abstraction by deconstructing the underlying past “reality” (Fauconnier and Turner,
2003) and then formalizing relevant entities using concepts of the CRM. The phenomena found
in inquiries submitted to archives are potentially endless and must be selectively abstracted to
the most relevant. The user inquiries constitute the primary empirical foundation for identifying
common interests and primarily determine which ontological structures are relevant. The
interpretative analysis, however, is further guided by an epistemological framework comprising
knowledge from the archival and historical domain as well as common knowledge of the
constitution and operation of our world. The CRM, furthermore, provides empirically grounded
conceptualizations for representing historical realities.
Let us consider an example of how an epistemological framework guides the interpretation
using a question inquiring as to the motivation of an actor for conducting some activity (note
that the abstract formulation also constitutes an example of intermediate and often implicit
steps of abstraction of the particulars found in the inquiries). One could assert a new property
in order to express that a particular document contains the motivation of an actor in relation to
an activity. However, while on the one hand this kind of information is not available in archival
documentation and cannot reasonably be expected, on the other and even more importantly, this
kind of knowledge regarding motivation must be extracted and understood by the historian. The
answer to this research question is not direct. It is the follow-up question relevant in the current
epistemological context that asks for particular kinds of documents pertaining to objective
historical conditions and contexts. The objective consists in relevant documents which might
contain an answer to the initial question. One important question during the analysis, therefore,
asks what is observable and what can be reasonably expected from an archive. The motivation
or other psychological conditions are not directly observable and they are not described and
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recorded in archival information systems. Another key question, therefore, is how to answer
such questions within the boundaries of the given archival context.
This also means that the focus is not primarily directed at whether particular material facts
can answer a question directly, but rather on whether particular query patterns allow for the
procurement of material, primary and secondary materials providing an answer to the question.
Another example is the event-centric approach of the CRM: When representing the context
from which potentially relevant documents might have emerged, events and activities will play a
pivotal role. When a question asks whether an actor has been at a particular place (a fact-finding
question) then the AKM will not relate the actor directly to the place but will assert an event
or activity during which the actor was present and which occurred at said place. Again, events
have a pivotal role in the conceptualization of the historical past as relevant to the interest of the
inquiries.
The guiding question particularly during the ontological modelling is whether potential
query patterns allow for the identification and retrieval of historical sources likely to provide
evidential or factual information relevant to the interest of an inquiry. In other words: Which
are probable and adequate answers to the question while also considering the epistemology of
the historical domain and the information potential of the archival domain?
The next chapter will present in detail the results of the practical application of the interpret-
ative analysis.
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Chapter V
Analysis and Results
The three main sections of this chapter present the results of the study. Beginning with the
primary outcome of the practical application of the interpretative analysis (IV) to the user
inquiries (III), this chapter will also elucidate the results of the Archival Knowledge Model (AKM)
and its general patterns. Since the methodological approach itself is subject to the research
interest of this study, its practical application and adaptation will be subsequently discussed in
the first main section on the “Interpretative Analysis” (V:1). The second main section, “General
Patterns” (V:2), presents and discusses the outcomes of the interpretative analysis and major
results of the entire study.53 The last section, “Summary: Archival Knowledge Model” (V:3),
then summarizes the findings and the general patterns.
1 Interpretative Analysis
The interpretative approach to the analysis of user inquiries has been introduced in detail in the
previous chapter (IV). Formally, the interpretative analysis is structured into an initial linguistic
analysis followed by an extensive ontological analysis which includes ontological modelling. In
practice, the various steps are conducted iteratively and cannot always be viewed in isolation
from each other.
This section will discuss the results of significant steps of the interpretative analysis, starting
with the categorization of the user inquiries according to types of questions (V:1.1) and the
investigation of the given and wanted entities (V:1.2). This will subsequently lead on to the
discussion of the interpretation process. Here, the further interpretative investigation of the
interest of the inquiries (V:1.3) will be followed by a discussion of the ontological core framework
(V:1.4) as the essential outcome of the interpretative process and transition to the ontological
model. The ontological model (V:1.5, V:1.6) will then be outlined further, preparing the in-depth
presentation of the general patterns constituting the primary product of the interpretative
analysis. These are discussed separately in the subsequent section (V:2).
1.1 Types of Questions
The initial extraction of 762 single inquiries (IV:3), that is, of single questions and associated
contextual information, from the collected archival reference questions is followed by the
categorization of each single question according to the most recognizable information need
expressed in the inquiry. Examples of such key information needs particularly include finding
53 Early versions of the general patterns have been discussed in Hennicke (2014, 2013, 2011b,a).
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archival material and identifying facts, or instigating other kinds of requests. The type of
question assigned to a single inquiry indicates these principle information needs.
The three primary categories of question types (IV:1.1.1) are “resource-discovery”, “fact-
finding”, and “non-discovery” questions. The category “resource-discovery” includes questions
of the type: material-finding, specific type, specific item, research question, and consultation.
The category “fact-finding” includes only questions that seek to identify factual information.
The category “non-discovery”, encoded for the study despite not being subject here to further
analysis of given and wanted entities, includes questions that are generally of an administrative
or directional nature, service requests, or serve the purpose of improving the user’s knowledge
in terms of technical, procedural, or methodological aspects regarding the usage of archives or
research in general, here referred to as “user education” inquiries.
Figure 9 shows the total and relative distribution among the three primary categories of
question types in the entire sample. Of all questions, 364 (48%) fall into the category “resource-
discovery”. In combination with “fact-finding” inquiries, which occur in 112 cases (15%),
substantial questions constitute 63% of all inquiries in the sample, rendering a total of 476.
Non-discovery questions amount to 286 in the whole sample (38%).
Figure 9 – Primary categories of question types detailing non-discovery questions.
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Figure 9 also includes a listing of the three different types of “non-discovery” questions.54
Within this category, service requests amount to 156 (55%) occurrences and constitute more
than half of all non-discovery inquiries. Administrative / directional questions appear 101 times
(35%) while only 29 questions (10%) were found to address aspects of “user education”.
Figure 10 lists the distribution of the five different kinds of “resource-discovery” questions.55
Within this category, material-finding questions rank highest with 146 (40%) occurrences,
followed by specific type and specific item questions, both of which amount to 70 cases each
(19%). Research questions were identified in 47 cases (13%) and consultation questions in 31
(8.5%).
Figure 10 – Primary categories of question types detailing discovery questions.
Comparing these figures to the results of Duff and Johnson (2001) is difficult because the
study at hand defines the scope of the question types differently to a certain degree (IV:1.1.1).
The relative amount of fact-finding questions appears to be similar in both studies, however,
54 The percentages provided for service request, administrative / directional, and user education are relative to the
non-discovery category.
55 The percentages provided for research question, material-finding, specific type, specific item, and consultation are
relative to the discovery category.
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with Duff and Johnson (2001) finding 10% and the study at hand 15%. Duff and Johnson (2001)
counted only “material-finding”, “specific form”, and “known item” questions in the “resource-
discovery” category, which amounted to 29% of all questions in their sample. Consultation
questions, which constitute 10% in the sample of Duff and Johnson (2001) are excluded from
the category “resource discovery”. Furthermore, some user education inquiries in the case of
Duff and Johnson (2001) would in the context of the study at hand be more appropriate to the
category “resource discovery”. Therefore, cum grano salis, the number of “resource-discovery”
inquiries could be estimated at around 10% higher here than in the study of Duff and Johnson
(2001).
Figure 11 considers only “substantial questions”, that is, “resource discovery” and “fact-
finding” questions, and shows their distribution per sample.56 Comparing the relative distribu-
tion of each question type between each sample, significant differences are unveiled in the cases
of “material-finding” and “fact-finding” inquiries. The relative amount of fact-finding questions
is higher in the sample from the National Archives of Norway than in the one from the German
Federal Archives, while the relative amount of material-finding is higher in the latter. Since the
relative amount of research questions is also higher in the BArch sample, one explanation might
be that research questions often subsequently lead to further “material-finding” questions in the
same inquiry.
Figure 11 – Substantial types of questions per sample.
56 Note that, in Figure 11, non-discovery inquiries are excluded from the numbers.
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In total, the sample for this study comprises 762 single questions, of which 364 (48%)
were resource discovery questions, 112 (15%) fact-finding questions, and 286 (38%) non-discovery
questions. The subsequent analysis takes into account only inquiries of the type discovery
and fact-finding. Together, these 476 single questions (63%) and their associated contextual
information will be subject to further analysis, beginning with the investigation of the referenced
entities; that is, the given and wanted entities.
1.2 Referenced Entities
The principal framework of Givens and Wanteds as found in Duff and Johnson (2001) and its
extension to the idea of given entities and wanted entities were introduced in the previous chapter
(IV:1.2.1). The following two sections present the analysis of the given and wanted entities
identified in the single questions and associated contextual information.
1.2.1 Given Entities
The given entities represent those entities referenced by the user in the question and associated
contextual information in order to further describe and qualify the interest of the question
(wanted entity).
As previously mentioned, this study does not primarily seek to quantify how many entities
of the same kind are referenced but rather how many different kinds of entities are provided
in inquiries. For this reason, the analysis only counted one distinct type of a given entity per
inquiry. This means, for example, that even if more than one particular place is mentioned in an
inquiry, only one particular place is counted by the analysis for this specific question.
The given entities are grouped into seven main categories which grew iteratively from the
analysis and comprise Actors (persons and groups), Documents, Times (periods and time-spans),
Places, Events (unintentional events and activities), Things, and Other Entities (identifiers and
general contexts). In each case, the analysis fundamentally distinguishes between particular
entities and types or kinds of entities. This differentiation allows for an assessment as to the
specificity of knowledge transposed in inquiries and, at the same time, paves the way for the
further ontological modelling.
Table 1 – Given Entities
Actor Description
particular person A particular person57 is typically referenced by a proper name but often
also indirectly by a phrase. Examples are "Walther Funk", "Göring", "[the
Minister of the Interior] Frick", or "my father".
57 Corresponds to "name of person / corporate / entity" in Duff and Johnson (2001).
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type of person A type of person58 refers to the occupation or profession, the social status,
role or function, or also state of membership in a group. Examples are "[he
is a] doctor", "ambassador", "photographer", "owner [of a printing office]",
"philatelic official", or "member [of the KPD]".
particular group A particular group is a gathering of more than one person able to collect-
ively act or form a will or decision and official or administrative offices
which commonly have only one representative at any given point in time.
Examples are "the government of the German Reich", "the Reichstag", "the
Federal President", "the leadership of the SED", "the SED", "the Göring
family", or "the fraction of The Greens".
type of group A type of group is, for example, "foreign citizens", "official authorities",
"companies", "revolutionary movements", "German leftist intellectuals",
"German authorities", or "communist parties".
Document Description
particular document A particular document loosely corresponds to "form" in Duff and Johnson
(2001) and can be characterized by their form such as "the photograph [of
your grand-mother]", "the map [of Berlin]", or "the file 20/03 on film roll",
or by their function such as "the cadre files [of your grand-father]", "the
participants lists [of the conference]", or "the report [of the trip to France]."
Documents also include collections of various kinds such "the party archive
[of the SED]", "the personal estate [of a particular actor]", or "the journal
’[name]’".
type of document A type of document then includes kinds of documents according to their
nature such as "photographs", or "drawings" in general, or to their function
"documents with personal assessments", "personal remnants", "collectors’
magazines", "petitions (of the populace of the GDR)", or "delegates lists (of
the party conferences of the KPD)". Examples of types of collections would
be "files (of the KPD)", or "the Norwegian police archives".
Time Description
particular period A particular period is, for example, "National Socialism", "the Weimar Re-
public", "the Eighties", "the early years of the GDR", "early Eighties", or
"Industrialization".
type of period A type of period is, for example, "ruling system", "artistic style period", or
"political period". These kinds of entities do not appear in the sample.
58 Corresponds to "occupation or profession" in Duff and Johnson (2001).
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time-span A time-span cannot be distinguished into types and particulars. Time-spans
often characterize activities or events such as births or deaths. Examples
are "1975-1985", "22. Nov. 1891", "September 1986", "1989", "before August
1944", "night of October 22/23 1943", or "Summer 1987".
Place Description
particular place A particular place is a current or historical specifically referenced geograph-
ical entity. Examples are "the GDR", "reunited Germany", "Berlin", "Siberia",
"HH"59, or "Central Europe".
type of place A type of place is a general type of geographical entity such as "deployment
locations", "villages", "inland", "coasts", "borders", or "industrial areas".
Event Description
particular event A particular event primarily includes natural "non-activities" such as "the
aircraft accident [of 22 February 1988]", "the flood [of 1962 in Hamburg]",
or the birth or natural death of a person if explicitly expressed in the text.
type of event A type of event includes types of natural "non-activities" such as "natural
disasters", "accidents", "flooding", or "diseases". The implicit reference by
dates to the birth or death of a person are counted as types of event. Finally,
type of event subsumes "conditions" (Zustände) or "temporary states of a
thing or actor" such as "to be a guest at [someone’s house]", or "to be a
resident of [a country]".
particular activity A particular activity is an activity intentionally carried out by an actor or
in which an actor either actively or passively participated. Examples are
"the denazification (of [person name])", "the laying down (of a wreath of
flowers)", "the population census", "the transfer of custody (of the files)",
"the trip [to France]", "the first meeting [of the AG]", or "the planning (for
the ’Day of Potsdam’)".
type of activity A type of activity is a general kind of activity such as "to raise official protest",
"nationalizations", "denazification [in Germany]", "social policy [in the
GDR]", "party conferences [of the KPD on the Reichsebene]", "meetings
[of the Reichstag]", or "granting [of Norwegian citizenship]".
Thing Description
particular thing A particular thing is, for example, "the medal [awarded to my grandfather]".
type of thing A type of thing could be, for example, "[Norwegian] ships".
59 Stands for "Hansestadt Hamburg", hanseatic city of Hamburg.
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Other Description
identifier The category identifier subsumes all kinds of citations, call numbers, titles,
or other kinds of labels. Identifiers are often given in combination with
particular documents.
general context The category general context captures all things and phenomena which have
not been further analyzed but which play an active or passive role within a
given sphere of interaction or cultural and historical context such as things
people do and which influence them, for instance, knowledge, behaviour,
suffering, nature etc. Furthermore, statements of a subject or topic fall
into this category. Examples are "philately", "the Nazi past", "the Stettin
Question", "the establishment and history of the ’Day of the Stamp’", or "the
biography [of a person]".
Figure 12 shows the total amount of occurrences for each primary category of given entities.
The importance of actors is evident with 609 distinct occurrences; that is, the sum of particular
persons and groups and type of persons and groups, which amount to 37% of all given entities.
Times (specific time-spans and historical periods) and events (particular events and activities
as well as types of these) are the second most important given entities, with 284 (17%) and 281
(17%) combined occurrences respectively.
Equally relevant are particular documents and types of these with 207 (13%) and particular
places and types of such with 168 (10%) occurrences. Other entities (general contexts, identifiers
and things) are provided as given entities only in few cases.
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Figure 12 – Groups of given entities per total sample (n=1656).
Figure 13 further details the sub-categories of the three primary ones, Actors, Events and
Times for the whole sample.60 Within the Actors category, particular groups with 233 (38%) and
particular persons 228 (37%) are the most relevant occurrences. In the case of Events, particular
events with only 2 cases are close to irrelevant (0.7%) while types of events with 63 cases are
more important (22%). The remainder of occurrences in this category are distributed among
particular activities with 114 (41%) and types of activities with 102 (36%) counts. Finally, 261
(92%) time-spans represent the largest group in the Times category with only 23 particular
periods (8.1%) and “no type” of period.
60 Note that all percentage values pertain to the respective primary category; that is, to Actor (blue), Event (green), and
Time (yellow).
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Figure 13 – Detailed listing of the three largest groups of given entities per total sample (percent-
ages given per primary category).
Figure 14 shows the primary categories of given entities per sample. The relative distribution
per sample diverges significantly only in the case of actors where the sample from the German
Federal Archives exhibits close to twice as many occurrences than the sample from the National
Archives of Norway. This difference, which is not shown in Figure 14, results primarily from a
higher number of given particular groups in the case of the German Federal Archives sample
with 204 occurrences equaling 41% of actors, versus only 29 occurrences in the case of the
National Archives of Norway which represent only 25% of all actors.
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Figure 14 – Groups of given entities per individual sample.
The reason for this might be that the collected inquiries from the German Federal Archives
sample appear to be more substantial in terms of the descriptive parts contextualizing their
interest. Further, the users could be more proficient regarding which information is potentially
relevant in the context of archival inquiries. This hypothesis might be further supported by
the fact that, within the category of documents, the relative number of particular documents is
significantly higher in the German Federal Archives sample – 84 occurrences which represent
58% of all documents versus 16 occurrences representing 25% of all documents in the National
Archives of Norway sample – while, at the same time, the relative number of given document
types is higher in the National Archives of Norway sample: 60 (42%) counts versus 47 (75%).
Furthermore, overall in the German Federal Archives sample, 71% of all given entities are
particulars while in the National Archives of Norway sample this is the case for only 58%.
The users in the German Federal Archives sample might happen to be more knowledgeable
or experienced and therefore able to provide more specific information in their inquiries. The
second apparent difference between the given entities in the two samples is the absence of Things
from the German Federal Archives sample.
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1.2.2 Wanted Entities
The types of questions already indicate whether the user primarily seeks archival or non-archival
materials or factual information. The wanted entity therefore represents the entity which is
primarily referenced by either the wanted archival or non-archival materials or by the wanted
facts. The wanted entity indicates the perceived immediate ontological interest of the inquiry
but not necessarily its general research interest. In this respect, the wanted entity is a compound
statement derived from the type of question stating whether resources of any kind, resources of
a specific type, a specific item, or factual information is wanted, as well as the entity primarily
referenced by the wanted resource or fact.
For example, if the type of question is “specific item” and the wanted entity is “person
relation” then the user is seeking one or more specific archival or non-archival documents that
refer to a person and their direct or indirect relationship(s) with other actors; for example, the
membership of the person in a political party. Note that these wanted entities are of course
aggregations of more specific wanted entities that were subsequently subsumed into a shared
and more abstract yet also more inclusive category during the analysis.
The referenced wanted entities are grouped into seven principal categories, which emerged
iteratively from the analysis. They comprise Actors (including persons and groups) Activities /
Events (including unintentional events and activities), Documents, Things, Places, and General
Topics. Each category contains one or more sub-categories which specifically denote the nature
or context of the wanted entity.
Table 2 – Wanted Entities
Actor Description
person or group A broad or unspecified amount of any kind of (biographical) factual
information or documents either about, by, or generally related to a person
or group. A typical principal example is a request for all information
about the life and fate of a particular person. If the interest of the inquiry
can be determined more specifically then one of the following sub-types
is applied.
- by person or by group In few cases the question specifically and exclusively asks for documents
by an actor as the creator or keeper of those documents.
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- person identity or
group identity
Facts or documents related to an actor focusing on who performed or
participated in an activity, the existence of an actor, the name or iden-
tification of an actor, including, as a special case, the responsibility or
mandate of an actor. For example, the designation of a German police
battalion in Norway during the Second World War, the proper name
of a particular person, the name of a particular surveillance agency in
the Weimar Republic, who negotiated, which battalion was in Norway,
which organization had been responsible in the GDR for organizing
journeys abroad.
- person activity or
group activity
Facts or documents related to an actor in relation to an activity focusing
on what an actor did, or if, how, and why an actor did something; the
behaviour and role of an actor, or the motivation and aims of an actor
in relation to an activity, or the personal contribution of an actor to
an activity with multiple participants. For example, whether an actor
did or did not conduct or participate in an activity; whether a person
has lived in a country or has been at a particular place, applying for
citizenship, having participated in a demobilization or negotiations,
having performed guard duty, whether it is true that Adenauer sent his
son to Bordeaux to act as a defender, whether the church intervened,
about the actions of a police battalion; How did they get to the UK?
Why did so many desert? How did the state act regarding criminal
prosecution? In what way did the FRG stir the investigations? Why
did no chancellor visit Oradour? What was the position of the SED
towards the ideological changes? How did a specific organization make
decisions?
- person perception or
group perception
Facts and documents related to an actor and his or her perception,
reception, assessment, attitude, or judgement. For example, how did
authorities in the GDR perceive UN politics?
- person relation or
group relation
Facts and documents related to various kinds of direct or indirect rela-
tionships between actors such as family and membership relationships,
including meetings. Examples are questions regarding whether two per-
sons knew each other or whether a person was the member of a political
party, held a specific citizenship, a particular nationality, or belonged to
a particular district command.
- person place or group
place
Facts and documents related to an actor and a place. For example, the
place where a particular police garrison was stationed in Norway during
the Second World War, or the places where a particular police battalion
was in Norway during the Second World War.
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Event Description
event Facts or documents generally related to an event such as an aircraft
accident.
activity Facts or documents generally related to an activity such as the minutes
of the parliamentary sessions of the Reichstag.
- activity role Facts or documents related to an activity and whether and how that
activity occurred; that is, its principle existence or role, ramifications,
or general history. For example, whether a criminal case initiated in-
terventions, the role of the UNO policy in the state apparatus of the
GDR, whether a prosecution was a topic in political relations between
the GDR and FRG, the role of social policy in the propaganda of the
SED, the history and establishment of the ’Day of the Stamp’, whether
there have been talks about organizing a meeting, or whether a journey
has been discussed.
- activity date When an activity occurred: Facts or documents related to an activity and
a date such as when a medal was awarded, or a date of marriage.
- activity place Where an activity occurred: Facts or documents related to an activity
and a place, such as where an old Bible was printed.
Document Description
document Facts or documents related to various bibliographical information such
as the number of existing copies, pointers to secondary literature or
finding aids describing archival holdings. The Wanted document serves
as a general and inclusive category in cases where the entity referred to
or particular interest cannot be reasonably determined or does not fit
any of the other categories.
- document identity The Wanted comprises information on whether a particular call number
is correct, or two holdings are identical, whether the type of document
is a biography or report; it also includes questions related to the form of
a document such as whether the document has been digitized.
- document extent The Wanted comprises information on the extent of a file, series, holding,
collection etc. such as how many files the holding contains, or how many
pages are in the file.
- document provenance The Wanted comprises information on the past and current custody or
holding of documents such as whether the files of the district committees
of the Kulturbund have been coherently delivered to the responsible
town archives, whether the archive assumed custody of films, or where
a particular archival collection is being administered.
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- document content The Wanted comprises information related to the contents of an archive,
collection, aggregation of items or single items such as a general content
description, whether a specific person is mentioned in a text, whether
specific features such as personal marks appear, or what specific mark-
ings in a text mean.
Thing Description
thing Facts or documents related to a thing such as a building or features of a
building, ships, submarines, or aircraft.
Place Description
place Facts or documents related to a place such as a map of a particular city,
a map of a drainage system and plant of a particular place.
General Topic Description
general topic Facts or documents related to a general topic such as "correspondence
for armament and war economy", "limits of growth", "zero growth",
"ecology", or "milk analysis project".
Figure 15 shows the distribution of wanted entities among the primary categories for the
whole sample. The primary category Actors leads clearly with a count of 292 which equals
61% of all wanted entities in the whole sample. Also significant are Activities / Events with 122
occurrences (26%), of which only two were unintentional events, and further Documents with 43
occurrences (9%).
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Figure 15 – Primary categories of wanted entities.
Figure 16 shows the distribution of the wanted entities per sample. The relative distribution
exhibits no significant deviations, with the exception of the category Things, which only appears
in the National Archives of Norway sample, and a slightly higher relative number of Activities in
the German Federal Archives sample. Further, Events and Activities are displayed distinctly in
this figure in order to show that only two unintentional events occur as wanted entities in the
National Archives of Norway sample.
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Figure 16 – Primary categories of wanted entities per sample.
The primary category Actors can be further divided into groups and persons. The numbers
for both entities correspond in both samples: persons occur 138 times in the German Federal
Archives sample, which amounts to 63% within the Actors category, while in the National
Archives of Norway sample only 47 persons occur as wanted entities (64% within the same
category). Groups appear 80 times (37%) in the German Federal Archives sample and 27 times
in the National Archives of Norway sample.
Figure 17 further differentiates between the various sub-groups of the primary category
Actors.61 Inquiries generally regarding actors constitute by far the largest group in both samples
followed by actors in the context of activities.
61 Note that persons and groups have also been differentiated during the analysis but are not displayed in the figure.
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Figure 17 – Details of the wanted entities group Actors.
Archival materials by an actor are more important in the German Federal Archives sample
while inquiries regarding aspects of identification are more important in the National Archives
of Norway sample. Questions about the perceptions of actors only occur in the German Federal
Archives sample while relationships between actors are present in both. Actors, dates and places
are insignificant in both samples.
The second largest primary category of wanted entities, Activities, is shown in Figure 18
together with its sub-groups. Inquiries generally interested in activities constitute the largest
group in both samples with 73 occurrences (76%) in the BArch sample and 17 occurrences in the
National Archives of Norway sample (79%).
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Figure 18 – Details of the wanted entities group Activities.
The role of activities (activity.role) and, to a greater extent, of activities and dates (activ-
ity.date) are much less important. Only one inquiry in the National Archives of Norway sample
concerned an activity in the context of a place (activity.date).
Finally, the distribution of the primary categories of wanted entities among the two main
categories of the question types resource discovery and fact-finding is shown in Figure 19. The
wanted entities are slightly more diverse in the case of resource discovery questions, while actors
and documents appear to be more important in fact-finding questions.
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Figure 19 – Primary categories of wanted entities per primary categories of type of questions.
As discussed in the previous chapter, the wanted entities cannot be easily compared to
the Wanteds in Duff and Johnson (2001) since both are based on different conceptualizations.
The interest of users in actors is apparent from the figures discussed. Interestingly, not only
individual persons but also groups are relevant. In this context, the discovery that activities
are also significant interests of inquiries, which contradicts the findings by Duff and Johnson
(2001), is important since activities are acts carried out by persons and groups. This discovery
thus further underlines the relevance of actors. Unintentional events, on the other hand, are
insignificant.
The various identified sub-types of wanted entities indicate that the interests are more
diverse than the primary categories may suggest and can provide initial indications for the
further interpretation and formalization of the interest of the inquiries.
Even though the wanted entities are more meaningful and expressive than the Wanteds
described by Duff and Johnson (2001), they constitute only a preliminary understanding of the
users’ interests and the relevant subject matter to which these interests pertain. The wanted
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entities are only the first step towards a more thorough and explicit representation of these
needs. As the initial building blocks of the ontological model, the given entities and especially
the wanted entities need to be further analyzed and investigated with respect to which relevant
relationships exist between them.
One important intermediate step during this continuing interpretative process is to determine
how directly the further interest of an inquiry can be translated into an ontological represent-
ation; that is, material facts (IV:3.1) adequate to the archival and historical epistemological
framework (IV:2).
1.3 Interest of Inquiries
The CRM represents a world of material facts (IV:3.2), since it is empirically based on the analysis
of metadata standards, which in turn primarily represent such material facts. The contents of
archival descriptions also mostly consist of material facts; that is, typically do not explicitly
describe psychological, collective or statistical facts. The archival and historical inquiries posed
to an archive may, on the other hand, very well be interested in such kinds of statements and
facts, for example the motivations or intentions of an actor, as discussed in the previous chapter
(IV:2.1).
Such inner states of an actor, however, cannot be reasonably expected to be explicitly docu-
mented in an archival description. In other words: There are observable facts; that is, material
facts, and facts that are not directly observable, of a psychological or social nature. Only the
former can be reasonably expected to feature in archival descriptions. In order to find docu-
ments in the archive which may provide insights on such inner states or other states that cannot
be directly observed, a question would need to be broken down into secondary or auxiliary
questions that pertain to a framework of material facts describing and pointing to appropriate
documents.
An important step during the interpretative analysis is therefore the categorization of ques-
tions according to whether the initial question can be directly answered by a potential query
pattern. In other words, whether or not potential adequate documents or facts for answering the
questions can be immediately described by material facts.
At the same time, the categorization represents the specificity of the interest of the inquiries
posed to an archive and has evolved from the iterative interpretative analysis of both these
inquiries and the ontological modelling of their interest. Three categories have been identified:
material fact questions, psychological questions, and collective statistical questions.
Material Facts
Material fact questions seek a directly observable relationship between two entities. A question
such as: “Is it true that Adenauer sent his son to Bordeaux?” or, in more general terms, “Has a
specific actor been at a certain place?”, would be a material fact question because the adequate
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answer to this question can be found in a statement such as: “Person – has been at – Place”.
Questions such as “Did Fritz work for the Stasi?”62 or, more generally, “Did a specific actor
work for a specific institution?”, would also be a material fact question even though this historical
relationship would not have been “observable” by arbitrary actors. However, the relationship is
in principle observable and potentially documented in archival records.
All inquiries need to be represented as material facts in order to enable an archival inform-
ation system to serve the interest of an inquiry. Most questions, as will be shown, fall into
this category, and their translation into probable and adequate answers proved to be relatively
straightforward.
Questions which cannot be answered directly with material facts need to be interpreted
further in order to break them down into secondary questions that can be answered indirectly
based on material facts leading to appropriate documents or facts. Such questions can be
differentiated into psychological inquiries, which primarily consider the inner states of actors,
and collective statistical inquiries, which primarily focus on the actions of groups and particular
regularities of behaviour.
The process of deducing relevant secondary questions and breaking down original or initial
questions into more specific sub-questions is pivotal to the methodology of historical inquiry.
Psychological and collective statistical questions need to be investigated and conclusions substanti-
ated by evidence based on primary facts, which again pertain to material-fact statements. In
the archive in particular, archive users as well as archivists explicitly or implicitly apply such
techniques when conducting research for documents or factual information.
Psychological Questions
Psychological questions are about inner or mental states of an actor, a person or group, and
relationships which are not immediately observable. The comparison of a statement or action of an
agent with the inner state of mind or intention of said agent, for instance, are of a psychological
nature. Further, such questions typically inquire as to reasons, intentions and motivation of
actors with regard to activities in which they have participated.
The question, “Why has no German chancellor or president visited Oradour?”, for example,
does not ask whether a person has or has not been at a certain place, but inquires as to the reasons
and motivation for the decision to visit or – as in this case – to refrain from doing so. These
kinds of questions typically demand a higher level of interpretation in order to find material
facts providing adequate and probable answers to the question.
Another example is the perception or appraisal of activities by an actor. For example, the
question, “How did the responsible authorities in the GDR see the policy of the GDR towards
the UN?” refers to the psychological and inner state of an abstract governmental body or, in
other words, how agents may have perceived a specific policy.
62 “Stasi” is the colloquial abbreviation for Ministerium für Staatssicherheit, the Ministry for State Security of the German
Democratic Republic, acting as an intelligence and secret police agency.
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Collective Statistical Questions
Collective statistical questions focus on how groups have acted, which may entail questions about
their reasons for doing so, regularities and frequencies of collective or individual behaviour, of
certain types of events, or other phenomena. These phenomena take on a relevant statistical form
that cannot be considered random or coincidental and that thus has consequences for society or
other actors. Questions of a collective statistical nature are not always clearly distinguishable from
questions of a psychological nature. Some questions may fall into both categories or constitute
the basis for answering psychological questions.
The question “Was Fritz an avid informer of the Stasi?” is an example of a collective statistical
question. The adjective “avid” indicates that the interest is not in the fact as to whether Fritz
worked for the Stasi or not but rather in the intensity with which this person made a contribution
or in the quality of the delivered contents.
The intensity of an activity could be assessed based on the frequency with which specific
types of activity occurred or were carried out by the person in question over a certain time-span.
For example, the inquirer could investigate how many reports were delivered by Fritz to the
Stasi within a certain time-frame and which can be found in an archive. Finding documents
created by a particular person and delivered to a particular group then is a material fact question
and therefore suitable for an archival information system.63
Based on such documents, the inquirer could then begin to assess whether or not the person
in question could indeed be characterized as an avid informer, based, for example, on the
dates of the documents. Whether the contents exhibit high quality in terms of, for example,
comprehensiveness is a matter which can only be judged by the researcher. The archive only
provides the empirical source material in order to investigate such questions.
Furthermore, the type of initial question as to whether or not Fritz was an avid informer of
the Stasi could be categorized either as a fact-finding question or even a research question during
the linguistic analysis. As a fact-finding question, the user would expect the archivist to evaluate
the eagerness of Fritz’s contribution and possibly to provide some examples or evidence for
the verdict. For this reason, fact-finding questions are also assumed to require documents as
evidence for a fact or as the source for finding the fact.
The question as to whether “the wives’ joining of a political party coincided with the political
influence of their husbands or if the women had been politically engaged before they met their
future spouses” also belongs to the type collective statistical because in order to provide an answer
two dates need to be compared: the date of joining a political party, if any, and the date of
marriage.
Of course, collective statistical and psychological questions cannot always be precisely assigned
or strictly delimited. For example, a question such as “What was the course of action of the
63 Of course, there would be various practical and legal obstacles to identifying a particular person as an informant of
the Stasi and to finding documents which have indeed been created by that person, such as being listed only under an
operative name. Such legal issues, however, lie beyond the scope of this study and the ontological model.
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Greens while trying to achieve their goals in their Deutschlandpolitik regarding the GDR?” is
primarily a collective statistical question, yet reasonable secondary questions may very well
ask for the personal motivation of leading figures among the Greens, thus rather focusing on
psychological aspects.64 The categorization therefore should not be taken as absolute but rather
as an approximation of the general level of interest expressed in the single inquiries.
Indirections
Inquiries may not only suggest reasonable secondary questions but also exhibit more than one
recognizable interest. Additional possible interpretations which may serve the interest of an
inquiry are called indirections. This is especially, but not exclusively, the case with psychological
and collective statistical questions which often also allow for various degrees of adequate
inclusiveness or exclusiveness in terms of potential query patterns. Inquiries may therefore be
served by more than one query pattern.
Questions may be answered more exclusively with a more specific query pattern, or more
inclusively with a broader query pattern. Queries may “move up or down the ladder” in order
to increase or decrease the result set. The query patterns represent only selected and the most
relevant and instructive aspects of inquiries. Especially in cases where inquiries are very general
or unspecific, for example research inquiries, or are of the type psychological or collective statistical,
they entail several indirections.
These emerging different layers of interest; that is, of the epistemological interest of the
questions, are reflected in the general patterns constituting the AKM which allow for movement
from more specific and exclusive levels to more general and inclusive levels. This hierarchical
organization of the general patterns, which will be discussed in greater detail in the following
section, facilitates the representation of nearly all questions with respect to their interests.
Selected indirections will be discussed in the context of the examples provided with each
general pattern and some will also be displayed in the diagrams accompanying the exemplary
query patterns. However, it is neither the objective nor within the scope of this study to
extrapolate all possible indirections resulting from the interpretation of the inquiries.
Summary
Figure 20 shows the relative distribution of inquiries among the three levels of interest. In
the whole sample, consisting of 476 substantial questions in total, 399 (84%) are material fact
questions. The remaining 77 questions (16%) consist of 24 (5%) psychological questions and 53
(11%) collective statistical questions. A comparison of the relative distribution of the three levels
of interest in the two samples of the German Federal Archives and National Archive of Norway
reveals that only psychological questions differ significantly. The high number of fact-finding
questions in the NAN sample may explain this, since these tend to be material fact questions.
64 Such indirections during the interpretation process are discussed below.
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Figure 20 – The level of interest of inquiries.
One conclusion which can be drawn from these figures is that most users consciously or
subconsciously produce many of their inquiries as fitting to an archival context. In other
words, the user already conceptualizes and formulates questions as more-or-less appropriate
potential queries to an archival information system. Many material fact questions demand less
interpretation in terms of what the user’s interest is and how this interest can be adequately
represented in the form of general patterns. The challenge then is to interpretatively break down
psychological and collective statistical questions into appropriate material facts which adequately
represent the perceived interest of the questions. As previously discussed, the material facts
constitute the general patterns and are essentially the result of reducing complexity to an
adequate ontological level of abstraction and simplification.
The interpretative analysis further produced and, at the same time, evolved around an
ontological core framework which formalizes and describes pivotal entity types and relationships
pertaining to the essential interests of the inquiries. This framework will be discussed in the
following.
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1.4 Ontological Core Framework
During the interpretative analysis of the single questions and their associated contextual in-
formation an ontological core framework emerged which represents the most dominant entity
types and relationships as identified in the analyzed inquiries. Together these entities form an
ontological representation of the historical reality which constitutes the domain of discourse
expressed in the inquiries and which is pertinent to their interests.
Figure 21 shows this ontological core framework that has guided the ontological analysis
of the user inquiries. The diagram formalizes the most dominant contexts and core entities of
the shared domain of discourse of the inquiries; in other words, the most relevant, top-level
ontological entities constituting the subject matter to which the interest of the inquiries pertains.
To provide a short overview of the figure, which will be discussed in more detail further below,
we can begin by stating that activities are carried out by actors; that is, by individuals and groups.
These activities may be the subject of information objects (written or oral accounts), which in
turn have been created during another activity, often a designated act of documentation during
which an activity has been observed. In this case, the information object can be understood as an
actual document of the observed activity.
Activities are further characterized and realized by the fact of their execution. The execution
exhibits a particular structure revealing how the activity has transpired. The document about
the activity then is evidence of its execution, although not proof, and may describe the structure
of the act; in other words, recount what happened or is said to have happened.
The actor carrying out an activity does so based on a will; that is, the actor has the will
to perform the activity. The will is a temporal entity and may be spontaneous, reducing the
likelihood of evidence of this will existing. However, expressions of will may be recorded in
symbolic form such as in a recorded statement of intent or an announcement that an activity
will be undertaken. The “unwilling” participation of an actor in an event or the mere presence
of an actor at an event or activity is not covered at this point of the analysis. If an activity is
known to have been carried out, then there must have been the will for its execution.
The willful undertaking of an activity often pertains to a plan or, more precisely, to a
prospective plan structure: how things should be done or what should be achieved and how.
Similar to act structures, which may be described in information objects, plan structures too may
find symbolic expression as an information object or as part of such. By comparing records of
plan structures with records of act structures, historians are able to obtain valuable evidence
and factual information for establishing historical facts.
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Figure 21 – Ontological core framework of the Archival Knowledge Model.
The notation used in the diagram has been introduced in the previous chapter (IV:3.3). The
current diagram utilizes two additional notational elements: dotted single ellipses and dotted
single arrows. Both of these represent ontological entities; that is, entity types and relationships
respectively, which are not explicitly formalized in the AKM but constitute pivotal entities of the
domain of discourse as described by the inquiries and the epistemological framework delineated
in the previous chapter.
These ontological entities are not immediately observable, such as the will of an actor or
the structure of an act, and are not likely to be directly or explicitly documented in an archival
information system. They are, however, important ontological entities that constitute crucial
background knowledge with which to interpret the interest of the inquiries, and which find their
expression in classes and relationships of the AKM. This will be discussed in greater detail in
the context of the general patterns (V:2).
The other ontological entities represented in Figure 21 are already explicitly formalized in
the AKM as classes and relationships. The most dominant wanted entities – actor, activity and
information object (documents) – are easily recognizable. Other entities, and especially the
relationships between these entities, are the result of the extensive and iterative interpretation of
the inquiries.
By representing the dominant entity types and relationships in the interests of inquiries, the
framework also represents the historical point of reference for the interpretation of the inquiries.
The framework guided the successive integration of the various phenomena subsequently
identified in the inquiries into a coherent model of interrelated ontological entities. In this
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regard, the framework constitutes a kind of intersection between the user inquiries and the
AKM.
In other words: The diagram can be understood as a stable snapshot of the iterative and
recursive interpretation and modelling process, describing a state between the already aggregated
and abstracted interpretative results and their ontological formalization.
The identified core entities formed a consistent, yet intermediate core framework and served
as the foundation for the more detailed reinterpretation of the observations until they appeared
as a consistent and stable arrangement of generalization and specialization as will be described
in the section “General Patterns” (V:2). As such, the ontological framework is clearly the result
of the interpretative analysis and, due to its efficacy, only appears as its logical prerequisite at
the end of the analysis.
The AKM and its general patterns derive from this ontological core framework. The general
patterns introduced in the following section essentially supplement and extend this ontological
core framework with additional, specializing or generalizing classes and relationships. Each
general pattern specifies one particular segment of this framework as will be discussed in the
following section: “General Patterns” (V:2).
The remainder of this sub-section will describe the essential notions of the entities represen-
ted in the diagram as well as provide a selective high-level characterization of the represented
domain of discourse. All entities will be discussed in greater detail in the context of the various
general patterns.
Information Objects An information object carries information in a symbolic form, such as
letters and words, but also graphics such as drawings or carvings. The information objects
represented here, the plan, the expression of will, and the document, may reside on the same
physical carrier or be contained within one another.
They also have different notions; for example, the expression of a plan structure projects
into the future, such as an agenda or draft, while an expression of act structure looks back into
the past; for example a report or dossier, and an expression of will may also either project into
the future, be an intention, for example resolutions or statements, or may be an opinion, thus
focusing on the moment.
The will and plan belong to an intentional level (Absichtsebene). Both find their symbolic
expression in information objects, typically documents. The act or activity and the actor are part
of the historical reality. Both realms are documented and thus accessible via information objects.
The archive is the institution that provides us with these documents. These documents are the
point where this ontological representation of the historical reality directly intersects with that
of the archival domain of record keeping.
These information objects are the only trace and evidence we have of plan, will and act in the
archive. The will becomes only evident in information objects. These are the preferred evidence
by historians of the potential existence of an actor or actors and what they did, wanted and
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planned; all these past occurrences are only indirectly accessible through the traces, most of
which are in written form, stored in the archive.65
Plan and Will The word plan denotes two meanings: (1) to have a plan for something, a
schema or description of a procedure or to arrive at a particular state or form of something, a
plan structure, (2) to plan to do something: the will to realize or act upon a plan structure or to
perform an action. These two notions of plans are distinctly represented in the model.
The plan structure may have three types: (1) the plan as the description of appearance, a plan
of a building, for example; (2) the plan as the description of a procedure, such as a sequence of
prescribed steps, a legal regulation, a law or mandate; and (3) a plan for achieving some condition
or state of affairs, such as a political agenda. Specific examples include resolutions, preparatory
material, death sentences, city plans, etc.
The intellectual plan structure finds its symbolic expression in an information object which
is an entity explicitly represented in the AKM, labelled as C4akm Plan. Any such plan or plan
structure necessarily projects into the future with regard to activities based on a plan structure.
If a plan or plan structure is executed then there must have been a will to do so. The will is a
temporal entity and refers to psychological facts as mental or inner states of a person or group,
their intentions and opinions. They can have a will to do something, to enact a plan for example.
This psychological world is not formally represented in the AKM. The will becomes evident only
indirectly in the archive through a documented expression of it.
Separating the will from the plan structure allows for a distinct representation of how drafts
of plans are created, and enacting, in other words ’wanting’, these plans, such as by parliamentary
vote, until the plan is no longer desirable, such as with the abolition or annulment of a law or
order.
Similar to the plan structure, the will finds its symbolic expression in information objects and
is an entity explicitly represented in the AKM, labelled C3akm Expression of Will. An expression
of will is typically part of another information object such as a plan or document. For example,
a Declaration of Independence is a plan and contains the will to be independent.
The will as a temporal entity forms and evolves over time as an inner state and then finds
singular expressions of particular states of itself in different forms, such as in speech or writing
or in characteristic actions. Evidence of such acts of communication as driven by wills are found
in the archive, typically indirectly as part of documents that refer to the will in some manner, by
containing a signature for the enactment of a law, for example, or by recording the statement
made during a speech proclaiming to do something.
The inner forming of a will is not observable and therefore can only be traced by finding and
comparing records of such single acts of communication or statements referring to or reporting
on particular states of the will. Comparing such statements allows us to draw conclusions on
65 Contemporary witnesses are excluded from the discussion. They are living witnesses of the past and are as such also
potential sources of evidence for historians.
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how the will has evolved. By further comparing the stated will to records of activities and their
plan structure, carried out as a consequence of the expression of will, the extent of its realization
can be assessed by the historian.
To find out whether or not a specific will has actually existed is the task of the historian by
comparing plan structures with how actors have conducted activities; that is, with records of
these activities. The historian then may find that the two propositional entities either comply
with, approximate or contradict each other, and then draw further conclusions based on these
basic assessments.
Act and Actor The act is an activity consciously carried out by an actor. In contrast, un-
intentional events can be understood as “non-activities” occurring without the intentional
participation of or immediate causation by humans. Every activity consists of the fact of its
execution and of an act structure which refers to how the activity has occurred. The class E7
Activity explicitly represents the act in the AKM and implicitly contains the ontological entities’
execution and act structure. Furthermore, the act cannot be without an actor since it is depend-
ent upon an actor in order to be carried out. The class E39 Actor explicitly represents the actor
(persons and groups) in the AKM.
Both the actor and activity are historical entities that are no longer manifest.66 Only inform-
ation objects may provide direct or indirect evidence of their existence: a document may be
evidence of the execution of an act structure by containing an account of said act structure or
even only stating the execution or occurrence of an act. In this case, the information object
(E73) is about an activity (E7) and thus indirectly also a testimony of the existence of a specific
actor, who may be known or unknown, but who must have carried out the act. In few cases, an
information object may be directly and exclusively about an actor, for example a description of
the features of a person or group.
These information objects exist in the archive because the activities have been documented
in a way that leads to the creation of said information objects. Documentation is itself an
intentional activity only in that it necessarily creates an account of some other activity. Both
activities are explicitly represented in the AKM as the class E65 Creation and its sub-class C1akm
Documentation.
Inquiries request any or specific information objects or facts – indicated by the type of
question – generally pertaining to the historical context represented by this ontological core
framework. These information objects or facts may, for example, be about or refer to any entity
in the framework such as activities, events, actors, plans and wills, or information objects
themselves. The general patterns fully describe these relationships, which can be further
distinguished into principal notions of “aboutness” of said information objects and facts, and
the provenance of information objects.
66 Contemporary witnesses that are still living, as previously mentioned, as well as such artefacts as tombs, bones, or
mummies are not considered since the discussion focuses on the archival domain.
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The ontological core framework described in the previous paragraphs not only introduces
the most dominant classes and relationships forming the basic layer for the general patterns, but
also a fundamental distinction between a context of provenance and a context of aboutness. This
distinction forms the basis on which the interest of inquiries in terms of the wanted information
objects can be represented, but also indirectly lays the groundwork for factual information, as
will be discussed later on. The introduction and discussion of these two contexts in the following
sub-section will lead on to the presentation of the general patterns.
1.5 Provenance and Aboutness
The previously introduced general ontological core framework formally describes a historical
reality which constitutes a pivotal point of reference for the interpretation of the inquiries and
the creation of the general patterns. On this basis, ten general patterns evolved during the
ontological analysis and the subsequent ontological modelling process. These general patterns
are shown in Table 3 and will be discussed in great detail in the following section (V:2). This
subsection provides some background information on the general patterns.
When this core framework is related to the archival context, two principal types of general
patterns become apparent: one type describes the provenance of things while the other describes
the “aboutness” of these things.
During the ontological formalization of the results of the interpretative analysis, two principal
kinds of historical context emerge by means of which the general patterns are characterized and
intellectually grouped:
1. The general patterns belonging to the provenance context focus on the historical context from
which the requested things have resulted, which includes acts of creation and possession.
2. The general patterns belonging to the aboutness context focus on the historical context
to which the inquiry primarily refers, either directly or indirectly, via the requested
documents.
In the case of resource discovery questions, two general patterns, one from each context, always
represent the subject matter of the primary interest of the inquiry: one general pattern from
the provenance context provides entities to describe creation, keeping, and taking notice of
things, and one general pattern from the aboutness context specifies the historical reality to
which the inquiry and the requested things refer. Selected elements from both patterns are
instantiated with the given entities and in few cases with additional information derived from
the interpretation of the inquiry. These then form a query pattern constituting a categorical and
exemplary representation of potential queries adequate to retrieve relevant information objects
or facts.
Factual questions may, in principle, inquire about any aspect of the provenance or aboutness
context. Furthermore, since this study assumes a fundamental need for evidential materials in
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order to provide and support the factual information requested by the user (IV:2.1), information
objects potentially capable of providing such evidence are implicitly considered secondary
objectives of the interest of the question. Factual questions are therefore also assigned two
patterns, one from each context.
The general patterns grouped in both contexts differ in their level of specificity and are partly
sub-patterns of each other. The patterns Provenance and Aboutness constitute the uppermost
layer of the AKM in terms of its semantics. Both patterns will be discussed at greater length
in the next section since these two patterns also pertain to all others on account of inheritance
(IV:3.1).
Provenance Context Aboutness Context
Provenance Aboutness
Documentation Events
Self-Documentation Plans
Correspondence Actors
Things
Documents
Table 3 – Provenance context and aboutness context general patterns.
The general patterns Provenance, Documentation, Self-Documentation, and Correspondence
belong to the provenance context. The general patterns Aboutness, Events, Plans, Actors, Things
and Documents belong to the aboutness context.
The general patterns belonging to the aboutness context indicate the general “aboutness” of
the questions; for example, if a question is assigned to the Actors pattern it will usually be about
one or more actors. In this regard, general patterns pertaining to the aboutness context indicate
unspecified “aboutness”.
The general patterns belonging to the provenance context indicate the general context in
which an information object has been created. The Provenance pattern indicates an unspecific
context, either of creation or of the storing of information objects or physical things.
One could say that the general patterns place the given and wanted entities within relevant
and adequate historical contexts representing the historical reality to which the primary interest
of the inquiry refers.
The assignment of a general pattern from the provenance context conforms to questions
regarding the most likely historical context of provenance from which the documents in question
resulted. For example, a question about surveillance reports would be assigned to the Document-
ation pattern since such reports resulted from observing the activities of others. This sense is
covered by the Documentation pattern.
The assignment of a general pattern from the aboutness context conforms to questions about
the most recognizable historical context to which the question refers. For example, a question
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inquiring into the membership of a person in a political party would be assigned to the Actors
pattern since the question is generally about the actor. This sense is covered by the Actors pattern.
The particular combination of two general patterns is deemed best suited to represent a
query pattern adequate to reasonably answer the most recognizable and primary interest of
the question. In both cases, the most specific general pattern possible is chosen that would not,
however, exclude potential queries of a more general nature.
While the general pattern itself already characterizes the interest of an inquiry, when instan-
tiated in the context of query patterns a primary entity of interest can be determined that further
indicates which particular entity is most relevant in each general pattern used. This goes for
both the case of general patterns from the provenance context in terms of who created, produced,
or kept an information object, and the case of general patterns from the aboutness context in
terms of the specific aboutness of said information object. For each query pattern, therefore, a
primary entity of interest is further provided in square brackets. This indicates one element within
the respective general pattern which represents the most recognizable and relevant ontological
entity indicating the aboutness and provenance of things or facts requested in an inquiry within
the context of a particular general pattern.
In the case of general patterns pertaining to the aboutness context, the primary entity of
interest denotes the type of entity the question in general or the requested information objects
or facts are primarily about. In most cases, the primary entity of interest conforms to the wanted
entity. For example, the assignment of the general pattern Actors describing the aboutness
context with the primary entity of interest [particular group] would mean that the inquiry and
request for information objects or facts are primarily about a particular group.
In the case of general patterns pertaining to the provenance context, the primary entity of
interest is the given entity, which is the creator, producer or keeper of the requested information
objects or physical objects. The rest of the given entities are put into selected “slots” of the
general patterns, thus forming an exemplary query pattern. If an entity is unknown, then “any”
is used as the primary entity of interest. For example, the assignment of the general pattern
Documentation describing the provenance context with the primary entity of interest [particular
person] would mean that the inquiry asks for information objects as the result of a documenting
activity carried out by a particular person.
Assuming a fictitious inquiry with the type of question material-finding and both previous
examples of general patterns assigned to actors [particular group] and documentation [particular
person], then this inquiry would demand any kind of information object resulting from a
documentation or observational activity conducted by a particular person targeting a particular
group and its activities.
Moving on to the primary entities of interest identified during the interpretative analysis,
in the case of general patterns from the provenance context, the possible primary entities of
interest are any kind of actor since the scope of this study includes human-made traces and
traditions. Consequently, and according to the systematization employed thus far, the kinds of
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primary entities of interest identified are particular person, particular group, type of person, type of
group and actor, in which case the creator or keeper is unknown or may vary.
In the case of a general pattern from the aboutness context the identified primary entities of
interest are particular person, particular group, type of person, type of group, particular activity, type
of activity, particular thing and any, which means that the general aboutness of the question or the
specific aboutness of the information objects or facts is either unknown, irrelevant or variable.
Some factual and very few resource discovery inquiries have a topical relationship regarding
aspects of particular information objects; for example, inquiries about the extent of a particular
holding or the form or type of a document. The aboutness context is then given by the general
pattern Documents and the primary entity of interest relates to a particular aspect of one or more
information objects. In these cases, one of the following primary entities of interest is indicated,
each of which subsumes various particular interests related to information objects:
• content information such as a summary of the contents of a file or holding, or the existence
of a finding aid
• document relation such as whether a particular document is part of a particular file
• extent such as the number of documents within a file or holding
• identity such as the type or form of a document
• provenance such as the current custodian of a holding
The assignment of two general patterns, one describing the context of provenance and the other
the context of aboutness, along with the specification of the respective primary entities of interest
for each general pattern, allows for a categorization and approximation of the primary and most
cognizable epistemic focus of an inquiry. A principal categorical query pattern can be described
by instantiating elements from both general patterns with given and wanted entities from the
inquiry and by denominating the primary query target.
The general patterns are not strictly delimited but overlap and constitute aggregations of
entities and relationships with which to represent prototypical historical contexts related to
provenance and aboutness. The general patterns and primary entities of interest can only
provide an approximation of the most recognizable interest of an inquiry. The assignments do
not constitute a clear-cut or exclusive categorization.
1.6 Fundamental Phenomena
As previously discussed (V:1.3), query patterns subsume several possible queries and not all
possible indirections, or interpretations, but only the most relevant are either shown in diagrams
or discussed in the accompanying text. Additionally, some basic modelling patterns of funda-
mental phenomena are omitted from the following discussions and diagrams in order to retain
readability and reduce unnecessary complexity and redundancy. These fundamental phenomena
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represent basic and reoccurring ontological structures which apply to all general patterns, such
as the fact that activities may occur in sequence or that documents may form logical parts of
other documents.
These fundamental phenomena are normally hidden, or implicit, in the diagrams and not
explicitly discussed in the text since they typically pertain to any general pattern or query pattern.
Such fundamental phenomena would need to be considered in query formulation in the context
of an information system. In the context of this study, query patterns as exemplary instantiations
of general patterns demonstrate the principle feasibility of representing interests of inquiries. As
already mentioned, the purpose of the query patterns is not to constitute actual computational
queries. Tzompanaki and Doerr (2012b) presented some fundamental patterns (by which they
mean short-cuts) which hide more complex query patterns. Fundamental phenomena are similar
and indeed, if proceeding to actual query implementation, such more complete representations
would need to be considered. The focus of this study is, however, the theoretical and ontological
level.
The first fundamental phenomenon pertains to actors; that is, persons and groups who carry
out activities and actively or passively participate in events. If the inquiry clearly allows for the
conclusion that either must have acted in the particular case, then this entity is used in the query
pattern. However, in any case, the person or the group could have been a member of another
group which may have carried out the activity or under whose authority the person or group
may have acted. Therefore, as shown in Figure 22, a query will always have to consider a person
and a group, both of which may be the member of one or more other groups, and all of which
may have carried out an activity.
Figure 22 – Groups or persons carrying out an activity.
An inquiry may not allow for the conclusion as to whether a person or group must have
carried an activity. In such cases, the query pattern will only contain an E39 Actor. Figure 23
shows the complete underlying pattern of the fundamental phenomena.
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The class E39 Actor entails possible instances of the classes E21 Person and E74 Group, and,
as previously discussed, membership in a group also needs to be considered. Figure 23 is thus a
shorthand version of Figure 22.
Figure 23 – Actors carrying out an activity.
The aforementioned fundamental phenomenon essentially also holds for the participation
of persons and groups in events. Actors may do so as a single person, a group, or member of a
group.
The second fundamental phenomenon pertains to part-whole relations and sequences. Events
and activities as well as information objects and physical objects may be composed of sub-parts
or they may be related to each other in some sequential order. Even though the sequences and
part-whole relations are briefly introduced in the context of general patterns, these fundamental
phenomena receive no further attention in the query patterns.
While the previous two fundamental phenomena are only hidden from the general and
query patterns, the following are excluded from the discussion that follows, mostly due to their
complexity, which would exceed the scope of this study and indeed be unnecessary from an
illustrative point of view.
The third fundamental phenomenon pertains to temporal and spatial entities. As already
mentioned during the introduction of the CRM (IV:3.2), the representation of time and place
is not further explored. Time-spans during which activities or events occurred are simply
represented using the class E52 Time-Span and the geographical location of an activity or event
is represented using the class E53 Place. The fully fledged and adequate representation in both
cases would require additional classes and properties, and entail further conceptual issues and
use cases such as one time-span of an activity falling within another.
The fourth fundamental phenomenon pertains to the representation of particulars and types
in the CRM. As already mentioned, the CRM allows for a form of type categorization that
does not result in new classes but in a terminological differentiation of an existing instance.
This facility can be used to address interest; that is, queries concerning particular things and
kinds of the same thing. For example, the particular document with the minutes of a particular
press conference versus all documents of the type “minutes” about all activities of the type
“press conference”. In principle, this mechanism can be used everywhere and is not explicitly
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represented in the general patterns. The class E55 Type is also used in this role in several specific
cases already in the CRM, such as to represent the general use of an item.
Finally, the fifth fundamental phenomenon pertains to the representation of appellations and
identifications of CRM entities. The instances represented in a knowledge base using the CRM
can be named and provided with an identifier. The CRM provides the class E41 Appellation,
which comprises “all proper names, words, phrases or codes, either meaningful or not, that are
used or can be used to identify a specific instance of some class within a certain context” (Crofts
et al., 2006, 20). Several sub-classes allow for the representation of specific kinds of appellations,
such as actor appellation, place appellation, or time appellation, addresses, spatial coordinates,
titles, or identifier. The general patterns neither explicitly represent such a level of detail nor
will the query or archival patterns do so. This study refers to the facilities of the CRM for the
representation of appellations and identifiers but will not discuss them further.
In particular, the identification and location of the physical items within the archive is
explicitly excluded from the following discussion. The workings of archival identification
systems for archival items, for example via call numbers, is neither discussed nor explicitly
included in the general patterns.
The interest of the study at hand is not the identification of particular resources within an
archival information or documentation system. The query patterns do not, therefore, make
statements about the actual identification of physical items in an archive. For example, call num-
bers are only explicitly represented in the Documents pattern (V:2.2.6) in order to demonstrate
that, in principle, all necessary archival identification information could be incorporated. Here
too, the AKM does not include a detailed model of the archive. Its primary interest is in the
“historical reality”, not the current “archival reality”.
The meaning and identity of instances of classes will be sufficiently apparent from their labels
provided in the diagrams. In reality, such labels would have to be replaced by proper global
identifiers and readable titles or texts that would allow for precise searches and string-matching.
Their implementation is the task of cataloguing rules such as Resource Description and Access
(RDA).67
The general patterns will therefore typically omit the aforementioned fundamental phenom-
ena for better readability. The fundamental phenomena will normally be introduced only once
at the first and most general level of occurrence.
1.7 Summary
The current section has reported on various results from the interpretative analysis, each of which
constitutes important outcomes but also, at the same time, paves the way for the elaboration of
the general patterns as the primary contribution of this study.
The initial, linguistically oriented analysis of the user and case files from the German
67 http://www.rda-jsc.org/
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Federal Archives and the National Archives of Norway resulted in 762 single inquiries. The
determination of the type of question showed that 364 inquiries (48%), nearly half of the sample,
were of the type resource discovery and 112 inquiries (15%) were of the type fact-finding. The
remaining 286 inquiries (38%) were of the type non-discovery. Inquiries of the type resource
discovery and fact-finding constitute the sample analyzed and interpreted further, in total 476
single inquiries (62%).
The next step in the analysis identified the referenced entities. The given entities are those
referenced by propositions in the questions and the associated contextual information, and the
wanted entities are those primarily and most recognizably referred to by the wanted archival or
non-archival material, or by the wanted fact. They indicate the principal interest of the inquiry.
In other words, the wanted entities are things about which the user is seeking factual information
or information objects referring to these, and the given entities are those which contextualize the
wanted entities and render them identifiable.
The primary categories of given entities identified were Actors with 609 occurrences, which
equals 37% of all given entities, followed by Time and Events with 284 (17%) and 281 (17%
of) occurrences respectively. Documents with 207 (13%) and Places with 168 (10% of) counts
came next. Other Entities; that is, identifiers and general contexts as well as Things played only a
minor role. The given entities have been further differentiated into particulars and types and
will reappear as the basic building blocks of the general patterns.
The primary categories of the wanted entities were Actors, including persons and groups,
amounting to 292 counts which equals 61% of all wanted entities. Next came Events / Activities,
including unintentional events and activities, where unintentional events were near to insignific-
ant with only 2 occurrences, compared to 120 activities which equal 25% of all wanted entities.
Documents with 43 (9%), Things with 12 (2.7%), General Topics with 4 (0.8%), and Places with
only 2 (0.4% of) occurrences were much less important.
The determination of the referenced entities made it possible to significantly reduce the
complexity of the phenomena in the inquiries. Further, the wanted entities already indicate
the perceived immediate ontological interest of the inquiry. In combination with the type of
question they allow for an assessment of the general interest of the inquiries, where the type of
question indicates whether the user is first and foremost seeking information objects or facts,
and the wanted entity constitutes an approximation of what the inquiry is about in general as
well as what the desired information objects and facts are about in particular.
However, the wanted entities constitute only a preliminary understanding of the users’
interests and need to be interpreted further in order to arrive at a more thorough understanding
and explicit representation of archival user needs. On the ontological level, the inquiries refer
to or are about a specific historical context which may be expressed and described more or less
implicitly or explicitly, in greater or lesser detail. The interpretative analysis of the inquiries
renders this historical context explicit by formally describing its relevant entities in the AKM.
The interpretative and ontological analysis of the inquiries reveals three levels of interest:
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material fact, psychological and collective statistical. These levels indicate how immediately the
interest of an inquiry can be translated into an ontological model adequately representing the
subject matter of their interest in the form of material facts. Most questions (399) are of the type
material fact which amounts to 84% of all inquiries. Only 53 (11%) are collective statistical and
24 (5%) are psychological. On the one hand, most inquiries seem to contain many questions
already fit for appropriate representation, i.e. as material facts, and on the other hand one can
expect to be able to translate and answer most of these questions more or less directly.
The continuing analysis further results in an ontological core framework representing the most
dominant entity types and relationships in the domain of discourse of the analyzed inquiries. As
a point of reference for the interpretation of the inquiries, the framework guided the ontological
modelling process. The general patterns are derived from the framework by further extending
and describing segments of the historical reality described. Dominant entities were information
objects as well as plans and wills, acts and actors.
While ontologically modelling the general patterns, two fundamental kinds of historical
contexts emerged. The provenance context generally describes how things have been created or
produced, who kept things, or to whom these things have been designated or sent. Within the
scope of this study, these things are mostly textual information objects. The aboutness context
generally describes the historical reality to which these information objects relate in a descriptive
or topical sense. Both the provenance context and the aboutness context are principle ontological
categories which subsume several concrete general patterns. While the AKM as such comprises
a range of interrelated entities (entity types and properties as well as scope notes) a general
pattern represents a particular aggregation of adequate entities from the AKM, describing typical
contexts or situations, pertaining either to the provenance context or to the aboutness context.
Each general pattern therefore belongs to one of the two contexts.
In the case of resource-discovery questions inquiring about any kind of information object
(material-finding, research question, consultation), specific types of information object (specific
type), or a particular information object (specific item), it would appear reasonable to describe
the context of provenance or the topical aboutness of the desired information object. However, in
the case of fact-finding questions, the fact may be found in either context. Since this study assumes
a fundamental need for evidence for the requested factual information (IV:2.1), information
objects potentially capable of providing such evidence are implicitly considered secondary
objects of the interest of the question. Fact-finding questions are therefore always described with
both contexts.
The next section will present the general patterns that have been identified based on the
method previously discussed and the insights obtained thus far from the interpretative analysis
of written natural language inquiries placed of archives. The discussion will begin with the
general patterns belonging to the provenance context and then proceed to those from the
aboutness context.
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2 General Patterns
In this section, the general patterns will be introduced along with exemplifying query patterns.68
The general patterns are the result of the deeper interpretative analysis of the inquiries and of the
subject matter of their interests. The CRM has been used as a means to formalize and explicate
these results in the form of ten general patterns, which together constitute an ontological model,
the AKM. In the first sub-section, the general patterns from the provenance context will be
discussed. The second sub-section will introduce the general patterns pertaining to the aboutness
context.
Each general pattern will be introduced with an informal description of its scope and a
diagram showing its ontological structure. Then each component of the general pattern will
be discussed in more detail, followed by one or more query patterns providing additional and
exemplary explanations.69 Since query patterns always instantiate entities from two general pat-
terns, one from the provenance context and one from the aboutness context, those query patterns
that are provided first in the context of the Provenance patterns will necessarily anticipate the
components used from general patterns from the aboutness context, introduced in detail later.
However, the examples have been chosen in such a way to render them comprehensible without
further explanation of the aboutness context. Further, as already mentioned, the query patterns
are exemplary in that they typically indicate more than one potential query adequate to retrieve
relevant information objects or facts. The examples are neither exhaustive nor comprehensive.
The presentation of each general pattern closes with a statistic on its occurrence within the
sample and a summary of its semantics.
2.1 Provenance Context
The general patterns that are part of the pattern group provenance context focus on the context of
provenance of the items inquired about by a user. They address basic questions such as how,
when or where things have been created, by whom, and where they have been kept. Table 4
provides a listing and informal scope notes of the four general patterns which describe the
provenance context: provenance, documentation, self-documentation and correspondence. The
dashes indicate a sub-pattern relationship in so far as documentation, self-documentation and
correspondence describe more specific historical contexts than the generic Provenance pattern
which constitutes the uppermost layer in the provenance context.
68 For the notation used in the diagrams see the previous chapter (IV:3.3).
69 The single inquiries have been assigned identifiers for easy reference throughout the text. The identifier starts with
“Q” for “question” followed by three blocks of numbers: the first block holds a running number pertaining to a user
or case file in the order of their processing; the second block holds a running number pertaining to single letters or
emails within a user or case file; the third block then holds a running number pertaining to a single question within
a single letter or email. The identifier is followed by the abbreviation “barch” or “nan” indicating its origin. For
example: Q021-02-04barch indicates the fourth question within the second letter or email within the 21st user file
analyzed in the sample from the German Federal Archives.
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Pattern Name Informal Scope Note Page
Provenance A generic, yet inclusive general pattern focusing on the
things by and of an actor, i.e. the creation and production of
things, and who has kept these things. Forms together with
the Aboutness pattern the uppermost layer of the AKM.
131
– Documentation Describes the documentation of events and activities
carried out by persons and groups in the form of
documents. Sub-pattern of the Provenance pattern.
143
–– Self-Documentation Describes the self-documentation of one’s own activities.
Sub-pattern of the Documentation pattern.
154
– Correspondence Describes the designating, addressing and taking notice of
things. Sub-pattern of the Provenance pattern.
162
Table 4 – General patterns of the provenance context.
2.1.1 Provenance
All things stored in an archive have been created and kept by one or more persons or groups in
the past. Statements about the creation and production as well as the possession of things are
the most fundamental statements to be made about archival material.
The pattern Provenance forms, together with the pattern Aboutness (V:2.2.1), the uppermost
layer of the AKM in terms of its semantics. All other patterns are specializations of these two
general patterns.
General Pattern The pattern Provenance covers the generic context of creation and possession
of things or, in other words, the things by and of an actor. Three principal and generic cases of
creation and possession of things can be distinguished:
1. Identifiable but immaterial things (E73 Information Object) which have been intellectually
created by an actor. Examples are the conceptual contents of any kind of textual item such as
a letter, poem, newspaper article, minutes, or of any kind of visual item such as a painting,
drawing or photograph.
2. Persistent and tangible things (E24 Physical Man-Made Thing) which have been physically
produced by an actor. Examples are letters, poems, newspaper articles or minutes in the
sense of a physical carrier, such as, most commonly, paper on which textual or visual
contents are written or printed. Accordingly, this means a painting, drawing or photograph
in the sense of visual contents cast on a physical carrier such as a canvas, piece of paper, or
photographical paper. Other examples of physically produced things by an actor which do
not necessarily carry textual or visual contents include objects such as a carved wooden
figure, drinking cup, or knife.
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3. Persistent and tangible things (E24 Physical Man-Made Thing) which have been kept by an
actor at some point during the actor’s lifetime. Examples include all things physically
produced by the actor as mentioned above but also other items such as letters received,
party membership cards, birth certificates, collections of newspaper articles, or personal
estates in the archive.
Figure 24 shows the general Provenance pattern. The pattern fundamentally distinguishes
between intellectual content and its physical carrier. The following discussion will focus first on
the immaterial things – the intellectual content – as instances of the class E73 Information Object.
Figure 24 – General Provenance pattern.
Instances of the class E73 Information Object are identifiable but immaterial things in the
sense of any kind of textual or visual contents. In other words, the class E73 Information Object
comprises propositions in any symbolic form, such as words of a particular language, letters
from an alphabet, or text characters.
These textual or visual contents can be further distinguished into instances of the classes E31
Document, C3akm Expression of Will, and C4akm Plan and its sub-class C5akm Mandate. As shown
in Figure 25, these classes are sub-classes of E73 Information Object.
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Figure 25 – Provenance pattern: Types of information objects created.
Each conveys specific notions of the nature of the immaterial contents they represent:
• Instances of E31 Document make propositions about reality which have a documentary
character. These documents may be expressed in different forms, such as in a text, pho-
tograph, audio recording, diagram, etc. For example, the minutes of the parliamentary
meetings of the Reichstag (1919-1930), the surveillance reports on revolutionary movements
during the Weimar Republic, or the photograph of the handshake between Adolf Hitler und
Paul von Hindenburg at the “Day of Potsdam” on March 21st, 1933.
• Instances of C3akm Expression of Will represent the identifiable but immaterial will of an
actor to do something. For example, the vote (C3akm) of a parliamentary body to enact a
law is the will to execute this plan. The class C3akm Expression of Will is a new sub-class of
E73 Information Object and will be discussed in detail in the context of the Plans pattern
(V:2.2.3).
• Instances of C4akm Plan are plans in the sense of schemas or descriptions for deliberate
human activities or a product. Examples include manuals for operating devices, battle
plans, city maps, social policies, architectural drawings, or laws. The class C4akm Plan has
the sub-class C5akmMandate, both of which are new classes as extensions of the CRM. Plans
and mandates are discussed in greater detail in the context of the general patterns Plans
(V:2.2.3) and Documentation (V:2.1.2).
The kinds of questions analyzed in this study do not inquire about specific textual or visual
qualities of information objects. For example, no question asked for the language of a particular
text or whether a photograph was in black and white or in colour, nor did any question require
this kind of knowledge in order to satisfy a wider information need. In other words, the textual or
visual nature of the contents of information objects did not entail specific relationships necessary
to respond to particular queries.70
70 Note again that classes are introduced only if they motivated specific relationships.
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The classes E33 Linguistic Object and E36 Visual Item have therefore not been included. The
former class comprises identifiable linguistic expressions which may be expressed in different
natural languages such as texts in different languages, or the written or oral version of a text.
The latter class encompasses visual items which convey information in the form of prototypical
visual features in images, marks, or symbols such as a metro map as a diagram of lines and
nodes, or particular derivative paintings of the original Mona Lisa painting.
Rather, this study concentrates on questions inquiring into relationships deriving from
the fact that the contents are of a documentary nature, express wills, or have plan-related
characteristics. The documentary nature or aboutness of contents does not depend on its textual
or visual qualities and therefore does not need to be instantiated as an E33 Linguistic Object or
E36 Visual Item but only as an E31 Document. The media type of an information object would be
given by an instance of the class E55 Type. For example, a depiction of an inaugural ceremony
would be an instance of the class E31 Document since it documents an activity, and the depiction
could have the type “photograph” (E55) if indeed it were an example of photography.
None of the above information objects are to be mistaken for single items or the contents of a
single page. Rather, they represent intellectual content which may stretch over several units of a
physical carrier such as several pages. For example, an instance of the class E31 Document may
represent any logical unit of an archival aggregation such as a file, series or record.
Instances of E73 Information Object may contain any other instance of E73 Information Object.
This relationship is expressed by the property P148 has component (is component of). For example,
minutes (E31) may contain a plan (C4akm) decided upon during a meeting, or the resolution
(C3akm) passed by vote by a parliamentary body to build new housing is documented in the
official minutes (E31) of the parliamentary meeting during which the law was passed.
Since instances of the class E73 Information Object are immaterial they are always carried by
an instance of the class E24 Physical Man-Made Thing.71 This relationship is expressed by the
property P128 carries (is carried by). Instances of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing are persistent
and physical things which have been purposefully produced by the activity of an actor. For
example, the minutes of a parliamentary meeting are a physical document (E24) which carries
(P128) the summary (E31) of that meeting. The photograph (E24) of the same parliamentary
meeting carries (P128) a visual documentation (E31) of that meeting.
The instance of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing may carry more than one instance of E73
Information Object. For example, a newspaper (E24) typically carries many different single
articles (E31). Accordingly, one instance of E73 Information Object may be carried by many
different instances of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing; for example, the visual documentation (E31)
of the parliamentary meeting is carried by the newspaper (E24) and the photograph (E24) taken
during the meeting.
71 Strictly speaking, instances of the class E73 Information Object may also exist independently from a physical carrier,
for example as an oral tradition in the human memory. However, the study at hand focuses on tangible traces such as
predominantly written records and to a lesser extent audiovisual or visual representations.
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When, therefore, we speak of “the” minutes, “the” report, “the” photograph, or “the” letter,
these things must be conceptualized in terms of the nature of their immaterial content (E73) and
the nature of the physical carrier (E24) of this content. Users usually seem not to differentiate
between these two qualities: when inquiring about a written document or a visual item, users
typically tend to think of an instance of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing, the physical item, although
their questions refer to an instance of E73 Information Object, the contents.
Indeed, the content (E73) is most relevant: Users tend first and foremost to be in search of
information objects or, more specifically, documents, plans, expressions of will, or visual items,
or any combination thereof, rather than specific physical carriers (E24) such as a photocopy or
microfiche.
However, the differentiation between immaterial contents and physical carriers becomes
relevant as soon as attributes of either are under scrutiny. For example, it makes a difference
whether the historian obtains the original or a copy of a text which may have been transcribed
by hand. The historian will always have to establish the intellectual and physical authenticity
of the historical sources, which demands critique not only of a document’s contents but also
of its form; that is, of the physical carrier. Authenticity will be discussed in the context of the
Documents pattern (V:2.2.6).
In the Provenance pattern, persons and groups appear as actors creating or producing im-
material and physical things. The classes E21 Person and E74 Group are subclasses of the class
E39 Actor. These concepts have already been introduced in the previous chapter (IV:3.2): The
concept of actor (E39) comprises people, either as individuals or as groups, who “have the
potential to perform intentional actions for which they can be held responsible” (Crofts et al.,
2006, 19). Persons (E21) are individual people who have lived or are assumed to have lived,
such as Karl Marx or St. Paul. Groups (E74) are any gatherings or organizations of two or more
people, such as the German Communist Party (Kommunistische Partei Deutschland, KPD), or the
Greens fraction in the Reichstag. Political offices such as the Chancellor of the Federal Republic
of Germany (FRG), or the party leader of the Greens, as well as the concept of family are also
considered a group.
Instances of the class E73 Information Object are created through instances of the class E65
Creation. This relationship is expressed by the property P94 has created (was created by). Creation
activities are always carried out by instances of the class E39 Actor. This relationship is expressed
by the property P14 carried out by (performed). For example, within the scope of this study, a
common and generic case is the conception (E65) of the intellectual content (E73) of a text, such
as the contents of a personal letter, by the author (E21) of that letter. In a more abstract sense,
the contents (E73) of minutes are created (P94) by a group (E74) by talking (E65) with each other
during a meeting.
Instances of the class E24 Physical Man-Made Thing are produced through instances of the
class E12 Production. This relationship is expressed by the property P108 has produced (was
produced by). Production activities are always carried out by instances of the class E39 Actor.
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This relationship is expressed by the property P14 carried out by (performed). For example, the
contents of a letter (E33) are written down (E12) on a piece of paper and thus the physical
letter (E24) is produced. Similarly, a group, or a member of this group, writes down (E12) the
summary (E31) of a meeting with a typewriter and thus produces the physical minutes (E24).
The relationship between the two activities E65 Creation and E12 Production, therefore, is that
the first conceives intellectual content (E73) which is put on a physical carrier (E24) by the
second. However, in most cases, the instances of E65 Creation and E12 Production are identical.
For example, the activity where a person writes a letter is an instance of E65 Creation and of
E12 Production since the person conceives of the content and writes the actual letter at the same
time, thus simultaneously creating and producing instances of E73 Information Object and E24
Physical Man-Made Thing.
Similarly, the participants of a meeting can be seen as collectively creating and producing
the minutes of that meeting by talking (E65) with each other and then by writing (E12) the
minutes down. This process, which is discussed in more detail in the Self-Documentation pattern
(V:2.1.3), can be seen as a coherent activity, even if the minutes are actually written down later
after the meeting has finished, and by only one member of the group. The person taking the
minutes, of course, may be regarded as performing a distinct E65 Creation activity since this
person writes down his or her own interpretative summary of what has been said during the
meeting. Instances of one person dictating a text to another are also conceivable. However,
although both cases can be represented, this level of complexity yields no added value since
users are not explicitly interested in finding documents based on who conceived the intellectual
content and who produced the physical carrier of this content.
As a side note, in FRBRoo, “a formal ontology intended to capture and represent the un-
derlying semantics of bibliographic information and to facilitate the integration, mediation,
and interchange of bibliographic and museum information” (Bekiari et al., 2010, 10), the class
F28 Expression Creation is a sub-class of both E12 Production and E65 Creation and thus unifies
the processes of the physical and intellectual creation of things. This confirms the point made
previously that it is generally not essential to distinguish between E12 and E65.
However, on the generic level of the Provenance pattern, the distinction between E65 Creation
and E12 Production is useful and necessary for two reasons:
1. As already mentioned, not all instances of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing necessarily carry
an identifiable instance of E73 Information Object; for example, objects such as a wooden
walking stick or a tea cup may not carry an instance of E73 Information Object and result
only from an instance of E12 Production. Even if it is rare that an inquiry specifically asks
for physically made things, if all things by an actor should be described by the AKM and
thus records that are theoretically retrievable, such objects need to be included.
2. More importantly, the act of reproduction is a special case of E12 Production. For example,
a surveillance agency has collected copies of letters, or a law enforcement agency has
collected evidence during an investigation which may include copies of archival materials.
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Again, although no evidence was found during the analysis of the inquiries that users seek
specific reproductions, i.e. physical carriers, of an information object, it is pivotal for historical
and archival research to establish the physical and intellectual authenticity of the items requested,
as has been discussed in the previous chapter (IV:2.1). For this purpose, documentation of
reproduction activities and additional context information about the who, when and where
of the reproduction are important. Since intellectual and physical authenticity pertain to
the intellectual and physical features of a document, the pattern Documents (V:2.2.6) covers
reproduction activities in more detail.
As shown in Figure 26, instances of the classes E12 Production and E65 Creation may take
place at (P7 took place at (witnessed)) a geographical place (E53 Place) and happen (P4 has
time-span (is time-span of)) during a specific time-span (E52 Time-Span). Furthermore, they may
fall within a particular period (E4 Period). Time and place are fundamental historical categories
and therefore must be represented in the model. While users in this study do not inquire about
the time or place of creation or production activities as wanted information, they often provided
these aspects as given information.
Figure 26 – Provenance pattern: Time and place for creation and production activities.
The pattern Provenance not only covers acts of creation and production but also the physical
possession of things. The property P49 has former or current keeper (is former or current keeper of)
covers cases where an instance of E39 Actor physically kept an instance of E24 Physical Man-Made
Thing. For example, these could be things designated for the actor and received and then kept by
him or her, such as a party membership card, a passport, or letters received from another actor.72
One of the main reasons for including E24, therefore, was that questions about the possession of
things require a query into instances of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing since only physical things
can be physically kept or stored by an actor.
Instances of the class E78 Collection are curated and preserved aggregations of one or more
instances of the class E24 Physical Man-Made Thing. This relationship is expressed by the
property P46 is composed of (forms part of). Similar to E24 Physical Man-Made Thing, an instance
of E78 Collection is initially produced (P108) by an instance of E12 Production or may be kept
72 The specific case of designation is covered in the pattern Correspondence (2.1.4) which is a specialization of the
Provenance pattern.
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(P49) by an actor. Note that E78 Collection is a sub-class of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing and
therefore represents a material, and not a conceptual or logical, structure. For example, an
administrative department (E74) created (P108) a collection (E78) of newspaper articles (E24)
for the daily early-morning departmental briefing. In such cases it is reasonable to say that the
administrative department was both producer and keeper of the collection, and the newspaper
articles the collection contained. The department was not, however, the intellectual creator
or physical producer of the newspaper articles. No assumptions are made about how an E39
Actor might have come into physical possession of an instance of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing.
Furthermore, physical possession does not entail legal ownership of the things kept. The interest
is not whether an actor legally owned an item or how he or she might have obtained custody of
it, but only whether or not the actor physically kept the object at some point or other.
The initial creation of a collection is represented by an instance of E12 Production. In the
context of the Provenance pattern the initial creation of a collection is not relevant. However, in
the context of the Documents pattern (V:2.2.6), the initial creation of a collection is implicitly
represented when the things of a person are transferred into the custody of the archive and
aggregated into a personal estate, which is a special kind of collection. In the CRM, collections are
curated by instances of E87 Curation Activity which may involve the addition (E79 Part Addition)
and removal (E80 Part Removal) of things. Instances of E6 Destruction describe the destruction
of a collection. The analysis of the questions showed that these aspects of curation introduce a
level of complexity irrelevant to users’ questions and therefore not represented in the model.
As the first example will show, questions about things of or by a person, specifically personal
materials or personal documents, are a typical instantiation for the Provenance pattern. A query
should result in the identification of all things which have been created, produced or otherwise
kept or aggregated by a person during his or her life. In an archive, personal estates would
specifically contain such personal things of or by an actor. Collections as personal estates would
therefore be part of a query about the personal things of a specific person. Since personal estate
is a quality given to a collection on account of its custodial acquisition by an archive, both
patterns Provenance and Documents are closely related in this regard. In cases where a question
inquires into the (personal) things of or by a person, the Documents pattern may be assumed as a
third supplementary pattern, since it is important for covering the question.
Example - “Any personal materials by a particular person”
Context “First wife of [person name 1] (born as [person name 2 (maiden name)], 1899 in
HH, died 1990 in Berlin).”
Q003-06-02barch “In which Berlin archive can I find personal materials regarding [person name 3]?”
The question seeks archival material regarding a specific person. However, the general type of
question is resource discovery <consultation> rather than resource discovery <material-finding>,
since the knowledge of the archivist about archives is specifically addressed.
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The wanted entity is <person.regarding>, more specifically personal materials of a specific
person. The given entities include particular person (“[person name]”, “[person name (husband)]”,
“[person name (maiden name)]”), and type of document (“personal materials”). The supplementary
information includes particular place (“HH”, “Berlin”), time-span (“1899”, “1990”), and type of
event (“death”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about the location of a certain type of
document. The provenance context is provenance [particular person] since no further indication
is given other than that the “personal materials” were either created, produced, or kept by a
particular person.
The aboutness context is aboutness [any] (V:2.2.1) since no indication is given to which entity or
topic the “personal materials” relate. The interpretation of “personal materials” by a particular
person includes all the intellectual and physical things that have been created, produced, or kept
by that person.
Figure 27 – Q003-06-02barch: Any personal materials by a particular person.
Figure 27 summarizes possible instantiations of the query pattern. Five sets of distinct
queries can be distinguished which, together, will retrieve a relevant set of “personal materials”
of the person in question.
1. The query asks for any physical thing as the result of an activity carried out by the person
in question and which is, at the same time, an instance both of the class E12 Production
and of the class E65 Creation. As previously discussed, since the person conceived of
the intellectual content and simultaneously put this content onto a physical carrier, these
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things can be considered original things. Examples include personal diaries, personal letters
to friends, or letters to a municipal or governmental authority.
2. The query asks for any physical thing produced by the person; for example, a self-made
walking stick or watercolour paintings.
3. The query asks for any physical thing which carries the intellectual content created by
the person, even when the physical carrier has not been produced by that person. This
case covers any kinds of reproduction or copies of the intellectual work of the person in
question made by others. This means that the instances of the class E12 Production and
E65 Creation are not the same and have been carried out by different actors. Examples
include copies made of intercepted letters by a secret agency.
4. The query asks for any single physical thing which has been kept by the person in question
but has not been intellectually created or physically produced by that person. Examples
include party membership cards, passports, a birth certificate, medals, diploma, but also
commodities such as glasses, a wallet, or a walking stick, if this walking stick has been
purchased.
5. The query asks for any aggregation or collection of physical things which have been kept by
the person in question. This includes, as a specific case, any personal estate as a archival
unit in an archive. Strictly speaking, a query regarding a personal estate is part of the
Documents pattern (V:2.2.6), since the attribute “personal estate” is a quality assigned to
an aggregation of things during their accession into an archive.
No assumption is made about the legal ownership of things the person kept during his or her
lifetime or about the specific type or form of the personal things created or kept. For reasons
of simplicity, the additional information provided in the original question about the person
in question is not represented in Figure 27. However, this information may help to identify
this particular person. The query pattern could be easily adjusted to limit the search to a more
specific, yet general type of “personal material” such as any thing (E24) carrying textual contents
(E33) or any thing (E24) carrying visual content (E38) incorporated in a collection (E78) such as
a “personal estate” (E55).
Finally, even though the question is intuitively targeted at the name of an archive, the actual
interest of the user is to find archival materials. After relevant instances of the class E24 Physical
Man-Made Thing have been identified, the query could proceed to retrieve the actual location
of these items in an archive and the address of this archive. These cases are discussed in the
Documents pattern (V:2.2.6).
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Example - “Any documents kept by a particular institution”
Context “The focus of my private research is the history of philately and the Philatelic
Collectors’ Organisation 1933-45.”
Q059-01-04barch “I am searching for documents of the postal museum (Berlin, Leipziger Straße).”
The general type of this question is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is
<group.by>, i.e. any documents of the postal museum. The relevant given entities are particular
group (“postal museum”). Supplementary information is particular place (“Berlin”, “Leipziger
Straße”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship of
creation and possession between an actor and documents. The provenance context is provenance
[particular group] since the question asks for any documents of the postal museum. The aboutness
context remains unspecified and therefore aboutness [any] (V:2.2.1) is assigned.
Figure 28 shows a possible query instantiation for this very general and unspecific question.
Figure 28 – Q059-01-04barch: All things kept by a group.
It may be reasonably assumed that the user is not specifically interested in things either
created or produced by the “Postal Museum” but only in the things which have been kept by the
museum. The query pattern then asks for two things:
1. any instance of the class E24 Physical Man-Made Thing kept by the E74 Group “Postal
Museum”,
2. or any instance of the class E78 Collection kept by the E74 Group “Postal Museum”.
The relationship P46 is composed of (forms part of) is optional; however, it allows us to infer that
if an instance of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing is found which has been kept by the “Postal
Museum” and this instance is a part of a collection, then this collection can be regarded as
potentially interesting even if it is unknown whether the collection itself has been kept by the
“Postal Museum”. The supplementary information “Berlin, Leipziger Straße” has been omitted
from the figure but it may help to identify the particular “Postal Museum”.
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Statistics In the complete sample, the Provenance pattern has been assigned to 226 questions
representing 47% of all inquiries. Of these 226 questions, 156 belong to the BArch sample
representing 45% of all inquiries in that sample. The remaining 70 questions are from the NAN
sample, representing 53% of all inquiries in that sample. The by far most frequent primary entity
of interest is “actor”, with 171 occurrences in the whole sample, constituting 76% of all questions
assigned to the Provenance pattern. In the BArch sample, “actor” appears 108 times (69%) with
Provenance counts and in the NAN sample 63 times (90%). The second most important entity of
interest is “particular group” with 38 counts (17%) in the whole sample, of which most belong to
the BArch sample with 33 occurrences (21%) and only five in the NAN sample (7.4%). Particular
persons are even less frequent with 11 counts (4.9%) in the whole sample, of which 9 (5.8%)
appear in the BArch sample and two (2.9%) in the NAN sample. Types are near to irrelevant:
“type of persons” does not appear while “types of groups” occur six times (3.8%) in the BArch
sample.
Provenance Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Provenance 226 47% 156 45% 70 53%
- Provenance [ actor ] 171 76% 108 69% 63 90%
- Provenance [ particular person ] 11 4.9% 9 5.8% 2 2.9%
- Provenance [ type of person ] 0 - 0 - 0 -
- Provenance [ particular group ] 38 17% 33 21% 5 7.1%
- Provenance [ type of group ] 6 2.7% 6 3.8% 0 -
Table 5 – Occurrences of the general pattern Provenance. Note that percentages for the primary
entities of interest are per current general pattern.
The high number of actors as primary entities of interest in the context of the Provenance
pattern is an indication that, in many cases, users either do not know specifics about the
historical context – who created, produced, or kept an information object, for example – or that
they deliberately aim for a larger number of search results by omitting specific information.
Summary The general Provenance pattern covers three generic notions of provenance: (1) The
things intellectually created by an actor, (2) the things physically produced by an actor, both of
which typically have identical instances, and (3) the things kept by an actor.
The pattern allows for the formulation of broad and inclusive queries for retrieving doc-
uments with regard to the creation or possession of an information object by an actor. The
instantiation of all three notions covers questions for any things of or by an actor.
The pattern Provenance is assigned as a category to a question when the context of creation
or possession is either not specified, which either means that no reasonable assumption can
be made about the historical context of provenance to which the question is referring, or the
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context of provenance is not relevant for the research interest of the question; for example, when
questions inquire about documents about a specific topic.
As far as the aboutness of the documents requested is concerned, the general aboutness of
questions and the particular aboutness of information objects is covered by the general patterns
belonging to the aboutness context group.
The general pattern Provenance describes the simple context of creation and production of
intellectual and physical things and the plain fact of possession of physical things by actors. The
pattern does not further qualify these contexts other than by allowing for the specification of the
temporal and geographical extent of these activities. The context of creation is more specifically
described by three sub-patterns: Documentation (V:2.1.2), Self-Documentation (V:2.1.3), and
Correspondence (V:2.1.4), each further detailing how a document has been created.
2.1.2 Documentation
While the Provenance pattern remains quite unspecific, though inclusive, in terms of the actual
context of creation and production of things, the Documentation pattern specifies how things; that
is, the intellectual contents of things, have been created. The pattern describes a fundamental
activity where actors document and observe the activities of other actors and produce information
objects about these activities. In fact, such documentation activities, which are typically based
on official mandates, create the vast amount of archival materials in an archive.
General Pattern The Documentation pattern covers the context of creation of documents as the
result of direct or indirect observation and documentation of events or the activities of actors.
Three principal senses can be distinguished:
1. The documents (E31) created by direct or indirect documentation or observation of an
unintentional event (E5). For example, the death (E5) of a person is documented by issuing
a death certificate (E31).
2. The documents (E31) created by direct or indirect documentation or observation carried
out by an actor documenting the activities (E7) of another actor. For example, a secret
agency observes the political activities (E7) of a person through surveillance, and generates
a report (E31) or newspaper article (E31) describing the events of a previous bombing raid
(E7).
3. The mandate (C5akm) on which a direct or indirect documentation or observation may be
based. For example, a parliament (E74) documents its own meetings based on an official
mandate, for instance according to the respective parliamentary law (C5akm). On the other
hand, a person will document his or her own life in a diary without any kind of explicit
mandate.
Figure 29 shows the Documentation pattern. The core of the pattern is constituted by the classes
C1akm Documentation and C5akm Mandate. Both classes are extensions of the CRM.
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Figure 29 – General Documentation pattern.
The class C1akm Documentation constitutes the heart of the pattern. Instances of C1akm
Documentation observe or document, in the most general sense, instances of E5 Event or, in most
cases, instances of E7 Activity.73 In this regard, the class C1akm Documentation is very similar to
the class F26 Recording in FRBRoo which is “intended to convey (and preserve) the content of one
or more events” (Bekiari et al., 2010, 50). The relationship between such documentation activities
and an event or activity is expressed by the new property R1akm documents (is documented by).
Examples of documentation activities include the documentation of the birth of a human
being by issuing a birth certificate, the creation of a dossier about a past group of people, or
the act of surveillance of the activities of a person. The former example describes the rare
but relevant case of a unintentional event, the birth of a human being. As the analysis of the
referenced wanted entities indicates, users do not directly inquire about unintentional events
such as plagues, accidents or natural disasters.
However, the given entities showed that users indirectly provided many instances of a type of
event, namely birth and natural death events. Such events are typically documented, for example,
by birth or death certificates, both literally as a document of the birth event or death event of a
person. It is therefore important that the model allow for the representation of unintentional
events (V:2.2.2). In most cases, however, documentation activities provide a record of deliberate
human activities as instances of the class E7 Activity.
The two latter examples indicate that documentation activities may not only be direct
observations but also indirect and a posteriori in relation to the documented event or activity.
The documentation activity may occur long after the documented event or activity has taken
place. Furthermore, documentation activities may subsume a series of direct and indirect acts of
observing and documenting spread out over a period of time but which appear on the whole as
73 The context of both events and activities is discussed in more detail in the Events pattern (V:2.2.2).
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a coherent activity. The definition of what forms a coherent documentation activity in terms
of geography, time, participation and objective, is a question of reasonable abstraction. Acts of
surveillance, for example, may be modelled in detail, specifying many distinct documentation
activities that are seen as appearing in a sequence and direct continuation of each other. The
model allows for different levels of granularity, as described in the Events pattern (V:2.2.2).
Documentation activities are carried out by individual persons or groups; that is, by instances
of E39 Actor. This relationship is expressed by the property P14 is carried out by (performed). The
activities (E7) that are documented or observed are carried out by different actors. The decisive
criterion is therefore that one actor documents the active or passive involvement of another in
an event or activity. For example, a surveillance agency (E74) conducts surveillance (C1akm) and
documents (R1akm) the everyday activities (E7) of a specific person (E21), or a person (E21) has
written (C1akm) a diary over several years documenting (R1akm) the events (E5/E7) witnessed.
Documentation activities typically result in instances of E31 Document which is expressed by
the property P94 has created (was created by). The things that are created during a documentation
activity contain an account of the documented events or activities and are therefore instances of
E31 Document. The relationship between a document and an event or activity is expressed by
the property P129 is about (is subject of).
As already discussed in the Provenance pattern (V:2.1.1), the creation (E65) of information
objects (E73) takes place at (P7) geographical places (E53), happens (P4) during a time-span
(E52), and may fall into (P10) a period (E4). These properties also pertain to C1akm Documentation
since this class is a sub-class of E65 Creation.
The pattern does not differentiate between instances of E65 Creation and E12 Production, as
discussed and exemplified in the Provenance pattern (V:2.1.1), since the user is not interested in
specific physical carriers (E24), for instance, the original or a reproduction on microfiche, but
only in the document (E31) on an event or activity and its contents. Questions about originals
and reproduction are covered by the Documents patterns (V:2.2.6).
The class C1akm Documentation has been introduced as a new sub-class of E65 Creation
because of the necessary documentary relationship between the documenting activity and the
documented event or activity, expressed by the property R1akm documents (is documented by).
Since documentation activities typically create information objects, the class C1akm Documenta-
tion is a sub-class of E65 Creation and not of E7 Activity. This is because only instances of the
former class “result in the creation of conceptual items or immaterial products” (Crofts et al.,
2006, 5) through P94 has created (was created by). Finally, documentation activities typically
follow a mandate, which is a specific kind of plan. All of these specific extensions to the scope of
the class E65 Creation justify the introduction of the new class C1akm Documentation.
Documentation activities are typically based on or follow mandates, formal codes of re-
sponsibilities, or given orders, all of which are instances of C5akm Mandate. This relationship
is expressed by the new property R2akm is based on (informs). For example, the police conduct
surveillance on a specific group based on a court order which legalizes the surveillance and
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defines what is allowed and what not. Other examples of mandates include parliamentary rules
of procedure, internal regulations of companies, or any standing orders.
Mandates formulate the principle scope of application for documentation activities; for
example, they specify the targets of a documentation activity such as a particular actor, or a
principal type of actor, event or activity. The target relationship towards a particular actor is
expressed by the new property R4.1akm has specific target (is specific target of), while the target
relationship towards a type of actor, event or activity is expressed by the new property R4.2akm
has general target (is general target of).
Furthermore, the actor carrying out a documentation activity may have been entrusted with
the mandate on which this documentation activity is based. This relationship is expressed by
the new property R3akm was entrusted with (was entrusted to).
The class C5akm Mandate is a sub-class of C4akm Plan (V:2.2.3) which, in turn, is a sub-class of
E29 Design or Procedure. In general, instances of C4akm Plan provide the structure of a plan as
instructions for carrying out an activity. Mandates, however, are more specific insofar as they
additionally and explicitly specify targets (R4.1akm, R4.2akm) for the execution of a plan and
are entrusted (R3akm) to specific actors. They specifically comprise orders for the execution of
documentation or observation activities such as, and most importantly in the context of this
study, parliamentary rules of procedure which specify, for instance, that minutes are to be taken
during parliamentary committee meetings. In contrast to instances of C4akm Plan, mandates are
explicitly authoritative and transpose an intention as well as authorization to conduct an act,
typically in a regular and routine manner.
Mandates are one of the most crucial aspects for discovering and identifying potentially
relevant documents since they provide indications as to which person or group might have had
a reason (an official mandate) to write about a particular actor or to document certain types of
activities. For example, two important general questions while searching for documents about a
person in an archive are, as discussed in the previous chapter (IV:2.2): What were the important
stages in the life of this person? And into the focus of which (public) entity or entities did the
person come during his or her life?
This mandate-based documentation (auftragsgemäße Dokumentation) allows us to draw conclu-
sions on the probability that specific types of events or activities have been documented and
that documents can be expected in the archive. If an activity or event is known to have been
documented by an instance of C1akm Documentation, the existence of a document (E31) can be
inferred with high probability. Consequently, the expectation to find a physical carrier (E24)
of this document, either the original, a copy or a reproduction, in an archive is plausible, and
increases if the documentation activity was based on an official mandate.
Furthermore, the mandate not only helps to discover documents but also allows for a
determination of whether a document – as the result of a documentation activity – is of official
or non-official character. Documents are official if they are the result of a mandate-based
documentation activity.
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The documentation activity and its contextual classes can be seen as part of a description of
the historical reality as given in the user’s question. The mandate, on the other hand, as a plan,
belongs to an intentional level (Absichtsebene) as described in the context of the “Ontological Core
Framework” (V:1.4). Here, principles are formulated which are meant to formally govern the
historical reality and which might find their expression in documents. These documents are the
point where this ontological representation of the historical reality would intersect with that of
the archival domain of record keeping.
The documentation activity is closely related to the structure of an archive itself. The archive
is essentially the physical result of many different kinds of documentation activities, including
acts of self-documentation (V:2.1.3). Simply put, documents which have resulted from past
(documentation) activities are preserved, organized in records, and described in archival aids by
the archive.
These archival aids describe the structure of the collection and the (documentation) activities
which have led to the creation of the documents, now part of records in the archive. In theory,
the documentation activity pattern renders this context explicit and relates and contextualizes
them with the historical context from which they have emerged.
Before introducing particular examples, a generic example should illustrate how the Doc-
umentation pattern works. Taking the case of surveillance, the typical representation would
probably be of one documentation activity which is said to have documented any kind of activity
of some particular actor or type of actor and which points to (has created) several sets of docu-
ments. These are files which contain, for example, reports. This documentation activity may be
based on one or more mandates and may have been carried out by one or more actors (persons
or, more likely, groups).
Here, and this is instructive, the documentation activity serves as a hub for connecting those
who have carried out the documentation and written about the principal mandates, the actors
and activities which have been documented and, most importantly, the documents which have
resulted from this constellation. Any parts of such a pattern may be queried in order to retrieve
relevant documents for questions which are concerned with retrieving relevant documents or
facts, as the result of any kind of documentation activity.
Example - “Conducting surveillance on a type of group”
Context “One source I would like to consult are the police and surveillance reports for the
Weimar Republic about revolutionary movements. I would like to know what the
surveillance agency of the Reich had to say (...).”
Q002-03-01barch “Do you know if the Bundesarchiv holds such documents?”
The type of question is resource discovery <specific type>. The wanted entity is <group.regarding>.
The given entities are type of group (“revolutionary movements”, “surveillance agency of the
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Reich”), type of document (“police reports”, “surveillance reports”), and particular period (“Weimar
Republic”).
The question is a material fact question since the research interest aims at immediately
observable and documented relationships. The provenance context is documentation [type of
group] since the reports are the routine and official products of a state institution as the result of
an observation of the activities of a group. The aboutness context is actors [type of group] since
the reports are about a type of group and their activities.
Figure 30 shows a query pattern demonstrating how the question can be adequately repres-
ented as a query using the Documentation pattern.
Figure 30 – Q002-03-01barch: Surveillance as an example of the observation of others.
The interpretation of the question is evident and materialized by the documentation activity
(C1akm) in the centre of the figure. During the Weimar Republic (E4), a series of documentation
activities were carried by a surveillance agency of the Reich (E74) which had been entrusted
with a mandate (C5akm) to do so. The mandate had as its principle target an actor (E39) of the
type “revolutionary movements” (E55). This actor conducted activities which were observed by
documentation activities and documented in reports (E31).
The class E39 Actor is used here since it is unknown whether particular persons or groups
participated in these activities. Furthermore, the property P11 had participant (participated in) is
used in order to remain inclusive in terms of active or passive participation (P11) in activities
(E7).
Keeping in mind that this is a simplified representation, this pattern expresses the formal
basic structure of an answer adequate to satisfy the interest of the initial question. Documents
resulting from this constellation are relevant documents and may adequately answer the user’s
question.
Of course, the user actually wants to know if such documents are available in the German
Federal Archives. The essential request implicit in nearly all resource discovery questions
submitted to archives is for pointers to documents and the actual location of these in the archive,
such as a set of call numbers. However, the AKM does not address the issue of identification of
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documents for retrieving the actual physical document but rather describes the adequate context
of documents and facts of interest for documentation and retrieval.
Example - “Keeping record on a type of group”
Context “I am looking for files regarding Swedish citizens who were employed as lecturers in
Swedish at a German university between 1933 (or earlier) and 1945.”
Q050-01-04barch “Did the Gestapo or similar organizations keep files on foreign citizens?”
The contextual information provides an implicit request for files regarding Swedish citizens
employed to teach Swedish at German universities. The explicit question on the Gestapo will,
however, be used as an example here.
The general type of question is fact-finding since the user wants to know whether certain
organizations kept files on foreign citizens. The wanted entity is <group.activity>, i.e. general
information about a mandate of the Gestapo or “similar” organizations to document the activities
of foreign citizens. The given entities for the question are particular group (“Gestapo”), type of
activity (“keeping files”), and type of group (“foreign citizens”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires into the existence of files which are
about a specific type of group. The provenance context is documentation [particular group] since
the files in question are the result of a mandate-based observation of the activities of foreign
citizens. The aboutness context is plans [type of activity] since the question revolves around the
fact that some actor had a mandate to perform some type of activity.
Figure 31 shows an adequate query pattern for the research interest of the question. As in
the case of every fact-finding question, the query asks for facts, and documents as evidence of
these facts. Two principal queries can be distinguished:
1. The existence of a mandate (C5akm) which has been entrusted to the actor “Gestapo” and
which targets any group of the type “foreign citizens”: Here, either the material fact may
suffice that such a mandate exists in the knowledge base, or, additionally, the particular
information object would be the relevant item for retrieval.
2. Documents resulting from a documentation activity carried out by the Gestapo and which
have documented the activities of groups of the type “foreign citizens”: This would provide
indirect evidence that the Gestapo did indeed have a mandate to “keep files” on “foreign
citizens”.
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Figure 31 – Q050-01-04barch: Keeping records on a type of group.
The class C1akm Documentation in the centre of the figure represents the hub which connects
all other relevant contextual information. The particular documentation activities are unknown
and insignificant for the retrieval of instances of the class C5akm Mandate which fulfil the
condition that they are targeted at groups of the type “foreign citizen”, have been entrusted
to the particular group “Gestapo”, and have been used in documentation activities (C1akm)
recording the activities of foreign citizens.
The main target of the question is the mandate (C5akm) meeting the particular conditions
formulated in this query pattern. As previously discussed, in cases of fact-finding questions the
need is assumed to find documents providing further evidence for the fact.
The secondary target of the query pattern is therefore documents (E31) resulting from a
mandate for a documentation activity based on the mandate in question. This means that, even
if the mandate is unknown, documents that meet the context formulated in this query pattern
would indicate that the Gestapo indeed had the mandate to keep files on “foreign citizens”.
Another possible third query is for “similar organizations”. Here, background knowledge
from controlled vocabularies or other knowledge bases would allow for an easy adaptation of
the query to “similar organizations”.
Example - “Creating a dossier on a type of group”
Q011-01-04barch “Furthermore, the SED had a file on anti-fascist activists during the time of National
Socialism, which I would like to see as well.”
The general type of question is resource discovery <specific item>. The wanted entity is <group.regarding>.
The relevant given entities in this question are particular group (“SED”), type of group (“antifascist
activists”), particular period (“National Socialism”), and type of document (“file”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about the observable relationship
between a document and its topic. The provenance context is documentation [particular group] since
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a particular group, here the SED, created a dossier on another group through the documentation
of their activities. The aboutness context is actors [type of group] since the file in question is about
a type of group.
The principal interpretation of this question is very similar to that of the questions on pages
148 and 150, insofar as an actor, here the group or a member of the group SED, documented the
activities of another actor, here persons of the type “anti-fascist activist”, during the period of
National Socialism by creating a file on their activities.
Figure 32 – Q011-01-04barch: Creating a dossier about anti-fascist activists.
The nature of the documentation activity shown in Figure 32, however, is different. While
in the questions on pages 148 and 150 the documentation activity happened more or less at
the same time or in parallel to the documented activity; in this example, the file, or better the
contents of the file represented by E31 Document, was probably created not only during the
National Socialist period but its supplementation continued even after the end of this specific
time-span. In this regard, it is an indirect and probably a-posteriori documentation.
This is an example demonstrating that the documentation activity and the documented
activity do not have to occur synchronously. The documentation activity may even start after the
end of the documented activity. In such cases, as in this example, the documentation is indirect
and resembles the collection of traces of the activity in question.
The query pattern assumes that the documentation activity focused on the past activities of
the anti-fascist activists and not on personal features. In principle, a documentation may also
record (R1akm) the personal features of actors, such as their hair colour, age or profession. In
such a case, the property R1akm documents (is documented by) would also point to the actor (E39).
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Example - “Documenting a particular activity”
Q054-04-01barch “I am looking for documents regarding the denazification of [person name] (1871-
1949).”
The general question type is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is <activity>.
The relevant given entities are particular activity (“denazification of [person name]”), particular
person (“[person name]”), type of event (“birth”, “death”) and time-span (“1871-1949”).
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable topical relationship
between a document and an activity. The provenance context is documentation [actor] since
the documents in question must have been the result of some official documentation of the
denazification of the person. However, since we do not know who actually conducted the
documentation, we assume the identity of the unknown actor for the Documentation pattern. The
aboutness context is events [particular activity] since the person is the subject of the denazification
activity and not an active agent.
The interpretation of this question brings us to the conclusion that any relevant documents
have been the result of a documentation activity that recorded the specific activity of the
denazification of “[person name]”. Since such activities were official acts, the documentation
must have been based on a mandate principally targeted at activities of the type “denazification”
and, of course, the particular person “[person name]” must have participated either actively or
passively during this activity.
Figure 33 – Q054-04-01barch: Documents about the denazification of a person.
Participation, incidentally, does not necessarily entail the person being physically present
at any time during this activity. Furthermore, the particular activity “denazification of [person
name]” may have existed of a series of subsequent activities which, however, are subsumed
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in one instance of the class E7 Activity. The Events pattern (V:2.2.2) discusses such issues of
representing events and activities in much more detail.
Figure 33 shows the principle query pattern, again subsuming various particular query
options. A potential query would target documents about an activity with the type “denazifica-
tion” and in which a particular person [“person name”] participated. These documents have
been further created during a documentation activity which recorded the activity to which the
documents refer and which was based on a mandate generally targeting activities of the type
“denazification”. In this particular case, the place of residence of the person is important. This
gives an indication as to where relevant documents might be found since the local authorities
were commonly responsible for carrying out acts of denazification.
The E39 Actor carrying out the documentation activity might also be considered the same
actor to carry out the activity of denazification. In this case, a self-documentation would be
pertinent, which is introduced next as a sub-pattern of the Documentation pattern.
Statistics In the whole sample, the Documentation pattern was assigned to 180 questions
representing 38% of all inquiries in the sample. Of these 180 questions 131 occur in the BArch
sample, representing 38% of all questions in that sample, while the remaining 49 questions
appear in the NAN sample representing 37% of all questions in that sample. Within the
Documentation pattern 97 questions (54%) occur with “actor” as its primary entity of interest,
of which 66 belong to the BArch sample representing 50% of all question assigned to the
Documentation pattern in that sample, while the remaining 31 questions in the NAN sample
represent 63% of Documentation pattern questions in that sample. Equally relevant are particular
groups with 69 counts (38%), of which most appear in the BArch sample with 57 questions (44%)
and 12 questions (24%) in the NAN sample. Particular persons are much less frequent with only
10 counts (5.6%) in the Documentation pattern of which four (3.1%) belong to the BArch sample
and six (12%) to the NAN sample. Types are insignificant: “type of person” does not occur while
“type of group” is assigned only four times in the BArch sample (3.1%). The figures indicate that
the fact that activities were documented is of importance for many inquiries, often without the
specification of a particular actor. However, particular groups and their documentation activities
are also relevant in the context of many inquiries.
Provenance Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Documentation 180 38% 131 38% 49 37%
- Documentation [ actor ] 97 54% 66 50% 31 63%
- Documentation [ particular person ] 10 5.6% 4 3.1% 6 12%
- Documentation [ type of person ] 0 - 0 - 0 -
- Documentation [ particular group ] 69 38% 57 44% 12 24%
- Documentation [ type of group ] 4 2.2% 4 3.1% 0 -
Table 6 – Occurrences of the general pattern Documentation. Note that percentages for the
primary entities of interest are per current general pattern.
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Summary The Documentation pattern covers acts of direct or indirect documentation of unin-
tentional events or of the activities of actors. These documentation acts result in documents that
are about the observed events or activities. The differentiation between the act of documenting
and the documented act as well as between the actor conducting the observational act and the
actor who is being observed is fundamental to the semantics of the pattern. The class C1akm
Documentation and the property R1akm documents (is documented by) have been introduced in
order to distinctively represent who conducted an act of documentation and who conducted the
documented act. Accordingly, the place and time of both acts and the documents which may
result from both acts can be specifically modelled.
Furthermore, by representing a distinct act of documentation their purposeful conduct based
on a mandate can be represented by the new class C5akm Mandate and the new property R2akm is
based on (informs). The mandate may further specify either the principal or specific target of a
mandate via the new properties R4.2akm has general target (is general target of) and R4.1akm has
specific target (is specific target of). Mandates play a pivotal role in archival documentation and
have been identified here, based on empirical data, as central to inquiries by many users. Finally,
the actor tasked with carrying out the documentation can been specified by the new R3akm was
entrusted with (was entrusted to).
The Documentation pattern resembles the creation context for the archival concept of a record,
of which an important characteristic has been described as having been “created by persons or
devices participating in or observing the activity represented in the record” (Anderson, 2013,
365). This observational aspect is embodied in the documentation activity.
The pattern addresses, especially in combination with the mandate, questions about who
might have written – that is, observed and documented – the activities of actors and thus covers
a broad range of an essential type of historical question.
Documentation of one’s own activities is a special and distinct case of documentation activities
and will be discussed next in the context of the sub-pattern Self-Documentation.
2.1.3 Self-Documentation
While documentation activities cover the observation and documentation by one actor of an-
other’s activities, many such documentation activities are in fact the observation and document-
ation of one’s own. One of the most prominent examples would be a group documenting its own
meeting by means of minutes.
General Pattern The Self-Documentation pattern covers the context of creation of documents as
the result of the direct or indirect observation and documentation of an actor’s own activities.
This pattern is a specialization of the Documentation (V:2.1.2) pattern. The Self-Documentation
pattern exhibits one distinct principal sense:
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1. The documents (E31) created by a direct or indirect documentation or observation of one’s
own activities: For example, a parliamentarian group documents its own meetings, or
travelers on a journey write a report about their trip.
Figure 34 shows the general Self-Documentation pattern. Self-documentation is represented
with the new class C2akm Self-Documentation as a sub-class of C1akm Documentation. The main
difference to the parent pattern is that instances of the class E7 Activity are documented that
are carried out by the same instance of the class E39 Actor who is also carrying out the self-
documentation.
Figure 34 – General Self-Documentation pattern.
Figure 2.1.3 shows that an instance of the class E39 Actor carries out both the self-documentation
activity (C2akm) and the activity (E7) itself, which is documented by the self-documentation
activity.
As in the case of the Documentation pattern, the self-documentation is based on a mandate
which determines the self-documentation in terms of its principle targets (R4.1akm and R4.2akm).
These targets are either types of activities or particular activities, both of which are, again,
carried out by the same instance of E39 Actor who has been entrusted (R3akm) with the mandate
(C5akm) to document these activities.
The result of such mandate-based self-documentation are often official accounts (Rechenschafts-
berichte) such as proceedings, government statements, or minutes, but also other “unofficial”
documents on the internal business and proceedings of agencies.
In other words, the viewpoint potentially found in such documents pertains to an actor
and what this actor would like others to know or believe about his or her own activities. This
viewpoint can be an internal one, in this case potentially relatively “unfiltered” and typically
“non-public”, or a public one, in which case the documented perspective is likely to be filtered.
For example, the members of a parliamentarian committee document their meetings by
taking minutes. Such meetings are carried out by all participants of that meeting and every
participant is formally a contributor to its minutes.
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The class E65 Creation, of which C2akm Self-Documentation is a sub-class, refers to those actors
who created the content of a document and not simply the person who actually wrote down
the text. This difference is not explicitly addressed in the general pattern; however, the CRM
property P14.1 in the role of would permit the specification of the role played by an actor during
a creation activity. Large quantities of documents in state archives are probably the results
of such self-documentation activities; that is, activities where an administrative body or state
institution created documentation about its everyday business.
Example - “Minutes of a particular group”
Context “I would like to visit the Bundesarchiv SAPMO in Berlin in order to look up various
documents of the KPD and SPD for the time between 1914 and 1933.”
Q002-01-04barch “[I would like to see] the minutes of the Reichstag (1919-1930).”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific type>. The wanted entity is <activity>.
The relevant given entities are particular group (“Reichstag”), a time-span (“1919-1930”), and
type of document (“minutes”). The supplementary information includes particular group (“KPD”,
“SED”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship
between a document, the minutes, and documented activities. The provenance context is self-
doc [particular group] since we are looking for documents the Reichstag created about its own
activities. The aboutness context is events [type of activity].
The question does not specify any particular activity or type of activity documented by the
requested minutes. However, since the user is asking for minutes of the Reichstag, “meeting” as
a general type of activity can be inferred. Similarly, since a general type of requested document
is given in the question, the query could specify a controlled term such as “minutes” as the type
of the requested documents.
Figure 35 shows a possible query instantiation: The query asks for any documents (E31) of the
type “minutes” which are about any activity (E7) of the type “meeting”. These activities occurred
during the time-span (E52) 1919 - 1930. The documents are the result of any self-documentation
(C2akm) activity recording any activities of the type “meeting”, both of which have been carried
by the same actor (E39). This actor was a member of the Reichstag (E74) and had been entrusted
with a mandate (C5akm), here the particular example of the “parliamentary rules of procedure of
the Reichstag”, to take minutes of meetings on which the self-documentation activity was based.
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Figure 35 – Q002-01-04barch: Minutes of the Reichstag.
Such a query would retrieve any documents of the type “minutes” documenting any “meeting”
activity of an actor who was a member of the Reichstag and who documented these meetings
according to the particular mandate “parliamentary rules of procedure of the Reichstag”.
In this query pattern, the generic class E39 Actor is used because the user’s inquiry does not
specify whether only particular groups or type of groups conducted such self-documentation
activities or whether particular persons or type of persons also did so. By using the generic class
E39 Actor the query remains inclusive in this regard.
Similarly, by using the fictitious term “meeting” as an example for the type (E55) of activity
(E7), any such activity would be included in a query. Controlled terms from a controlled
vocabulary would allow an easy adaptation of the query to target more specific types of activities
of the Reichstag such as parliamentary or committee meetings. The latter is the case in the next
example.
Example - “Minutes of committee meetings”
Context “[person name], as a delegate in the Reichstag from 1920 until 1930, was active in
various committees of the Reichstag.”
Q002-05-02barch “Are the minutes of these committee meetings (...) in the Bundesarchiv?”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific type>. The wanted entity is <activity>.
The relevant given entities are particular person (“[person name]”), particular group (“Reichstag”),
type of group (“committees of the Reichstag”), time-span (“1920-1930”), the type of activity
(“committee meeting”), and type of document (“minutes”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship
between documents and a type of activity. The provenance context is self-doc [type of group] since
we are looking for documents the Reichstag created about its own activities. The aboutness
context is events [type of activity].
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While this question is very similar to the previous one, here the user is more specific regarding
the requested minutes. In this example, a specific type of meeting is given, “committee meetings”,
and a particular person is given who has been active in various committees of the Reichstag. The
statement “was active” can be interpreted as the membership of that particular person in various
committee groups of the Reichstag, such as particular committees on legal or financial affairs.
The user is interested in the minutes of activities which were of the type “committee meeting”
and have been carried out by those groups of which the particular person was a member.
Figure 36 shows a principal query pattern which mostly resembles that of Figure 35.
Figure 36 – Q002-05-02barch: Minutes of committee meetings.
The query pattern could be modified to retrieve additional potentially relevant documents.
For example, the question could be interpreted as focusing on committee meetings in which
the particular person participated regardless of whether he or she was a member of a particular
group. In this case, the entity E74 Group could simply be replaced with the entity E21 Person in
Figure 36.
Example - “Report of a particular activity”
Context “In 1980, a delegation of the FDGB led by Harry Tisch laid down a wreath of
flowers in Oradour. The visit was part of a trip of the FDGB to France (...). At this
time, Tisch was also a member of the Politbüro of the ZK of the SED.”
Q005-08-02barch “Where can (...) the report on this trip (...) be found?”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific item>. The wanted entity is <activ-
ity>. The relevant given entities are particular group (“FDGB”, “Politbüro of the ZK”, “SED”),
particular person (“Harry Tisch”), particular place (“Oradour”, “France”), time-span (“1980”), par-
ticular activity (“trip to France”, “laying down of a wreath of flowers”), and particular document
(“report”).
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship between
a document and its topic. The provenance context is self-doc [actor] since an actor who must
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have participated in the trip created the report; at least the context of the inquiry suggests that
an official or internal report is requested and not other types of account such as newspaper
articles, in which case a documentation activity would be prudent. The aboutness context is events
[particular activity].
The provenance context of this question is specified as self-documentation because a report
about an activity in the sense of a direct account can only be written by someone who has
participated in the activity. The query pattern therefore assumes an unknown person (E21) to
have carried out both the self-documentation and the documented activity.74
The further context of the question leads us to conclude that the user is looking for an official
report on the trip to France rather than any kind of indirect or unofficial account. The exemplary
query pattern therefore includes as an additional parameter an unknown mandate which has
been entrusted to the person who carried out the self-documentation, in turn based on this
mandate. The query is thus limited to official reports of the trip insofar as these reports have
resulted from self-documentation activities based on an official mandate.
For the requested documents, the type “report” may be additionally assumed. The usefulness
of this information depends on the existence of an adequate controlled vocabulary listing
appropriate terms for types of documents. The type of document may also be derived from
the particular or the type of mandate or self-documentation. Even though the user asks for the
specific item “the” report on the trip to France, there may of course be several reports available.
The query, therefore, inquires after any document reporting on the trip to France as the result of
the described provenance context.
Figure 37 shows a possible query pattern. The query asks for any document (E31) of the type
“report” (E55) which is about the particular activity (E7), “the trip to France of the FDGB in
1980”, and which has resulted from any kind of self-documentation activity (C2akm). Both the
self-documentation and the trip to France must have been carried out by the same unknown
person (E21) who, at the same time, had been entrusted with a mandate (C5akm) to write a report
(C2akm) on the trip (E7).
74 Note that “report” could be interpreted differently as also including indirect accounts of the trip such as a newspaper
article. In this case, the documentation activity could be used in order to widen the scope of the query.
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Figure 37 – Q005-08-02barch: Report on a trip to France.
The trip to France of the FDGB in 1980 most likely occurred before the actual writing of the
report. The activity of self-documentation in this example conceptually comprises the extent
of the documented activity, the trip to France, and the time-span during which the report was
written.
The particular activity “the trip to France of the FDGB in 1980” could be more explicitly
described by additional given contextual information, such as the place “France”, the date “1980”,
or the group “FDGB” as the actor carrying out the activity. The role of contextual information
for specifying events and activities is described in detail in the Events pattern (V:2.2.2).
Since the user provided additional contextual information in the inquiry, the rather general
query pattern shown in Figure 37 could be further specified with particular given information.
For example, instead of querying for any person, the query could specifically ask for the particu-
lar person, “Harry Tisch”, as the actor who participated in the trip to France and wrote a report
of it.
On the other hand, a query could try the particular group “FDGB” as the actor who carried
out both activities. Finally, by using the class E39 Actor, the query would remain inclusive
regarding whether a particular group or person acted in the context of the two activities. In this
regard, the question is a good example for possible indirections.
Statistics In the whole sample, the Self-Documentation pattern has been assigned to 49 ques-
tions representing 10% of all questions, of which 39 belong to the sample from the BArch
representing 11% of all question in that sample. The remaining 10 questions belong to the
sample from the NAN and represent 7.6% of all questions in that sample.
The most important primary entity of interest are particular groups with 26 counts in the
whole sample, representing 53% of all inquiries. Of these 26 most belong to the BArch sample
with 22 questions which represent 56% of all inquiries assigned to the Self-Documentation pattern
in that sample. Only 4 self-documentation questions (40%) with a particular assigned group
appear in the NAN sample. In the context of self-documentation, only one particular person
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(2%) appears in the whole sample from the NAN. Types of group occur four times (8.2%) in the
whole sample of which three (7.7%) are part of the BArch sample and one (10%) of the NAN
sample. “Type of persons” does not occur.
Provenance Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Self-Documentation 49 10% 39 11% 10 7.6%
- Self-Documentation [ actor ] 18 37% 14 36% 4 40%
- Self-Documentation [ particular person ] 1 2% 0 - 1 10%
- Self-Documentation [ type of person ] 0 - 0 - 0 -
- Self-Documentation [ particular group ] 26 53% 22 56% 4 40%
- Self-Documentation [ type of group ] 4 8.2% 3 7.7% 1 10%
Table 7 – Occurrences of the general pattern Self-Documentation. Note that percentages for the
primary entities of interest are per current general pattern.
In many cases, the more general Documentation pattern (V:2.1.2) has been assigned even
though the more specific Self-Documentation pattern would also have been applicable. The
numbers indicate that the self-documentation of particular groups is relevant; that is, documents
about one’s own activities such as reports or minutes.
Summary The Self-Documentation pattern extends the Documentation pattern and specifically
describes the documentation of one’s own activities. This idea of observing one’s own activities,
again in a direct or indirect manner and possibly based on a mandate, is represented by the new
class C2akm Self-Documentation.
The pattern emphasizes official or unofficial, public or internal accounts of an actor, especially
of state and administrative agencies, regarding the activities of this actor and what this actor
would like other actors to know or believe regarding these activities. The decisive criterion is that
an actor presents his or her own viewpoint regarding his or her own actions. The designation
– internal or external and thus public – of such self-documents can be modelled using the
Correspondence pattern (91:162).
In particular, “internal” documents, for example, minutes or accountability reports, are of
high significance in state archives. Their value for historical research is that they result from
routine and the daily business of administrative bodies and state agencies, thus documenting
their plans, decisions and discussions, from internal and potentially “unofficial” and relatively
“unfiltered” perspectives. Questions about how and why particular groups reached decisions or
inquiries focusing on the reasons, plans (V:2.2.3) and aims of particular groups will utilize this
pattern.
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2.1.4 Correspondence
The information objects in the archive can be understood as recorded acts of communication.
They are created typically for someone, they are addressed to someone, and they are taken notice
of or received by someone.
General Pattern The Correspondence pattern covers the context of creation of things that have
been designated for, or intended for receipt by, another actor. The pattern serves questions about
recorded acts of communication. Three main senses can be distinguished:
1. The creation activity (E65) which creates identifiable but immaterial things (E73) and is
designated for another actor. The designation of a creation activity may be known by history
scholars or given by a mandate (C2akm); for example, the writing of a personal letter to a
friend, the petitioning to a government, the sending of a diplomatic communiqué, or the
delivery of a speech.
2. The identifiable but immaterial things (E73) which have been addressed to an actor. This
phenomenological knowledge is derived from written evidence such as the address line on
a document, recipient notes on internal documents, or the recordings or manuscripts of
speeches.
3. The persistent and tangible things (E24) of which an actor took notice insofar as the actor
kept the thing at some point, such as a personal letter received from a friend, internal
working documents circulated between departments, or a message intercepted by a secret
agency.
The activity of sending or distributing a document as an activity independent from the creation
of that document could be considered another relevant sense. For example, leaflets or pamphlets
are distributed by actors who did not create these documents. The pattern does not distinguish
between someone who commissioned the creation of the document, those who actually created
the document or contributed to the creation, and those who dispatched or otherwise distributed
the documents. The necessity for such a level of complexity was not supported by the research
data and appears relevant only for very few specialized questions. Specific activities for com-
missioning, sending or distributing are therefore not introduced in the Correspondence pattern.
Figure 38 shows the general Correspondence pattern.
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Figure 38 – General Correspondence pattern.
The first relevant historical situation describes creation activities (E65) designated for an
actor. In other words, the information objects are created with the intention to address or reach
someone else; for example, writing (E65) a letter with the intention to send it to another person,
or giving (E65) a radio speech addressing an audience. Whether the letter has been sent or
arrived at its intended destination or whether the radio speech has been heard or understood
does not matter in this context.
The new property R5.1akm had specific designation (was specific designation of) designates the
intended particular recipient or audience of the creation activity; for example, the mayor of
Berlin or the Reichstag. The new property R5.2akm had general designation (was general designation
of) expresses the intended principal type of actor as the designation of a creation activity; for
example, privately owned companies or lawyers. The material fact that a creation activity had
been designated for an actor is derived from historical background knowledge.
This creation activity may be based on a mandate (C5akm) as discussed in the context of
the Documentation pattern (V:2.1.2), which may also permit the derivation of the designated
actor; for example, the right of members of the Reichstag to address the plenum based on
parliamentary law (C2akm).
Furthermore, delivering a speech and thus creating an information object, the contents of
the speech, what is said, and which may be recorded (C1akm) by stenographers or audio devices,
also points towards certain actors as those designated to receive said speech.
As already discussed in the Provenance pattern (V:2.1.1), the creation (E65) of information
objects (E73) takes place at (P7) geographical places (E53), happens (P4) during a time-span
(E52), and may fall into (P10) a period (E4).
Closely related to the intention and designation is the phenomenological fact of an informa-
tion object being addressed to someone. The new property R6akm has addressee (is addressee of)
relates an instance of the class E73 Information Object with an instance of the class E39 Actor.
This material fact allows for the representation of the phenomenological fact of the addressee of
an information object as given somewhere on the document. For example, the address line on
a letter or the salutation in a speech may provide the intended recipient. The instance of E73
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Information Object may be about any instance of E1 CRM Entity as discussed in more detail in
the context of the Aboutness pattern (V:2.2.1).
Both the historical knowledge about the intended designation of information objects and
the phenomenological knowledge about the addressee of information objects are closely related.
They do not necessarily entail, however, the message or physical document, for example a
front-line report, reaching its destination. Similarly, a radio speech may have been addressed to
the German people, but it remains questionable whether all members of the German population
did in fact hear, to say nothing of comprehend, the radio speech.
The second historical situation of receiving or otherwise obtaining a document or, even
more generally, taking notice of a document, is independent from intended designations or
phenomenological addressees. As already discussed in the context of the Provenance pattern
(V:24), possession or having taken notice of, is represented by the property P49 has former or
current keeper (is former or current keeper of). The property allows for the material fact that an
actor has been the former or current keeper of a physical document, often a copy of the original.
How this actor came into possession of said document, legally or illegally, or if this actor was the
addressee or intended recipient, remains unresolved.
Possession of a document does not entail knowledge of the actual contents. The thing which
has been kept may never have been read. However, the material fact of having been in possession
of the thing provides strong evidence, if not proof, that an actor must have been informed.
Various notations, editing marks, receipt stamps, and other annotations on documents
provide plenty evidence on addressees and on who must have taken notice of a particular
document. In principle, by reusing the class E7 Activity (V:2.2.2), the Correspondence pattern
would allow for the creation of a detailed history of a document, when and by whom it has
been created, send, edited and received, internally and externally. However, the intended level
of detail in this study, based on the immediate evidence of the questions, focuses on a more
coarse and aggregated description of such information on a document. In order to identify sets
of relevant documents it suffices to have a summary of all the intended addressees and those
who had possession of the documents at some point. The analyzed inquiries in the sample do
not provide sufficient evidence that more detailed descriptions are necessary in order to discover
potentially relevant documents.
Example - “Personal Correspondence”
Context “Predominantly I am interested in the personal estates of the following personages
of the literary and cultural scene in the GDR: [person name].”
Q003-01-02barch “In these holdings I am especially interested in (...) correspondence (...).”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific type> since the question asks for a specific
type: in this case, “correspondence”. The wanted entity is <person.by>. The relevant given entities
are particular person (“[person name]”), particular document (“personal estate of [person name]”,
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“correspondences”). The supplementary information includes particular group (“the literary and
cultural scene in the GDR”), and particular place (“GDR”). The question is a material fact question.
The provenance context is correspondence [particular person]. The aboutness context is aboutness
[any].
Figure 39 shows the first principal instantiation of the query pattern. The query pattern asks
for all the physical things, reproductions or originals, that carry content created by the particular
person in question (“[person name]”) and, at the same time, have been either designated for
another actor, in this case unknown, or that carry addressee information pointing to another
actor. Since the user is specifically asking for correspondence in the personal estate of “[person
name]”, the query could be further limited to physical things from this particular personal
estate.
Figure 39 – Q003-01-02abarch: Things created by an actor and designated for another actor.
Since the user is interested in the correspondence, a query should also target any information
objects the person in question received. Figure 40 shows the second principal instantiation.
Relevant here are information objects that have been designated for the person in question
during an creation activity, or information objects that are addressed to the person in question.
Since the user is interested only in information objects from the personal estate, the second
principle query also includes the physical carrier (E24) of which the person in question must
have been the keeper, or which must be part of the personal estate (E78).
Figure 40 – Q003-01-02bbarch: Things created by an actor and designated for another actor.
Again, receipt, or taking notice, of an information object is indicated by the material fact that
the person has been the keeper of a physical carrier carrying the information object designated
for and sent to this person. Of course, a query could inquire after any information objects
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addressed to or designated for the person in question that are stored in other holdings and
personal estates; for example, copies of letters made before sending the letter. In this case, the
property P49 in Figure 40 would point to the class E39 on the right hand side and originate from
the class E24. Then, however, the question as to whether the addressee actually acknowledged
the letter, having received it, would remain open and be subject to further critical investigation
by the historian.
Example - “Contact with a Group”
Context “[I would like to see] documents of the ’Büro Krenz’ about the opening of the border
in November 1989, ...”
Q009-01-11barch “...especially relating to contacts with Czech and Soviet authorities (...).”
This example is a twofold question which first asks for any documents of the “Büro Krenz” about
the opening of the border in November 1989 and then, secondly, specifically for those documents
which originate from contacts with Czech and Soviet authorities. The latter sense will be taken
as the example here.
The general question type is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is
<activity>. The relevant given entities are particular group (“Büro Krenz”), type of group (“Czech
authorities”, “Soviet authorities”), particular activity (“opening of the border in November 1989”),
type of activity (“contacts with Czech and Soviet authorities”), and time-span (“November 1989”).
The question is a material fact question. The provenance context is correspondence [particular group]
since the particular group “Büro Krenz” and its correspondence is the focus of the question. The
aboutness context is events [particular activity].
While the first part of the question on any documents of or by the “Büro Krenz” about the
opening of the border in November 1989 can be answered with the Documentation (V:2.1.2)
and Self-Documentation (V:2.1.3) pattern, the second part of the question is more specific and
requires the Correspondence pattern.
The interpretation of the second part of the question is that the user seeks any original
document or copies of documents about the border opening in November 1989, which (1)
were created by the Büro Krenz and designated for Czech and Soviet authorities, regardless of
whether these documents were actually sent or even arrived at their destination(s), or whether
they remained drafts, or which (2) were received by the Büro Krenz from Czech and Soviet
authorities, which would mean that the “Büro Krenz” is the former or current keeper of such
documents.
It is also possible that, once again, minutes about the creation event might be relevant; for
example, meetings discussing the communication with Czech and Soviet Authorities. This case
would be covered by the Documentation (V:2.1.2) pattern. Here, the focus rests on the first
interpretation which is shown in Figure 41 and the second interpretation, which is shown in
Figure 42.
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Figure 41 – Q009-01-11abarch: Documents as the products of contacts with authorities.
The group “Büro Krenz” or any member of this group carried out an creation activity during
November 1989, such as formulating and writing a communiqué. This creation activity could
very well have been a meeting of members of the “Büro Krenz” and documented by minutes in a
self-documentation activity.
Here, however, the decisive criterion is that this creation activity occurred, at least partly,
with a type of group as the designated recipient; in this case, the Czech or Soviet Authorities,
and created an information object for this group. This information object, the contents of a
communiqué, for example, may indicate an addressee, and is about the particular activity of
“opening of the border in November 1989”.
Figure 42 – Q009-01-11bbarch: Documents as the products of contacts with authorities.
In fact, all information objects are potentially relevant whose contents have been created
by either of the two types of groups and address the particular activity “opening of the border
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in November 1989”, and which have further been either designated for or addressed to the
particular group “Büro Krenz”, or one of its members.
Example - “Petitions of the Population”
Q039-01-03barch “A special emphasis [of my work] is on the role of the social policy of the SED
leadership. (...) One focal point is the aim of the SED to solve the housing problem.
Here I would like to see the petitions of the population.”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific type>. The wanted entity is <group.by>.
The relevant given entities are particular group (“SED”), type of group (“population”), type of
activity (“social policy”, “aim to solve the housing problem”), and type of document (“petitions”).
The question is a material fact question. The provenance context is correspondence <type of group>.
The aboutness context is plans <type of activity>.
The interpretation of this question is that the user would like to see petitions or similar
types of documents created by members of the populace of the GDR designated to the SED
leadership. Further, these documents must generally be about or related to the “social policy of
the SED”. Figure 43 shows how this interpretation can be represented using the Correspondence
pattern. The query pattern assumes a creation activity representing the many activities of the
type “petitioning” carried out by actors, most likely individual persons but potentially also
groups, who were members of the particular group “population of the GDR”.
Figure 43 – Q039-01-03barch: Petitions as special acts of direct communication.
The creation activities were designated for the particular group “SED Leadership” and have
created information objects of the type “petition” which are about the plan “social policy of
the SED”. The information objects are addressed to the group “SED Leadership”. The class E24
Physical Man-Made Thing is not needed in this query pattern because the question as to whether
or not the SED actually received the petitions is immaterial in this case.
Statistics In the complete sample, the Correspondence pattern is assigned 21 times, which
represents 4.4% of all questions. Of these 21 questions, only 2 belong to the NAN sample,
representing 1.5% of all questions in that sample while the remaining 19 represent 5.5% of
all question in the BArch sample. Two Correspondence patterns in the NAN sample pertain to
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“actor”. In the BArch sample, seven questions (37%) refer to a particular person, five to a type of
group (26%), four to a particular group (21%), and three to an actor (16%).
Provenance Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Correspondence 21 4.4% 19 5.5% 2 1.5%
- Correspondence [ actor ] 5 24% 3 16% 2 100%
- Correspondence [ particular person ] 7 33% 7 37% 0 -
- Correspondence [ type of person ] 0 - 0 - 0 -
- Correspondence [ particular group ] 4 19% 4 21% 0 -
- Correspondence [ type of group ] 5 24% 5 26% 0 -
Table 8 – Occurrences of the general pattern Correspondence. Note that percentages for the
primary entities of interest are per current general pattern.
Even though the Correspondence pattern occurs only in relatively few cases, it offers funda-
mental relationships pertaining to the historical contexts of most information objects; that is,
information being intended for, addressed to and received by an actor. The general pattern
therefore may be considered supplementary in many other cases which have been not counted
separately, especially for psychological and collective statistical questions. As in the example
questions on pages 164 and 166, this pattern may apply twice or even more often since questions
are typically interested in the correspondence between two or even more actors. However, the
pattern is counted only once per question.
Summary The core semantic of the Correspondence pattern covers three essential aspects of
communication acts: (1) the intended or unintended designation of information for a particular
or a type of actor through a written or oral creation activity which may, further, be based on a
mandate; (2) the phenomenological knowledge regarding the addressee of information, and (3)
the notion of taking notice of information by having kept and thus received it in some form or
another.
Three new properties have been introduced in order to explicitly represent the aforemen-
tioned semantics of designation and addressing. The property R5.1akm had specific designation (was
specific designation of) expresses that an information object has been specifically designated to a
particular actor (E39), while the property R5.2akm had general designation (was general designation
of) expresses an principal designation to a type of actor (E55). Both properties are good examples
for the utilization of implicit background knowledge of the archivist during documentation
about the particular historical context described. Such specialized knowledge is necessary in
order to assert such material facts. Necessary evidence for designation may be further derived
from mandates (C5akm) – a good example of how the general patterns overlap and “reuse” entit-
ies – or phenomenological knowledge such as the stated or noted addressee of an information
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object represented by the new property R6akm has addressee (is addressee of). Finally, the notion of
taking notice is implicitly evident from the material fact that an actor has been in possession of
or kept (P49) the piece of information in question at some point during his or her lifetime.
These three basic statements allow us to address a range of basic questions regarding re-
corded acts of communication such as who was the intended recipient of information, who
might have taken notice of it, or who must have had knowledge of that information? In other
words: the material facts which can be created based on the Correspondence pattern support the
process of answering questions pertaining to the principal addressee or intended recipient of
communication acts, or the question as to whether someone must have received the information,
thus knowing of particular activities or incidents.
In the context of this analysis, this general pattern is assigned to inquiries if they demand the
retrieval of recorded acts of communication in order to satisfy their perceived primary interest.
2.2 Aboutness Context
The general patterns from the group aboutness context focus on the historical context to which
an information object or a requested fact is referring. In this regard, the aboutness context
also covers the general aboutness of a question but primarily refers to the content reference of
documents and facts.
The general patterns that belong to the aboutness context are listed in Table 9 and generally
address the principal questions regarding what documents are about, what they describe or
discuss, and how they relate to the historical reality. In terms of factual questions, they generally
describe what kinds of activities happened, who carried them out, what actors did, planned,
wanted or executed.
Pattern Name Informal Scope Note Page
Aboutness A generic, yet inclusive general pattern focusing on the aboutness
of resources, facts, and questions. Together with the Provenance
pattern the upmost layer of the AKM.
171
– Events Describes the context of events and activities. Sub-pattern of the
Aboutness pattern.
175
–– Plans Describes the context of plans. Sub-pattern of the Events pattern. 184
– Actors Describes the context of actors. Sub-pattern of the Aboutness
pattern.
202
– Things Describes the context of physical things. Sub-pattern of the
Aboutness pattern.
210
–– Documents Describes the context of documents. Sub-pattern of the Things
pattern.
215
Table 9 – General patterns belonging to the provenance context.
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2.2.1 Aboutness
All information objects stored in an archive make statements about physical or conceptual
entities in the world. They all have a subject matter and refer to something.
General Pattern The pattern Aboutness forms, together with the pattern Provenance (V:2.1.1),
the upmost layer of the AKM in terms of its semantics. All other general patterns are specializa-
tions of one of these two patterns.
The pattern Aboutness covers the generic context of aboutness of information objects. The
principle semantic of the pattern is:
1. The things (E1) about which identifiable but immaterial things (E73) make a general
statement about or have as their primary subject.
Figure 44 shows the core of the principal Aboutness pattern: Any instance of the class E73
Information Object may make a statement about any instance of the class E1 CRM Entity.
The class E73 Information Object has been introduced in the context of the Provenance pattern
(V:2.1.1). The class E1 CRM Entity is the topmost concept in the CRM and comprises all things
in the discourse universe of the CRM. In principle, therefore, the pattern Aboutness allows us to
assert any aboutness relationship between an instance of E73 Information Object and any instance
of E1 CRM Entity since the latter is the super-class of all other classes in the CRM.75
The nature of this relationship may be either one of general reference, expressed by the
property P67 refers to (is referred to by), or one of primary subject, expressed by the property P126
is about (is subject of) which is a sub-property of P67 refers to (is referred to by). For example, a
census list (E31) generally refers to (P67) a group of people (E74), while a report (E31) has as
its primary topic (P129) the activity (E7) on which it is reporting. The Aboutness pattern thus
resembles a simple subject relationship between an information object and its subject matter.
Figure 44 – Core of the Aboutness pattern.
Within the scope of this study, the discourse universe is mostly limited to a particular range
of relevant entities. The most relevant entities are summarized in Figure 45.
75 With the exception of primitive values (E59), to be exact.
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In resource-discovery questions, users mostly ask for instances of the class E73 Information
Object which are primarily about an instance of either the class E7 Activity or the class E39
Actor and their sub-classes. These information entities are given as the qualification of the
pattern assignment. The type of question, incidentally; that is, resource discovery, indicates that
the question is about an information object, that the pattern assignment provides the general
aboutness of the question in terms of the historical context to which it refers, and that the
information entity given with the pattern assignment indicates the aboutness of the information
object requested by the user in a question.
The other patterns, which are specializations of the Aboutness pattern, further describe
the specific historical context for these classes. This historical context is derived from the
interpretation of the questions. The patterns provide the additional relevant entities, mostly
the given information from the questions, and adequate context from the historical and archival
domain.
The Events pattern (V:2.2.2) focuses on questions about the context of activities in general,
and the Plans pattern (2.2.3) on questions about the planning, and wanting and execution of
plans, while the Actors pattern (V:2.2.4) focuses on questions about the activities of persons
and groups. The Things pattern (V:2.2.5) describes the history of objects. Questions about
information objects (E73) are covered by the Documents pattern (V:2.2.6).
Figure 45 – General Aboutness pattern.
Questions referring to information objects (E73) about unintentional events (E5), places
(E53), time-spans (E52), periods (E4), or physical things (E24) were not relevant. This means
that users did not ask for information objects (E73) focusing on unintentional events such as
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accidents (E5) or plagues (E5), the history of particular places such as cities (E53) or countries
(E53), physical objects such as monuments (E24) or devotionals (E24), or time-spans (E52) or
periods (E4) such as a document about the 1980s.76
Proper general subjects are covered by E55 Type. The analysis of the questions, however,
did not provide any evidence that users inquire after things referring specifically to a general
subject.77 This is not surprising since the inquiries focus on primary documents and facts
in order to either describe or gather evidence for historical phenomena. Only one question
specifically asked for a secondary source about the “Development of the law of associations and
the policy regarding associations 1933-1945”. In principle, however, any primary document may
be about or refer to a general subject. The pattern Aboutness therefore includes the class E55
Type, which may be used to state a general aboutness of an instance of the class E73 Information
Object in terms of general subject.
Factual questions may inquire about any material fact described in the patterns; that is,
Aboutness and Provenance patterns such as the name of a person, the date of joining a political
party, or the mandates of a particular group.
Instances of E31 Document may have as their primary subject any instance of E73 Information
Object. This specific case is covered in more detail in the Documents pattern (V:2.2.6). For
example, a finding aid (E31) or holding guide (E31) describes (P126) the context of archival
documents (E73) in a holding. Questions about the type or form of a written or visual document
or any other qualities of information objects, including features of the archive and its holdings,
are also covered by the pattern Documents (V:2.2.6).
Since it is assumed that every information object is about something, the Aboutness pattern is
assigned to a question if the aboutness of the information object to which the question refers is
not known or not given, and cannot be reasonably deduced. Since this is seldom the case and
only very few questions belong to this category, only one additional example is given here. Other
examples for the pattern Aboutness include those given in the pattern Provenance (V:2.1.1).
Example - “Reports about anything”
Context “I would like to visit the Bundesarchiv SAPMO in Berlin in order to look up various
documents of the KPD and the SPD for the period between 1914 and 1933: (...).”
Q002-01-09barch “Reports of the ZRK; (...).”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific type>. The wanted entity is <group.by>,
more specifically documents of the type “report” created by the ZRK78. The given entities are
76 All of these aboutness relationships are without a doubt representable with the AKM since the Aboutness pattern
allows for an aboutness relationship with any instance of the class E1 CRM Entity.
77 Note that general subject is not the same as the given general context. As previously discussed, general context denotes
fragments of inquiries which have not been analyzed further.
78 Zentrale Revisionskommission (Central Auditing Commission).
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particular group (“KPD”, “SED”, “ZRK”), time-span (“between 1914 and 1933”), and type of
document (“reports”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship
between a creator and documents. The provenance context is documentation [particular group]
since the reports must have been created by the group ZRK based on a mandate. The aboutness
of these reports is unknown and cannot be reasonably deduced; therefore we assign the aboutness
[any] pattern in this case.
However, since a report does, of necessity, report on something, and a documentation activity
cannot document a general subject, we can assert that the reports are either about instances of
E39 Actor or instances of E5 Event.
Figure 46 – Q002-01-09barch: Reports about anything.
Figure 46 shows a possible instantiation of a query pattern for Q002-01-06. A documentation
activity has been carried out by the ZRK during the time-span “1914-1933” on the basis of a
mandate. The activity documented actors or events and produced reports. It can be assumed
that the main subjects of these reports include the documented actors or events and thus assert a
relationship of P129 is about (is subject of) instead of the even more cautious relationship P67
refers to (is referred to by). Note that an actual query would not have to include the P129 is about
(is subject of) and R1akm documents (is documented by) relationship or even the C5akm Mandate.
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, the example shown here represents principal
instantiations showing relevant entities for a query.
Furthermore, it may also be reasonably assumed that the “reports of the ZRK” may imply
reports on the ZRK’s own activities, in which case the pattern Self-Documentation (V:2.1.3) may
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be used and may be more precise regarding the E39 Actor and possibly about the documented
activities.
Statistics In the complete sample, the Aboutness pattern is assigned to only 41 questions
(8.6%). In the BArch sample, the Aboutness pattern occurs 33 times which represents 9.6% of all
questions in that sample. In the NAN sample, the pattern appears in eight cases representing
6.1%.
Aboutness Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Aboutness 41 8.6% 33 9.6% 8 6.1%
Table 10 – Occurrences of the general pattern Aboutness.
The results show that inquiries are seldom general or unspecific regarding the topical interest
of the requested archival materials. In other words, in most cases reasonable assumptions can be
made about the historical reality to which a question relates.
Summary The Aboutness pattern covers the basic relationships of general reference and
primary subject between an information object and some other entity. The pattern is assigned
when the context of aboutness is either not specified or cannot be specified, or is irrelevant. Here,
“context of aboutness” means the general or primary topic of an information object. The pattern
therefore focuses on basic topical questions and inquiries where the subject relationship is too
broad and thus cannot be specified. Just as in the case of the pattern Provenance (V:2.1.1), the
pattern allows for generic and thus inclusive queries such as requests for all documents which
have the GDR as their primary subject. More specific historical contexts are described in the
following sub-patterns Events (V:2.2.2), Plans (V:2.2.3), Actors (V:2.2.4), Things (V:2.2.5), and
Documents (V:2.2.6).
2.2.2 Events
History revolves around the intentional acts of individuals and groups and their passive or active
participation in and presence at unintentional events and activities. The general pattern Events
represents the essential constituents of the occurrence and conduct of such events and activities.
General Pattern The pattern Events represents questions about events or activities in general
and things bearing information about events or activities in particular.
1. Facts about an event (E5) or activity (E7).
2. The identifiable but immaterial things (E73 Information Object) bearing information about
an event (E5) or activity (E7).
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Figure 47 shows the general Events pattern. The class E5 Event comprises phenomena which
result in recognizable “changes of state in cultural, social or physical systems” (Crofts et al., 2006,
4). They have ramifications on endurants (IV:3.1): physical entities, such as “people, animals or
things”, or conceptual entities such as “ideas, concepts, products of the imagination or common
names” (Crofts et al., 2006, 4). Instances of the class E5 Event are not purposefully caused by
actors; here the actors are passively involved or affected. Examples of instances of the class E5
Event are natural disasters such as earthquakes or floods, accidents, diseases and plagues, or
celestial phenomena.
Figure 47 – General Events pattern.
Although users do not directly inquire about such unintentional events in their questions,
such instances need to be representable in the model. For instance, users indirectly provide
many examples of a type of event, namely birth and natural death events. In the CRM, these
events are represented by the classes E67 Birth and E69 Death as sub-classes of E5 Event. Since
birth and natural death events concern and directly pertain to the lives of persons, they are
discussed in the context of the Actors pattern (V:2.2.4). For example, requests for birth or death
certificates are part of the Actors pattern.
Instances of the class E5 Event can be interpreted as “non-activities” which means they
happen with or without the intentional participation or immediate causation of humans. The sub-
class E7 Activity comprises any kinds of acts which have definitely been carried out intentionally
by instances of the classes E21 Person or E74 Group. Should instances of E5 Event that are not
activities need to be distinguished, these can be referred to as “unintentional events”.
Instances of E7 Activity can have ramifications of any scale or magnitude within the cultural,
social or physical world around the actor in question. The scale and duration of these actions
may have any possible scope or duration. Examples include the Second World War, the “Day of
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the Stamp”, German Reunification in 1989/1990, a parliamentary meeting of the Reichstag, or
party conferences of the KPD.
Important sub-classes of E7 Activity are C6akm Planning which is discussed in the context
of the Plans pattern (V:2.2.3), and E86 Leaving and E85 Joining, and E66 Formation and E68
Dissolution, all of which are discussed in the context of the Actors pattern (V:2.2.4).
The property P11 had participant (participated in) expresses the active or passive presence
and participation of persons or groups in an event or activity.79 For the purposes of this study,
persons and groups only participate in actual activities as previously discussed. The only
exceptions are birth and natural death events which are discussed in the context of the Actors
pattern (V:2.2.4).
Examples for the active or passive participation or presence of an actor in an activity include
the visit (P11) of a delegate to a party conference, a soldier’s participation (P11) in a battle, or
the act of receiving (P11) a medal.
The property P14 carried out by (performed) expresses the active and causal participation
in or performance of an activity by a person or group. The aspect of causal participation or
performance must be construed broadly: For example, creation activities, as discussed in the
context of the Provenance pattern (V:2.1.1), are carried out (P14) by the person formulating
a personal letter or a group collectively taking (P14) the minutes of a meeting. In a more
abstract sense, J.F. Kennedy carried out (P14) his visit to Berlin in 1968 while photographers
only participated in (P11) this activity.
Furthermore, the Events pattern focusses on the event or activity itself. Questions which are
about the actor his or herself are part of the Actors pattern (V:2.2.4).
Events and activities happen (P7 took place at (witnessed)) at particular places (E53) and occur
(P4 has time-span (is time-span of)) during particular time-spans (E52) or fall within (P10 falls
within in (contains)) particular periods (E4). For example, the writing of the letter occurred
during the summer of 1946 (E52), or the parliamentary meetings of the Reichstag took place in
the Reichstag building (E53) in Berlin (E53) during the Weimar Republic (E4).
Questions often demand documents about activities which occurred in a particular context
of another activity. For this reason, connecting activities is important and also allows for the
discovery of additional documents which may be connected to intermediate activities.
The Events pattern covers three principal relationships between activities:
1. Forms of part-whole relationships between activities are expressed by the property P9
consists of (forms part of). Each activity which forms a part of a larger activity is a constitutive
part of the logical whole. For example, the policy of socializations (E7) of private businesses
during the early years of the GDR were part of the general process of “Stalinisierung” (E7)
in Central Europe.
79 Note that the property P11 had participant (participated in) also pertains to the class E7 Activity since this class is a
sub-class of E5 Event.
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2. Forms of sequences of activities where one activity is the intentional continuation of another
are expressed by the property P134 continued (was continued by). For example, the parlia-
mentary deliberations on a new law may continue over several different activities such as
various committee meetings and plenary assemblies.
3. Forms of general causal influence between two or more activities are expressed by the
property P15 was influenced by (influenced). For example, a regular meeting of town
officials is influenced by the bombing of their city. If an activity happens only in reaction to
another, then the property P17 was motivated by (motivated) can be used; for example, a
statement (E7) is given in reaction to (P17) public critique of the enactment (E7) of a new
law.
Part-whole relationships permit the modelling of situations where activities happen in the
specific context; that is, as part of a larger activity. These relationships are important for requests
for documents about activities which occurred as part of another.
Sequences and general causal relationships allow for the modelling of simple before and
after situations. For inquiries requesting documents about activities which either happened in
reaction to or in continuation of a previous activity, such connections are essential.
As a specialization of the Events pattern, the pattern Plans describes an even more explicit
and intentional causation between two or more activities: the general and specific purpose
of a planning activity and the planned activity. Since plans are pivotal in this context, these
situations are part of the Plans pattern.
In contrast to the Actors pattern (V:2.2.4), questions pertaining to the Events pattern primarily
focus on the event or activity. The actor is not the main interest of the question. Questions
pertaining to the Actors pattern may also inquire about activities; however, these recognizably
place their interest on the actor and the activities carried out by him, her or them.
In terms of query instantiations, questions pertaining to the Events pattern will ask for
documents about events or activities, while questions pertaining to the Actors pattern will ask
for documents directly about an actor and about activities carried out by him, her or they.
The following examples demonstrate various instantiations of the Events pattern and discuss
different aspects of the interpretation of questions.
Example - “Photographs of a particular activity”
Q031-01-03barch “Pictures of J.F. Kennedy’s visit to Berlin, June 1963.”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific type>. The wanted entity is <activity>.
The relevant given entities are type of document (“pictures”), particular activity (“J.F. Kennedy’s
visit to Berlin, June 1963”), particular person (“J.F. Kennedy”), particular place (“Berlin”), and
time-span (“June 1963”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship
between pictures and an activity. The provenance context is documentation [actor] since the
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pictures of the visit of J.F. Kennedy to Berlin must have been created as a direct observation of
the activity. However, the creator is unknown. The aboutness context is events [particular activity].
Figure 48 shows the most simple variant of the example. Here, a query would ask for any
visual item, such as private photographs, depictions in newspaper articles, or even drawings,
about the visit of J.F. Kennedy to Berlin in June 1963.
Figure 48 – Q031-01-03abarch: Photographs of a particular activity.
This example resembles a plain subject access query. The query will succeed if the activity
“J.F. Kennedy’s visit to Berlin, June 1963” (E7) has been identified and explicitly indexed, as well
as related to appropriate depictions (E36) of the activity. This is unlikely to be the case in most
archival information systems. Alternatively, a keyword search might succeed if appropriate
text elements, such as “Kennedy”, “visit to Berlin”, and “pictures”, appear close enough to each
other in the metadata; that is, in the description of the archival unit which contains relevant
depictions.
Figure 49 – Q031-01-03bbarch: Photographs of a particular activity as the result of a documenta-
tion activity.
Figure 49 is meant to demonstrate the pattern-based approach to a relevant query based on
the known contextual information. In this figure, the known contextual information and the
known implicit knowledge from the ontology are explicitly shown. The previously assumed
particular activity “J.F. Kennedy’s visit to Berlin, June 1963” (E7), however, is not given but
identified by contextual information.
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The activity is identified by the participation of the person “J.F. Kennedy” (E21), by the place
where the activity happened, “Berlin” (E53), and by the time-span during which the activity
took place, the duration of “June 1963” (E52). The assumed documentation activity, from which
the pictures (E36) of the visit must have resulted, is also further qualified by the same place and
time-span.
The documentation activity must have been carried out by an actor – a group or person
– who at the same time participated in the visit of J.F. Kennedy. This actor might have taken
photographs based on a mandate, for example, a newspaper reporter or spies from the Soviet
side.
Any of this information will help to discover and identify relevant visual material document-
ing the activity in question. This example demonstrates how the patterns and the AKM indicate
which kinds of information are relevant to the user and which kinds of information should be
made explicit.
Example - “Documents about a particular activity”
Q023-12-02barch “Do you have documents about the topic ’Bombing of Kassel 1943’?”
The general question type is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is <activ-
ity.role>. The relevant given entities are particular activity (“bombing [of Kassel 1943]”). The
supplementary information includes time-span (“1943”), and particular place (“Kassel”).
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable subject relationship
between a document and an activity. The provenance context is provenance [actor] since no
indication is given as to who might have created a document about the bombing of Kassel
in 1943. The aboutness context is events [particular activity] since “bombing of Kassel 1943”
designates a particular activity.
The question is unspecific and general. The first question is whether “Bombing of Kassel
1943” refers to all bombings of Kassel which might have happened during the year 1943, or a
one particular bombing. Since “topic” indicates an interest in any activity of the type “bombing”,
a type of activity is assumed.
Two principle interpretations are possible: (1) The first interpretation includes any documents
resulting from a direct or indirect observation of the activity “Bombing of Kassel 1943”, such
as diaries, statements of eye witnesses, newspaper articles, or official reports on damages etc.
Direct or indirect observations only entail that the documents are directly about or directly
refer to the activity “Bombing of Kassel 1943”. (2) The second principal interpretation would
understand the request to be for any documents about activities “influenced” by the “Bombing
of Kassel 1943”, such as minutes of meetings discussing the events or speeches in reaction to the
bombings.
Figure 50 shows the first principal interpretation. The diagram is similar to that of Figure
49 in that the given contextual information is explicitly represented (“Kassel” (E53) and “1943”
(E52)), and a documentation activity (C1akm) is shown. In this example, the actor and the
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mandate have been omitted. Of course, the most simple instantiation would be any document
(E31) about (P129) the “Bombing of Kassel 1943” (E7); however, the same problems would apply
as discussed in the context of the previous example and Figure 48.
Figure 50 – Q023-12-02abarch: Documents about a particular activity.
An example of such a document would be any newspaper article (E31) about (P129) the
“Bombing of Kassel 1943” or photographs taken of the events (E31). These documents may have
been created during but also at any time after the event.
Figure 51 shows the second principal interpretation. This instantiation covers any documents
about (P129) any activities (E7) which happened after the “Bombing of Kassel 1943” but which
are related (P15) to it.
Figure 51 – Q023-12-02bbarch: Documents about a particular activity.
Again, the most simple instantiation would be any documents (E31) about (P129) any activity
(E7) influenced by (P15) the events of the “Bombing of Kassel 1943” (E7); for example, the
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removal of rubble and ruins (E7) would be an activity motivated by (P17) the “Bombing of Kassel
1943” (E7). These activities may have been documented in diaries, which would probably also
refer directly to the bombings, or newspaper articles. The same instantiation would be possible
with C2akm Self-Documentation which would cover any meetings (E7) influenced by (P15) the
“Bombing of Kassel 1943” (E7).
Example - “Documents about a named activity”
Q059-01-12barch “I am interested in documents of the philatelists in the Kulturbund of the SBZ and
GDR which are thematically about the ’Day of the Stamp’ and which are limited to
the time approximately until the end of October 1949.”
The general question type is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is <activity>.
The relevant given entities are particular group (“SBZ”, “GDR”, “Philatelists in the Kulturbund”),
particular activity (“Day of the Stamp”), and time-span (“ca. until the end of October 1949”).
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable subject relationship between
documents and an activity. The provenance context is provenance [particular group] since the
question requests documents either kept or created by a particular group. The aboutness context
is events [particular activity].
Figure 52 shows the exemplary query pattern. Regarding the provenance context, particular
queries may ask for things which have been either created (P108), produced (P94), or kept
(P49) by the particular group “philatelists in the Kulturbund”. The actor subsumes not only the
particular group “philatelists in the Kulturbund” but also by any person or group as a member
of this particular group.
Figure 52 – Q059-01-12barch: Documents about a named activity.
This basic pattern is known and explained in detail in the Provenance pattern (V:2.1.1).
Additional important given information includes the time-span “approximately until the end of
October 1949”, during which the production and creation activities took place.
Regarding the aboutness context, the target of any query consists of information objects
about the particular activity “Day of the Stamp”. This particular activity can be represented in
various ways:
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1. information objects about the particular activity “Day of the Stamp”, if one particular “Day
of the Stamp” is assumed, this would be to assert the latter, subsuming all the “Day of the
Stamp” activities which have ever occurred,
2. information objects about any activity which was part of the particular activity “Day of the
Stamp”; for example, various activities organized in the context of the “Day of the Stamp”,
including those within the general context of another activity,
3. or information objects about activities which generally occurred in the context of a principal
activity of the type “Day of the Stamp”, such as the particular activities each year in the
context of the annual “Day of the Stamp”.
This example should demonstrate that varying representations of specific activities are possible
and depend on the specific activity to be modelled. The third option would probably be the
most relevant in the current context; of course, this always depends on the data pertaining to the
specific instance that is to be represented with the AKM. The AKM, however, is flexible enough
to accommodate most reasonable variations. The Plans pattern, which is introduced next, would
represent another possible query specifically about the planning the “Day of the Stamp”.
Statistics In the complete sample, the Events pattern has been assigned to 109 questions
representing 23% of all inquiries. Of these, 70 questions belong to the BArch sample amounting
to 20% of all inquiries in that sample, while the remaining 39 questions represent 30% of the
NAN sample. The general pattern occurs only once in the BArch sample with the unspecific
primary entity of interest any. Most important in the whole sample and in the context of the
Events pattern are particular activities with 75 occurrences (69%), of which 46 (66%) belong to
the BArch sample and 29 (74%) to the NAN sample. Second comes type of activities amounting
to 31 (28%) in the whole sample of which 23 (33%) belong to the BArch sample and 8 (21%) to
the NAN sample. Only two questions (5.1%) referred to a particular event in the NAN sample,
while type of event did not occur at all.
Aboutness Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Events 109 23% 70 20% 39 30%
- Events [ any ] 1 0.9% 1 1.4% 0 -
- Events [ particular activity ] 75 69% 46 66% 29 74%
- Events [ type of activity ] 31 28% 23 33% 8 21%
- Events [ particular event ] 2 1.8% 0 - 2 5.1%
- Events [ type of event ] 0 - 0 - 0 -
Table 11 – Occurrences of the general pattern Events. Note that percentages for the primary
entities of interest are per current general pattern.
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The figures indicate the importance of questions generally pertaining to the context of events
and activities, specifically to particular activities, and to a lesser degree types of activities.
Summary The Events pattern distinguishes between unintentional events and intentional acts
carried out by actors such as persons or groups. Both can be described in their temporal and
spatial contexts, where and when an activity happened and who participated. Complex activities
are described by the relevant and fundamental relationships of influence, sequence, and part-
whole. The pattern thus allows us to model basic activity-centred history. The pattern covers
questions such as: What happened and how did an activity or event occur? What happened
to persons or groups? Who acted and how? When and where did these activities and events
happen?
The pattern focuses on requests for archival material which may provide evidence for the
execution or existence of activities, or factual and descriptive accounts on the act structure of
activities or events; that is, what happened and how.
The pattern is therefore assigned when a question inquires after information objects about
historical activities, or documents which describe or otherwise give information or evidence on
these activities.
While the Events pattern does allow us to ascertain a motivational or influential relationship
between activities, it does not, however, represent a more detailed historical context of activities.
Inquiries about information objects that would provide information and evidence on reasons for
activities, who enacted and desired them to be carried out, and whether or not activities adhered
to the original plan, lie outside the scope of this pattern. The planning and wanting of activities,
the will and the plan, are covered by the sub-pattern Plans, described next.
2.2.3 Plans
The Events pattern describes unintentional events and intentional acts carried out by people.
These activities typically follow specific plans, and persons or groups express the will to do
something, to enact or not to enact a plan.
General Pattern The Plans pattern represents questions about the planning and execution of
plans in general, and things about planning, plans, will, and the execution of plans. The pattern
Plans covers questions relating to five cases:
1. The planning (C6akm) of activities (E7) such as a meeting preparing the agenda for the
next party conference.
2. The creation of plans (C4akm) such as initial drafts of architectural drawings.
3. The discussion, decision and abandonment of plans (C4akm) such as deliberations in
parliamentary committees about a new law.
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4. The identifiable but immaterial expression of a will (C3akm) to execute or realize a plan
(C4akm), such as a parliamentary resolution to enact a new law.
5. Activities (E7) which follow a specific or general plan (C4akm), such as the enforcement of
a law.
Figure 53 shows the principle Plans pattern.
Figure 53 – General Plans pattern
The class C4akm Plan is a sub-class of E29 Design or Procedure and represents the intellectual
structure of a plan. This intellectual structure, or plan structure, constitutes a schema for the
execution of activities (E7). Three principal types of plan structures can be distinguished:
1. descriptions of appearance, for example a plan of a building or a topographical map;
2. descriptions of procedure, for example a legal regulation, law or mandate;
3. descriptions for achieving a condition or future state of affairs, for example a political
agenda or policy.
Particular examples of instances of the class C4akm Plan include, for instance, “the social policy of
the British government in the 19th century”, “the plan of the SED to solve the housing problem
in the GDR”, or “the ground floor plan of the Reichstag”. Accordingly, plans may have (P2) a
general type (E55), such as “social policy”, “law” or “building plan”.
Instances of the class activity (E7) may follow or execute a particular plan. For example,
the building of new housing in East Berlin followed “the plan of the SED to solve the housing
problem in the GDR”. This relationship is expressed by the property R10.2akm followed specific
plan (was specific plan of).
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Accordingly, an activity may follow a general type of plan; for example, the particular
activity of building new housing in East Berlin followed a plan of the type “social policy”. This
relationship is expressed by the property R10.1akm followed general plan (was general plan of).
Particular activities may also have a general type (E55); for example, the particular activity
“the trip to France of the FDGB” (E7) has the principle activity type “travel” (E55). Consequently,
a particular plan may have a type of activity as its general usage scenario. This relationship is
expressed by the property P101 had as general use (was use of). For example, the “plan of the
FDGB to travel to France” (C4akm) has as its general usage (P101) the planning of activities of
the type “travel” (E55).
Continuing with this example, the type of particular “plan of the FDGB to travel to France”
(C4akm) would be “travel plan” (E55). Then, the particular activity “the trip to France of the
FDGB” (E7) would have followed (R10.1akm) the plan type “travel plan” (E55) and executed
(R10.2akm) the particular “plan of the FDGB to travel to France” (C4akm).
These properties allow for detailed descriptions as to how particular plans and types of plans
(C4akm) and activities (E7) relate to each other. In this regard, the Plans pattern extends and
specializes the Events pattern (V:2.2.2) with the notion of a purposeful and planned execution of
activities.
The class C6akm Planning is a sub-class of E7 Activity. Instances of the class C6akm Planning
represent activities with two general notions:
1. planning activities which plan and prepare other activities, for example: a planning
meeting of the FDGB prepares travel to France
2. planning activities which discuss plans
Instances of the class C6akm Planning may plan or prepare a particular activity (E7) that is either
known or assumed to have taken place. This relationship is expressed by the new property
R11akm specifically planned (was specifically planned by). For example, the meeting (C6akm) of the
FDGB prepared (R11akm) “the trip to France of the FDGB” (E7). The new property R11akm is a
sub-property of the property P20 had specific purpose (was purpose of) and extends its semantics:
While P20 expresses that the activity succeeded in achieving its aim, R11akm is asserted when it
is known that an activity occurred, independently from the question as to whether the activity
succeeded in achieving its specific goals. Activities conducted only in part are regarded as having
been carried out. This extension appears necessary since in the current historical context it is not
possible to ascertain whether or not activities succeeded in achieving their goals. It is, however,
important to be able to assert a categorical link between a planning activity and a activity which
has been planned.
The general purpose of a planning activity may be expressed by the property P21 had general
purpose (was purpose of). For example, the planning meeting (C6akm) of the FDGB had as its
general purpose (P21) the preparation of activities (E7) of the type “travel” (E55).
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Planning activities may not only prepare particular activities or types of activities but, more
importantly, they also discuss the plans guiding the execution of the planned activities.
Particular plans may have been the subject of a planning activity. This relationship is
expressed by the property R7.1akm had specific subject (was specific subject of). For example, during
a series of planning meetings (C6akm) the FDGB discussed and subsequently devised (R7.1akm)
the particular “plan of the FDGB to travel to France” (C4akm).
Accordingly, a series of planning meetings can be said to have discussed general types of
plans. This relationship is expressed by the property R7.2akm had general subject (was general
subject of). For example, the FDGB regularly conducted meetings (C6akm) which were, among
other things, dedicated to (R7.2akm) the discussion and preparation of “travel plans” (E55), as a
specific type of plan, for the various youth groups in the organization.
The possible relationships between the three entities of planning activities, plans, and
activities executing plans can be summarized as three general groups of relationships:
1. general and specific aboutness, which expresses the topical relationship between planning
and the plan itself
2. general and specific purpose, which expresses preparatory relationships between planning
and the activity
3. general and specific usage, which expresses the relationship between the plan and the
execution of the activity.
The following parts discuss the creation of plans (C4akm) and of expressions of will (C3akm),
including the notion of deciding upon and abandoning plans.
Figure 54 shows how the class E65 Creation and its sub-classes C1akm Documentation and
C2akm Self-Documentation relate to the classes C6akm Planning, C4akm Plan, and C3akm Expression
of Will.
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Figure 54 – General Plans pattern: Planning, plans, and expressions of will.
Planning activities (C6akm) may not only discuss an existing plan (C4akm) but actually create
a new one (C4akm), or modify or supplement an existing plan, thus creating a new, recognizable
version. For example, a parliamentary committee may create the first draft of a new law (C4akm)
and, in subsequent meetings80, the committee may create new versions of the law (C4akm).
If an instance of the class C6akm Planning creates an initial or new version of a plan, then
it is also an instance of the class E65 Creation. Then the planning activity not only discusses
(R7.1akm) a particular plan but also creates (P94) intellectual contents of a plan.
Furthermore, planning activities (C6akm) may decide either to enact or to abandon a plan
(C4akm). The former notion is expressed by the new property R8akm decided (was decided in) and
the latter is expressed by the new property R9akm abandoned (was abandoned by). Both properties
are sub-properties of R7.1akm had specific subject (was specific subject of) since they are more
specific regarding the relationship between the planning activity and the plan.
In both cases, the planning activity (C6akm) is at the same time an instance of the class E65
Creation, because an instance of the class C3akm Expression of Will is created. The psychological
entity will has been discussed in the context of the “Ontological Core Framework” (V:1.4). The
will to do something – for example, to execute or to abandon a plan – becomes evident through
80 The representation of sequences of activities is described in the Events pattern (V:2.2.2).
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an instance of the class C3akm Expression of Will.
For example, the passing of a law (C4akm) by parliamentary vote is the expression of the will
of the parliament to enact the law. In this example, the session of the parliament is an instance of
the class C6akm Planning, which enacts (R8akm) the law by vote and, at the same time, the session
is an instance of the class E65 Creation because the vote creates (P94) a formal resolution (C3akm)
as an expression of the will of the parliament to do so. This resolution (C3akm) constitutes
evidence of the will of the parliamentary body.
Laws and legislative proposals are also instructive examples of why the plan and the ex-
pression of will are distinguished. While parliamentary committees prepare the legislative
proposal, only the parliamentary body performs an act of will by either passing or rejecting
the proposal. This act of parliament (C3akm) is legislatively separate from the preparatory
deliberations (C6akm) of the proposal (C4akm).
While the enactment (R8akm) of a plan also marks the beginning of a will, for example the
will of the parliament to enact a law, the end of a will is marked by the abandonment (R9akm)
of a plan; for example the annulment of the same law by parliament, or, as very different kind
of planning activity, the annulment (R9akm) of a marriage as the end of the will to be a legally
married couple.
It is a quite different question, of course, whether the plan has actually been enforced or
executed, whether or not the activity which follows the plan does so in compliance, or whether a
plan has even been abandoned. Here, a range of historical documents can be pertinent, such as
public statements contradicting public actions.
A will can also be expressed through activities other than planning activities. For example,
public statements or proclamations are activities (E65) which create an expression of will.
Relevant historical issues include the question as to whether perhaps a particular will was
expressed despite the fact that it never existed, or whether the execution of a plan shows that a
will must have existed despite their being no specific expression of that will.
Plans and expressions of will are information objects (V:2.1.1), and may therefore refer to
each other (P67) or be part of (P148) another information object such as documents (E31).
Figure 54 shows the principal referral and component relationships which may exist between
plans, expressions of will, and documents. For example, the plan will typically be the component
(P148) of a document (E31), such as minutes, which have resulted from the self-documentation
(C2akm) of a planning meeting (C6akm / E65).
In principle, the resolution (C3akm) may be referred to by (P67) or be part of (P148) various
information objects (E78) such as the minutes (E31) of the parliamentary session as a result of
self-documentation (C2akm), or it may be mentioned in the official publication (E78) of the law.
Expressions of will may also be documented and indirectly referred to, for example in
newspaper articles or personal accounts of the event.
Plans may, of course, depend on each other, appear in sequence, or form part of another
plan. If necessary, such relationships may be modelled with the symmetric property P69 is
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associated with, which expresses an unspecified relationship between two instances of E29 Design
or Procedure.
The class C5akm Mandate is a sub-class of the class C4akm Plan. Mandates have been discussed
in detail in the context of the Documentation pattern (V:2.1.2). All of the above also pertains
to mandates: They are created, discussed, decided upon and abandoned, as well as ’wanted’
through planning and creation activities.
Example - “Planning an activity”
Context “In 1980, a delegation of the FDGB lead by Harry Tisch laid down a wreath of
flowers in Oradour. The visit was part of a trip of the FDGB to France (...). At this
time, Tisch was also a member of the Politbüro of the ZK of the SED.”
Q005-08-01barch “Where can I find documents about the planning [of this trip] (...)?”
The general question type is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is <activity>.
The relevant given entities are particular person (“Harry Tisch”), particular place (“Oradour”,
“France”), particular activity (“trip [of the FDGB to France]”), particular group (“FDGB”, “Politbüro
[of the ZK of the SED]”, “SED”), time-span (“1980”), and type of activity (“planning”).
This is a material fact question. The provenance context is self-doc [actor] since it remains
open whether a group or person created documents pertaining to the planning of the trip. The
aboutness context is plans [particular activity] since the question inquires about documents related
to the planning of a particular activity.
The main interpretation of the question is that documents (E31) which may give information
about the planning of the particular activity “trip [of the FDGB to France]” (E7) must have been
the result of any kind of self-documentation of an actor who documented his or her planning
activities.
As discussed in the Events pattern (V:2.2.2), the particular activity “trip of the FDGB to
France” (E7) is indirectly identified by a variety of given contextual information, such as the
place of the activity (“France”), the time-span (“1980”), the principle type of activity (“trip”),
and various participants. This contextual information is not explicitly represented in Figure 55
but a distinct and particular activity “trip of the FDGB to France” is assumed.81
81 In principle, the trip could also be easily modelled as a sequence of activities using the means provided by the Events
pattern (V:2.2.2). This, however, depends on the richness of the particular knowledge base and the desired level of
detail of the instance data.
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Figure 55 – Q005-08-01barch: Documents about planning activities for a specific event.
The question demands several queries in order to retrieve a set of relevant documents about
the planning of the trip of the FDGB to France. These queries are summarized in Figure 55.
Primarily three different queries regarding particular documents can be distinguished:
1. Documents (E31) making statements (P67) about (P129) a particular plan (C4akm) which
has been
(a) either executed (R10.2akm) during the particular activity “trip [of the FDGB to France]”
(E7)
(b) or discussed (R7.1akm) during a planning meeting (C6akm) which had the specific
purpose (P20) of planning the particular activity “trip [of the FDGB to France]” (E7).
2. Documents (E31) which include (P148) such a particular plan (C4akm).
3. Documents (E31) which are about (P129) such a planning activity (C6akm).
In all cases, the documents (E31) would have been most likely the result of a self-documentation
(C2akm). Since the actor who carried out the planning and self-documentation activity is
unknown – and this is an important point – an E39 Actor is given in this query pattern. This
means that a particular query could either leave the E39 Actor unspecified and thus include any
instances of E21 Person or E74 Group, or it may in turn instantiate the class E39 Actor with the
particular groups “FDGB”, “Politbüro [of the ZK of the SED]”, “SED”, or the particular person
“Harry Tisch”.
In the context of “1a” and “1b”, of course, a query could also directly ask for a particular
plan as a distinct information object. Finally, several related plans may exist which influenced
the trip to France or were discussed during planning meetings. Queries may therefore also seek
associated (P69) plans.
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The query pattern in Figure 55 permits several entry points for queries. The most relevant
and instructive have been discussed. Additional possible indirections include instances where
the decision has been taken during a planning meeting to execute (R8akm) or to abandon (R9akm)
the plan. In both cases, an expression of will (C3akm) would also have been created.82
Furthermore, beginning with the mandate (C5akm), it would be possible to inquire as to who
had the mandate to plan activities of the type “travel”. All indirections, however, are within the
general query pattern as described in Figure 53 and 54.
The next example originates from the same inquiry and will demonstrate how apparently
very different kinds of questions can be answered with the same basic query patterns.
Example - “Discussions”
Context “In 1980, a delegation of the FDGB lead by Harry Tisch laid down a wreath of
flowers in Oradour. The visit was part of a trip to France of the FDGB (...). At this
time, Tisch was also a member of the Politbüro of the ZK of the SED.”
Q005-08-03barch “In your opinion, was such a trip ever discussed or, at least, approved by the ZK?”
The general question type is fact-finding. The wanted entity is <group.activity>. The relevant given
entities are particular person (“Harry Tisch”), particular place (“Oradour”, “France”), particular
activity (“trip [of the FDGB to France]”), particular group (“FDGB”, “Politbüro [of the ZK of the
SED]”, “SED”), time-span (“1980”), and type of activity (“planning”).
This is a material fact question. The provenance context is self-doc [particular group] since
potentially relevant documents must have been created as a result of self-documentation by
the particular group “ZK”. The aboutness context is plans [particular activity] since the question
inquires about documents related to the planning of a particular activity. The question asks
whether the particular group “ZK”83 had discussed or approved the particular activity “trip to
France of the FDGB” (E7).
First of all, it is important to remember that the patterns are about the general and generic
relationships between certain entities and not about the many specific qualities of these con-
nections: it is not relevant whether the relationship between a document and an activity is one
of “discussion” or “approval”. Rather, on the most generic semantic level, it is a relationship
of “aboutness”. It is the genuine task of the researcher to read and interpret the documents in
order to find out about the qualitative aspect: whether the ZK did in fact “discuss” or, more to
the point, “approve” something. The pattern is a means for the researcher to discover potentially
relevant facts and documents.
Since this is a factual question, an answer would retrieve material facts showing that the
particular group “ZK” or a member of this group, either a person or another sub-group, carried
82 An example for expression of will is given on page 198.
83 “ZK” is the abbreviation for the Zentralkomittee (central committee) of the Sozialistische Einheitspartei Deutschland
(SED).
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out an activity which either had the specific purpose of planning the particular activity “trip to
France of the FDGB” (E7) or discussed a plan on which the particular activity “trip to France
of the FDGB” (E7) or any related activity was based. This factual context is shown in Figure
56. In the interests of clarity, a particular “plan [for the trip to France of the FDGB]” (C4akm) is
assumed for this exemplary query pattern. Of course, plans associated with the specific “plan
[for the trip of the FDGB to France]” are also potentially relevant.
Figure 56 – Q005-08-03barch: Documents attesting discussion or approval of a plan.
For factual questions, this study assumes that information objects are indirectly desired by
the user in order to establish evidence for facts. The same principal documents as discussed
in the previous example on page 190 would be relevant with regard to information objects.
This also includes any meetings where a plan may have been decided upon or abandoned or,
indirectly, expressions of will that were related to appropriate plans were created by the ZK.
The user might also want to know, in a more general sense, whether the ZK had knowledge of
the trip. In this case, the Correspondence pattern (V:2.1.4) could also be used to formulate queries
targeting documents which refer to either a planning activity or related plan as described in this
example, and which have been designated, addressed, or kept by the ZK or any member of this
group. Documents which meet such a condition, especially documents which have been in the
possession of the ZK, indicate a high likelihood that the ZK indeed had knowledge of the trip.
However, once again, the historian must read and assess the documents in order to establish
evidence and plausibility for this hypothesis.
Example - “Aims of a group”
Q036-01-02barch “Which aims towards the GDR did the Greens pursue with their Deutschland-
politik policy in the 1980s?”
The general question type is resource discovery <research question>. The wanted entity is
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<group.activity>. The relevant given entities are particular group (“the Greens”, “GDR”), particu-
lar activity (“ Deutschlandpolitik policy [of the Greens in the 1980s]”), and particular period (“the
1980s”).
This is a psychological question since it inquires as to intentions, an unobservable state of a
group. The provenance context is self-doc [particular group] since the documents in question are
the result of self-documentation activities conducted by the particular group “the Greens”. The
aboutness context is plans [particular activity] since the question is generally about the context of
a particular activity, “the [’Deutschlandpolitik’] policy of the Greens towards Germany for the
GDR in the 1980s”.
Primary information on the aims of the Greens can be expected especially in internal doc-
uments of the Greens, including particular plans and documents about plans or planning
activities. Secondary information such as newspaper articles may also be relevant; however,
while this sense is excluded in this exemplary query pattern, it could be easily represented using
the Documentation pattern (V:2.1.2).
Figure 57 – Q036-01-02barch: Aims of a group.
The principle query pattern as shown in Figure 57 has the same structure as that shown in
Figure 56. This shows once again how very different types of questions can be represented with
one shared pattern. Relevant information objects would be:
1. any distinct plans related to the general “’Deutschlandpolitik’ of the Greens towards the
GDR in the 1980s” (C4akm)
2. documents (E31) either about such plans or which incorporate them, for example minutes
of planning meetings
3. documents (E31) about any
(a) planning activities which either discussed the general “plan” “’Deutschlandpolitik’
of the Greens towards the GDR in the 1980s” or any related plan,
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(b) or planning activities with a view to executing any plans in the context of the “Deutsch-
landpolitik” of the Greens.
These are same set of principal query patterns as in the example on page 190. The actual “aims”
of the Greens are subject to the individual analysis of the historian studying the documents.
Example - “Course of action of a group”
Q036-01-03barch “What was the course of action of the Greens for achieving their objectives in the
context of their Deutschlandpolitik towards the GDR?”
The general question type is resource discovery <research question>. The wanted entity is
<group.activity>. The relevant given entities are particular group (“the Greens”, “GDR”), partic-
ular activity (“the Deutschlandpolitik [of the Greens in the 1980s]”), and particular period (“the
1980s”).
The question is a collective statistical question since it pertains to the general behaviour and
conduct of a group. The provenance context is self-doc [particular group], since the most manifest
interpretation the question refers to is the self-documentation of activities carried out by the
Greens. The aboutness context is plans [particular activity] since the question is generally about
the context of a particular activity, “the Deutschlandpolitik [of the Greens in the 1980s]”.
The question is very broad and demands several distinct query patterns in order to retrieve
a sufficiently broad set of relevant documents. In contrast to the previous example, the focus
is clearly on the “actions” of the Greens, less on the actual plans. The various query patterns
would therefore focus on documents (E31) about activities (E7) carried out by the Greens (E74)
following (R10.2akm) a particular plan “Deutschlandpolitik [of the Greens towards the GDR in
the 1980s]” (C4akm) or any associated plan. This core pattern is shown in Figure 58.
Figure 58 – Q036-01-03barch: Course of action of a group.
The different query patterns then mostly vary in terms of the provenance context of the
documents about these activities or relevant plans.
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Figure 59 covers cases where the Greens self-documented their activities conducted as part
of their Deutschlandpolitik; for example, reports on meetings of members of the Greens with
officials from the GDR.
Figure 59 – Q036-01-03bbarch: Course of action of a group.
The query pattern shown in Figure 57 in the previous example is a special case of the query
pattern shown in Figure 59, covering instances related to any planning activities of the Greens
in the context of their Deutschlandpolitik. This would include, as also previously discussed, the
creation, decision, and abandonment of plans in the context of Deutschlandpolitik.
Figure 60 covers situations where the Greens indirectly document activities which occurred
as a consequence of other activities conducted as part of their Deutschlandpolitik. Primary
examples include the minutes (E31) of meetings following up on any activity. Sessions of the
Bundestag may also talk about these activities of the Greens. In this case, the modelling of the
actor who carried out the self-documentation, the session of the Bundestag, would be more
detailed, including the “fraction of the Greens in the Bundestag” as a member of the group
“Bundestag”. The minutes created by the self-documentation activity would not only be about the
session of the Bundestag but also make statements about the activities of the Greens discussed
during that session.
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Figure 60 – Q036-01-03cbarch: Course of action of a group.
This query pattern is a mere variation of the previous one insofar as chains of activities are
represented, as described in the Events pattern (V:2.2.2). Accordingly, cases of planning activities
occurring as a consequence of other activities are conceivable.
The level of possible indirections depends on the richness of the knowledge base and, of
course, on the interest of the user regarding inclusive or exclusive result sets.
Figure 61 shows the third possible query pattern describing situations where actors outside
the particular group “the Greens” document (C1akm) the activities conducted by the Greens in
pursuit of their “Deutschlandpolitik” (C4akm).
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Figure 61 – Q036-01-03abarch: Course of action of a group.
For example, these could include any kind of news articles about the Greens and their
activities in the context of Deutschlandpolitik.
Since the question is a collective statistical inquiry, any facts pertaining to the various query
patterns are potentially equally relevant for the historian. For example, the historian might
be interested in the temporal sequence of certain activities occurring in the context of the
Deutschlandpolitik of the Greens.
Time and place, as well as types, have not been included in these exemplary query patterns.
Example - “Decisions”
Q014-04-06barch “(...) no. 5.) 2nd March, 1933: [I am looking for the] Decision of the Reichgov-
ernment to host the opening of the Garrison Church in Potsdam. Yet without exact
date.”
The question at hand is item number five on a list with several questions for the location of
specific items.
The general question type is resource discovery <specific item>. The wanted entity is <activity>.
The relevant given entities are particular document (“decision [of the Reichgovernment to host
the opening of the Garrison Church in Potsdam (2nd March, 1933)]”), particular group (“the
Reichgovernment”), and time-span (“March, 2nd 1933”).
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The question is a material fact question since it inquires as to an observable fact; that is, the
existence of a particular document. The provenance context is self-doc [particular group] since
the question asks about a decision taken by the particular group Reichgovernment as the result
of a self-documentation activity. The aboutness context is plans [particular activity] since the
information object asked for, the decision, refers to a particular activity.
While the example on page 192 mentioned expression of will only as a possible indirect
query target, the query pattern shown in Figure 62 explicitly represents a particular instance of
expression of will.
Figure 62 – Q014-04-06barch: Decisions.
The particular group Reichgovernment (E74) carried out an activity (E65) which “created”
the “decision to host the opening of the Garrison Church in Potsdam” (C3akm), for example
during a meeting of the cabinet. This meeting was documented (C2akm) by the Reichgovernment
(E74) itself by creating a document (E31), such as minutes, which would include (P148) the
decision in question. The decision was taken on March 2nd 1933.84
In theory, albeit unlikely, the Reichgovernment might have conducted a meeting where only
this particular decision was taken and recorded, in which case the decision would not be a
component of another document but would only be this document. In other words, the decision
would be an instance of C3akm Expression of Will and of E31 Document resulting from a planning
activity (C6akm) and a self-documentation activity (C2akm).
If an instance of the class C3akm Expression of Will, here the “decision to host the opening of
the Garrison Church in Potsdam”, was created during an activity (E65), then this activity must
also have been a planning activity (C6akm) since its participants must have talked (R7.1akm)
84 The date mentioned in the inquiry, 2nd March 1933, most likely refers to the date on which the decision was taken.
Note here too that the self-documentation activity may also take place after the documented activity has finished.
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about a particular plan (C4akm). In the current example, this planning activity (C6akm) must
have decided (R8akm) to execute the “plan to host the opening of the Garrison Church in Potsdam”
(C4akm). The particular plan may therefore include the decision or both information objects may
be included in the minutes.
Example - “Having the mandate to do something”
Context “Sources I would like to consult are police and surveillance reports from the Weimar
Republic about revolutionary movements. (...).”
Q002-03-03barch “Which agency of the Reich was responsible for the surveillance of the revolutionary
movements?”
The general question type is fact-finding. The wanted entity is <group.identification>, which
subsumes interests in mandates. The relevant given entities are type of activity (“surveillance”),
particular group (“the Reich”), type of group (“revolutionary movements”), and particular period
(“Weimar Republic”).
The question is a material fact question. The provenance context is documentation [actor] since
the particular actor who had the mandate to conduct surveillance is the actual primary target of
the question. The aboutness context is plans [type of activity] since the historical background of
the question refers to “surveillance” as a type of activity.
The primary wanted information is the name of the actor entrusted with the mandate to
carry out documentation activities of the type “surveillance” which document or observe the
activities of a type of actor, and “revolutionary movements” during the period of the Weimar
Republic.
Figure 63 – Q002-03-03barch: Factual questions about the name of an actor entrusted with a
specific mandate.
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Figure 63 shows an exemplary instantiation of a query pattern. The word “responsible” is
important because it stresses the fact that whichever agency conducted the surveillance activities
did so following a mandate which formally delegated said responsibility to the agency.
In cases of factual questions, a query would first seek to retrieve the name from a given
knowledge base. However, if the fact is not discovered and since archival knowledge bases are
not primarily intended for factual retrieval and historians would probably demand written
evidence for the retrieved fact, a second query is always assumed which targets documents
adequate to provide potential phenomenological evidence.
The actor participating in a documented activity may be a group or a person as a member
of a group. Figure 63 therefore shows a second query target, the document incorporating the
mandate. Any factual question could thus be considered a potential and implicit resource
discovery question.
Statistics In the complete sample, the Plans pattern has been assigned to 70 questions repres-
enting 15% of all inquiries, of which 63 belong to the BArch sample representing 18% of all
inquiries in that sample and 7 to the NAN sample representing 5.3% in that sample. Within the
context of the Plans pattern, only in five cases (7.1%) could the particular focus not be reasonably
determined, of which only one (1.6%) occurred in the BArch sample and the remaining four
(57%) in the NAN sample. The most frequent primary entities of interest in the Plans pattern are
type of activity with 44 counts (63%), of which most pertain to the BArch sample with 41 counts
(65%), and only 3 (43%) to the NAN sample. In 21 cases (30%) particular activities were the
primary entity of interest, all of which are part of the BArch sample. Clearly, in the context of
plans and planning, most users were interested in information objects about types of activities.
In the case of the Events pattern (V:2.2.2) this ratio is reversed.
Aboutness Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Plans 70 15% 63 18% 7 5.3%
- Plans [ any ] 5 7.1% 1 1.6% 4 57%
- Plans [ particular activity ] 21 30% 21 33% 0 -
- Plans [ type of activity ] 44 63% 41 65% 3 43%
Table 12 – Occurrences of the general pattern Plans. Note that percentages for the primary
entities of interest are per current general pattern.
Summary The Plans pattern extends the Events pattern (V:2.2.2) by the two basic notions of
planning and wanting of activities by actors. The pattern specifically allows us to describe
the planning of activities and their plan-based execution, more specifically the discussion and
creation of plans, and the principle beginning and end of a will to execute a plan.
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The pattern particularly distinguishes between the information objects plan, expression of
will, and document. This distinction allows for questions about plans and enactments of plans to
be generally addressed, and in particular questions related to the intentions and aims of actors,
to what extent plans were applied and executed, and who desired the specific plans; that is,
intentions to execute plans versus the reality of the actual execution and enforcement.
With regard to archival records and archival description, the Plans pattern further explicitly
introduces a temporal perspective looking into the future from any given point in the past
referred to by the record or the archival material. The pattern represents and describes what
was planned, intended, and expressed as will in order to compare these plans and intentions
with what is known or said, has been recorded.
The CRM exhibited the most significant shortcomings for the purposes of this study in
the context of the Plans pattern. A couple of new classes and properties therefore had to be
introduced in order to cover the aforementioned semantics: The class C4akm Plan specifically
represents plan structures as either a description of appearance such as topographical maps,
formal procedures such as laws, or intended, projected future states such as agendas or social
policies. The class C6akm Planning then covers activities preparing and discussing such plans
and the psychological entity C3akm Expression of Will represents the will to enact, execute, or
realize them.
With these three classes, several material facts related to the described framework of plan
and will can be created, utilizing, amongst other aspects, a range of new properties: R10.1akm
followed general plan (was general plan of) and R10.2akm followed specific plan (was specific plan
of). These express whether an activity, specific or general, was based on or followed a particular
plan.
The act of planning a plan may at the same time be an act of creation of that plan and
thus entail an expression of will which may or may not be directly or indirectly recorded.
Similarly, planning activities may decide upon (R8akm decided (was decided in)), or abandon
(R9akm abandoned (was abandoned by)) an existing plan and at the same time create an expression
of will. For example, the minutes of a planning meeting may contain the formal remark of having
accepted a plan. Planning activities may further discuss plans, either types of plans (R7.2akm
had general subject (was general subject of)) or particular plans (R7.1akm had specific subject (was
specific subject of)).
2.2.4 Actors
Ultimately, all history is about and carried out by individuals and groups. Actors have been
represented in all general patterns so far; the Actors pattern consequently details the various
essential constituents relevant to the being, acting and suffering of historical actors.
General Pattern The pattern Actors represents factual questions about actors in general and
things about actors and their activities. Questions belonging to this pattern focus on obtaining
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either facts or documents about one or more actors and their lives. The following principal
senses can be distinguished:
1. Identifiable but immaterial things (E73 Information Object) about a person (E21) or a group
(E74).
2. Identifiable but immaterial things (E73 Information Object) that are about the activities
carried out by a person (E21) or a group (E74).
3. Any facts about a person (E21) or group (E74) such as the date of birth of a person, the
membership of a person, or the existence of a group.
Figure 64 shows the general Actors pattern. These questions are often factual and have a
strong biographical notion. Examples include general questions asking about any biographical
information about a particular person, or specific questions about the membership of a person
in a group.
Figure 64 – General Actors pattern.
In contrast to the Events pattern (V:2.2.2), the primary focus of the Actors pattern is on the
actor that is, a person (E21) or group (E74), and the activities (E7) intentionally carried out (P14)
by this actor. The Events pattern rather stresses the passive role of an actor and is primarily
interested in the event or activity.
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The Actors pattern allows for the representation of any activity (E7) during which an actor
has been either actively or passively present (P11) or which has been carried out by (P14) the
actor. For example, a soldier participates (P11) in a war while the writing of a book is carried out
(P14) by the author.
Many questions, such as general biographical questions, inquire as to documents about a
particular actor, mostly persons (E21), and any event or activity during which this actor was
either present (P11) or actively involved (P14). An instructive example of this typical application
is given at the end of this section.
Another important principal application of the Actors pattern pertains to questions about the
relationship between a person and a group. Such questions evolve around two primary sets of
particular types of activities:
1. the joining (E86) or leaving (E85) of groups (E74)
2. the formation (E66) or dissolution (E68) of groups (E74)
The concept of groups in the CRM, as discussed previously (IV:3.2), comprises groups of people
as any gatherings or organizations of more than two people, including the concept of the family
and the office. The membership of persons (E21) in groups (E74), especially political parties and
families, is an important aspect in the questions either as the wanted information or as given
contextual information.
For example, many questions ask if and when a person was a member of a particular political
party. The fact that a person (E21) is a member in a political party (E74) can be represented by
the property P107 has current or former member (is current or former member of).
The joining and leaving of a group can be represented by the classes E85 Joining and E86
Leaving. For example, the joining of a political party can be represented by an instance of the
class E85 Joining which joins (P143 joined (was joined by)) a person (E21) with (P144 joined with
(gained member by)) the political party (E74). Accordingly, termination of the membership can
be represented by an instance of the class E86 Leaving which separates (P145 separated (left by))
the person (E21) from (P146 separated from (lost member by)) the political party (E74).
Marriages can be modelled in the same way, where two persons (E21) form a new group:
the family. Children would become members (P107) of that group (E74) via an instance of E85
Joining which would be at the same time an instance of the class E67 Birth. Accordingly, natural
death would be represented by an instance of E86 Leaving which, at the same time, would be an
instance of the class E69 Death.
Constitution and dissolution of groups such as political organizations, nations, but also
families, can be modelled using the classes E66 Formation and E68 Dissolution. While persons or
groups participated (P11 had participant (participated in)) in these activities, instances of E66
Formation form (P95 has formed (was formed by)) and instances of E68 Dissolution dissolve (P99
dissolved (was dissolved by)) instances of groups (E74).
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Since all these classes are sub-classes of E7 Activity, they can be further described by the
place (E53) where they happened and the date (E52) or period (E4) on or during which they
occurred.
Unintentional events (E5), as has been discussed in the context of the Events pattern (V:2.2.2),
are not relevant in the context of this analysis, except for cases of birth and natural death events.
The places and dates of the birth and natural death of a person (E21) constitute important
given information and imply events of the type death and birth. Such events are represented by
the classes E67 Birth and E69 Death. They are further described by the place (E53) where the
birth or death took place (P7 took place at (witnessed)) and the date (E52) (P4 has time-span (is
time-span of)). The person (E21) who was born or who died during these events is connected by
the properties P98 brought into life (was born) and P100 was death of (died in).
The place of residence of a group or person was given in many questions from the sample.
The fact that an actor (E39) has been resident at a particular place (E53) can be expressed by
the property P74 has current or former residence (is current or former resident of). This kind of
information helps to identify groups (E74) which may have created documents (E31) about a
person (E21), for example local authorities or dependencies of government agencies.
As the following examples will demonstrate, it is not often easy to confidently conclude from
the utterance and the context of a question whether the user is primarily requesting documents
about an actor, in most cases particular persons, or if the user also requires documents created
or produced by the actor. Once again, the categorization of the question via general patterns
from the provenance and aboutness contexts, reflects a perceived primary epistemic focus of the
question rather than a definite selection.
Example - “Documents about a type of group”
Q059-05-01barch “Does your archive have holdings of this organizational unit of the NSDAP (Reich
leadership. Delegate of the Führer for the entire ideological instruction of the
NSDAP) with documents [about] philatelic organizations?”
The general question type is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is <group.regarding>.
The relevant given entities are particular group (“Reich leadership. Delegate of the Führer for the
entire ideological instruction of the NSDAP”) and type of group (“philatelic organizations”).
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable subject relationship
between documents and a type of group. The provenance context is provenance [particular group]
since any document kept or created by the aforementioned group is potentially relevant. The
aboutness context is actors [type of group].
Figure 65 shows the obvious and most generic query pattern for this question. The query
asks for any kind of textual or visual information object (E73) referring to the type of group
“philatelic organizations” and which has been either created or kept by the particular group
“Reich leadership. Delegate of the Führer for the entire ideological instruction of the NSDAP”.
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Figure 65 – Q059-05-01barch: Documents about a type of group.
This question is a simple and basic example of a question pertaining to the Actors pattern.
The query instantiation could be reasonably adjusted, as has been discussed in many previous
cases. For example, the query could specifically ask for documents (E31) which have philatelic
organizations as a topic (P129), or for reports (E31) from documentation activities (C1akm) about
(P129) the various activities of philatelic organizations such as member gatherings or exhibitions
organized by such groups.
Example - “Any papers regarding a particular person”
Context “I am interested in archive material involving the former leader of the Danish
Communist Party, [person name]. He was leading the party from [date]-[date].”
Q010-01-01barch “Can you investigate whether there are more papers in your archive regarding
[person name]?”
The general question type is resource discovery <material-finding>. The wanted entity is <per-
son.regarding>. The relevant given entities are particular person (“[person name]”). The supple-
mentary information includes particular group (“Danish Communist Party”), type of group (“leader
of the Danish Communist Party”), type of activity (“leadership”), and time-span (“[date]-[date]”).
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable subject relationship
between a document and a person. The provenance context is provenance [actor]. The aboutness
context is actors [particular person].
The most likely interpretation of the question is that the user is seeking anything at all
pertaining to the particular person, “[person name]”, and not documents created or kept by this
person. However, the latter interpretation would be representable using the Provenance pattern
(V:2.1.1). In this case, the aboutness context would be aboutness [any] and the provenance context
would be provenance [particular person].
Figure 66 shows the most basic query pattern for the question asking for any visual or
textual information object (E73) containing a statement (P67) about “[person name]”. Since the
provenance is open, the notion of possession of things related to “[person name]” is not required.
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Figure 66 – Q010-01-01abarch: Any things about a particular person.
Figure 67 shows an extended query pattern with all the contextual information given in the
question. This extended example demonstrates how membership and offices are modelled in the
CRM.
Figure 67 – Q010-01-01bbarch: Any things about the activities of a particular person.
Especially in cases of very general or unspecific questions, many other implicit variations of
the patterns are possible. For instance, a query might inquire into documents about any activity
carried out by “[person name]”, possibly as a result of a documentation activity.
Example - “Membership of a particular person”
Q003-05-01barch “I would like to know whether and when the spouses of individual communist
intellectuals joined the KPD, [person name] (born [maiden family name], date of
birth and place of birth unknown).”
The general question type is fact-finding. The wanted entity is <activity.date>. The relevant given
entities are particular person (“[person name]”), and particular group (“KPD”).
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The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship
between a person and a group. The provenance context is documentation [particular group]. The
aboutness context is actors [particular person].
Figure 68 provides the general query pattern with the relevant context for several possible
queries. The question as to whether the particular person “[person name]” joined the political
party KPD or not could be answered, for example, by an existential query for a relationship P143
joined (was joined by) between the E21 Person “[person name]” and the particular activity E85
Joining “Joining KPD” or for a relationship P107 has current or former member (is current or former
member of) between the particular actors E74 Group “KPD” and E21 Person “[person name]”.
Figure 68 – Q003-05-01abarch: Membership of a person in a political party.
In order to obtain evidence in the form of a document, the query pattern could target a
documented joining activity, either by the KPD or by the person itself. In the latter case, this
would be a self-documentation. What is not shown in this figure is that of course any other actor
could have documented this joining activity as well; however, but the principal query pattern
remains the same.
The actual date of joining could either be retrieved as a fact directly from the semantic net-
work, if recorded, or otherwise indirectly from one of the documents retrieved which mentions
the joining activity.
Another possible and particular query pattern targets the party membership card as a
tangible and specific document. Figure 69 represents the context of a query pattern in search of
the party membership card in the personal estate of “[person name]”.
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Figure 69 – Q003-05-01bbarch: Party membership card of a person.
Another indirect query pattern would be for any documented leaving activities which, if
found, would lead to the conclusion that “[person name]” must have been a member of the KPD.
This example demonstrates once again that there are often several possible queries suited
to satisfy the information need. Even though the model is highly flexible and efficient, query
patterns often boil down to the same basic patterns of relationships and entities.
Statistics In the complete sample, the Actors pattern has been assigned to 207 questions
representing 43% of all inquiries. Of these 207 questions 153 belong to the BArch sample
representing 44% of all inquiries in that sample, while the remaining 54 questions belongs to
the NAN sample representing 41% of inquiries in that sample. Within the Actors pattern, the by
far most dominant primary entity of interest is particular person with 161 occurrences (78%) of
which 124 (81%) are from to the BArch sample and 37 (69%) from the NAN sample. Particular
groups come second, amounting to 23 counts (11%) in the context of the Actors pattern, of which
16 (10%) are part of the BArch sample and 7 (13%) of the NAN sample. Types of groups and
types of persons are far less relevant with 17 counts (8.2%) for the former and 6 counts (2.9%)
for the latter.
Aboutness Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Actors 207 43% 153 44% 54 41%
- Actors [ particular person ] 161 78% 124 81% 37 69%
- Actors [ type of person ] 6 2.9% 2 1.3% 4 7.4%
- Actors [ particular group ] 23 11% 16 10% 7 13%
- Actors [ type of group ] 17 8.2% 11 7.2% 6 11%
Table 13 – Occurrences of the general pattern Actors. Note that percentages for the primary
entities of interest are per current general pattern.
Summary The Actors pattern covers persons and groups, their lives and histories. The pattern
does include activities; however, in contrast to the Events pattern (V:2.2.2), the focus is on the
history of the actor and the activities the actor carried out. The Actors pattern can thus be
considered biographical, covering the typical activities in the lives of people such as joining
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various kinds of groups, including marriage, birth and death, and the various relationships and
encounters between people and groups.
The Actors pattern covers open biographical questions about any aspect of the lives of persons
or factual questions about specific aspects of people’s lives. Particularly important were questions
about the membership of persons in various kinds of groups, especially political parties.
2.2.5 Things
In history, not only persons and groups in the contexts of activities and events are important but
also the physical man-made things produced and utilized.
General Pattern The general pattern Things covers questions related to physical things fabric-
ated by human activity, and allows for coarse descriptions of important events in their general
history.
The pattern is based on the interpretative analysis of a relatively small set of broad and
mostly material-finding questions inquiring about the general history of things. The wanted
entities were, in all cases, particular things such as particular submarines, ships or buildings.
Even though the general pattern Things has relatively small statistical relevance in the sample
with overall only 11 occurrences in the NAN sample, inquiries about facts and documents related
to various historical objects appears to be generally relevant, including for actor-centric historical
inquiry.
Figure 70 shows the general pattern Things. Most of the constituents of this general pattern
have already been introduced and discussed in the context of other general patterns.
Figure 70 – General pattern Things.
The class E24 Physical Man-Made Thing is at the centre of this general pattern. As already
discussed in the context of the general pattern Provenance (V:2.1.1), the class represents any kind
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of physical thing which has been deliberately produced by human activity. In the context of the
current pattern, these things may include submarines, buildings or ships.
The history or fate of these things can be described by placing them into the context of events
(E5) or activities (E7) using the property P12 occurred in the presence of (was present at). Most
of the further essential properties for events and activities have already been introduced in the
context of the general pattern Events (V:2.2.2) and have therefore been omitted from Figure
70 for the sake of readability. Both activities and events may take place at (P7) geographical
locations (E53), fall within (P10) historical periods (E4), and occur (P4) during time-spans (E52).
The essential pattern of involvement of actors (E39) in events and activities has also been omitted.
However, persons or groups may either actively or passively participate (P11) in events (E5) or
carry out (P14) activities (E7).
When investigating the general history of mobile things of “utility”, in the sample used for
this study important questions inquired after particular submarines and ships, and the places
where these vessels were in dock during their lifetimes, including the current or last known
whereabouts. The current and past whereabouts of things is represented not only indirectly
through events and activities taking place at particular places but also directly by the property
P53 has former or current location (is former or current location of). By using this property, places
which have been home to specific things can be easily documented without regard to the involved
events, time-spans, or actors. The places where a thing has been or has been used or employed
may already provide valuable information regarding other archives where further information
and documents may be found.
The property P53 has former or current location (is former or current location of) is actually a
shortcut for the longer and more informative path using the class E9 Move. The class allows
for detailed descriptions as to which things have been moved (P25) from one place to another
using the properties P25 moved (moved by), P26 moved to (was destination of), and P27 moved
from (was origin of). Since E9 Move is a sub-class of E7 Activity, the other properties introduced
in the context of the general pattern Events (V:2.2.2) may also be used. For example, the actors
involved in the moving may be specified, or the time-span of the moving process. Furthermore,
if necessary, the activity of moving itself may be further described as a sequence of activities or
as consisting of several sub-activities.
Two additional sub-classes of E7 Activity appear to be relevant: E12 Production and E6
Destruction, denoting the beginning and ending of the existence of the things to which inquiries
refer. The class E12 Production has been discussed in the context of the general pattern Provenance
(V:2.1.1) and covers the activity of producing a thing such as the building of a submarine or
ship. The class E6 Destruction, on the other hand, describes the end of the existence of a thing
in its intended form, role or character. For example, a submarine or ship which is destroyed
by an attack at sea ceases to be functional and able to fulfil its intended purpose, normally
accompanied by a more-or-less extensive modification of its physical form such as holes in the
ship’s hull. In this regard, the question as to when an activity can be considered as an instance
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of E6 Destruction, expressed by the property P13 destroyed (was destroyed by), is rather one of
interpretation and of the intended purpose of the documented information about the thing itself.
The class E10 Transfer of Custody and its properties will be discussed in more detail in the
general pattern Documents (V:2.2.6). As a sub-class of E7 Activity, E10 Transfer of Custody is a
special kind of activity and permits the representation of a broad range of activities evolving
around the change of ownership or custody over things in the widest sense, for example the theft
of an object. At least two actors (E39) may be involved – neither of whom needs to be known
– where one actor surrenders custody voluntarily or involuntarily, expressed by the property
P28 custody surrendered by (surrendered custody through), and another actor receives custody,
expressed by the property P29 custody received by (received custody through). The thing involved
in the transfer of custody is connected to the activity by the property P30 transferred custody of
(custody transferred through). A particular example of transfer of custody outside of the archival
context, which will be discussed in the context of the general pattern Documents (V:2.2.6), is
the acquisition of German submarines by Norway after the end of the Second World War. If the
activity of transfer of custody also involves the moving of the thing to a new location, then this
activity is also an instance of the class E9 Moving.
In the following, two examples will demonstrate the role of the general pattern Things in
representing adequate query patterns.
Example - “The fate of submarines”
Context “I already have (...) a copy of a RNoN document dated 14 May 1948 authorizing
funds for the repair and overhaul of the three Type VIIC submarines at Trondheim,
but ...”
Q013-02-03nan “... I have very little information concerning their [the submarines’] fate during the
intervening period.”
The question type is resource discovery <material-finding> since the user is most likely seeking any
kind of information objects providing details of what happened to the submarines. The wanted
entity is <thing> since the interest of the inquiry focuses on the three submarines. The relevant
given entities include time-span (“1945-1948”), type of thing (“submarine type VIIC”), and also
particular place (“Trondheim”) as potentially relevant geographical information.
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship between an
information object and things. The provenance context is documentation [actor] since the relevant
information objects must have been created during a documentation activity carried out by
unknown actors. The aboutness context is things [particular thing] since the question and the
demanded information objects refer to three particular submarines of the type VIIC, and not to
any submarines of this type.
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Figure 71 – Q013-02-03nan: The fate of submarines.
Figure 71 shows a query pattern covering a range of possible queries adequate to serve the
interest of the current inquiry. As usual with very broad and unspecific questions, there are
several potential formulations for such queries. Ultimately, queries will inquire as to any kind
of information object (E73) with the topic of or at least reference to submarines (E24), about
which type information may also be known (E55), or about any events or activities involving
such submarines. Such queries could be further limited to particular sub-classes of activity
(E7), such as the transfer of custody, moving or destruction. The time-span “1945-1948” could
also further limit the activities involving these vessels, a time-span derived from the expression
“intervening period”.
As in the case of many other previous examples, additional background knowledge and
educated assumptions will help to further specify adequate queries such as by identifying
possible authorities (E39) and mandates (C5akm). Potential results of such queries will provide a
basis for further investigation by the inquirer regarding the fate of the submarines.
Example - “Information about two villas”
Context “The Ministry has stated that it plans to publish a book about the Embassy Resid-
ences (Inkognitogata 5) and Embassy Chancery (Inkognitogata 7).”
Q047-01-01nan “In this context, the Embassy has been asked to provide the as much information as
possible (history, pictures, etc ...) on the two villas.”
The question type is resource discovery <material-finding> since the user is seeking any kind
of information related to the two villas. The wanted entity is <thing> since the interest of the
inquiry focuses on two particular buildings. The relevant given entities include a kind of identifier
(“Inkognitogata 5”, “Inkognitogata 7”), and particular thing (“villa”).
This is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship between
an information object and things. The provenance context is provenance [actor] since the context
of creation of potentially relevant sources of information is unknown and the inquiry should
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therefore remain inclusive. The aboutness context is things [particular thing], since the question
and the information objects requested refer to three particular buildings, the Embassy Residences
(Inkognitogata 5) and Embassy Chancery (Inkognitogata 7).
Figure 72 shows a basic query pattern which could be the starting point for identifying
relevant information objects and factual information on the two villas.
Figure 72 – Q047-01-01nan: Information about two villas.
As in the previous example, the question remains broad and inclusive, and information
derived from background knowledge such as the place where the villas are located will support
the specification of potential queries.
Statistics The Things pattern only appears in the inquiries collected from NAN in 15 cases
representing 11% of all question in the sample, all of which refer to particular things as the
primary entity of interest. In the context of the complete sample, the Things patterns only
represents 3.2% of all questions.
Aboutness Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Things 15 3.2% 0 - 15 11%
- Things [ particular thing ] 15 100% 0 - 15 100%
- Actors [ type of thing ] 0 - 0 - 0 -
Table 14 – Occurrences of the general pattern Things. Note that percentages for the primary
entities of interest are per current general pattern.
Summary The Things pattern covers basic but relevant constituents of a general history of
physical man-made things. While the empirical evidence is not strong in the current sample,
the pattern can, however, be considered important for historical inquiries generally addressing
the history of objects or as secondary questions in the contexts of other inquiries. The general
pattern Documents, which will be discussed in the next section, can be seen as an extending
sub-pattern of the general pattern Things focusing on particular kinds of physical man-made
things; that is, traces of human activity and their properties, usually in written form.
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2.2.6 Documents
While all patterns so far have primarily focused on information objects outside the archive, the
Documents pattern also describes the textual and visual contents of physical man-made things
within the context of an archive.
General Pattern The pattern Documents covers questions about the context of physical and
immaterial things and their various qualities and attributes in the context of the archive. In con-
trast to the Things pattern (V:2.2.5), in this case, “things” refers to archival materials, primarily
textual documents, but also pictorial, audio and audiovisual documents and their carriers and,
to a lesser degree, realia which may also be part of archival collections. However, things such as
submarines, aeroplanes or buildings certainly do not fall under this pattern, nor do works of art
which belong to museums. Three principal types of inquiries are covered by the pattern shown
in Figure 73:
1. The existence and location of things such as the particular call number of a file, the current
holder of a collection of documents, or the availability of a finding aid.
2. Various qualities of things such as the range of a series, the title of a document, the type of
a document, or the physical and intellectual structure of things.
3. The internal and external authenticity of things such as whether a document is the original
or a reproduction.
As discussed in the previous chapter (IV:2.2), the archive and its collections consist of a physical
and logical hierarchical structure. In the context of this study, the principal approach to
representing the hierarchy mirrors to a large extent the proposal by Bountouri and Gergatsoulis
(2011) who mapped EAD to the CRM.
The physical structure of an archival collection can be represented by instances of E24 Physical
Man-Made Thing. Each instance of E24 represents an aggregation of physical items or, on the
lowest level, potentially a single item, from the collection on a certain level of the hierarchy. The
physical relationships can be modelled using the property P46 is composed of (forms part of). The
archival collection itself is represented by an instance of the class E78 Collection.
The physical collection is described (P70 documents (is documented by)) by an instance of the
class C7akm Finding Aid which is a new sub-class of E31 Document. This class may represent any
kind of archival aid describing any kind of archival collection (E24). The mapping of EAD by
Bountouri and Gergatsoulis (2011) provides an example of how such a C7akm Finding Aid could
be designed.
The logical structure of the archival collection, such as series, files or items, is represented
by instances of E73 Information Object. This conceptual hierarchy can be modelled using the
property P46 is composed of (forms part of) which connects, for example, a series (E73 with E55
“series”) with the files (E73 with E55 “files”) it contains.
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As discussed in the context of the Provenance pattern (V:2.1.1), instances of E73 Information
Object, for example the intellectual contents of a report, are carried (P128) by instances of E24
Physical Man-Made Thing, such as paper sheets.
Bountouri and Gergatsoulis (2011) also include E33 Linguistic Object in their mapping, which
is not a relevant category in the context of the AKM since no questions specifically inquire about
particular linguistic features of archival material.
The class E55 Type and the property P2 has type (is type of) can be used to provide the various
kinds of type information (V:1.2) on the physical and conceptual archival materials. These could
be the type of form such as photo or microfiche, the type of function such as cadre file, minutes or
report, or the type of collection, such as personal estate but also the various logical units of the
archival collection such as series or files.
The class E35 Title is used along with the property P102 has title (is title of) to provide a title
for a work such as the texts and documents or pictures within an archival collection.
The class E54 Dimension along with the property P43 has dimension (is dimension of) covers
the physical extent of the archival material.
As discussed in the context of the Provenance pattern (V:2.1.1), several questions generally
inquire about “personal materials” or “personal documents”. These questions aim at finding any
items known to have been either created, produced or kept by an actor over a certain time-frame
or at the time of death. In an archive, such items can typically be found in personal estates,
and personal materials and documents may also exist in other collections within the archival
holdings.
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Figure 73 – General Documents pattern.
Instances of the class E24 Physical Man-Made Thing carry (P128) instances of the class E73
Information Object. In the context of the pattern Provenance (V:2.1.1), the relationship to the
actual “contents” of a physical thing such as a letter or photograph have already been discussed.
In the context of the archival holding, this relationship may also designate the logical unit of the
archival unit in the descriptive tree.
To a certain extent, the Documents pattern constitutes a connection between the past historical
reality and the current archival reality in relation to the things (E24) produced and information
(E73) created. This connection is illustrated by the class E10 Transfer of Custody which represents
chains of custody and the transfer of custody from one actor to another. In the context of this
study, the chain of custody ultimately leads to the archive as the current curator or keeper
of physical things (E24), now archival materials. Particular examples of transfer of custody
activities not only include the acquisition of material by an archive but also any kind of change in
custody of items, such as acts of selling, theft, finding, or other kinds of voluntary or involuntary
commission.
The property P49 has former or current keeper (is former or current keeper of) is a shorthand
for the longer path through the event E10 Transfer of Custody: Instances of E39 Actor acquire
physical custody (P29 custody received by (received custody through)) of instances of E24 Physical
Man-Made Thing or E78 Collection through a E10 Transfer of Custody activity which renders
physical custody (P30 transferred custody of (custody transferred through)) of an instance of E24
Physical Man-Made Thing to the E39 Actor.
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Instances of E39 Actor do not necessarily need to have surrendered, legally or deliberately,
custody to another instance of E39 Actor. For example, theft or robbery but also finding (E24)
fall under E10 Transfer of Custody. However, the fact that a thing has been surrendered by a
particular actor can be represented using the property P28 custody surrendered by (surrendered
custody through). A typical example is the transfer of custody of archival collections from one
archive to another, or the routine acquisition of documents from state institutions.
The rules for the adequate description and identification of current archival units in the
archive are covered by archival documentation principles and standards (IV:2.2). This study does
not include within its scope the detailed representation of these principles in the AKM which,
again, covers the recognizable interest of inquiries of archival users. The actual identification of
a physical item in the archive is not explicitly covered, therefore, by any of the general patterns.
The class E42 Identifier may hold a call number or any other means of identification necessary to
retrieve an archival item.
The class F33 Reproduction Event is one of the very few entities that have been added to the
AKM without explicit empirical evidence for its relevance. As a sub-class of E12 Production,
instances of F33 Reproduction Event produce additional instances of E24 Physical Man-Made
Thing for each reproduction, each carrying an instance of E73 Information Object. The intended
purpose of this entity is to explicitly model whether or not a document has been reproduced.
Examples of reproduction activities not only include archival reproduction, for example, the
creation of digital copies or microfiche, but also any other reproduction conducted by other
actors prior the acquisition of a document by the archive.
The Documents pattern addresses questions related to archival material in the immediate and
wider contexts of the archive. This refers to the existence and specific location of documents
within the physical and conceptual structure of archival holdings, including questions related to
transfer of custody and provenance in the widest sense prior to the current custodian. In contrast
to resource discovery questions, these explicitly inquire about specific aspects of the existence
or location and do not simply imply a need to learn about the current location of potentially
relevant archival material.
Example - “Transfer of custody”
Q039-07-03barch “Can you tell me whether the documents of each of the district committees of the
Kulturbund were ceded coherently to the respective municipal archives after 1989?”
The general type of the question is fact-finding. The wanted entity is <document.provenance>. The
relevant given entities are type of group (“district committees [of the Kulturbund]”, “municipal
archives”), type of activity (“ceding [of documents]”), and time-span (“after 1989”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about the existence of a transfer of
custody activity. The provenance context is provenance [type of group] since in the context of the
current question a type of group, the district committees of the Kulturbund have ceded custody.
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The aboutness context is documents [provenance] since the question specifically inquires after the
provenance of a collection of documents.
Figure 74 shows a possible query pattern centred around a transfer of custody activity (E10)
between the group of the district committees of the Kulturbund and the group of the respective
municipal archives.
Figure 74 – Q039-07-03barch: Transfer of custody between two institutions.
The primary target of a query would be the identification of particular transfer of custody
activities, surrendering the custody of any collection from a district committee of the Kulturbund
to a municipal archive. The time-span information “after 1989” may not be considered crucial
in this context but helps to further limit search requests.
Additional implicit and background knowledge may supplement queries; for example, about
the geographical location and various known time-spans relevant to the existence of the archives
involved. The initial question may also entail various follow-up questions such as the particular
archives ceding and receiving documents, the dates of the transfer of custody activities, the
nature and extent of the transferred collections and, of course, the location of these documents,
which would result in a specific item question for particular collections.
Example - “Extent of files”
Context “I found a possible access point (...) regarding the specific political work of
the Bavarian delegates: ’Reichstag des Deutschen Reiches 1897-1938 (3487):
Kommissions-(Ausschuss-) Akten 1868-1935 (521)’.”
Q052-01-02barch “What is the extent of the holding?”
The general question type is fact-finding. The wanted entity is <document.extent>. The relevant
given entities are particular document (“Reichstag des Deutschen Reiches 1897-1938 (3487):
Kommissions-(Ausschuss-) Akten 1868-1935 (521)”), and identifier.
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable material fact.
The provenance context is provenance [actor]. The aboutness context is documents [extent].
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The user is referring to various documents previously requested in the same inquiry. The
query pattern shown in Figure 75 would therefore have to be instantiated for every requested
document.
Figure 75 – Q052-01-02barch: The extent of files.
The question is a simple and basic one and could be answered by most existing archival
information systems as long as the extents of particular units have been recorded in the archival
aid.
Example - “Containment of documents”
Q003-05-09barch “Do separate cadre files [of the KPD] exist for the following women or have their
documents been filed with the files of their husbands? [person name wife] (born
[maiden name], date of birth and place of birth unknown). (...) [person name
husband] (...).”
The general question type is resource discovery <specific type>. The wanted entity is <docu-
ment.provenance>. The relevant given entities are type of document (“cadre file”), particular person
(“[person name wife], [person name husband]”), and particular group (“KPD”).
The question is a material fact question since it inquires about an observable relationship
between two documents. The provenance context is documentation [actor]. The aboutness context is
documents [document relation].
The query pattern shown in Figure 76 represents an adequate context for answering the
above question. The information that the cadre file of the wife forms part of the cadre file of
the husband may be known and recorded. In this case, the question could be answered by only
querying the archival information system.
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Figure 76 – Q003-05-09barch: Containment of documents.
It is more likely, however, that the cadre files of the husbands would have to be ordered and
checked by the researcher if they indeed contain the cadre files of the wives. The documentation
context has been omitted from the figure but could provide an indirect approach to answering
the question.
Statistics The primary entities of interest are conceptualized slightly differently (V:1.5) than in
the case of the other general patterns pertaining to the aboutness context. In the complete sample,
the Documents pattern has been assigned to 34 questions representing 7.1% of all inquiries. Of
these 34 questions 26 belong to the BArch sample, representing 7.5% of all questions in that
sample, while five questions belong to the NAN sample and represent 6.1% of all inquiries
in that sample. The primary entities of interest are distributed quite evenly compared to the
other general patterns: In the whole sample ten questions representing 29% of all Documents
questions are related to content information of which five belong to the BArch sample (19%) and
five to the NAN sample (63%). Document relations with four and extent with five occurrences
appear only in the BArch sample which represents 12% and 15% of the Documents pattern
respectively. The primary entity of interest identity occurs six times (18%) in the context of
the Documents pattern, of which five (19%) belong to the BArch sample and one (13%) to the
NAN sample. Finally, nine Documents patterns relate to provenance, representing 26% of the
Documents pattern, of which seven (27%) appear in the BArch sample and two (25%) in the NAN
sample.
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Aboutness Context All (n=467) BArch (n=345) NAN (n=131)
Documents 34 7.1% 26 7.5% 8 6.1%
- Documents [ content information ] 10 29% 5 19% 5 63%
- Documents [ document relation ] 4 12% 4 15% 0 -
- Documents [ extent ] 5 15% 5 19% 0 -
- Documents [ identity ] 6 18% 5 19% 1 13%
- Documents [ provenance ] 9 26% 7 27% 2 25%
Table 15 – Occurrences of the general pattern Aboutness.
Summary The Documents pattern covers the historical as well as archival context of information
objects. In this regard, the subject matter of the pattern is slightly different and broader compared
to the other general patterns in that it covers the transitional intersection between the historical
reality in which information objects and their physical carriers participate, have been created
and produced, as well as their current whereabouts within the archive. The Documents pattern
mostly covers questions about qualities of things within the archive such as the extent of files or
their history, such as transfer of custody activities.
The Documents pattern represents only those entities and relationships found in this particu-
lar sample. The pattern does not attempt to include archival context information which has not
been identified as relevant to the sample.
Finally, the new class C7akm Finding Aid is introduced in order to distinguish the specific type
of descriptive documentation of archives from other, more general types of documentation. The
class represents any kind of archival aid (IV:2.2) specifically designed to provide information
and access to archival holdings.
2.3 Summary
The summary for this section will focus on statistics and their interpretation within the context of
the particular sample analyzed. The general patterns previously presented will be recapitulated
only briefly, and the next section will provide a more comprehensive discussion of the general
patterns.
The identified general patterns each cover a specific segment of a prototypical past reality,
which can be distinguished into a context of provenance where patterns describe with different
levels of detail how things have been generally created, produced or kept, and a context of
aboutness where patterns describe to which specific historical contexts things refer. The proven-
ance context (V:2.1) is represented by the general patterns Provenance (V:2.1.1), Documentation
(V:2.1.2), Self-Documentation (V:2.1.3), and Correspondence (V:2.1.4) while the aboutness context
(V:2.2) is represented by the general patterns Aboutness (V:2.2.1), Events (V:2.2.2), Plans (V:2.2.3),
Actors (V:2.2.4), Things (V:2.2.5) and Documents (V:2.2.6).
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The ontology CIDOC CRM proved to be a generally adequate means for the ontological
representation of the subject matter of the interests of the inquiries. Nevertheless, new classes
and properties were introduced in order to represent specific semantics. Furthermore, all
inquiries in the sample were applicable to a general pattern. In other words, for each inquiry at
least one appropriate query pattern could be formulated. This is not to say that, in some cases,
the query patterns remained rather inclusive in terms of potentially retrievable information
objects. In such cases, queries would have to be further specified by the user if more exact results
were required.
Statistics have already been provided for each general pattern. Figure 77 summarizes the
distribution of the general patterns pertaining to the provenance context. The general pattern
Provenance is the most important in both samples with 156 occurrences (45%) in the BArch
sample and 70 in the NAN sample (53%). In the whole sample, the Provenance pattern amounts
to nearly half of all assigned general patterns from the provenance context with 226 occurrences
(47%).
Figure 77 – General patterns belonging to the provenance context.
The general pattern Documentation is the second most frequent assignment in both samples
with nearly identical percentages. In the whole sample, the Documentation pattern also comes
second after the Provenance pattern with 180 occurrences (38%). However, since the general
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pattern Self-Documentation is a specialization of the Documentation pattern, one may argue
that the Documentation pattern is even the most important if both general patterns are counted
together. As a distinct general pattern, Self-Documentation still amounts to 39 counts (11%) in the
BArch sample and 10 in the NAN sample (7.6%). In the whole sample, the Self-Documentation
pattern has 49 counts (10%). Finally, the general pattern Correspondence occurs more often in
the BArch sample with 19 assignments (5.5%) compared to only 2 in the NAN sample (1.5%). In
the whole sample, the Correspondence pattern amounts to 21 (4.4%) matches.
Figure 78 – General patterns belonging to the aboutness context per sample.
Figure 78 then shows the distribution of general patterns belonging to the aboutness context.
The general pattern Things only occurs in the NAN sample with 15 (11%) counts. Additionally,
the general pattern Plans is more frequent in the BArch sample with 63 occurrences (18%) as
compared to the NAN sample with 7 occurrences (5.3%). Instead, the general pattern Events
appears more often in the NAN sample with 39 assignments (30%) and only 70 assignments
(20%) in the BArch sample. Overall, the general pattern Actors is the most important, amounting
to 153 in the BArch sample (44%) and 54 in the NAN sample (41%). Finally, the general pattern
Documents has a very similar frequency in both samples with 26 counts in the BArch sample
(7.5%) and 8 counts in the NAN sample (6.1%).
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Figure 79 then takes a look at the relative distribution of the general patterns among the two
major categories of question types: resource discovery and fact-finding. The general pattern
Actors constitutes the largest group in both cases with 143 occurrences (39%) with resource
discovery questions and 64 occurrences with fact-finding questions (57%). The high percentage
in the case of fact-finding is due to numerous questions asking for various facts about particular
persons, as shown in Figure 82, most of which pertain to fact-finding.
Resource discovery questions further ask for information objects related to events and
activities in 94 cases (26%), and related to plans in 54 cases (15%). The general pattern Events is
used 15 times (13%) and Plans 16 times (14%) in the context of fact-finding. The general pattern
Things is only relevant to resource discovery with 15 occurrences (4.1%), and the Documents
pattern is relatively less important with 17 cases (4.7%) than in the context of fact-finding with
17 cases (15%).
Figure 79 – General patterns belonging to the aboutness context per major type of question.
Since the general pattern Aboutness remains unspecific yet inclusive in terms of the subject
matter of the information objects and aboutness of facts; that is, it is assigned only if these are
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unknown or irrelevant, it is not assigned to any fact-finding questions. In the case of resource
discovery questions, Aboutness appears 41 times (11%), mostly in the context of questions that
request things by an actor where the provenance context is the decisive criterion. Once again, the
aboutness context indicates the aboutness of information objects required in order to adequately
meet the interest of inquiry, but it does not necessarily indicate the aboutness of the question
per se, which is approximated by the wanted entities. For example, an unspecific request for
documents created by a particular person is characterized by the wanted entity actor.by while
the appropriate query pattern is realized by the general patterns provenance [particular person]
and aboutness [any], since the aboutness of the requested documents is undetermined.
While the particular distribution of the general patterns in the context of the sample already
reveals a general tendency of the interests of inquiries, their specific combination promises to
provide further insights.
Figure 80 – Combinations of general patterns (percentages per general pattern from the proven-
ance context).
Figure 80 lists the combinations of general patterns from both contexts. The importance of
the general pattern Actors in the context of the Provenance and Documentation pattern is apparent:
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in 115 cases (51%), the Provenance pattern occurs with the Actors pattern, while in the case of the
Documentation pattern the Actors pattern occurs 89 times (49%). In the latter case, for example,
this means that many questions are about documents as the product of the documentation of
actors and their activities. In the case of the Provenance pattern, one tentative conclusion is that
many questions generally inquire about actors where the provenance of documents (who created
or kept these documents, is of no importance or unknown. Similar conclusions can be drawn
for the general patterns Events and Plans in the context of the Provenance and Documentation
patterns, even though they are, in both cases, less important than the Actors pattern.
The Aboutness pattern is assigned mostly when the provenance context is the decisive criterion;
for example, things of or by a particular actor, or generally things resulting from documentation
activities such as reports or minutes where the particular aboutness of these documents is
unknown or irrelevant.
The Self-Documentation pattern is dominated by the Plans and Events patterns with 26 (53%)
and 20 (41%) occurrences respectively. Most questions that inquire after things as the result of
self-documentation are about either activities in general or aspects from the Plans pattern.
Finally, the primary entities of interest can be consulted in order to further explore the
particular characteristics of the interests in the sample. A primary entity of interest has been
assigned to each general pattern. For both general patterns from the provenance context and from
the aboutness context, the identified primary entities of interest have already been introduced
above (V:1.5). These entities further indicate the aboutness of information objects required in
order to adequately meet the interest of an inquiry through the specification of a query pattern.
While the given entities constitute the basic building blocks of the general patterns and
reappear as such in the ontological representation, the relationship between wanted entities and
the general patterns and their primary entities of interest is, however, only indirect. Both provide
descriptive characterizations of the users’ interests on different levels and within different
contexts and stages of the analysis. The wanted entities indicate a principle aboutness of either a
resource or fact while the primary entities of interests point out the most important instantiated
entity within a general pattern. The wanted entities are absorbed in the general patterns which
are their further ontological realization, and provide the ontological means to address them, as
demonstrated in the query patterns.
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Figure 81 – General patterns of the provenance context with primary entities of interest.
Figure 81 shows the primary entities of interest per general pattern pertaining to the proven-
ance context. The high amount of [actor] in the context of the general pattern Provenance as well
as Documentation and Self-Documentation is apparent. While type of actors and particular actors;
that is, persons and groups, occur 185 times amounting to 39% of all general patterns in the
provenance context, [actor] occurs 291 times, which equals 61%. In the latter cases, the actor as
the entity who has created, produced, or been the keeper of specific things is either not known or
not recognizable in the inquiry, or the query patterns are meant to remain inclusive. This means
that [actor] does not necessarily indicate a lack of information on the part of the user but may be
intentional; the focus of the inquiry may be on the aboutness of the desired archival materials or
facts. A prototypical request would be for any documents about a particular person, regardless
of who created or was keeper of these documents. As Figure 80 indicates, a high percentage
of Provenance as well as Documentation patterns indeed occur with the general pattern Actors.
Furthermore, as shown in Figure 82, most general patterns Actors have a particular person as the
primary entity of interest. On the other hand, as already mentioned, in nearly 39% of all cases,
the inquiries inspire conclusions on more specific types or particulars of persons or groups.
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Figure 82 shows the primary entities of interest per general pattern pertaining to the about-
ness context. The general pattern Aboutness has not been assigned any primary entities of
interest since the pattern corresponds to unknown or general aboutness of things or facts. For
the general pattern Documents the primary entities of interest have been omitted in order to
retain readability of the diagram.85
Figure 82 – General patterns of the aboutness context with primary entities of interest.
In the case of the general pattern Things, all information objects and facts were about
[particular things]. For the general pattern Actors, most information objects and facts were
also about [particular persons] or, to a lesser degree, [particular groups]. Similarly, in the case
of the patterns Plans and Events, [particular activity] was clearly most important. Unspecific
or unknown aboutness; that is, [any], seldom occurs. Furthermore, types are also relatively
unimportant, occurring in numbers only in the case of the general patterns Plans and Events.
The statistics provided in this section served to assess the relative importance of the various
general patterns in relation to the sample of user inquiries. Furthermore, these have been
interpreted in order to derive tentative insights into user needs when researching in archives,
85 Statistics on their occurrences are provided in the context of the general pattern Documents (V:2.2.6).
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based on the particular sample collected for this analysis. However, as mentioned earlier, the
objective of this study is not to quantify and provide exact numbers on the relevancy of the
interests represented by each general pattern, as several questions would fit more than one
general pattern or overlap, as mentioned earlier.
In fact, the general patterns themselves are representations of user interests and embody user
needs in archives. Each ontological entity in the context of a general pattern (their classes and
relationships) constitute parts of these interests. Query patterns show how these entities can
be used in order to formulate a query to fulfil an interest. The inquiries collected and analyzed
have been instrumental in devising these general patterns as ontological representations of
archival user needs. As such, the statistics and numbers only provide tentative indications of
the relevancy of specific general patterns and entities within these patterns. In principle, all
ontological entities in the general patterns are relevant and have been formulated based on the
empirical evidence found in the sample. The conclusion (VII) will discuss future work regarding
the further development of the AKM and its general patterns.
3 Summary: Archival Knowledge Model
The ontology Archival Knowledge Model (AKM) developed in the previous sections pertains to
the subject matter of the interests of archival and historical inquiry as interpretatively identified
in user inquiries submitted to archives. The AKM is based on the interpretative analysis of 476
single inquiries (III) extracted from user files collected from the German Federal Archives and
the National Archives of Norway. The understanding of the users’ epistemology as delineated in
the previous chapter (IV:2) provided the criteria from which to assess the relevance of the kinds
of facts that deserve modelling in the ontology; that is, those of primary interest to the users.
The AKM is the set of common and abstract entities which are a formal and explicit repres-
entation of the various interests interpretatively identified in written natural language inquiries
submitted to archives. As an ontology, the AKM formally and explicitly represents the subject
matter to which the interest of archival users and their inquiries pertain. The AKM succeeds
in reducing complexity of phenomena and interests to a relatively small set of entities. Each
general pattern constitutes an aggregation of classes and properties, thus representing specific
prototypical segments of this subject matter. Together, the general patterns constitute the AKM.
Query patterns are exemplary and selective instantiations of two general patterns demonstrating
adequate potential queries against hypothetical archival information systems.
Furthermore, based on the material facts described by the AKM, we can conclude which kinds
of information and contexts should be made explicit and encoded in an archival knowledge base.
Consequently, the AKM can be used to analyze existing and devise new archival data standards
and to conceptualize access and query facilities for archival knowledge bases and information
systems. As such, the AKM is to be understood as a supplement and additional, non-archival
descriptive access point to existing archival descriptions and information systems.
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Even though the AKM contains all classes and properties that, together, allow us to describe
and represent the subject matter of the interests to which the archival inquiries pertain, each
general pattern addresses typical and prominent segments of this subject matter and must
therefore be discussed separately. For more extensive and detailed accounts as well as definitions
of newly created extensions of the CRM, see the respective section of each general pattern and
the appendix. The following provides a concise summary of all ten general patterns.
• Provenance (V:2.1.1)
– The Provenance pattern represents on a generic level three notions of provenance
of intellectual and physical things. The first two are the intellectual creation and
the physical production of things by an actor, such as conceiving of a text and then
writing it down on a sheet of paper. These two acts are typically not distinguishable
from one another. The third notion of provenance refers to the things kept by an
actor which does not entail legal ownership but only possession of the thing during
a certain period of time. All three notions combined cover the idea of any things of
and by an actor, including the notion of personal things of an actor. The Provenance
pattern suggests that the explicit representation of such basic contexts of creation,
production and possession is highly relevant to users supporting generic yet inclusive
questions: Who created specific things, and who produced these things? Who has
kept these things at least at some point in the past? The pattern does not further
qualify these contexts other than by specifying the temporal and geographical extent
of these activities. The general patterns Documentation, Self-Documentation, and
Correspondence further elaborate these contexts of provenance.
• Documentation (V:2.1.2)
– The Documentation pattern covers acts of direct or indirect observation or documenta-
tion of events or the activities of actors, which typically result in documents about
the observed. The pattern differentiates between the act of documentation and the
documented act itself – which do not necessarily occur at the same time – and thus dis-
tinguishes explicitly between the actor carrying out the former activity and the actor
carrying out or participating in the latter activity. Furthermore, the pattern represents
the purposeful conduct of documentation acts based on a mandate, which covers
any form of official or unofficial assignment to carrying out observational acts such
as taking minutes or surveillance. The mandate itself represents a pivotal concept
for inquiry within the archival but also the historical context, which is essential to
identifying potential creators or keepers of relevant documents. The Documentation
pattern thus covers essential and fundamental questions of historical and archival
inquiry: Who has or must have written about an event or activity? Who has or must
have written about an actor? Who had or must have had the mandate to conduct a
documentation activity?
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• Self-Documentation (V:2.1.3)
– The Self-Documentation pattern extends the Documentation pattern and specifically
describes the direct or indirect documentation of one’s own activities; that is, self-
observation. An actor presents the perspective on his or her own activities that is
intended for external consumption. Such documents may be official or unofficial,
internal or public; however, the pattern specifically emphasizes internal accounts such
as minutes or accountability reports, created by state and administrative agencies.
Their value for historical research is that they result from routine and the daily
business of administrative bodies and other agencies, and document their plans,
decisions and discussions from internal and potentially from “unofficial” perspectives.
The Self-Documentation pattern thus in particular covers questions regarding the
internal and inner dispositions of actors: How did an actor arrive at a result or
decision? What were the reasons, motives or plans of an actor? What did an actor
want others to believe about their actions? As shown in the previous section, the
Self-Documentation pattern is likely to occur with the Plans pattern.
• Correspondence (V:2.1.4)
– The Correspondence pattern represents three basic aspects of oral or written commu-
nication acts between two or more actors involving information objects. The first two
notions address the intentional or unintentional designation of an information object
to an actor – as, for example, propagated during a speech – and the phenomenological
knowledge regarding the addressee of an information object as, for example, given in
the address line of a communiqué. The third notion resembles the idea of taking notice
of information by having kept and thus received in some form an information object.
The Correspondence pattern thus addresses a range of questions regarding recorded
acts of communications: Who was the designated audience of an information object?
Who was the intended addressee of an information object? Who has or must have
taken notice of an information object? Who had or must have had knowledge of a
piece of information?
• Aboutness (V:2.2.1)
– The Aboutness pattern covers the basic relationships of general reference and primary
subject or topic between an information object and another entity. The focus rests
on basic topical questions and inquiries in which the subject relationship cannot
be specified because it is too broad, unknown, or irrelevant, or is intended to be
inclusive. The pattern thus covers generic yet inclusive questions regarding the
general aboutness of an information object: Of which entity does an information
object speak? Which entity is referenced by an information object? The Aboutness
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pattern does not further qualify the historical context of the entities referred to other
than by specifying their temporal and geographical embedding. The general patterns
Events, Plans, Actors, Things and Documents each further elaborate the context of
aboutness.
• Events (V:2.2.2)
– The Events pattern covers the historical context of unintentional events and intentional
activities, in which actors actively or passively participated, and the acts carried
out by actors. The pattern allows for the representation of events and activities
within their temporal and spatial contexts and of who was actively or passively
present during their occurrence. Complex events and activities are represented
by fundamental relationships of influence, sequence, and part-whole. The pattern
therefore covers questions regarding things providing information or evidence about
events or activities: Did an event or activity occur? When and where did an event
or activity occur? How did an event or activity occur? What happened to an actor?
Who carried out an activity? The Events pattern allows for the assertion of basic
motivational or influential relationships between events and activities. The Plans
pattern, however, further covers details of the planning and wanting of activities.
• Plans (V:2.2.3)
– The Plans pattern extends the Events pattern (V:2.2.2) by the two basic notions of
planning and wanting of activities by actors. The pattern specifically allows for
descriptions of the planning of activities and their plan-based execution, and more
specifically the discussion and creation, the deciding and abandoning of plans, as
well as the beginning and ending of a will to execute a plan. The pattern particularly
distinguishes between the plan itself, the expression of a will to act, and the document
which may contain a plan and expression of will. This distinction allows for a general
reference to plans and enactments of plans, and in particular questions related to the
intentions and aims of actors, to what extent plans have been applied and executed,
and who wanted plans. This includes intentions to execute plans versus what is
known or has been recorded regarding the actual execution and enforcement of plans.
The Plans pattern thus introduces a temporal descriptive perspective looking into the
future from any given point in the past, recorded in an information object.
• Actors (V:2.2.4)
– The Actors pattern covers actors, persons and groups, their lives and history. The
pattern can be understood, similar to the Plans pattern, as another extension of the
Events pattern, in this case focusing on the particular qualities and contexts of those
who carry out activities and participate in events. The Actors pattern can thus be
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considered biographical, covering the typical activities in the lives of actors such as
the joining or leaving of various kinds of groups, including marriage, birth and death,
and the relationships and encounters between individuals and groups. As seen in
the previous section, the Actors pattern mostly focuses on particular persons and
groups and occurs frequently in the context of fact-finding questions. The Actors
pattern therefore covers general or specific and often factual biographical questions:
When and where did an actor come into existence and when was an actor taken out of
existence? What was the relationship of an actor with another actor? When did an
actor live and operate? Where was an actor at a specific time? What did an actor do?
• Things (V:2.2.5)
– The Things pattern covers a basic historical context surrounding the history of physical
man-made things. The empirical evidence supporting the pattern is not strong in the
sample of this study, which is not surprising since historical inquiry as conceptualized
here, and as might be expected in the context of state archives, does not frequently
include object history. However, the pattern covers an existent segment of historical
inquiry focusing on the history of objects such as submarines or buildings: Who
produced the object? Who kept the object? In which event or activity was object
involved? Where and when was the object involved in an activity or event?
• Documents (V:2.2.6)
– The Documents pattern covers the historical context as well as a rudimentary archival
context of information objects, at least to the extent that it has been pertinent in
this sample. In this regard, the subject matter of the pattern is slightly different and
broader than the other general patterns in that it covers the transitional intersection
between the historical reality in which information objects as well as their physical
carriers participated and were created and produced, and their current whereabouts
within the archive. The Documents pattern mostly covers questions about qualities of
things within the archive, and their history such as transfer of custody, the physical
or logical relationship to one another, or their extent. Only those entities and rela-
tionships found in the particular sample of this study have been included, and no
attempt was made to include comprehensive archival context information.
This chapter has developed ten general patterns based on the interpretative analysis of written
natural language inquiries submitted to archives and by the ontological representation of the
subject matter to which the interest of the inquiries pertain. The query patterns have exemplified
the relationship between the inquiries and the ontological model, the AKM. The next chapter
will introduce four archival patterns, which exemplify the relationship between the ontological
model, the AKM, and selected examples of real-life archival data.
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Chapter VI
Application
In this chapter, four exemplary archival patterns (IV:1.2.2) will illustrate how real-life metadata
relates to the Archival Knowledge Model (AKM). As has been indicated in Figure 8 (IV:4) the
general patterns can be understood as formulas or schemas for query patterns and archival
patterns. While the former represent the relationship between user inquiries and the ontological
formalization of the primary subject matter of their interest, archival patterns exemplify the
relationship between archival documentation and the AKM itself; that is, the formalized subject
matter of the interest of users’ inquiries and the implicitly or explicitly represented knowledge.
Each example is meant to demonstrate selected aspects of the relationship between existing
archival data structures and the AKM. Furthermore, the examples show the interpretative
transition from the empirical archival data to the ontological level of the AKM; that is, the
immediate relationship between particular Encoded Archival Description (EAD) elements and
their contents, and the entities in the general patterns.
Three examples are provided by the Federal State Archives of Baden-Wuerttemberg86
(Landesarchiv Baden-Württemberg), hereafter “LaBW”, and one has been obtained from the
German Federal Archives (BArch). Two examples cover files from the 20th century and two
from the 19th century. All examples are excerpts taken from existing finding aids encoded with
EAD, chosen because it is becoming a widely used international de-facto standard for encoding
archival aids. For this reason, no examples have been taken from the National Archives of
Norway (NAN) since they do not use EAD encoded finding aids. The examples obtained from
the LaBW demonstrate that, even though the general patterns have been developed based on
inquiries collected from the BArch and the NAN, the archival patterns nevertheless also apply to
data from other archives.
The previous chapter describes how information in written natural language inquiries can be
interpreted and represented in terms of a formal data structure using CRM concepts. The goal of
this study is not to describe or assume an algorithm that automatically converts free text, either
from user inquiries or from archival data, into a formal data structure such as an RDFS/OWL
implementation of the CRM.87 Rather, the objective here is to motivate and demonstrate on an
exemplary basis that existing archival descriptions potentially carry both explicit and implicit
information pertaining to the general patterns of the AKM, and that archivists are in a position
to encode equivalents of the information in these texts in such a formal data structure. The
examples indicate that, while archivists document rich information, they generally neither
structure nor link this information sufficiently or adequately.
86 http://www.landesarchiv-bw.de/web/
87 http://erlangen-crm.org/
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1 Encoded Archival Description
Encoded Archival Description88 (EAD) permits the encoding of information about the origins
and emergence of the archive and its records, and provides information about its contents
and scope. The EAD standard is a XML mark-up language which provides the flexibility
necessary to accommodate the various nuances in archival documentation and description
practices. As such, EAD can be used to encode archival aids which describe one or more archival
collections, themselves consisting of many files or items organized according to provenance in
sequential order and in a contextualizing hierarchy. In recent years, the EAD has indeed become
a widely accepted de facto standard for the encoding of digital archival aids, even though its
implementation in different systems exhibits inconsistencies in terms of the use of data elements
and labelling terminology (Kim, 2004).
The EAD standard is the result of a by now international effort to standardize the encoding of
archival descriptions (Frusciano, 2008a). One primary reason for undertaking a standardization
of the encoding of archival descriptions was, according to Pitti, that archivists needed assurance
that the valuable information they had curated would remain usable in the future, despite
technology changes. Only hardware- and software-independent encoding of that information
would provide this assurance to a reasonable extent. Furthermore, in order to support sophist-
icated indexing, navigation and display of archival information, and thus also thorough and
accurate access and control of archival descriptions, their logical components and relationships
would need to be accurately identified and encoded in machine-readable form. Uniform and
standardized descriptions and encoding of archival information would elevate the “present chaos
of irregularities” in archival descriptions and facilitate the identification and comprehension of
the latter by archivists and users of archives alike. Standardization of encoding and description
was understood to contribute to the realization of “the long-cherished dream” of enabling virtual
universal, union access to archival materials, independent of the physical location or dispersion
of the holding (Pitti, 1999).
The general outline of any EAD document comprises the root element <ead> and two basic
general sections marked by the elements <eadheader> and <archdesc>. The <eadheader>
element contains bibliographical and descriptive information to identify a finding aid document
such as its title, author, creation date, or edition. The <archdesc> element then holds information
about the archival collection as a whole and – within subsequent descendant <c> elements –
information about classes, series, sub-series, files, and items represented in a hierarchical and
sequential order.
As has been previously discussed (IV:2.2), files and, much less frequently, items generally
constitute the smallest unit within the archival description. All other intermediate levels
normally provide further context for a file. On each level in this descriptive tree constituted by
88 The current version of EAD is the 2002 schema as found on http://www.loc.gov/ead/. For the following also see
the EAD Tag Library at http://www.loc.gov/ead/tglib/index.html.
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<c> elements, various descriptive metadata fields hold information pertaining to each current
level starting with and depending on the characteristics of the described holding with the whole
archival fond and then proceeding down to the file or item level. Only few elements are declared
mandatory by the EAD schema, in order to allow the necessary flexibility for accommodating
the most particular descriptive practices. Several different EAD dialects exist, all of which are
subsets of the full EAD model and specify particular restrictions on the use of certain elements
and attributes such as the values of type attributes.
One of the most important EAD elements is <unittitle>, which holds a “name of the described
materials”89 at any level of the descriptive tree such as the title of the current holding or the
name of a file. Other relevant examples of EAD elements accommodate a time-span during
which the material has been created. This is recorded in <unitdate>, a call number for the
archival material provided in <unitid>, or the name of the repository where the material is
kept is found in <repository>. The contents of an archival unit may be given, for example,
in <scopecontent> as a “prose statement summarizing the range and topical coverage of the
described materials”90 in order “to assist readers in evaluating the potential relevance of the
materials to their research”91, or in <abstract> containing a “brief summary of the materials
being described, used primarily to encode bits of biographical or historical information about the
creator”92. EAD also allows for the encoding of “key terms and reference pointers”93 within the
element <index> providing, for example, person names or place names relevant to the materials
described.
2 Archival Data and the AKM
All four examples feature one particular <c> section taken from a finding aid and centre around
the <unittitle>, which is an essential element and can be expected in any archival finding aid
encoded with EAD. The examples demonstrate how the information typically contained in these
elements in combination with few additional entries in other elements already provide plentiful
contextual knowledge representable with the general patterns of the AKM. The goal is not to
show or decide on any “correct” representations but to demonstrate a logical correlation exists
between the AKM and EAD.
89 http://www.loc.gov/ead/tglib/elements/unittitle.html
90 http://www.loc.gov/ead/tglib/elements/scopecontent.html
91 http://www.loc.gov/ead/tglib/elements/scopecontent.html
92 http://www.loc.gov/ead/tglib/elements/abstract.html
93 http://www.loc.gov/ead/tglib/elements/index-element.html
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Example “Record of Interrogation”
The first example is taken from a finding aid created by the BArch and which has the unofficial
name Roter Koffer94 as it describes the contents of a red suitcase found within the estate of
Erich Mielke and which belonged to Erich Honecker. The suitcase contained documents about
a trial for high treason against Erich Honecker at the People’s Court (Volksgerichtshof ) as well
as reports and analyses created by the Ministry of State Security of the GDR (Ministerium für
Staatssicherheit, MfS) at a later date about the interrogations related to the trial.
The descriptions found in this particular finding aid are quite informative and relatively
detailed, partly due to the prominence and historical value of the contents of the suitcase. The
XML snippet shown in Figure 83 represents one <c> section taken from that finding aid. It
describes a file containing eight paper sheets pertaining to the interrogation of Sarah Fodorova
on 9th November 1936.
<c04 level="file">
<did>
<physdesc>
<extent>8 Bl.</extent>
<physfacet type="damage">Risse im ersten Blatt</physfacet>
</physdesc>
<unitid type="bestellnummer">15</unitid>
<unittitle>Vernehmungsprotokoll Sarah Fodorova vom 9. Nov. 1936</unittitle>
<unitdate normal="1936-01-01/1936-12-31">1936</unitdate>
<origination label="final">Oberreichsanwalt beim Volksgerichtshof: R 3017 ORA / VGH
, 17 J 22/36, Bd.12</origination>
<abstract>Enthält: Vernehmung von Erich Honecker nach Gegenüberstellung mit Sarah
Fodorova.</abstract>
</did>
<processinfo><p>Die Blätter (Kohlepapierdurchschläge) tragen die Paginierung 108-115
in Blaustift und stammen aus einer ursprünglich genähten Akte. Sie lagen ohne
Umschlagdeckel im roten Koffer.</p></processinfo>
<index>
<indexentry>
<persname>Fodorova, Sarah</persname>
</indexentry>
<indexentry>
<persname>Honecker, Erich</persname>
</indexentry>
</index>
</c04>
Figure 83 – XML-Snippet from EAD file “Roter Koffer”
The <unittitle> element contains a range of implicit information. There was an interrogation
(Vernehmung) of a person named Sarah Fodorova on the 9/11/1936, which was documented
by minutes (Vernehmungsprotokoll). Such entries, which compress a range of historical facts,
can be understood as examples of the wealth of hidden knowledge in metadata fields. The
94 “Roter Koffer” translates to “Red Suitcase”. For background information on this holding see http://www.bstu.bund.
de/DE/Wissen/Aktenfunde/Roter-Koffer/roter-koffer_inhalt.html.
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AKM permits decisions on which implicit information should be made explicit and how this
knowledge should be structured.
Figure 84 shows an exemplary instantiation (of parts) of the general pattern Documentation
(V:2.1.2) based on the information available in the <unittitle>. In this representation the
information is explicit and formalized according to a pattern which is relevant to a broad range
of information needs deriving from typical user inquiries and which focuses on the acts of
documentation regarding the activities of others. In this case, the act documented is a statement
made by a person called Sarah Fodorova. While the XML snippet does not mention who
conducted the interrogation, we can assume that the archivist who created the description likely
knew more about this, or was at least in a position to make reasonable assumptions, such as the
People’s Court (Volksgerichtshof) as a group actor, and therefore would have been able to record
this information.95
Note that the time-span “1936” provided in <unitdate> pertains to the documentation act
and not necessarily to the interrogation. The activity that created the documents; that is, the
paper sheets contained in the record, is not necessarily identical with the date of the interrogation.
The documentation class represents the act of creating the files through documentation and
aligns with the semantic of <unitdate>.
Figure 84 – The information from the <unittitle> represented explicitly (EAD file “Roter Koffer”).
Self-documentation is not used in this example since the interrogated person, Sarah Fodorova,
is not herself conducting the documentation; that is, writing the report on the interrogation or
taking notes in preparation for doing so. Furthermore, in the context of this example, we cannot
assume that the statement made by Sarah Fodorova is done so on a voluntary basis; indeed,
the report is unlikely to contain her own viewpoint but rather that of the interrogator. The
expression of one’s own viewpoint is an important criterion for self-documentation. Choosing
the Documentation pattern in order to represent the interrogative act does not preclude asserting
95 Note that this information could be available at another level of the descriptive hierarchy within the finding aid from
which the example has been taken.
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that the interrogating actor is also conducting self-documentation as part of the interrogation. If
it is not possible to ascertain clearly whether an event or activity fits a particular class then the
more general class should be chosen. The example demonstrates that the acts of documentation
or self-documentation may in this case have occurred close to the documented acts and might
even have been temporarily congruent.
Finally, the intellectual task of the archivist when creating the title would remain the same
when serving the seemingly more complex general patterns of the AKM. The “mechanical” effort
might differ in that it is quick and easy to simply type in a literal text. However, this is a question
of implementation and of proper tool design in the creation of archival aids. On the contrary,
the archivist’s intellectual work is preserved here in a relevant and explicit representation while,
in a plain and literal text, it would be lost and much less accessible.
Example “Minutes of the Council of Ministers”
While the previous example was based on a documentation activity, the XML snippet shown
in Figure 85 is a typical example of a self-documentation activity. The example is taken from a
finding aid in the LaBW. The <unittitle> plainly states “Minutes of the Council of Ministers”
(Protokolle des Ministerrats) and the <abstract> further specifies that the minutes pertain to its
1st - 35th meetings. The Council of Ministers in question is a body of the ministry of the German
federal state Baden-Wuerttemberg as described at higher levels of the description in the finding
aid. The <unitdate> further indicates that the documents were created between 25th April and
22nd December 1952.96
<c level="file" id="labw-1-783976">
<did>
<unitid>EA 1/105 Bü 1</unitid>
<unittitle>Protokolle des Ministerrats</unittitle>
<unitdate normal="1952-01-01/1952-12-31">25. April - 22. Dezember 1852</unitdate>
<physdesc>
<dimensions>Folio (Höhe x Breite)</dimensions>
</physdesc>
<abstract>1. - 35. Sitzung</abstract>
</did>
<otherfindaid>
<extref xlink:role="url_archivalunit" xlink:href="http://www.landesarchiv-bw.de/
plink/?f=1-783976">Titelaufnahme im Angebot des Archivs</extref>
</otherfindaid>
</c>
Figure 85 – XML-Snippet from EAD file “labw-f-1-5717”
Figure 86 shows an archival pattern describing the “first meeting” of the Council of Ministers.
The time-span provided in <unitdate> refers to the general time-frame during which the
contained files were created. In the case of the current example, it is reasonable to assume that
96 Note that the literal value in <unitdate> contains a typo; the proper date is 1952, not 1852.
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the documented meetings of the Council of Ministers also fall into the same general time-frame.
Figure 86 – The information from the <unittitle> represented explicitly (EAD file “labw-f-1-
5717”).
Whether the meetings of the Council of Ministers should be represented as one activity
extending over a longer time-span or as separate single activities depends on the intended
descriptive scope and detail of a possible representation based on the AKM. Both variants are
feasible and their implementation mostly depends on available resources and other technical
prerequisites. However, if a particular explicit logical correlation exists within the data, in
principle, all forms inferred can be automatically created by reasoners.
The Council of Ministers can be said to have self-documented its own activity since the
minutes created reflect the Council’s own consensus and viewpoint. While the documents
express neither the opinion of the stenographer nor of the person who took the notes and wrote
up the final versions of the minutes, they do represent the collective opinion of the Council of
Ministers of this particular meeting.
The example demonstrates the application of the general patterns Self-Documentation and
Events and further shows that the provenance context may be more important, or at least more
prominent, than the aboutness context. The aboutness here is simply an activity, the first meeting,
while the provenance is described elaborately.
Example “Petition of the ’Geheime Rat von Edelsheim’”
The first two examples pertained to more recent times. The third example falls into an earlier
era, the beginning of the 19th century, and utilizes primarily elements from the general patterns
Correspondence and Plans as well as Events. The XML snippet shown in Figure 87 is taken from a
finding aid of the LaBW and represents the description of one file. The file contains one written
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document, a letter with a petition of the “Geheime Rat von Edelsheim” directed to “Karlsruhe”
in order to obtain an excerpt from the knights’ cadastre regarding a debt claim from Freiherr
Georg Wilhelm von Massenbach.
<c level="file" id="labw-1-603561">
<did>
<unitid>E 40/10 Bü 60</unitid>
<unittitle>Gesuch des Geheimen Rats von Edelsheim in Karlsruhe um einen Auszug aus
dem Ritterkataster des Kantons Kraichgau wegen einer Kapitalforderung an den
Freiherrn Georg Wilhelm von Massenbach</unittitle>
<unitdate normal="1822-09-11">11. September 1822</unitdate>
<physdesc>
<extent>1 Schr.</extent>
</physdesc>
<unitid type="Altsignatur">Ritterschaft 01 b/07 (Beilage)</unitid>
<unitid type="Altsignatur">E 41 Verz. 64 Fasz. 16/07 (Beilage)</unitid>
</did>
<otherfindaid>
<extref xlink:role="url_archivalunit" xlink:href="http://www.landesarchiv-bw.de/
plink/?f=1-603561">Titelaufnahme im Angebot des Archivs</extref>
</otherfindaid>
<index>
<indexentry>
<persname>Edelsheim, Wilhelm Freiherr von; badischer Geheimer Rat, 1774-1840</
persname>
</indexentry>
<indexentry>
<persname>Massenbach, Georg Wilhelm Freiherr von</persname>
</indexentry>
<indexentry>
<geogname>Kraichgau; Ritterkanton</geogname>
</indexentry>
</index>
</c>
Figure 87 – XML-snippet from EAD file “labw-f-1-603494”
The archival pattern shown in Figure 88 details the rich amount of implicit historical facts
contained in the record description. The interpretation of the information contained in the
EAD description is only preliminary. The claiming of debt from Freiherr Georg Wilhelm von
Massenbach and the petitioning to Karlsruhe, an actor in this case, regarding an excerpt from
the knights’ cadastre of the Canton of Kraichgau are the central activities in the example. Both
are implicitly encoded in the <unittitle> along with a couple of other historical facts. The date
provided in the <unittitle> is most likely the date on which the petition was created. However,
this interpretation is tentative and can only be validated by an archivist or by looking at the
actual document.
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Figure 88 – The information from the <unittitle> represented explicitly (EAD file “labw-f-1-
603494”).
The length of the entry in the <unittitle> could be also interpreted as an indication of
the lack of suitable options for a more differentiated and explicit representation of historical
context information. The semantic overload of entries is also apparent in the case of the three
<indexentry> elements, which carry a lot of information.
The entities given with dotted lines in Figure 88 represent possible future occurrences in
relation to the events described in the archival pattern: an activity of obtaining the actual excerpt
for which the petition is hoping. The assertion is purely hypothetical and is only meant to
demonstrate how a history of planning and execution of plans may evolve.
In contrast to the previous example, this case shows a fairly rich description of the historical
aboutness context utilizing primarily the Plans pattern. The very detailed description is solely
based on the information available in the XML snippet and shows the amount of implicit
knowledge potentially hidden in metadata fields such as <unittitle>.
Future work could focus on metadata fields such as <unittitle> or <indexentry> and sys-
tematically interpret the linguistic and ontological structure of the information these contain,
subsequently devising a method for their automatic translation into a data structure.
Example “Baader Meinhof Trial”
The last example shown in Figure 89 is taken from a finding aid in the LaBW and describes
a more recent event: the trial against leading members of the Red Army Faction (Rote-Armee-
Fraktion, RAF) in the 1970s. The <unittitle> indicates at least two historical facts: the activity
of preparing the Baader Meinhof Trial (Baader-Meinhof-Prozess) in Stuttgart-Stammheim and
its actual conduct. The information provided in the <unitdate> gives the time-span to which
the respective files pertain. Without adequate background knowledge of the historical events as
well as of the contents of the files described, the exact interpretation of the relationship of the
two activities with the files and the indicated time-spans is only preliminary. On the other hand,
this example demonstrates once again the importance of explicit representation of knowledge.
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<c level="file" id="labw-1-86568">
<did>
<unitid>EA 1/107 Bü 345</unitid>
<unittitle>Vorbereitung und Durchführung des Baader-Meinhof-Prozesses in Stuttgart-
Stammheim</unittitle>
<unitdate normal="1974-01-01/1975-12-31">1974 - Juli 1975</unitdate>
<physdesc>
<extent>1 Bü</extent>
<dimensions>Folio (Höhe x Breite)</dimensions>
</physdesc>
<unitid type="Altsignatur">3012/9</unitid>
</did>
<otherfindaid>
<extref xlink:role="url_archivalunit" xlink:href="http://www.landesarchiv-bw.de/
plink/?f=1-86568">Titelaufnahme im Angebot des Archivs</extref>
</otherfindaid>
</c>
Figure 89 – XML-Snippet from EAD file “labw-f-1-5721”
Figure 90 shows a tentative interpretation of the information provided in the description.
The trial is well-known and documented and the archivist would therefore be able to easily
identify the activity Baader Meinhof Trial as well as provide additional background information
such as other actors involved.
Most importantly, the representation explicitly differentiates between the plan and the act of
planning, and the document as the result of an act of documentation, all of which refer to the
activity “Baader Meinhof Trial”. The activities of documentation and planning resulting in the
archival materials contained in this particular record can be said to have happened during the
general time-span “1974 - July 1975” as given in the <unitdate> element. Again, the dates do
not necessarily pertain to the trial itself; in fact, the trial was officially begun on 21st May 1975
and the verdict was declared on 28th April 1977, upon which the trial was concluded.
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Figure 90 – The information from the <unittitle> represented explicitly (EAD file “labw-f-1-
5721”).
While the previous example demonstrated how much implicit information may be contained
within a single <unittitle> element, this example shows that in the case of well-known and
documented activities and events, additional contextual information can easily be provided by
an archivist, at least in terms of intellectual effort.
3 Summary: Querying and Implementation
All examples show that a large number of historical facts can be expected to be compressed or
implicit in text values of many metadata fields. Further, the examples suggest that archivists are
in possession of more knowledge during documentation than is actually encoded, but which
could easily be captured by the AKM. In other words, while a full and systematic analysis
of EAD would exceed the scope of this study, archival data encoded in EAD as well as the
background knowledge of archivists can be expected to provide sufficient information with
which to instantiate the AKM at least to a large extent.
The AKM may serve as a basis from which to analyze existing metadata schemas or docu-
mentation guidelines and may result in their partial revision in terms of finer-grained semantics
or formal structures. For example, based on the Provenance pattern, the encoding of the creator,
producer and keeper of a document or file could be rendered mandatory. The AKM may also
serve as the basis from which new schemas or descriptive layers can be created as additions or
supplements to existing and already implemented archival knowledge bases.
The four examples discussed here are, of course, only selective and pertain to individual
records. The potential of semantic networks, for which the AKM describes the relevant nodes
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and relationships, then lies in the linking of such individual descriptive records within as well as
between archival collections, even from different archives. Pattern-directed searches (Dworman
et al., 2000) and other complex discovery queries based on the subject matter relevant to archival
users become possible.
In general, the universals identified in this study are buried beneath many different words
and terms. The AKM allows for the standardization of vocabulary leading to controlled access
points, which may be directly derived from the diagrams. If appropriate cataloguing rules existed
for the entities described in the AKM, archival materials could be interlinked in a meaningful
way and alongside existing archival descriptions.
The identity and identification of particulars; that is, of instances of the classes described in
the AKM, is a question of appropriate cataloguing rules which would permit the finding and
description of appropriate controlled access points which represent “a name, term, code, etc.,
under which a bibliographic or authority record or reference will be found” (Bourdon et al.,
2013, 14) and which “enable a given instance of a given bibliographic entity to be consistently
referred to in a given bibliographic database” (Bekiari et al., 2010, 127).
FRBRoo, for example, formally describes the creation of controlled access points (Bekiari
et al., 2010, 127-129) which “consists in selecting and assembling existing appellations so as to
make the resulting construct as specific, accurate, and ’unique’ as possible, so as to disambiguate
the way a given instance of a given bibliographic entity is consistently referred to in a given
bibliographic database” (Bekiari et al., 2010, 127). The person descriptions provided in the third
example, for instance, are not only a source for historical knowledge but also for controlled
access points which would then allow interlinking with other records. Whether there will be
rules for controlled access points for events and what shape these might assume is a question of
extended cataloguing rules and documentation guidelines.
Apart from the identification and creation of controlled access points, another important
issue is the question of how to query complex semantic networks. Since the AKM is formalized
using the CRM which, in turn, has been implemented as an RDFS/OWL representation97, the
general patterns are immediately implementable as semantic networks. If a particular knowledge
structure is given as shown in the diagrams then appropriate data structures can be created from
the perspective of information technology.
Tzompanaki and Doerr (2012a) show how large and complex semantic networks may be
queried using the CRM. Especially in cases where relevant documents and facts can be expected
to be distributed among records or holdings, such patterns would provide relevant access points
and contexts from which to retrieve relevant documents or facts. Alexiev (2011) has further
discussed how complex semantic networks based on the CRM can be searched by utilizing
fundamental relationships and concepts (Tzompanaki and Doerr, 2012b). Zenz et al. (2009)
have described a tool called Quick which is an example of a guided method by which users can
create progressively semantic queries while still retaining much of the convenience of a keyword
97 http://erlangen-crm.org/
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search. The tool Nitelight (Russell et al., 2008) is another example of a graphical tool supporting
users in query construction and visualization. While only singular examples, these studies show
that complex and semantic querying are within the grasp of information systems in the near
future. As with all digital information systems that provide search and retrieval facilities, the
instruction of users is necessary to a certain degree, at least if the user wishes to comprehend all
search options and, most importantly, how results sets are created.
Remaining questions, apart from the previously discussed issues of controlled access points
and querying, include how to instantiate a knowledge base that implements the AKM either
completely or partially. Archivists could conduct proactive documentation of archival collections
based on new or revised documentation guidelines and cataloguing rules. As indicated above,
if such guidelines and rules indeed existed, only little additional effort would be expected in
terms of intellectual work. The primary challenges lie in developing appropriate technical
implementation facilitating the entry of data into a knowledge base during documentation.
Community-driven approaches in the context of the Web 2.0 (Palmer, 2009; Theimer, 2011) as
well as more generally collaborative stances of archives towards external parties (Evans, 2007)
have also been discussed by the archival community. Especially regarding general historical
expertise surrounding the history of archival materials, crowd-sourcing has a higher potential of
providing more additional knowledge than any archivist. The biggest challenges here lie in the
social and technical organization of such input as well as the mustering of necessary resources.
Natural language processing (NLP) techniques that provide semi-automatic means are likely
to facilitate the creation of knowledge bases built on ontologies such as the AKM in the near
future. Recent progress in NLP and the many related fields of automatic information detection,
extraction and structuring (Clark et al., 2012) permit the confident assumption that semi-
automatic or automatic conversion algorithms will be developed for the exploitation of existing
archival descriptions and of increasingly available digitized full-text archival resources in order
to provide enhanced support for archivists and information seeking users as suggested by the
AKM.
There are increasing numbers of projects which have built large and complex semantic
networks and knowledge bases for culture-historical research. These projects often utilize the
CRM and employ various NLP techniques, especially from the Semantic Web domain. Again,
only very few examples from the vast body of research shall suffice to give an impression
of the possibilities, such as Nenkova and McKeown (2011) who provided a general overview
of automatic summarization techniques or automated annotations as discussed in Ruotsalo
et al. (2009). Byrne and Klein (2009) presented automatic (archaeological) event detection
and extraction in natural language documents, particularly in the case of the Semantic Web
(Byrne, 2009), techniques which would be pivotal to automatically identify and instantiate
events and activities in the AKM. The project report on the FDR/Pearl Harbor Project by Ide
and Woolner (2004) also demonstrates how historical events can be identified and extracted
from historical documents using Semantic Web technologies. Banerjee and Johnson (2015)
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recently investigated Linked Data-based entity extraction techniques in order to enhance access
to archival collections and found that, even though various quality issues prevail, there is
potential for future improvement of, for example, quicker subject analysis and integration of
knowledge bases.
A particular example of a culture-historical semantic network is described in Riechert et al.
(2010) who have built, similar in purpose to the AKM, an ontology for structuring a prosopo-
graphical knowledge base, the Catalogus Professorum Model (CPM). The purpose of the project is
to a create a knowledge base about prosopographical research that can be subjected to network
analysis, for instance. The scope of the CPM, therefore, is very different to that of archival
descriptions and the scope of the AKM. Furthermore, their knowledge engineering methodology
has been based on discussions with historians and the observation of their information behaviour
in the semantic editing tool OntoWiki, which was adapted and developed further during the
project’s lifetime. This is an example of the methodological drawbacks of observational and
interrogative means for eliciting user and information needs as discussed in chapter II.
Further examples of large semantic networks have been discussed in Ockeloen et al. (2013),
who have built BiographyNet, a semantic knowledge base created “by extracting links between
people, historic events, places and time periods from a variety of Dutch biographical dictionaries”
(Ockeloen et al., 2013, 1). Another semantic network for historical research has been created by
the project “histcross” (Kalus, 2007), which focuses on network analysis and strives to enable
qualitative and quantitative historical data analysis and interpretation (Kalus, 2006).
Even though these knowledge bases and semantic networks have different scopes and pur-
poses than those envisaged by the AKM, the previous examples of applied research indicate that
the necessary technology is within reach and that knowledge is most likely to be available today
in existing archival metadata structures as well as on the part of the archivist. In the short-term,
proactive and manual documentation can be implemented for smaller, high-value collections.
Such projects could become incubators for the further development of finer-grained metadata
schemas, documentation guidelines and cataloguing rules based on information needs as they
are ontologically represented in the AKM. Analysis of the AKM could also lead to the short-term
revision of existing metadata schemas such as the EAD by identifying elements which could
be added or simply made mandatory, such as the creator of archival materials. In any case, the
AKM and the empirical work conducted here contribute an indispensable prerequisite for any
such endeavour.
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Chapter VII
Conclusion
Retrospection
Research on the information behaviour of archive users has repeatedly shown that access
to archival knowledge bases such as via finding aids is hindered by a certain deficiency in
knowledge about users and their information needs. Archives and their extensive and ever-
growing wealth of information and evidential potential constitute a key resource for global
knowledge networks (Doerr and Iorizzo, 2008). Facilitating access to archival information
systems, as well as improving their search and retrieval tools, demands an extended and deeper
empirical understanding and ontological formalization of the behaviour and information needs
of archive users.
This study has conducted an analysis of archive user behaviour and requirements, focusing
on archival information needs as expressed in reference questions submitted to archives. Such
written natural language inquiries sent by mail or email to archives constitute empirical research
data containing relatively unfiltered information needs expressed in the users’ own words.
Interrogative and observational methods of collecting research data on information needs
generally elicit either intuition or reactions to a particular system.
The primary research question asked whether it is possible to create an ontology that can
reasonably represent archival inquiries and their probable interpretations as formal queries to
the model of the archival target world that would generate an adequate response. The hypotheses
of this study were that such written natural language inquiries can be interpreted and analyzed
in terms of common and shared interests pertaining to archives, that these shared interests can
be highly generalized and abstracted to an ontological representation, and that the ontology
CIDOC CRM (CRM) would provide adequate means for their formalization.
The primary results are (1) a methodological approach that advocates an interpretative
analysis of written natural language inquiries submitted to archives and, as the result of its
practical and successful application, (2) the Archival Knowledge Model (AKM), an ontological
representation of the subject matter which typically appears as the interest of archival inquiries.
The successful application of the methodological approach to the analysis of archival reference
questions confirms the first two hypotheses and, to a large extent, the third. The CRM has been
extended with compatible entities wherever its semantics were found to be inadequate.
Interpretative Analysis
The interpretative analysis can be formally differentiated into a linguistic analysis and an
ontologically oriented phase. The linguistic analysis – understood in the sense of returning to
the semantic level of the immediate meaning of words in a phrase – categorizes according to
whether archival or non-archival materials, factual information or other services are requested,
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and allows for an initial appraisal of the interest of the inquiries. The ontological analysis
leaves the immediate level of utterance of the inquiries and further interprets them in order to
identify shared interests and to formalize and explicate the subject matter of these interests to
common and abstract ontological conceptualizations. Formally, the interpretative analysis can
be understood as an act of knowledge engineering, and the process of ontological modelling in
particular as an act of ontology engineering.
The analysis is strictly based on the empirical material and the information needs as ex-
pressed in the inquiries and is not derived from theory. Beyond the information needs found
in the empirical material, the interpretative analysis is mainly guided by two epistemological
foundations which are also closely intertwined, the historical and archival domain. Further,
the ontology CRM has not only been positively evaluated and instrumental to the ontological
modelling but it has also determined to a certain extent the interpretative process; for example,
and most importantly, the fact that history is seen as revolving around the notion of events.
Finally, the expertise of the author as a historian with extensive background knowledge provided
the necessary scholarly foundation for an adequate interpretation of the inquiries.
The methodological approach may also be considered similar to the hermeneutic historical
method (IV:2.1) of heuristics, critique and synthesis. The interpretation of the inquiries is a
hermeneutic act; only its interest is not derived from original research interests of historical
scholarship, and its outcome, the synthesis, is not only reported in prose as a narrative but
explicitly formalized in an ontological model.
This study has successfully demonstrated in the practical application of the methodological
approach that the subject matter of the interest of inquiries can be brought to a shared and
abstract ontological representation. All inquiries can be related to a common ontology, a shared
discourse, and highly generalized. The many different inquiries and the phenomena they
describe can be reasonably and significantly reduced. Even though the CRM primarily describes
a material discourse originating from the museum domain, the CRM has been found adequate
for the ontological formalization of the archive user needs interpretatively identified in inquiries.
The CRM has been partially extended by six compatible classes and sixteen relationships.
Archival Knowledge Model
The AKM is an ontology which contributes to a deepened empirical understanding of archive
users and their information needs. It formally and explicitly represents the subject matter,
which typically appears as the primary interest of written natural language inquiries submitted
to archives. As such, the AKM describes the historical and archival domain of discourse as
represented by the inquiries analyzed and provides a new access perspective to archival holdings
which is independent from, yet compatible with, archival descriptions.
As an ontology, the AKM strives to establish a common ontological framework in order
to reconcile the conceptualizations of archive users as found in their inquiries with the con-
ceptualizations of the archival domain as provided in archival aids, especially finding aids,
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and formalized in schemas and data structures of information systems as well as the implicit
knowledge typically available to archivists at the time of documentation. Potential archival aids
supplemented by the AKM would provide a more effective structuring of the same knowledge
and probably without increased research effort. The archival patterns (VI:2) provide indications
(IV:1.2.2) as to the feasibility of such documentation, either based on proactive documentation
or on semi-automatic means.
Table 16 summarizes the ten general patterns which constitute the AKM. Each general pattern
aggregates a specific constellation of classes and properties describing a prototypical segment
of the historical reality to which the subject matter of the interest of inquiries pertains. These
aggregations represent ontological representations of user requirements of archival holdings in
the form of information needs.
The general patterns can be intellectually distinguished according to their primary epistemic
focus, which is either the context of provenance of things (the actor who created, produced or
kept things), or the context of aboutness of things (the entities to which archival materials refer).
However, query patterns, which exemplify potential queries against an archival knowledge base,
would always utilize entities of two general patterns, one from each context.
Table 16 – The general patterns according to their primary epistemic focus.
Provenance Context Aboutness Context
Provenance (V:2.1.1) Aboutness (V:2.2.1)
Documentation (V:2.1.2) Events (V:2.2.2)
Self-Documentation (V:2.1.3) Plans (V:2.2.3)
Correspondence (V:2.1.4) Actors (V:2.2.4)
Things (V:2.2.5)
Documents (V:2.2.6)
The specific general patterns describe and stress the relevance of various entities; that is, of
classes and relationships, such as the explicit documentation of particular persons and particular
activities, or that an essential basic interest of users pertains to the provenance of things (who
created, produced or kept them, or who might have written something), and that the aboutness
appears initially less important.
The purpose of the AKM is not to provide a direct answer to an inquiry but to guide
archival users to potentially relevant archival materials which may contain factual or evidential
information contributing to finding such an answer. The general patterns provide an additional
descriptive access layer which would lead into the archival description, the finding aid, from
where the actual identifier or call number of a file or record would be retrieved. Archival
principles such as original order or provenance remain relevant as conventional and traditional
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access parameters and are neither concerned nor challenged by the AKM.
In other words, the AKM provides a contextual description of a historical context of materials
that goes beyond and enriches those typically found in finding aids. The contextual description
specifying the path to the material within the archive remains with the finding aids. Direct,
factual answers are only of secondary importance to the AKM. The ultimate goal of the AKM
is to augment and improve the capabilities of search and retrieval systems by introducing
an additional descriptive layer based on the empirically founded analysis and ontological
representation of archival information needs.
Simply put, the AKM is essentially concerned with the basic question as to who might have
written about a particular historical occurrence of interest, and not with specific information
and its location within a specific document. In a similar manner, archival description employs
the same necessary simplification by focusing on the principle of respect des fonds (IV:2.2). The
historian, of course, will further engage with the various documents and create a far more
intrinsic and complex knowledge network. Both the AKM and the archival description, then,
strive in combination to provide relevant and adequately simplified contextual knowledge
structures that will support the historian in obtaining relevant primary sources.
Further Outcomes and Discussion
The will and plan constitute two particular findings of this study and thus two specific insights
into archival user needs. The significance of these calls for a brief elaboration on their function
here. The Plans pattern (V:2.2.3) specifically describes the planning of activities and their plan-
based execution, and more specifically the discussion and creation, deciding on and abandoning
of plans, as well as the beginning and ending of a will to execute a plan. Furthermore, the plan
and the expression of will to act upon and to execute a plan are distinguished from one another.
These distinctions allow us to generally address questions – that is, to identify archival
materials that may provide potentially relevant evidential or factual information – about plans
and their enactments, and in particular, related to the intentions and aims of actors. Further, they
permit insights as to the extent to which plans have been applied, executed and desired (that is,
to what extent the intention to execute a plan conforms to historical knowledge or the records
regarding the actual execution and enforcement of the same plan). The plan in the form of the
more authoritative mandate further plays an important role in the context of documentation
and self-documentation activities, each of which are covered by respective general patterns.
The ontological representation of psychological entities such as the will and the more detailed
representation of the concepts of planning and plans as well as of more authoritative mandates
constitute the primary shortcomings of the CRM in the context of this study. Appropriate and
compatible extensions have been suggested. The scope notes of all new classes and properties
are provided in the appendix.
The AKM thus permits the characterization of archival materials and their contents accord-
ing to a clear and fundamental tripartition into the temporal perspectives of the future (the
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documented structure of plans), the past (the documented structure of acts), and documented
psychological states (the intentions and wills associated with what has been planned and carried
out).
The interpretative analysis has also yielded tentative insights into the process of knowledge
creation in archival and historical inquiry. The three levels of interest (V:1.3) identified –
material fact, psychological and collective statistical – provide indications as to different levels of
specificity of the interest in archival and historical inquiries and different stages in the knowledge
creation process. Furthermore, archive users appear able to break down information requests
into material facts, which indicates that researchers can operate on such a factual level and that
the method of factual documentation as suggested by the AKM is indeed both appropriate and
effective.
This study further indicates that core metadata exist, understood, however, not as a plain
set of a few single entities such as the Dublin Core98 but as rich semantic patterns of classes
and relationships. Yet the subject matter which appears as the typical interest of inquiries
can be generalized and abstracted to a relatively small set of classes and relationships, and
further aggregated into general patterns. Furthermore, since the inquiries analyzed data from a
time-span of about 15 years, there are indications that the interests of users, in other words the
identifiable shared subject matter, or the real questions, appear not to change significantly over
this kind of time period.
The outcomes of this analysis increase empirical confidence regarding the nature of questions
submitted to archives and the information needs of archive users, since the general patterns are
firmly rooted in empirical evidence in the form of original written natural language inquiries.
The AKM may then serve as an intellectual guide for the evaluation and migration of existing —
and the design of future — data structures as well as documentation guidelines. For example,
the AKM may be used relatively directly for the evaluation of archival metadata standards
such as the Encoding Archival Description (EAD) by determining the relevance of particular
metadata fields and data values, as well as their potential for improving search and retrieval. As
a rule, the general patterns provide empirically founded indications of possible improvements
such as relevant semantic links between archival items and particular information entities,
and meaningful trails through the body of archival materials and records. The initiation and
actual implementation of such improvements, however, remains the task of future projects
and committees, beginning with the assessment of prospective costs, necessary resources and
further operationalization of the AKM. While these aspects exceed the scope of this analysis,
with the AKM, however, the study at hand has successfully established a constitutive logical and
theoretical framework for future work in this field.
Supplementing archival descriptions with additional access points to archival materials
which embody conceptualizations of users will increase the value and attractiveness of the
holdings. Users would more frequently and readily conduct their own searches, and “accidental
98 http://dublincore.org/
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users” (Craig, 1998, 125) may be drawn in more easily and effectively. As the archival patterns
suggest, in terms of the necessary knowledge that needs to be explicitly formalized and encoded
in order to meet the requirements of typical and relevant user interests, the archivists is most
likely to obtain and possess such knowledge during documentation. Adding such information to
archival finding aids would therefore require only a limited and feasible additional effort.
Future Work and Outlook
Both the AKM and the methodological approach presuppose further research into various
specific aspects of their disposition as well as providing the foundation for related follow-up
work.
One of the next steps regarding the evaluation and standardization of the AKM is the
submission of the extensions made to the CRM to the CRM SIG committee (IV:3.1). These
extensions would enter an official process of deliberation by experts, possibly undergo revision,
and then attain formal recognition.
Despite the high value of original written natural language inquiries, one of the major
obstacles has been to obtain access to and collect reference questions. Access is highly dependent
on national data privacy laws and on the local organization of reference services in the archive.
Internal procedures at the archive before access is granted can take a long time. As these
obstacles are difficult to circumvent, researchers need to be aware of them and address such
issues proactively. Freely accessible databases such as the OEP (III:2.2) may, however, greatly
facilitate the collection and selection process.
Furthermore, the intellectual and manual conduct of the iterative interpretative analysis
was both cumbersome and time-consuming. Since the initial development of the interpretative
approach has itself been an objective of this study, the adaptive and applied processing of
the collected reference questions has been both essential and instrumental. However, with
the methodological approach established and substantial confidence regarding its validity and
adequacy, further investigation into feasible semi-automatic or even automatic means that would
facilitate future research and follow-up studies employing, and possibly further developing, the
same methodological approach would appear fruitful. For example, natural language processing
techniques should be considered in order to semi-automatically or even automatically analyze
user inquiries on a larger scale.
Furthermore, additional samples need to be collected and analyzed in order to evaluate and
further validate the methodological approach as well as the specific outcomes. Samples may, but
need not, cover a similar topical and temporal horizon to those analyzed here. For example, one
sample may focus on a more specific topic or historical period; another may collect inquiries
directed to a particular archive department. The period during which the inquiries have been
posed to an archive may also constitute valuable selection criteria with which to investigate
whether general patterns, and thus fundamental interests of the archive users, significantly
change over time. The feasibility of each option, however, depends on the extent and scope of
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the internal documentation regime and registry system employed at the respective archive.
Additional user studies may possibly result in the extension, or even partial unification of
entities defined by the AKM. By conducting more studies, the AKM and its general patterns may
be extended or limited in terms of adding or removing, or by generalizing or specializing some of
their classes and relationships. For example, the differentiation between conceptual and physical
items is certainly relevant and probably even mandatory from a logical and theoretical point of
view; however, only the actual implementation and application of the AKM and additional user
studies could confirm its practical relevance.
Additional general patterns may emerge as specializations or combinations of those ex-
isting. For example, even though the designation of documents to a “public” or “internal”
audience can be represented using the Correspondence pattern (V:2.1.4), its relationship to the
Self-Documentation pattern (V:2.1.3) could be further investigated. In this context, the nature
of “official” and “unofficial” documents also deserves additional attention. Future research
would further need to determine potential simplifications and unifications of single classes
and relationships. Furthermore, their formal and machine-readable representation constitutes
another important step in the development of the AKM. For this purpose, existing RDFS/OWL
implementations could be used and extended. As such, the AKM has established the initial
logical and theoretical framework.
While the shared subject matter of the interests of the inquiries can be highly generalized
and reduced to a relatively small set of classes and relationships, the instantiation of these, as
indicated by the query patterns, allows us, in turn, to address a virtually unlimited number of
individual questions and inquiries. Here, research could explore the instance level and the nature
of particulars identified in specific cases and application scenarios. Furthermore, research may
study the terminological level of particular types and try to identify vocabularies of controlled
terms or categories. Both controlled vocabularies of types as well as of class instances will be
important for the practical realization of archival information systems based on the AKM. The
scope of this study as well as of the AKM pertains to the ontological level. For this reason, no
attempt has been made to further distinguish the ontological entities of the AKM into particular
types or to specify particular instances of classes.
In general, continued research is required on archival reference questions, which constitute
an information-rich source of primary research data for analyzing the information behaviour
of archive users from various perspectives. In particular, more extensive and dedicated invest-
igation is to be encouraged into the aforementioned levels of interest during the archival and
historical knowledge creation process, as well as the relationship between the questions of users
and the answers of the archivists. Archives hold large quantities of such research data that would
allow continuous and systematic as well as empirical investigation into the nature of questions
and the information needs of their users.
Archive reference questions as empirical research data should also be rendered more easily
accessible by archives for external research. Depending on the extent of the records, user files
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would, for example, allow the investigation of the evolution of information needs during the
user’s engagement with the archive, or shed light on internal procedures and communications
during the processing of user inquiries by archivists. Of course, data protection and privacy
issues need to be taken into account.
The methodological approach to the interpretative analysis of archival inquiries in this study
inspires future qualitative research that approaches users and their information needs more
thoroughly and from a different perspective than currently found in archival research, thus
focusing more on adequate data structures.
In terms of the research data used and the methodological approach applied, the research
presented in this study appears to be rare among work on the information behaviour of archive
users. Archival reference questions are research data that is difficult to obtain and analyze;
however, the interpretative analysis and formalization of written natural language questions
from users to archives, as has been demonstrated here, constitute a valuable source of meaningful
data on original users and their information needs. It is only by gaining a deeper understanding
of, as well as a consensus on, archive users and their information needs that new generations of
more sophisticated pattern-oriented information systems will be able to serve their users with
their real questions.
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Appendix
Definition of the AKM
The following four tables list all classes and properties that constitute the Archival Knowledge
Model (AKM). The scope notes of CRM classes and properties are taken from the “Definition
of the CIDOC Conceptual Reference Model”, Version 5.0.1, March 2009 (Crofts et al., 2006)
without the additional notes on constraints, sub-classes and sub-properties, and examples. One
class and one property have been taken from FRBRoo, Version 1.0.1 (Bekiari et al., 2010).
Native AKM Classes
The table lists all new classes been created for the AKM.
Table 17 – Native AKM Classes
ID Class Name Scope Note
C1akm Documentation Subclass of E65 Creation
The class comprises instances of activities (E7) which observe or document, in the most
general sense, events (E5) or, in most cases, activities (E7) conducted by actors other than
those performing the documentation activity.
The documentation or observation may be direct or indirect, and a-posteriori in relation to
the time and place of the documented event or activity.
The documentation or observation may subsume a series of direct and indirect acts of
observation and documentation spread out over a period of time but which appear overall
as one coherent activity. The definition of what forms a coherent documentation activity,
its extent and cohesion in terms of geography, time, participation and objective, is a
question of reasonable abstraction.
Documentation activities are carried out by one or more individual persons (E39) or
groups (E74), and typically result in one or more documents (E31) containing an account
of the documented events or activities of others.
A mandate (C5akm) may determine the principle objective or target, a particular actor or
type of actor, of a documentation activity, as well as the actor(s) formally tasked with its
execution. This actor does not necessary need to be the same actor who actually conducted
the documentation activity.
Examples
• the documentation of the birth of a human being by issuing a birth certificate
• the creation of a dossier about the past activities of a group of people
• the act of surveillance of the activities of a person
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ID Class Name Scope Note
C2akm Self-Documentation Subclass of C1akm Documentation
The class comprises instances of activities (E7) which observe or document activities (E7)
conducted by the same actor who also conducts the self-documentation activity.
The main difference to documentation activities (C1akm) is the direct or indirect ob-
servation and documentation of one’s own activities. The results of (mandate-based)
self-documentation activities are typically official accounts (Rechenschaftsberichte) such as
proceedings, government statements or minutes.
All other aspects of the scope note of documentation (C1akm) also pertain to self-
documentation (C2akm).
Examples
• the members of a parliamentary committee document their meetings through
minutes
• the participants of a journey create a report about their trip
C3akm Expression of Will Subclass of E73 Information Object
The class comprises instances of information objects (E73) which contain the symbolic
form of the temporal entity (E2) will. The will is a psychological entity which constitutes
the inner conviction of an actor to act. As such, a will is volatile and not directly observable
or recordable. When a will is expressed or externalized by an actor in any form, then a
will in a specific state can be recorded in symbolic form as an expression of will. Wills
may be expressed and externalized by an actor in different forms foremost by speech or
writing, but also by graphics, gestures, or behaviour.
A will may be expressed by individual persons or by groups. A parliamentary body, for
example, may express its will to enact a law by passing it by vote or a newly elected
chancellor may express a will to change existing laws during an inaugural speech.
Laws and legislative proposals are instructive examples as to why the plan and the expres-
sion of will are distinguished. While parliamentary committees prepare the legislative
proposal, only the parliamentary body performs an act of will by either passing or by
rejecting the proposal. This act of parliament (C3akm) is legally separate from the prepar-
atory deliberation (C6akm) of the legislative proposal (C4akm).
Examples
• a law taking effect
• the American Declaration of Independence
C4akm Plan Subclass of E29 Design or Procedure
The class comprises instances of information objects (E73) which contain the symbolic
form of the intellectual structure (E89) of a plan. This intellectual structure, or "plan
structure" (Planstruktur), constitutes a schema for the execution of activities (E7). Three
general types of plan structures can be distinguished: (a) descriptions of appearance, for
example a plan of a building or a topographical map, (b) descriptions of procedure, for
example a legal regulation, law or mandate, and (c) descriptions for achieving a condition or
future state of affairs, for example a political agenda or policy.
Examples
• the social policy of the British government in the 19th century
• the program of the SED to solve the housing problem in the GDR
• the building plan of the ground floor of the Reichstag
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ID Class Name Scope Note
C5akm Mandate Subclass of C4akm Plan
The class comprises instances of information objects (E73) which contain the symbolic
form of the intellectual structure (E89) of a plan that describes the principal scope of
documentation activities (C1akm).
In contrast to instances of plans (C4akm), mandates are explicitly authoritative and trans-
pose an intention as well as the authorization to conduct an act, typically in a regular and
routinely manner.
Documentation activities are typically based on or follow mandates such as formal codes of
responsibility, by-laws, internal rules and procedures, or standing orders. Such mandates
may specify (a) the targets of a documentation activity such as a particular or type of actor,
event or activity, and (b) the actor who is formally tasked or entrusted with carrying out
such activities. Both aspects set the mandate apart from the plan (C4akm). A mandate
may also be given ad hoc, such as in the case of an order on the battle field.
Examples
• The police conducts surveillance on a specific group based on a court order which
legalizes the surveillance and defines what is allowed and what not;
• parliamentary rules of procedure
• internal regulations of companies
• standing orders
C6akm Planning Subclass of E7 Activity
The class comprises instances of activities (E7) which (a) have planned or prepared another
activity known or assumed to have taken place, or which (b) have discussed or talked
about such plans (C4akm).
The planning activity may subsume a series of direct and indirect acts of preparation or
deliberation spread out over a period of time but which appear overall as one coherent
activity. The definition of what forms a coherent planning activity, its extent and cohesion
in terms of geography, time, participation and objective, is a question of reasonable
abstraction.
Examples
• the preparatory deliberation of the Reichstag for a legislative proposal
• the planning meetings of the FDGB for a trip to France
• the German preparation of "Operation Barbarossa"
C7akm Finding Aid Subclass of E31 Document
The class comprises instances of documents (E31) which specifically describe and docu-
ment any kind of archival holding (E24).
Examples
• the finding aid labw-f-1-5721 of the Landesarchiv Baden-Württemberg
• the finding aid "Red Suitcase" of the Bundesarchiv
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Native CRM Classes
The table lists all classes taken from the CRM (Crofts et al., 2006), whereby one class has been
taken from FRBRoo (Bekiari et al., 2010), and reused in the AKM.
Table 18 – Native CRM Classes
ID Class Name Scope Note
E1 CRM Entity This class comprises all things in the universe of discourse of the CIDOC Conceptual
Reference Model. It is an abstract concept providing for three general properties:
1. Identification by name or appellation, and in particular by a preferred identifier
2. Classification by type, allowing further refinement of the specific subclass an instance
belongs to
3. Attachment of free text for the expression of anything not captured by formal properties.
With the exception of E59 Primitive Value, all other classes within the CRM are directly or
indirectly specialisations of E1 CRM Entity.
E4 Period This class comprises sets of coherent phenomena or cultural manifestations bounded in
time and space. It is the social or physical coherence of these phenomena that identify
an E4 Period and not the associated spatio-temporal bounds. These bounds are a mere
approximation of the actual process of growth, spread and retreat. Consequently, different
periods can overlap and coexist in time and space, such as when a nomadic culture exists
in the same area as a sedentary culture.
Typically this class is used to describe prehistoric or historic periods such as the "Neolithic
Period", the "Ming Dynasty" or the "McCarthy Era". There are however no assumptions
about the scale of the associated phenomena. In particular all events are seen as synthetic
processes consisting of coherent phenomena. Therefore E4 Period is a superclass of E5
Event. For example, a modern clinical E67 Birth can be seen as both an atomic E5 Event
and as an E4 Period that consists of multiple activities performed by multiple instances of
E39 Actor.
There are two different conceptualisations of ’artistic style’, defined either by physical
features or by historical context. For example, "Impressionism" can be viewed as a period
lasting from approximately 1870 to 1905 during which paintings with particular charac-
teristics were produced by a group of artists that included (among others) Monet, Renoir,
Pissarro, Sisley and Degas. Alternatively, it can be regarded as a style applicable to all
paintings sharing the characteristics of the works produced by the Impressionist painters,
regardless of historical context. The first interpretation is an E4 Period, and the second
defines morphological object types that fall under E55 Type.
Another specific case of an E4 Period is the set of activities and phenomena associated
with a settlement, such as the populated period of Nineveh.
E5 Event This class comprises changes of states in cultural, social or physical systems, regardless
of scale, brought about by a series or group of coherent physical, cultural, technological
or legal phenomena. Such changes of state will affect instances of E77 Persistent Item
or its subclasses. The distinction between an E5 Event and an E4 Period is partly a
question of the scale of observation. Viewed at a coarse level of detail, an E5 Event is
an ’instantaneous’ change of state. At a fine level, the E5 Event can be analysed into its
component phenomena within a space and time frame, and as such can be seen as an E4
Period. The reverse is not necessarily the case: not all instances of E4 Period give rise to a
noteworthy change of state.
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E7 Activity This class comprises actions intentionally carried out by instances of E39 Actor that result
in changes of state in the cultural, social, or physical systems documented. This notion
includes complex, composite and long-lasting actions such as the building of a settlement
or a war, as well as simple, short-lived actions such as the opening of a door.
E9 Move This class comprises changes of the physical location of the instances of E19 Physical
Object. Note, that the class E9 Move inherits the property P7 took place at (witnessed)
E53 Place. This property should be used to describe the trajectory or a larger area within
which a move takes place, whereas the properties P26 moved to (was destination of), P27
moved from (was origin of) describe the start and end points only. Moves may also be
documented to consist of other moves (via P9 consists of (forms part of)), in order to
describe intermediate stages on a trajectory. In that case, start and end points of the partial
moves should match appropriately between each other and with the overall event.
E10 Transfer of Custody This class comprises transfers of physical custody of objects between instances of E39
Actor. The recording of the donor and/or recipient is optional. It is possible that in an
instance of E10 Transfer of Custody there is either no donor or no recipient. Depending
on the circumstances it may describe: 1. the beginning of custody 2. the end of custody 3.
the transfer of custody 4. the receipt of custody from an unknown source 5. the declared
loss of an object. The distinction between the legal responsibility for custody and the
actual physical possession of the object should be expressed using the property P2 has
type (is type of). A specific case of transfer of custody is theft.The interpretation of the
museum notion of "accession" differs between institutions. The CRM therefore models
legal ownership and physical custody separately. Institutions will then model their specific
notions of accession and deaccession as combinations of these.
E12 Production This class comprises activities that are designed to, and succeed in, creating one or more
new items. It specializes the notion of modification into production. The decision as
to whether or not an object is regarded as new is context sensitive. Normally, items are
considered "new" if there is no obvious overall similarity between them and the consumed
items and material used in their production. In other cases, an item is considered "new"
because it becomes relevant to documentation by a modification. For example, the scrib-
bling of a name on a potsherd may make it a voting token. The original potsherd may
not be worth documenting, in contrast to the inscribed one. This entity can be collective:
the printing of a thousand books, for example, would normally be considered a single
event. An event should also be documented using E81 Transformation if it results in the
destruction of one or more objects and the simultaneous production of others using parts
or material from the originals. In this case, the new items have separate identities and
matter is preserved, but identity is not.
E21 Person This class comprises real persons who live or are assumed to have lived. Legendary
figures that may have existed, such as Ulysses and King Arthur, fall into this class if
the documentation refers to them as historical figures. In cases where doubt exists as
to whether several persons are in fact identical, multiple instances can be created and
linked to indicate their relationship. The CRM does not propose a specific form to support
reasoning about possible identity.
E24 Physical Man-Made
Thing
This class comprises all persistent physical items that are purposely created by human
activity. This class comprises man-made objects, such as a swords, and man-made features,
such as rock art. No assumptions are made as to the extent of modification required to
justify regarding an object as man-made. For example, a "cup and ring" carving on bedrock
is regarded as instance of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing.
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E31 Document This class comprises identifiable immaterial items that make propositions about real-
ity.These propositions may be expressed in text, graphics, images, audiograms, videograms
or by other similar means. Documentation databases are regarded as a special case of E31
Document. This class should not be confused with the term "document" in Information
Technology, which is compatible with E73 Information Object.
E35 Title This class comprises the names assigned to works, such as texts, artworks or pieces of
music. Titles are proper noun phrases or verbal phrases, and should not be confused with
generic object names such as "chair", "painting" or "book" (the latter are common nouns
and are modelled in the CRM as instances of E55 Type). Titles may be assigned by the
creator of the work itself, or by a social group.This class also comprises the translations of
titles that are used as surrogates for the original titles in different social contexts.
E39 Actor This class comprises people, either individually or in groups, who have the potential
to perform intentional actions for which they can be held responsible. The CRM does
not attempt to model the inadvertent actions of such actors. Individual people should
be documented as instances of E21 Person, whereas groups should be documented as
instances of either E74 Group or its subclass E40 Legal Body.
E41 Appellation This class comprises all sequences of signs of any nature, either meaningful or not, that
are used or can be used to refer to and identify a specific instance of some class within
a certain context. Instances of E41 Appellation do not identify things by their meaning,
even if they happen to have one, but by convention, tradition, or agreement. Instances
of E41 Appellation are cultural constructs; as such, they have a context, a history, and a
use in time and space by some group of users. A given instance of E41 Appellation can
have alternative forms, i.e., other instances of E41 Appellation that are always regarded as
equivalent independent from the thing it denotes. Specific subclasses of E41 Appellation
should be used when instances of E41 Appellation of a characteristic form are used for
particular objects. Instances of E49 Time Appellation, for example, which take the form of
instances of E50 Date, can be easily recognised.
E42 Identifier This class comprises strings or codes assigned to instances of E1 CRM Entity in order to
identify them uniquely and permanently within the context of one or more organisations.
Such codes are often known as inventory numbers, registration codes, etc. and are typically
composed of alphanumeric sequences. The class E42 Identifier is not normally used for
machine-generated identifiers used for automated processing unless these are also used
by human agents.
E52 Time-Span This class comprises abstract temporal extents, in the sense of Galilean physics, having
a beginning, an end and a duration. Time Span has no other semantic connotations.
Time-Spans are used to define the temporal extent of instances of E4 Period, E5 Event and
any other phenomena valid for a certain time. An E52 Time-Span may be identified by one
or more instances of E49 Time Appellation. Since our knowledge of history is imperfect,
instances of E52 Time-Span can best be considered as approximations of the actual Time-
Spans of temporal entities. The properties of E52 Time-Span are intended to allow these
approximations to be expressed precisely. An extreme case of approximation, might, for
example, define an E52 Time-Span having unknown beginning, end and duration. Used
as a common E52 Time-Span for two events, it would nevertheless define them as being
simultaneous, even if nothing else was known. Automatic processing and querying of
instances of E52 Time-Span is facilitated if data can be parsed into an E61 Time Primitive.
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E53 Place This class comprises extents in space, in particular on the surface of the earth, in the
pure sense of physics: independent from temporal phenomena and matter. The instances
of E53 Place are usually determined by reference to the position of "immobile" objects
such as buildings, cities, mountains, rivers, or dedicated geodetic marks. A Place can be
determined by combining a frame of reference and a location with respect to this frame.
It may be identified by one or more instances of E44 Place Appellation. It is sometimes
argued that instances of E53 Place are best identified by global coordinates or absolute
reference systems. However, relative references are often more relevant in the context of
cultural documentation and tend to be more precise. In particular, we are often interested
in position in relation to large, mobile objects, such as ships. For example, the Place at
which Nelson died is known with reference to a large mobile object – H.M.S Victory. A
resolution of this Place in terms of absolute coordinates would require knowledge of the
movements of the vessel and the precise time of death, either of which may be revised, and
the result would lack historical and cultural relevance. Any object can serve as a frame of
reference for E53 Place determination. The model foresees the notion of a "section" of an
E19 Physical Object as a valid E53 Place determination.
E54 Dimension This class comprises quantifiable properties that can be measured by some calibrated
means and can be approximated by values, i.e. points or regions in a mathematical or
conceptual space, such as natural or real numbers, RGB values etc. An instance of E54
Dimension represents the true quantity, independent from its numerical approximation,
e.g. in inches or in cm. The properties of the class E54 Dimension allow for expressing the
numerical approximation of the values of an instance of E54 Dimension. If the true values
belong to a non-discrete space, such as spatial distances, it is recommended to record
them as approximations by intervals or regions of indeterminacy enclosing the assumed
true values. For instance, a length of 5 cm may be recorded as 4.5-5.5 cm, according to
the precision of the respective observation. Note, that interoperability of values described
in different units depends critically on the representation as value regions. Numerical
approximations in archaic instances of E58 Measurement Unit used in historical records
should be preserved. Equivalents corresponding to current knowledge should be recorded
as additional instances of E54 Dimension as appropriate.
E65 Creation This class comprises events that result in the creation of conceptual items or immaterial
products, such as legends, poems, texts, music, images, movies, laws, types etc.
E73 Information Object This class comprises identifiable immaterial items, such as a poems, jokes, data sets,
images, texts, multimedia objects, procedural prescriptions, computer program code,
algorithm or mathematical formulae, that have an objectively recognizable structure
and are documented as single units. An E73 Information Object does not depend on a
specific physical carrier, which can include human memory, and it can exist on one or
more carriers simultaneously. Instances of E73 Information Object of a linguistic nature
should be declared as instances of the E33 Linguistic Object subclass. Instances of E73
Information Object of a documentary nature should be declared as instances of the E31
Document subclass. Conceptual items such as types and classes are not instances of E73
Information Object, nor are ideas without a reproducible expression.
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E74 Group This class comprises any gatherings or organizations of two or more people that act
collectively or in a similar way due to any form of unifying relationship. In the wider sense
this class also comprises official positions which used to be regarded in certain contexts
as one actor, independent of the current holder of the office, such as the president of a
country. A gathering of people becomes an E74 Group when it exhibits organizational
characteristics usually typified by a set of ideas or beliefs held in common, or actions
performed together. These might be communication, creating some common artifact, a
common purpose such as study, worship, business, sports, etc. Nationality can be modeled
as membership in an E74 Group (cf. HumanML markup). Married couples and other
concepts of family are regarded as particular examples of E74 Group.
E78 Collection This class comprises aggregations of instances of E18 Physical Thing that are assembled
and maintained ("curated" and "preserved," in museological terminology) by one or more
instances of E39 Actor over time for a specific purpose and audience, and according to
a particular collection development plan. Items may be added or removed from an E78
Collection in pursuit of this plan. This class should not be confused with the E39 Actor
maintaining the E78 Collection often referred to with the name of the E78 Collection (e.g.
"The Wallace Collection decided..."). Collective objects in the general sense, like a tomb
full of gifts, a folder with stamps or a set of chessmen, should be documented as instances
of E19 Physical Object, and not as instances of E78 Collection. This is because they form
wholes either because they are physically bound together or because they are kept together
for their functionality.
F33 Reproduction Event This class comprises activities that consist in making copies, more or less mechanically,
of an instance of E84 Information Carrier (such as an F5 Item or an F4 Manifestation
Singleton which is also instance of E84 Information Carrier), preserving the expression
carried by it. A Reproduction Event results in new instances of E84 Information Carrier
coming into existence. In general, the copy will have different attributes from the original
and they are therefore not regarded as siblings. This class makes it possible to account
for the legal distinction between private copying for the purpose of "fair use," and mass
production for the purpose of dissemination. It can prove difficult to determine where
to draw the line between F33 Reproduction Event and F32 Carrier Production Event in
cases where multiple copies are produced. In this case, the copies, but not the original,
may be regarded as instances of F5 Item. It is the existence of an explicit production plan
that makes the difference. As a consequence, F33 Reproduction Event54 and F32 Carrier
Production Event are not declared as disjoint, which makes it possible to account for such
situations that could be regarded as instances of both Production Event and Reproduction
Event.
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Native AKM Properties
The table lists all new properties created for the AKM.
Table 19 – Native AKM Properties
ID Property Name Domain Range Scope Note
R1akm documents (is
documented by)
C1akm
Documentation
E1 CRM Entity This property describes the relationship between a documenting activity (C1akm)
and another entity (E1) which is being documented, typically an event (E5) or
activity (E7), or alternatively an actor (E39).
R2akm is based on (informs) E7 Activity C2akm Mandate This property describes the relationship between a activity (E7) and the mandate
(C2akm) which governs its conduct in terms of the designated executor (E39) and
principle target. A mandate may inform any activity; however, some of the most
common cases are documentation activities (C1akm).
R3akm was entrusted with (was
entrusted to)
E39 Actor C2akm Mandate This property describes the relationship between an actor (E39) and the mandate
(C2akm) which has been formally entrusted to said actor.
R4.1akm has specific target (is
specific target of)
C2akm Mandate E39 Actor This property describes the relationship between a mandate (C2akm) and an actor
(E39) who is the specific designated target of said mandate.
R4.2akm has general target (is
general target of)
C2akm Mandate E55 Type This property describes the relationship between a mandate (C2akm) and a type
(E55) of actor (E39) who is the principal designated target of said mandate.
R5.1akm had specific designation
(was specific designation
of)
E65 Creation E39 Actor This property describes the relationship between a creation activity (E65) such
as writing a letter or issuing a communiqué and the specific actor (E39) who is
the designated recipient of said creation activity. The information object (E73)
which being created is intended to address a person or group. Whether or not said
information object actually reaches its goal is immaterial.
R5.2akm had general designation
(was general designation
of)
E65 Creation E55 Type This property describes the relationship between a creation activity (E65) such as
writing a letter or issuing a communiqué and a type (E55) of actor (E39) who is the
designated recipient of said creation activity. The information object (E73) being
created is intended to address a person or group. Whether or not said information
object actually reaches its goal is immaterial.
R6.1akm has specific addressee (is
specific addressee of)
E73
Information
Object
E39 Actor This property describes the relationship between an information object (E73) and
the specific actor (E39) to whom said information object has been addressed. The
property expresses a phenomenological relationship such as the address line on a
letter or the salutation in a speech.
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R6.2akm has general addressee (is
general addressee of)
E73
Information
Object
E55 Type This property describes the relationship between an information object (E73) and
the type (E55) of actor (E39) to whom said information object has been addressed.
The property expresses a phenomenological relationship such as the address line
on a letter or the salutation in a speech.
R7.1akm had specific subject (was
specific subject of)
C6akm Planning C4akm Plan This property describes the relationship between a planning activity (C6akm) and
the specific plan (C4akm) which was the subject during said planning activity.
R7.2akm was generally about (was
general subject of)
C6akm Planning E55 Type This property describes the relationship between a planning activity (C6akm)
and the type (E55) of plan (C4akm) which was the subject during said planning
activity.
R8akm decided (was decided in) C6akm Planning C4akm Plan Sub-property of R7.1akm
This property describes the relationship between a planning activity (C6akm)
and the specific plan (C4akm) decided upon to be enacted during said planning
activity; for example, the passing of a law in parliament.
Note that in this case the planning activity (C6akm) is also an instance of C3akm
Expression of Will.
R9akm abandoned (was
abandoned by)
C6akm Planning C4akm Plan Sub-property of R7.1akm
This property describes the relationship between a planning activity (C6akm) and
the specific plan (C4akm) decided upon to be abandoned during said planning
activity; for example, the rejection of a legislative proposal in parliament.
Note that in this case the planning activity (C6akm) is also an instance of C3akm
Expression of Will.
R10.1akm followed specific plan
(was specific plan of)
E7 Activity C4akm Plan Sub-property of P33
This property describes the relationship between an activity (E7) and a specific
plan (C4akm) upon which said activity is based. The activity follows a specific
plan such as the construction of an edifice following one or more construction
plans.
R10.2akm followed general plan
(was general plan of)
E7 Activity E55 Type Sub-property of P32
This property describes the relationship between an activity (E7) and a type (E55)
of plan (C4akm) upon which said activity is based.
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R11akm specifically planned (was
specifically planned by)
C6akm Planning E7 Activity Sub-property of P20
This property describes the relationship between a planning activity (C6akm)
and a specific activity (E7) specifically planned, prepared or organized by said
planning activity.
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Native CRM Properties
The table lists all properties taken from the CRM (Crofts et al., 2006), whereby one property has been taken from FRBRoo (Bekiari et al.,
2010), and reused in the AKM. Note that ranges and domains are given as designated in the CRM which means that classes may be listed
which are not part of the AKM. In these cases one of the subclasses is part of the AKM. Please consult the documentation of the CRM for
the complete class hierarchy.
Table 20 – Native CRM Properties
ID Property Name Domain Range Scope Note
P1 is identified by (identifies) E1 CRM Entity E41 Appellation This property describes the naming or identification of any real world item by a
name or any other identifier.
This property is intended for identifiers in general use, which form part of the
world the model intends to describe, and not merely for internal database identifi-
ers which are specific to a technical system, unless these latter also have a more
general use outside the technical context. This property includes in particular
identification by mathematical expressions such as coordinate systems used for
the identification of instances of E53 Place. The property does not reveal anything
about when, where and by whom this identifier was used. A more detailed repres-
entation can be made using the fully developed (i.e. indirect) path through E15
Identifier Assignment.
P2 has type (is type of) E1 CRM Entity E55 Type This property allows sub typing of CRM entities – a form of specialisation -
through the use of a terminological hierarchy, or thesaurus.
The CRM is intended to focus on the high-level entities and relationships needed
to describe data structures. Consequently, it does not specialise entities any
further than is required for this immediate purpose. However, entities in the isA
hierarchy of the CRM may by specialised into any number of sub entities, which
can be defined in the E55 Type hierarchy. E51 Contact Point, for example, may
be specialised into "e-mail address", "telephone number", "post office box", "URL"
etc. none of which figures explicitly in the CRM hierarchy. Sub typing obviously
requires consistency between the meaning of the terms assigned and the more
general intent of the CRM entity in question.
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P4 has time-span (is
time-span of)
E2 Temporal
Entity
E52 Time-Span This property describes the temporal confinement of an instance of an E2 Temporal
Entity.
The related E52 Time-Span is understood as the real Time-Span during which
the phenomena were active, which make up the temporal entity instance. It does
not convey any other meaning than a positioning on the "time-line" of chronology.
The Time-Span in turn is approximated by a set of dates (E61 Time Primitive).
A temporal entity can have in reality only one Time-Span, but there may exist
alternative opinions about it, which we would express by assigning multiple
Time-Spans. Related temporal entities may share a Time-Span. Time-Spans may
have completely unknown dates but other descriptions by which we can infer
knowledge.
P7 took place at (witnessed) E4 Period E53 Place This property describes the spatial location of an instance of E4 Period.
The related E53 Place should be seen as an approximation of the geographical area
within which the phenomena that characterise the period in question occurred.
P7 took place at (witnessed) does not convey any meaning other than spatial
positioning (generally on the surface of the earth). For example, the period
"Révolution française" can be said to have taken place in "France", the "Victorian"
period, may be said to have taken place in "Britain" and its colonies, as well as
other parts of Europe and north America. A period can take place at multiple
locations.
P9 consists of (forms part of) E4 Period E4 Period This property describes the decomposition of an instance of E4 Period into discrete,
subsidiary periods.
The sub-periods into which the period is decomposed form a logical whole -
although the entire picture may not be completely known - and the sub-periods
are constitutive of the general period.
P10 falls within (contains) E4 Period E4 Period This property describes an instance of E4 Period, which falls within the E53 Place
and E52 Time-Span of another.
The difference with P9 consists of (forms part of) is subtle. Unlike P9 consists of
(forms part of), P10 falls within (contains) does not imply any logical connection
between the two periods and it may refer to a period of a completely different
type.
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P11 had participant
(participated in)
E5 Event E39 Actor This property describes the active or passive participation of instances of E39
Actors in an E5 Event.
It connects the life-line of the related E39 Actor with the E53 Place and E50 Date
of the event. The property implies that the Actor was involved in the event but
does not imply any causal relationship. The subject of a portrait can be said to
have participated in the creation of the portrait.
P14 carried out by
(performed)
E7 Activity E39 Actor This property describes the active participation of an E39 Actor in an E7 Activity.
It implies causal or legal responsibility. The P14.1 in the role of property of the
property allows the nature of an Actor’s participation to be specified.
P15 was influenced by
(influenced)
E7 Activity E1 CRM Entity This is a high level property, which captures the relationship between an E7
Activity and anything that may have had some bearing upon it.
The property has more specific sub properties.
P17 was motivated by
(motivated)
E7 Activity E1 CRM Entity This property describes an item or items that are regarded as a reason for carrying
out the E7 Activity.
For example, the discovery of a large hoard of treasure may call for a celebration,
an order from head quarters can start a military manoeuvre.
P21 had general purpose (was
purpose of)
E7 Activity E55 Type This property describes an intentional relationship between an E7 Activity and
some general goal or purpose.
This may involve activities intended as preparation for some type of activity or
event. P21had general purpose (was purpose of) differs from P20 had specific
purpose (was purpose of) in that no occurrence of an event is implied as the
purpose.
P26 moved to (was
destination of)
E9 Move E53 Place This property identifies the destination of a E9 Move.
A move will be linked to a destination, such as the move of an artefact from storage
to display. A move may be linked to many terminal instances of E53 Places. In
this case the move describes a distribution of a set of objects. The area of the move
includes the origin, route and destination.
P26 moved from (was origin
of)
E9 Move E53 Place This property identifies the starting E53 Place of an E9 Move.
A move will be linked to an origin, such as the move of an artefact from storage to
display. A move may be linked to many origins. In this case the move describes
the picking up of a set of objects. The area of the move includes the origin, route
and destination.
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P28 custody surrendered by
(surrendered custody
through)
E10 Transfer of
Custody
E39 Actor This property identifies the E39 Actor or Actors who surrender custody of an
instance of E18 Physical Thing in an E10 Transfer of Custody activity.
The property will typically describe an Actor surrendering custody of an object
when it is handed over to someone else’s care. On occasion, physical custody may
be surrendered involuntarily - through accident, loss or theft. In reality, custody
is either transferred to someone or from someone, or both.
P29 custody received by
(received custody
through)
E10 Transfer of
Custody
E39 Actor This property identifies the E39 Actor or Actors who receive custody of an instance
of E18 Physical Thing in an E10 Transfer of Custody activity.
The property will typically describe Actors receiving custody of an object when
it is handed over from another Actor’s care. On occasion, physical custody may
be received involuntarily or illegally - through accident, unsolicited donation, or
theft. In reality, custody is either transferred to someone or from someone, or
both.
P30 transferred custody of
(custody transferred
through)
E10 Transfer of
Custody
E18 Physical
Thing
This property identifies an item or items of E18 Physical Thing concerned in an
E10 Transfer of Custody activity.
The property will typically describe the object that is handed over by an E39 Actor
to another Actor’s custody. On occasion, physical custody may be transferred
involuntarily or illegally - through accident, unsolicited donation, or theft.
P43 has dimension (is
dimension of)
E70 Thing E54 Dimension This property records a E54 Dimension of some E70 Thing. It is a shortcut
of the more fully developed path from E70 Thing through P39 measured (was
measured by), E16 Measurement P40 observed dimension (was observed in) to
E54 Dimension. It offers no information about how and when an E54 Dimension
was established, nor by whom.
An instance of E54 Dimension is specific to an instance of E70 Thing.
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P46 is composed of (forms
part of)
E18 Physical
Thing
E18 Physical
Thing
This property allows instances of E18 Physical Thing to be analysed into compon-
ent elements.
Component elements, since they are themselves instances of E18 Physical Thing,
may be further analysed into sub-components, thereby creating a hierarchy of
part decomposition. An instance of E18 Physical Thing may be shared between
multiple wholes, for example two buildings may share a common wall.
This property is intended to describe specific components that are individually
documented, rather than general aspects. Overall descriptions of the structure of
an instance of E18 Physical Thing are captured by the P3 has note property.
The instances of E57 Materials of which an item of E18 Physical Thing is composed
should be documented using P45 consists of (is incorporated in).
P48 has preferred identifier (is
preferred identifier of)
E1 CRM Entity E42 Identifier This property records the preferred E42 Identifier that was used to identify an
instance of E1 CRM Entity at the time this property was recorded.
More than one preferred identifier may have been assigned to an item over time.
Use of this property requires an external mechanism for assigning temporal
validity to the respective CRM instance.
P48 has preferred identifier (is preferred identifier of), is a shortcut for the path
from E1 CRM Entity through P140 assigned attribute to (was attributed by), E15
Identifier Assignment, P37 assigned (was assigned by) to E42 Identifier. The fact
that an identifier is a preferred one for an organisation can be better expressed
in a context independent form by assigning a suitable E55 Type to the respective
instance of E15 Identifier Assignment using the P2 has type property.
P49 has former or current
keeper (is former or
current keeper of)
E18 Physical
Thing
E39 Actor This property identifies the E39 Actor or Actors who have or have had custody of
an instance of E18 Physical Thing at some time.
The distinction with P50 has current keeper (is current keeper of) is that P49 has
former or current keeper (is former or current keeper of) leaves open the question
as to whether the specified keepers are current.
P49 has former or current keeper (is former or current keeper of) is a shortcut
for the more detailed path from E18 Physical Thing through P30 transferred
custody of (custody transferred through), E10 Transfer of Custody, P28 custody
surrendered by (surrendered custody through) or P29 custody received by (re-
ceived custody through) to E39 Actor.
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P50 has current keeper (is
current keeper of)
E18 Physical
Thing
E39 Actor This property identifies the E39 Actor or Actors who had custody of an instance
of E18 Physical Thing at the time this property was recorded.
P50 has current keeper (is current keeper of) is a shortcut for the more detailed
path from E18 Physical Thing through P30 transferred custody of (custody trans-
ferred through), E10 Transfer of Custody, P29 custody received by (received
custody through) to E39 Actor.
P51 has former or current
owner (is former or
current owner of)
E18 Physical
Thing
E39 Actor This property identifies the E39 Actor that is or has been the legal owner (i.e. title
holder) of an instance of E18 Physical Thing at some time.
The distinction with P52 has current owner (is current owner of) is that P51 has
former or current owner (is former or current owner of) does not indicate whether
the specified owners are current. P51 has former or current owner (is former or
current owner of) is a shortcut for the more detailed path from E18 Physical Thing
through P24 transferred title of (changed ownership through), E8 Acquisition,
P23 transferred title from (surrendered title through), or P22 transferred title to
(acquired title through) to E39 Actor.
P54 has current permanent
location (is current
permanent location of)
E19 Physical
Object
E53 Place This property records the foreseen permanent location of an instance of E19
Physical Object at the time this property was recorded.
P54 has current permanent location (is current permanent location of) is similar
to P55 has current location (currently holds). However, it indicates the E53 Place
currently reserved for an object, such as the permanent storage location or a
permanent exhibit location. The object may be temporarily removed from the
permanent location, for example when used in temporary exhibitions or loaned
to another institution. The object may never actually be located at its permanent
location.
P55 has current location
(currently holds)
E19 Physical
Object
E53 Place This property records the location of an E19 Physical Object at the time the
property was recorded.
This property is a specialisation of P53 has former or current location (is former
or current location of). It indicates that the E53 Place associated with the E19
Physical Object is the current location of the object. The property does not allow
any indication of how long the Object has been at the current location. P55 has
current location (currently holds) is a shortcut. A more detailed representation
can make use of the fully developed (i.e. indirect) path from E19 Physical Object
through P25 moved (moved by), E9 Move P26 moved to (was destination of) to
E53 Place if and only if this Move is the most recent.
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P67 refers to (is referred to by) E89
Propositional
Object
E1 CRM Entity This property documents that an E89 Propositional Object makes a statement
about an instance of E1 CRM Entity. P67 refers to (is referred to by) has the P67.1
has type link to an instance of E55 Type. This is intended to allow a more detailed
description of the type of reference. This differs from P129 is about (is subject of),
which describes the primary subject or subjects of the E89 Propositional Object.
P69 is associated with E29 Design or
Procedure
E29 Design or
Procedure
This symmetric property describes the association of an E29 Design or Procedure
with other Designs or Procedures.
Any instance of E29 Design or Procedure may be associated with other designs or
procedures. The nature of the association may be whole-part, sequence, prerequis-
ite etc. The property is assumed to be entirely reciprocal.
P70 documents (is
documented in)
E31 Document E1 CRM Entity This property describes the CRM Entities documented by instances of E31 Docu-
ment.
Documents may describe any conceivable entity, hence the link to the highest-level
entity in the CRM hierarchy. This property is intended for cases where a reference
is regarded as being of a documentary character, in the scholarly or scientific
sense.
P74 has current or former
residence (is current or
former resident of)
E39 Actor E53 Place This property describes the current or former E53 Place of residence of an E39
Actor.
The residence may be either the Place where the Actor resides, or a legally re-
gistered address of any kind.
P94 has created (was created
by)
E65 Creation E28 Conceptual
Object
This property allows a conceptual E65 Creation to be linked to the E28 Conceptual
Object created by it.
It represents the act of conceiving the intellectual content of the E28 Conceptual
Object. It does not represent the act of creating the first physical carrier of the
E28 Conceptual Object. As an example, this is the composition of a poem, not its
commitment to paper.
P95 has formed (was formed
by)
E66 Formation E74 Group This property links the founding or E66 Formation for an E74 Group with the
Group itself.
P98 brought into life (was
born)
E67 Birth E21 Person This property links an E67Birth event to an E21 Person in the role of offspring.
Twins, triplets etc. are brought into life by the same Birth event. This is not
intended for use with general Natural History material, only people. There
is no explicit method for modelling conception and gestation except by using
extensions.
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P99 dissolved (was dissolved
by)
E68 Dissolution E74 Group This property links the disbanding or E68 Dissolution of an E74 Group to the
Group itself.
P100 was death of (died in) E69 Death E21 Person This property links an E69 Death event to the E21 Person that died.
A Death event may involve multiple people, for example in the case of a battle or
disaster. This is not intended for use with general Natural History material, only
people.
P101 had as general use (was
use of)
E70 Thing E55 Type This property links an instance of E70 Thing to an E55 Type of usage.
It allows the generic link between things, both physical and immaterial, to methods
and techniques of use. Thus it can be asserted that a baseball bat had a general use
for sport and a specific use for threatening people during the Great Train Robbery.
P102 has title (is title of) E71 Man-Made
Thing
E35 Title This property describes the E35 Title applied to an instance of E71 Man-Made
Thing. The E55 Type of Title is assigned in a sub property.
The P102.1 has type property of the P102 has title (is title of) property enables the
relationship between the Title and the thing to be further clarified, for example, if
the Title was a given Title, a supplied Title etc. It allows any man-made material
or immaterial thing to be given a Title. It is possible to imagine a Title being
created without a specific object in mind.
P107 has current or former
member (is current or
former member of)
E74 Group E39 Actor This property relates an E39 Actor to the E74 Group of which he or she is a
member.
Groups, Legal Bodies and Persons, may all be members of Groups. A Group
necessarily consists of more than one member.
This property is a shortcut of the more fully developed path from E74 Group
through P144 joined with (gained member by), E85 Joining, P143 joined (was
joined by) to E39 Actor The property P107.1 kind of member can be used to
specify the type of membership or the role the member has in the group.
P108 has produced (was
produced by)
E12 Production E24 Physical
Man-Made
Thing
This property identifies the E24 Physical Man-Made Thing that came into existence
as a result of an E12 Production.
The identity of an instance of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing is not defined by its
matter, but by its existence as a subject of documentation. An E12 Production can
result in the creation of multiple instances of E24 Physical Man-Made Thing.
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P109 has current or former
curator (is current or
former curator of)
E78 Collection E39 Actor This property identifies the E39 Actor or Actors who assume or have assumed
overall curatorial responsibility for an E78 Collection.
This property is effectively a short-cut. It does not allow a history of curation to
be recorded. This would require use of an Event assigning responsibility for a
Collection to a curator.
P128 carries (is carried by) E24 Physical
Man-Made
Thing
E73
Information
Object
This property identifies an E73 Information Object carried by an instance of E24
Physical Man-Made Thing.
In general this would be an E84 Information Carrier P65 shows visual item (is
shown by) is a specialisation of P128 carries (is carried by) which should be used
for carrying visual items.
P129 is about (is subject of) E89
Propositional
Object
E1 CRM Entity This property documents that an E89 Propositional Object has as subject an
instance of E1 CRM Entity.
This differs from P67 refers to (is referred to by), which refers to an E1 CRM Entity,
in that it describes the primary subject or subjects of an E89 Propositional Object.
P134 continued (was continued
by)
E7 Activity E7 Activity This property allows two activities to be related where the domain is considered
as an intentional continuation of the range.
Used multiple times, this allows a chain of related activities to be created which
follow each other in sequence.
P143 joined (was joined by) E85 Joining E39 Actor This property identifies the instance of E39 Actor that becomes member of a E74
Group in an E85 Joining.
Joining events allow for describing people becoming members of a group with a
more detailed path from E74 Group through P144 joined with (gained member by),
E85 Joining, P143 joined (was joined by) to E39 Actor, compared to the shortcut
offered by P107 has current or former member (is current or former member of).
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P144 joined with (gained
member by)
E85 Joining E74 Group This property identifies the instance of E74 Group of which an instance of E39
Actor becomes a member through an instance of E85 Joining.
Although a Joining activity normally concerns only one instance of E74 Group,
it is possible to imagine circumstances under which becoming member of one
Group implies becoming member of another Group as well.
Joining events allow for describing people becoming members of a group with a
more detailed path from E74 Group through P144 joined with (gained member
by), E85 Joining, P143 joined (was joined by) to E39 Actor, compared to the
shortcut offered by P107 has current or former member (is current or former
member of). The property P144.1 kind of member can be used to specify the type
of membership or the role the member has in the group.
P145 separated (left by) E86 Leaving E39 Actor This property identifies the instance of E39 Actor that leaves an instance of E74
Group through an instance of E86 Leaving.
P146 separated from (lost
member by)
E86 Leaving E74 Group This property identifies the instance of E74 Group an instance of E39 Actor leaves
through an instance of E86 Leaving.
Although a Leaving activity normally concerns only one instance of E74 Group, it
is possible to imagine circumstances under which leaving one E74 Group implies
leaving another E74 Group as well.
P148 has component (is
component of)
E89
Propositional
Object
E89
Propositional
Object
This property associates an instance of E89 Propositional Object with a structural
part of it that is by itself an instance of E89 Propositional Object.
R29 reproduced (was
reproduced by)
F32 Carrier
Production
Event
F5 Item Sub-Property of P108 has produced (was produced by). This property associates
an instance of F32 Carrier Production Event with any one of the produced items
(i.e., the instances of F5 Item).
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